"Oh, God!"
* 95956  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:38  , Color  1977

When God appears to an assistant grocery manager as a good natured old man, the Almighty selects him as his messenger for the modern world.

12 Angry Men
* 95825  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:57  , Color  1997

Twelve men must decide the fate of one when one juror objects to the jury's decision.

1812 Napoleon's Road To Moscow
* 95942  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:55  , Color  2003

1812 'Napoleon's Road to Moscow' is a record of one of history's greatest military disasters. Featuring dramatized reconstructions, period imagery and the latest 3-D computer graphics, the program follows the dramatic course of events, including the Battle Of Bordino and the cruel 'Retreat From Moscow'.

8 1/2
* 95770  XAN 101  DVD  Part _ of 02:18  , BW  1963

Guido is a film director, trying to relax after his last big hit. He can't get a moments peace, however, with the people who have worked with him in the past constantly looking for more work. He wrestles with his conscience, but is unable to come up with a new idea.

9 to 5
* 95875  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:50  , Color  1980

Three female employees of a sexist, egotistical, lying, hypocritical bigot find a way to turn the tables on him.

A Clockwork Orange
* 92421  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:18  , Color  1971

(Copy #2) See A Clockwork Orange #91261 for description.
A Clockwork Orange
* 91261 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:18 , Color 1971

Stanley Kubrick makes Anthony Burgess' novel into a savage & satiric morality play. The film centers on Alex, a conscienceless predator who is imprisoned & "cured", but is then defenseless to the revenge of his victims. What can society do for - or to - Alex next?

A. Einstein: How I See the World
* 95614 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00:00, Color 1991

This program chronicles how the world's most famous Nobel Prize winner became its most eloquent advocate for peace. Much is told in Einstein's own words, excerpted from his diaries, personal letters & writings. News film & photos show the public figure, while home movies & private albums reveal the private man.

A Family Thing
* 95890 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:49 , Color 1995

Earl Pilcher Jr., runs an equipment rental outfit in Arkansas, lives with his wife and kids and parents, and rarely takes off his gimme cap. His mother dies, leaves a letter explaining he's not her natural son, but given birth by a Black woman who died during birth, and has a half brother, Ray, who lives in Chicago.

A Man For All Seasons
* 95932 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:00 , Color 1966

The story of Thomas More, who stood up to King Henry VIII when the King rejected the Roman Catholic Church to obtain a divorce and remarriage.

A Matter of Faith: The Quest for Faith in the 21st Century
* 95704 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 00:30:00, Color 2001

The program covers such topics as the definition of faith, the limits of science & rationalism in answering existential questions, common criticisms of religion, the difference between faith & religion, commonalities among world religions concerning faith, the importance of trust.

A Midwife's Tale
* 95655 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:28:00, Color 1997

The true tale of two women, 200 years apart, linked by the massive yet cryptic diary one of them left behind. The world of frontier midwife Martha Ballard gradually takes shape as author & historian Laurel Ulrich pieces it together.

A Night at the Opera
Part of,* BW 1 01:36, BW 1935

A sly business manager and two wacky friends of two opera singers help them achieve success while humiliating their stuffy and snobbish enemies.

A Nous La Liberte
* 91736 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:27, B/W 1931

In this musical comedy two convicts plot to escape. One does, & becomes a successful entrepreneur. When his friend joins him they become involved in a hectic plot of love & blackmail, & finally escape again.

A Place For Annie
* 95934 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:39, Color 1994

Baby Annie is HIV positive and has been left in the clinic by her drug addicted mother. To prevent that she's deported to a home where they'd just wait for her to die, nurse Susan takes charge of Annie at her home. Two years later she plans too adopt her -- but suddenly Annie's mother reappears and demands her back.

A River Runs Through It
* 95935 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:03, Color 1992

Two fly-fishing sons of a Presbyterian minister--one reserved, one rebellious--grow up in rural Montana.

A World of Art: Works in Progress Series
* _ XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ _ _ _ , Color 1997

This 10-part series takes viewers inside the studios & minds of ten contemporary artists. Each program shows an artist taking one or more weeks from start to finish, offering his or her comments along the way.

The Abilene Paradox
* 95382 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:26:00, Color 2002

In this age of corporate scandals & lack of accountability, management expert Dr. Jerry B. Harvey's parable about a family trip to Abilene & the group dynamics involved offers a timeless, compelling lesson on reading the road signs of group failure & knowing when you're headed toward Abilene. *TMA

Abnormal Psychology: Patients as Educators
* 92405 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:55, Color 1992

This film includes 10 case studies: bulimia, antisocial personality, major depression, adult survivor of abuse, autism, schizophrenia, obsessive compulsive disorder, panic disorder, transsexuality, bipolar
disorder.

Abraham Lincoln
* 95867  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  01:36  , BW  1930

An episodic biography of the 16th President of the United States. Directed by D. W. Griffith

Absence of Malice
* 91353  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  01:56  , Color  1981

Sally Field plays an investigative reporter whose story implicates Paul Newman's character in a murder he didn't commit. The film raises questions about journalistic responsibilities.

Absolutism and the Social Contract (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91818  XAN101  VHS  Part 32  of 52  00:30  , Color  1989

Part 32: Arguments about the legitimate source of political power centered on divine right versus natural law. *TMA

Accelerating Growth (The Power of Place Series)
* 91988  XAN101  VHS  Part 16  of 26  00:30  , Color  1996

South America: Continent of Contrasts: (16) Case studies include urban homesteaders in Sao Paulo, Brazil, & the lure of an export economy in Santiago, Chile.

Accent Correction for Thai Speakers (Part 1)
* 93079  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  01:25:00, Color  1996

This film helps viewers with the English Alphabet, the different sounds of English consonants & vowels, problem consonants, problem consonent clusters, problem vowels, & word stress and blending.

Accent Correction for Thai Speakers (Part 2)
* 93080  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  01:03:00, Color  1996

See description for #93079.

The Accidental Tourist
* 92926  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  02:01:00, Color  1988

William Hurt is Macon Leary, a guidebook writer who must deal with an estranged wife & a ditzy dog trainer. Also stars Kathleen Turner, Geena Davis. Directed by Lawrence Kasdan.

Accidents of Creation (The Secret of Life Series)
* 91532  XAN101  VHS  Part 2  of 8  01:00  , Color  1993
This second program in the series explores a paradox: Life exists because DNA replicates itself so well, yet mutations are responsible for life as we know it.

Accusation (From Christ to Constantine Series)
* 91601  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 6  00:30  , Color  1990

- The Roman Empire had room for all kinds of religions, but Christianity didn't fit. Many charges were brought against the believers, some false, some true, some surprising. *TMA

Aces: The Story of the First Air War
* 91722  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:32  , B/W  1993

- This film depicts the career of a Canadian airman during WWI, from his commissioning in 1914 to his aerial battles as a fighter pilot in 1918. It uses rare archival footage & discusses the development of aircraft technology, aerial strategy & fighter tactics.

Acquiring the Human Language (The Human Language Series)
* 91556  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 3  00:55  , Color  1995

- This second program in the series (Playing the Language Game) examines how children "acquire" language. Myths about language are shattered & new, counterintuitive theories are advanced.

The Actor
* 90150  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 2  00:30  , B/W  1949

- This is a study of a day in the life of an actor as he exhibits his determination, desperation, frustration & perpetual hope in his attempt to achieve success.

The Actor
* 90151  XAN101  16mm  Part 2 of 2  00:22  , B/W  1949

- See The Actor #90150 for description.

Adam's Rib
* 92415  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:41  , B/W  1949

- Classic war between the sexes cast Spencer Tracy & Katharine Hepburn as married attorneys on opposite sides of the courtroom in the trial of dizzy blonde Judy Holliday. Written by Garson Kanin & Ruth Gordon. Directed by George Cukor.

The Addicted Brain
* 92328  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:26  , Color  1987

-
This film tours the world's most prolific manufacturer & user of drugs - the human brain. It explores developments in the biochemistry of addiction & addictive behavior.

Adlerian Therapy (Family Therapy with the Experts Series)
* 92464  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 13  01:55 , Color  1999

- Dr. James Bitter. 1) Intro of the theory w/ James Bitter, Jon Carlson, Diane Kjos - 24 min.  2) Initial session w/ Bitter & the family - 45 min.  3) Discussion of the session w/ Bitter, Carlson, Kjos, & a panel of human service professionals & graduate students - 46 min.  *TMA

Administering IV Meds to Children
* 95423  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:25:00, Color  2003

- This program helps healthcare professionals make critical decisions regarding administration of IV medications to children using information from a drug reference & patient situations. It illustrates the 3 methods of administration using techniques & equipment appropriate to a pediatric setting.

Ads on the Former Socialist Screen (The Best of Broadcast Commercials Series)
* 91548  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 6  00:58 , Color  1992

- This program shows the Hungarian angle, with interviews with producers & directors of the International & the Hungarian Advertising Federation. In a classic ad with fantastic photography, a man smuggles a pair of Levis into Russia.

The Adventures of Robin Hood
* 91390  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:42 , Color  1938

- Starring Errol Flynn, this definitive version of the legend of Robin Hood won Academy Awards for art direction, film editing, & musical score.

The Adversary
* 95965  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:50 , BW  1970

- A young college graduate is struggling to find a job. He lives in a flat with his younger, employed sister, revolutionary brother and widowed mother. The strain of the situation ultimately causes him to hallucinate.

Advertising & the End of the World
* 92888  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:47:00, Color  1998

- Drawing the connection between society's high-consumption lifestyle & the coming environmental crisis, this film forces us to evaluate the physical & material costs of the consumer society & how long we can maintain our present level of production. Presented by Sut Jhally.
Affirmative Action: The History of an Idea
* 92324   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:56 , Color   1996

This film explores the historical roots of affirmative action & the current debate over its usefulness. It looks at several different programs & includes archival footage & interviews with a wide array of academic scholars.

Affirmative Action on Trial
* 92705   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:50:00, Color   1995

One of The Story of a People series. This program focuses on affirmative action & its impact on society. All sides are examined through interviews w/ people from a variety of ethnic & economic groups. Hosted by Danny Glover & Louis Gossett, Jr. Produced by Bob Dockery.

Africa: In Defiance of Democracy
* 95429   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:56:00, Color   2001

This program seeks to understand Africa's complex political situations, addressing the 'Big Man' syndrome & one-party state, the destabilizing effects of armed conflict, the mismanagement of industry & natural resources, & strained relations with the industrialized world.

Africa Series
* _    XAN101   VHS   Part _ of _    , Color   1984

8-part series: Different but Equal... Mastering a Continent... Caravans of Gold... Kings & Cities... The Bible & the Gun... This Magnificent African Cake... The Rise of Nationalism... The Legacy. Written & presented by Basil Davidson, author of over 30 books on Africa.

African-American English: An Introduction
* 95451   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   01:04:00, Color   1997

In this program, Dr. Toya Wyatt discusses historical origins, regional variances, & grammatical features of African-American English.

African Drumming and Dance Featuring Ashanti Sebel
* 93012   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 2   00:25:00, Color   1994

Learn the significance & history of these art forms, as authentic drummers & dancers perform before a live audience.

African Drumming and Dance Featuring Ashanti Sebel
* 93013   XAN101   VHS   Part 2 of 2   00:23:00, Color   1994

See description for #93012.
The African Queen
* 95869  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  01:45  , Color  1951

In Africa during WWI, a gin-swilling riverboat owner/captain is persuaded by a strait-laced missionary to use his boat to attack an enemy warship.

African Religions: Zulu Zion (The Long Search Series)
* 91288  XAN101  VHS  Part 10  of 13  00:52  , Color  1987

Public Performance.
In the past twenty years Africans have been rediscovering their lost religious identity. This program explores the Zulu Independent Churches in South Africa.

African-American Leaders of the 20th Century
* 93010  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  00:42:00, Color  2002

The 20th Century was a time of great & sweeping changes all over the world. American society underwent a metamorphosis of unprecedented proportions. Learn about the African-American leaders who emerged during this era of transition to play important roles & to make a difference.

The Africans Series
* 91817  XAN101  VHS  Part 31  of 52  00:30  , Color  1989

A 9-part series hosted by Dr. Ali Mazrui: The Nature of a Continent... A Legacy of Lifestyles... New Gods... Tools of Exploitation... New Conflicts... In Search of Stability... A Garden of Eden in Decay?... A Clash of Cultures... Global Africa.

After Hours
* 92604  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  01:37:00, Color  1985

Martin Scorsese's edgy, black comedy about an isolated, uptown New York yuppe who takes a late night stroll downtown & wanders through a series of threatening & surreal misadventures. Stars Griffin Dunne, Rosanna Arquette, John Heard, Teri Garr, Catherine O'Hara.

Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series
* 91817  XAN101  VHS  Part 31  of 52  00:30  , Color  1989

This is a 26-part series that presents the fundamentals of statistical manipulation, including the mathematical formulas themselves & their application to a variety of different examples. See the Series section of the catalog for individual titles.

The Age of Absolutism (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91817  XAN101  VHS  Part 31  of 52  00:30  , Color  1989
Part 31: Exhausted by war & civil strife, many Europeans exchanged
earlier liberties & anarchies for greater peace. *TMA

The Age of Anxiety (American Visions Series)
* 92820 XAN101 VHS Part 8 of 8 01:00:00, Color 1996

This final program explores how American art has reflected the
upheavals of the last 25 years. Included are Richard Serra, Susan
Rothenberg, James Turrell.

The Age of Charlemagne (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91804 XAN101 VHS Part 18 of 52 00:30 , Color 1989

Part 18: Charlemagne revived hopes for a new empire in Western Europe.
*TMA

The Age of Innocence
* 92607 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:18:00, Color 1993

Martin Scorsese's adaptation of Edith Wharton's Pulitzer Prize-winning
novel of passion thwarted by covention. Stars Daniel Day-Lewis, Winona
Ryder, Michelle Pfeiffer.

The Age of the Nation-States (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91830 XAN101 VHS Part 44 of 52 00:30 , Color 1989

Part 44: The great powers cooperated to quell internal revolts, yet
competed to acquire colonies. *TMA

An Age of Reason, An Age of Passion (Art of the Western World Series)
* 91037 XAN101 VHS Part 6 of 9 01:00 , Color 1989

The decadence & corruption of 18th-century French nobility provoked
political & artistic reaction. This program includes the work of
Watteau & Boucher as well as that of David, Gericault, Delacroix &
Goya.

Aguirre, The Wrath of God
* 95936 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:33 , Color 1972

In the 16th century, the ruthless and insane Don Lope de Aguirre leads
a Spanish expedition in search of El Dorado.

AIDS in Africa
* 92900 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:58:00, Color 2000

In this program, Ted Koppel & Dave Marash deliver three successive
reports on the AIDS epidemic now spinning out of control in Zimbabwe.
Archbishop Desmond Tutu joins in the discussion.
Ailey Dances
* 91396  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:25  , Color  1987

Recorded live in New York City in 1982, this program shows four works of Alvin Ailey's American Dance Theater: Night Creatures, Cry, The Lark Ascending, & Revelations.

Aime Cesaré, A Voice for History: The Vigilant Island
* 92259  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 3  00:54  , Color  1994

In this first film the celebrated Martinican author shows us the island of Martinique, which is a tropical crossroads where Europe, Africa & America meet. He discusses the difficulty of balancing the life of a poet with that of a practical politician for over 50 years. French w/ English subtitles.

Aime Cesaré, A Voice for History: Where the Edges of Conquest Meet
* 92260  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 3  00:56  , Color  1994

In Paris in the 1930's Cesaire, Leopold Senghor, first president of Senegal, & the French Guyanese poet Leon Damas developed the concept of negritude, a world wide revindication of African values. French w/ English subtitles.

Aime Cesaré, A Voice for History: The Strength to Face Tomorrow
* 92261  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 3  00:50  , Color  1994

In this film Cesaire responds to the disappointments of the post-colonial world & expresses his hopes for the future. He is considered a "founding ancestor" for the current flowering of African Diaspora literature. French w/ English subtitles.

Ain't Scared of Your Jails (1960-61)
* 92772  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:59:00, Color  1986

(Episode 3 - Eyes on the Prize, America's Civil Rights Years) This program chronicles the courage displayed by thousands of young people who joined the ranks of the civil rights movement in 1960, with lunch counter sit-ins and the Freedom Rides.  *TMA

Air Disaster: How Experts Investigate Air Crashes
* 92134  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:46  , Color  1996

This film uses actual footage of air catastrophes, then goes behind the scenes for a firsthand look at the technology & methods investigators use to determine the causes of the crashes. It also visits the USAF Aircraft Investigation Lab in California where students train to become crash investigators.

The Air Mail Story
This film focuses on the early development of air mail in America. Includes early aviation footage, rare stamps & covers, & archival photography. It is based on the collection of the National Postal Museum of the Smithsonian Institution's National Museum of American History.

AirKraft

This film introduces students to flight mechanics & aircraft performance. It explores airspeed, altitude, cruise flight, & excess power. Each episode begins with historical issues, then features a technical discussion & experimental sequence. 3 episodes, 21 minutes/each

Alex Haley

In this film Haley recounts the transformation of a college drop-out into one of America's most powerful non-fiction writers. One of the few in-depth conversations with Haley before his death in 1992, this tape is a testament to a man who became a symbol of African Americans' determination to endure & excel.

Alex Haley

Alex Haley (who died in 1992) was a first-rate writer who expressed the vocal range of black America in its search for identity. This warm portrait shows us the writer who gave whites the shocking insight that blacks had been literally cut off from their own past.

Alexander the Great (The Western Tradition Series)

Part 7: Alexander's conquests quadrupled the size of the world known to the Greeks. *TMA

Alfred Schutz: Philosopher of Social Science in the 20th Century

Alfred Schutz was a social scientist & philosopher whose works are published in at least fourteen languages & nineteen disciplines. Simplified & illustrated sketches of key notions are presented & intertwined with the main events of Schutz's life.

Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore

-
Ellen Burstyn won an Academy Award for her portrayal of Alice, a recently-widowed housewife who packs herself & her son into a station wagon & heads off for a better life. Also stars Kris Kristofferson, Diane Ladd. Directed by Martin Scorsese.

Alice in Wonderland
* 92087 XAN101 VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:50  , Color  1994

In this Great Books program, recreations & interviews show us not just the humor, but also the meaning of the humor & satire in this book.

Alice Walker: In Black and White
* 92253 XAN101 VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30  , Color  1992

In this film Walker reads from her poetry & discusses contemporary America, & explains the "womanist" perspective which informs such works as her 1983 Pulitzer Prize winning novel The Color Purple.

All About Eve
* 95807 XAN 101 VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:18  , BW  1950

An ingenue insinuates herself in to the company of an established but aging stage actress and her circle of theater friends.

All About My Mother
* 95836 XAN 101 VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:41  , Color  1999

Young Esteban want to become a writer and also to discover the identity of his father, carefully concealed by the mother Manuela.

All Boys Are Called Patrick
* 90042 XAN101 16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:21  , B/W  

This film examines some romantic illusions & pokes fun at mate-finding in a large, impersonal city.

All Kinds of Weather Friends
* 90067 XAN101 16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:20  , Color  1974

This Media Five Production examines friendships.

All the President's Men
* 91354 XAN101 VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:15  , Color  1976

Winner of four Academy Awards, this film is based on the best-selling book by Washington Post reporters Bob Woodward & Carl Bernstein. This is the true story of the Watergate break-in that led to the political scandal of the decade. Stars Robert Redford & Dustin Hoffman.
All Quiet on the Western Front
* 95763 XAN 101 DVD Part 1 of 1 02:12 , BW 1930

The film follows a group of German schoolboys, talked into enlisting at the beginning of World War I by their jingoistic teacher. The story is told entirely through the experiences of the young German recruits and highlights the tragedy of war through the eyes of individuals.

All Quiet on the Western Front
* 91002 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:43 , B/W 1930
Classroom use ONLY.

Based on the anti-war novel by Erich Maria Remarque, the plot follows a group of young German recruits in World War I in their passage from idealism to disillusionment. Directed by Lewis Milestone. Stars Lew Ayres, Louis Wolheim.

All Quiet on the Western Front
* 92416 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:10 , B/W 1930

See All Quiet on the Western Front #91002 for description. This version contains restored footage.

All's Well That Ends Well
* 92077 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:21 , Color 1981

Clever characters & delightful scenes highlight this comedy in which the new wife of a young count resorts to chicanery to win her husband's respect. One of the BBC Shakespeare Plays. Stars Ian Charleson, Angela Down, Celia Johnson.

Allures
* 90006 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:08 , Color 1975

A hypnotic, kinetic voyage into outer space, the images of Allures suggest the subliminal rhythms of the inner cosmos. The film has been described "...as a combination of molecular structure & astronomical events mixed with subconscious & subjective phenomena - all happening simultaneously."

Alternative Lifestyles in California: West Meets East (The Long Search Series)
* 91290 XAN101 VHS Part 12 of 13 00:52 , Color 1987
Public Performance.

An American Film Festival award winner, this program takes place in the San Francisco Bay Area, where people raised in a Christian cultural climate mingle ideas taken from Eastern beliefs.

Alternative Medicine
* 92569 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:29:00, Color 1997
Alternative health systems are being integrated into American culture. This program provides an overview of Chinese medicine, acupuncture, ayurveda, homeopathy, herbalism, naturopathy, osteopathy, massage & chiropractic.

Alternatives to Punishment (How To Talk So Kids Will Listen Series)
* 91339 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 6 00:30, Color 1989

The goals of this session are to understand the effects of punishment as a means of discipline, explore alternatives to punishment, learn specific skills to express strong disapproval yet encourage responsible behavior & practice these skills. *TMA

Alzheimer's Disease: What Caregivers Need to Know
* 92764 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:18:00, Color 2000

This program provides a "need-to-know" list in six areas: what to do after a correct diagnosis is made, successful caregiving, community resources, Alzheimer's Disease research, problem behaviors, & legal & financial issues. *TMA

Amadeus
* 92246 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 02:38, Color 1984

DVD format. See Amadeus #92196 for description.

Amadeus
* 92196 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:38, Color 1984

Entertaining adaptation by Peter Schaffer of his play about the intense rivalry between 18th century composers Antonio Salieri & Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. Filmed on location in Prague. Excellent musical score, beautiful sets. Stars F. Murray Abraham, Tom Hulce. Directed by Milos Forman. Eight Academy Awards.

Amarcord
* 92417 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:07, Color 1974

Semi-autobiographical Frederico Fellini fantasy which takes place in the village of Rimini, his birthplace. Focusing on a young boy's impressions of his town's colorful slices of life, Fellini takes aim at fascism, family life, & religion in 1930's Italy. Considered by many to be one of Fellini's best films.

Amazing Materials: Properties of Matter
* 92928 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:25:00, Color 2000

Diamonds & gold. Graphite & carbon. What are their molecular structures? A look at composite materials reveals why two can sometimes be better than one. *TMA
Earhart was a legendary aviator & the center of one of the greatest mysteries of all time - her disappearance while attempting to fly around the world. This film draws on archival footage, interviews & newly discovered evidence to tell the story.

You'll see America welcome the new decade with optimism, then re-live the fears when Pearl Harbor is attacked. Includes music and movie clips of the time.

This episode includes war footage and tales of veterans, as well as performances by Bob Hope, & the Andrews Sisters, & songs of the era.

See the celebrations as the war ends & GIs adjust to being home, & re-live America's introduction to television - including early clips of Sid Caesar and Imogene Coco.

(The American Experience) The 19th century's final year would prove to be a dramatic turning point. Using archival film & photographs this film traces the celebrations & climactic moments of the year 1900.

See America 1900 #92673 for description.

Alistair Cooke's history of America; IMC has 4 episodes from the larger series: New Found Land... Gone West... Domesticating a Wilderness... Money on the Land.
This film examines the issue of who is going to pay for & make sure that most, if not all, Americans get at least some basic access to good healthcare. Costs are climbing too fast & too high. Do we need a national insurance plan? Should hospitals or employers pay the costs?

America's Multicultural Heritage

The United States has been called a 'melting pot' because of the various cultural backgrounds of its inhabitants. A variety of multicultural influences are examined in this timely program.

American Ballroom Dancing-American Bronze No.1

Introductory Ballroom Dancing is presented in an unpolished but clear way, with demonstrations of Foxtrot, Waltz, Swing, West Coast Swing, Slow Dance, 3-Count Hustle, Free Style & Polka.

American Ballroom Dancing-Latin Bronze No.2

Introductory Ballroom Dancing is presented with demonstrations of Tango, Cha Cha, Rumba, Mambo, Samba, Merengue, Bossa Nova & Salsa.

American Ballroom Dancing-American Silver No.3

Intermediate Ballroom Dancing is presented with demonstrations of Foxtrot, Waltz, Swing, West Coast Swing, Viennese Waltz & Peabody.

American Ballroom Dancing-Latin Silver No.4

Intermediate Ballroom Dancing is presented with demonstrations of Tango, Cha Cha, Rumba, Mambo, Samba & Bolero.

American Cinema Series

A 13-part series: The Classical Hollywood Style... The Studio System... The Star... The Western... Romantic Comedy... The Combat Film... Film Noir... Film in the Television Age... The Film School Generation... The Edge of Hollywood... Film Language... Writing & Thinking About Film... Classical Hollywood Style Today.

The American Civil Liberties Union
This film, with commentary by Oliver North, Dave Barry, & Molly Ivins, traces the tumultuous history of the ACLU from its inception by founder Roger Baldwin, through dozens of legal challenges over the past century.

The American Constitution: The Road From Runnymede
* 92033   XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:57   , Color   1991

In this program host Christopher Reeve examines the English roots of our Constitution, highlighting the political turmoil of 17th century England & how fundamental principles of "rules of law" & "limited government" emerged, & how these rules were translated into American colonial government.  *TMA

American Flyers
* 93117   XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   01:53:00, Color   1985

Two competitive brothers train for a grueling three-day bicycle race in Colorado while tangling with personal drama, including the spectre that one of them may have inherited dad's tendency for cerebral aneurisms & is sure to drop dead during a bike race soo. Starring Kevin Costner.

American Geological Institute's Videodisc
* 92187   XAN101  LD   Part 1 of 1   _   , Color   1994

This videodisc is the ideal complement to the visually oriented study of earth sciences. It has more than 3500 photographs, diagrams, animations, & videos. Includes an image directory that is barcoded to interface with a laser barcode reader.  *TMA

American Grafitti
* 95863   XAN 101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   01:50   , Color   1973

A couple of high school grads spend one final night cruising the strip with their buddies before they go off to college.

An American Image: 150 Years of Photography
* 91168   XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   01:00   , Color   1988

This is a chronicle of American photography & history. See work by such photographers as Ansel Adams, Jacob Riis, Dorothea Lange, Harry Callahan, Edward Weston & more.

The American Republic (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91824   XAN101  VHS   Part 38 of 52   00:30   , Color   1989

Part 38: A new republic, the compromise of radicals & conservatives, was founded on universal freedoms.  *TMA
The American Revolution (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91823  XAN101  VHS  Part 37 of 52  00:30  , Color  1989

Part 37: The British colonists created a society that tested Enlightenment ideas & resisted restrictions imposed by England. *TMA

An American Time Capsule
* 90010  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:03  , Color  1968

This film is a compilation of two hundred years of American history in three minutes of film.

American Visions Series
*  _  XAN101  VHS  Part _ of _  , Color  1996

The History of American Art & Architecture. An 8-part series: The Republic of Virtue... The Promised Land... The Wilderness & the West... The Gilded Age... A Wave from the Atlantic... Streamlines & Breadlines... The Empire of Signs... The Age of Anxiety. Hosted by Robert Hughes, art critic for TIME magazine.

The Americans (Americas Series)
* 91278  XAN101  VHS  Part 10 of 10  01:00  , Color  1993

This final program returns to the U.S. to profile California's Mexican-American population & Miami's & New York City's Latin American & Caribbean communities. It poses questions about assimilation, national identity & how these communities are changing what it means to be an American.

America's Leading Dissenter: Noam Chomsky
* 91549  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00  , Color  1994

In this program with Bill Moyers, Chomsky discusses the meaning of protest today, the decline of political democracy, & his admiration for the common sense & creativity of ordinary people.

America's Schools: Who Gives a Damn?
* 91437  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  00:58  , Color  1992

See America's Schools: Who Gives a Damn? #91436 for description.

America's Schools: Who Gives a Damn?
* 91436  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  00:58  , Color  1992

This 2-part series examines the causes & effects of this country's most compelling internal crisis: the failure to educate all students. A panel of educators, policy-makers, & government & business leaders debate the probable culprits & potential saviors.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Americas Series</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A 10-part series on the countries of Latin America &amp; the Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>narrated by Raul Julia: The Garden of Forking Paths... Capital Sins...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Continent on the Move... Mirrors of the Heart... In Women's Hands...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Miracles Are Not Enough... Builders of Images...Get Up, Stand Up...Fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>in the Mind... The Americans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America's Victoria: The Victoria Woodhull Story</td>
<td></td>
<td>00:52:00</td>
<td>In 1872 Victoria Woodhull became the first woman to campaign for U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>President. She advocated a single sexual standard for men &amp; women,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>legalization of prostitution &amp; reform of marriage. Includes archival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>images, her own words (read by Kate Capshaw), &amp; interviews with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>contemporary feminists such as Gloria Steinem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Amish: Not To Be Modern</td>
<td></td>
<td>00:57</td>
<td>This is the first film made inside an Amish community with the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cooperation of the Amish. Filming was spread out over the four seasons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>allowing us to see the cyclical nature of Amish life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Among Equals (Childhood Series)</td>
<td></td>
<td>00:57</td>
<td>This program explores the importance of peer relationships as a crucial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>component of development. At this age children often participate in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>youth groups and &amp; team sports - games that sometimes become</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rehearsals for life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Everlasting Piece</td>
<td></td>
<td>01:43</td>
<td>Colm is a Catholic and George is a poetry-loving Protestant. In Belfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>in the 1980s, they could have been enemies, but instead they became</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>business partners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Officer and a Gentleman</td>
<td></td>
<td>02:04</td>
<td>A young man must complete his work at a Navy Flight school to become</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>an aviator, with the help of a tough gunnery sergeant and his new</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>girlfriend.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anatomy of a Corporate Takeover (Ethics in America Series)</td>
<td></td>
<td>01:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
T. Boone Pickens, chief executives from Borg-Warner, Goodyear, & Berkshire Hathaway, economist Lester Thurow, & Senator Tim Wirth discuss the ethical problems with mergers. *TMA

Anatomy of a Murder
* 92625  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:41:00, B&W  1959


Anatomy of a Murder
* 95879  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:40 , BW  1959

In a murder trial, the defendant says he suffered temporary insanity after the victim raped his wife. What is the truth, and will he win his case?

The Ancestors (500 Nations Series)
* 92773  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 8  00:49:00, Color  1994

This program explores three stunning early cultures of North America - the Anasazi in the arid Southwest, Cliff Palace at Mesa Verde, & Cahokia (near present-day St. Louis), the largest city in the U.S. before 1800. CC

Anchoress
* 92542  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:48:00, B&W  1993

Young Christine is a 14th-century woman who decides to devote her life to the Virgin Mary & become an anchoress (a walled-in recluse) after seeing visions. But she discovers she has escaped the outside world only to trade one sort of bondage for another.

The Ancient Egyptians (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91788  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 52  00:30 , Color  1989

Part 2: Egyptian irrigation created one of the first great civilizations. *TMA

Ancient Mysteries: New Investigation of the Unsolved: Life and Death In
* 95928  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:45 , Color  1995

Life and death in Britain's Ancient Theatres devles into the wild, exciting, enchanting world of the Elizabethan stage. It was a time when actors were worshipped and playwrights immortalized. And with more than a dozen grand theatres, including Shakespeare's Globe, the theatre-mad masses could expect almost anything.
**Ancient Philosophy and Faith: From Athens to Jerusalem**

* 91475  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of  2  03:45  , Color  1992

Lectures 1-5; 45 minutes each- Intro to the Problems & Scope of Philosophy; Presocratics: Ionian Speculation & Eliatic Metaphysics; Plato's Republic: Philosophy & Blessed Life; Republic: Justice & the Good Polis; Plato's Symposium: The Dialectic of Reason, Love & Wisdom. *TMA

---

* 91476  XAN101  VHS  Part 2  of  2  04:30  , Color  1992

Lectures 6-11; 45 minutes each- Aristotle's Metaphysical Views; Aristotle's Politics: The Golden Mean & Just Rule; Intro to the Old Testament; Pondering Divine Justice: Do We Suffer for Nought?; The World of Paul; Marcus Aurelius' Meditations: The Stoic Ideal. *TMA

---

**And A Nightingale Sang**

* 95907  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1  of  1  01:35  , Color  1989

Originally aired on the Masterpiece Theatre television series and set in Great Britain towards the end of WW II, this romantic drama chronicles the sacrifices made by a blue-collar woman and her family.

---

**And The Band Played On**

* 91577  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of  1  02:20  , Color  1993

From Randy Shilts' best-seller, starring Matthew Modine. In 1981 few knew of the deadly disease we now call AIDS. This film follows the struggle of a handful of strong-willed people who took on the fight to save lives.

---

**And The Ship Sails On**

* 95912  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1  of  1  02:08  , Color  1983

In July 1914 a luxury cruise ship leaves Italy with the ashes of the famous opera singer Tetua. The boat is filled with her friends, opera singers, actors and all kinds of exotic people. Life is sweet, but on the 3rd day the captain has to save a a large number of Serbian refugees from the sea who escaped WWI

---

**And Then There Were None**

* 92626  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of  1  01:37:00, B&W  1945

Screen version of Agatha Christie's "Ten Little Indians." Ten people, strangers to each other, are invited to a lavish estate in England, & are murdered one by one. The climax is one of the most thrilling ever filmed. Stars Barry Fitzgerald, Louis Hayward, Walter Huston.

---

**Andes and Amazon (The Power of Place Series)**
South America: Continent of Contrasts: (15) Case studies include monitoring volcanic activity in Ecuador, & "sustainable development" for the Amazon in northeast Brazil's Para State.

Andrei Rublev

A brilliant historical drama censored by Soviet authorities until 1971, this is the story of a 15th-century icon painter who survives the cruelties of medieval Russia & creates works of art. Russian w/ English subtitles.

Andrew Carnegie: The Richest Man in the World

This documentary, a presentation of The American Experience & narrated by David Ogden Stiers, follows Carnegie's life from his impoverished origins in Scotland through his business career, where he was on the cutting edge of the industrial revolution in telegraphy, railroads & steel.

Animal Reproduction and Development (Cycles of Life Series)

This program describes the continuation of life through the physical process of reproduction.

Animal Structure (Cycles of Life Series)

This program examines structure as a commonality among animals, who achieve motion promoted by a musculoskeletal system & maintain equilibrium through homeostasis & feedback.

Annie Hall

Considered by many to be Woody Allen's masterpiece, this film brought Academy Awards to Diane Keaton in the title role, & to Allen for his direction. It weaves flashbacks, flash forwards, monologues, classic Allen one-liners & animation into an uproarious & wistful comedy about an on-again, off-again romance.
The Annual Carl D. Perkins RFQ Porgram
* 95490  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00:00, Color  2005
  Digital/Taping Rights
  The Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board's annual look at the state of Carl Perkins Funding. This teleconference also presents the latest guidelines for local discretionary grants. New topics include Administration, Professional Development, Partnerships, Curriculum Development, Recruitment & Retention. <DRA>

Anonymous Sources (The Other Side of the News Series)
* 91568  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 6  00:58 , Color  1990
  This first episode of the series explores the use & abuse of unattributed sources, from Watergate to the Wall Street scandals & the Pentagon fraud investigation.

Another Country
* 95459  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, Color  1984
  Based on the play by Julian Mitchell, the film explores how the sexual & political life of a 1930's English public school spawned the spy scandals of the post-war years. The story recounts the events which affect Guy Bennett, a clever, hedonistic young man nearing the end of his final year at boarding school.

Ansel Adams, Photographer
* 91169  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00 , Color  1981
  This film is an absorbing portrait of one of the greatest photographers of the 20th century. Ansel Adams talks about his life & demonstrates the techniques which have made his work legendary.

Antony and Cleopatra
* 91620  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:51 , Color  1980
  One of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films, this tragedy, a sequel to Julius Caesar, is known for its memorable poetry, intricate planning, & remarkable characterizations. Stars Colin Blakely, Jane Lapotaire, Ian Charleson.

The Anxiety Disorders (The World of Abnormal Psychology Series)
* 91202  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 13  01:00 , Color  1992
  This film examines two of the most common anxiety disorders — panic with agoraphobia & generalized anxiety disorder.

Anybody's Son Will Do ("War" Series)
* 91312  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 7  01:00 , Color  1985
This program focuses on one of the world's most successful fighting organizations - the U.S. Marines.

APA Psychotherapy Series
* XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1, Color 1995


Aparajito
* 95818 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:50 , BW 1956

A boy leaves home to study in Calcutta, while his mother must face a life alone.

The Apartment
* 92838 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:06:00, B&W 1960

A lowly insurance clerk tries to climb the corporate ladder by "loaning" his apartment out to executives having affairs. This social satire won five Academy Awards. Stars Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine, Fred McMurray.

Apollo 13
* 95727 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 02:20:00, Color 1995

True story of the moon-bound mission that developed severe trouble and the men that rescued it with skill and dedication.

Apollo 13: To the Edge and Back
* 91926 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30 , Color 1994

In April of 1970, the astronauts of the Apollo 13 found themselves stranded 200,000 miles from home when an explosion damaged their capsule. Using archival footage, computer animation, & interviews with people who made history, this program documents a plateau in humankind's technological achievement.

The Apostle
* 95810 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:14 , Color 1997

After his happy life spins out of control, a preacher from Texas changes his name, goes to Louisiana and starts preaching on the radio.

Applause
* 90120 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:26 , Color 197?
In this film, Dr. Georgette McGregor presents seven steps that will make you self-confident instead of self-conscious when giving a speech to an audience of 1 or 1,000.

Application Specials
* 92335 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 2 00:47 , Color 1997
  Shows GIS (Geographic Information Systems) working in a variety of contexts. GIS in South Carolina is a documentary on the cooperative nature of GIS in the state. San Diego's Regional Urban Information System looks at the City's & County's joint effort to establish a mature GIS.

Application Specials
* 92336 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 2 00:40 , Color 1997
  This film shows how the State of Qatar is modernizing its government functions using sophisticated GIS technology, how several schools are using GIS, & how Houston Lighting & Power has implemented GIS technology to improve everyday productivity.

Applying Psychology in Life (Discovering Psychology Series)
* 92804 XAN101 VHS Part 24 of 26 00:30:00, Color 2001
  Psychology is currently being applied in innovative ways to practical situations in the areas of human factors, law, & conflict negotiation. With Dr. Malcolm Cohen of NASA Ames Research Center, Dr. Stephen Ceci of Cornell University, & Dr. James Maas of Cornell University. New.

The Appointment
* 90028 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:02 , Color
  This film shows a person who is about to leave for an outside appointment. Obviously he has called upon others to help him with the preparation for his coming meeting, sales call or presentation.

Approaching a Crisis: Threats of Violence, Divorce and Suicide
* 92115 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:50 , Color 1998
  Presented by Jay Haley. In this film a therapist is expecting a routine child problem & finds himself treating a family. The husband's threats of suicide & violence are dealt with in a human way by the therapist, who must choose to behave according to professional procedures, or become personally involved.

The Arabs Make Their Entrance: Islam and Empire
* 95439 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:26:00, Color 1999
  This program charts the rise of the Arab empire, from its roots in the long-standing rivalry between the Byzantines & the Sassanids. Nodes along that timeline include the dual role of Mecca as a place of
worship & as a center for trade, the life of Muhammad & the birth of Islam, & the rapid expansion of Arabia.

The Aral Sea: Environment Under Siege
* 91520 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:16 , Color 1994

The Aral Sea - the fourth largest inland sea on Earth - lies in Soviet Central Asia. This film explores the devastating impact of a project begun in the 1960s by the former Soviet government to divert water to irrigate the surrounding desert region.

The Aristocats
* 95969 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:18 , Color 1970

With the help of a smooth talking tomcat, a family of Parisian felines set to inherit a fortune from their owner try to make it back home after a jealous butler kidnaps them and leaves them in the country.

The Aristocracy: Born to Rule
* 92265 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 4 00:48 , Color 1997

1875-1914 During this time the power of Britain's ruling class was threatened by agricultural depression, the growth of democracy, & attacks on the House of Lords. This film recalls the era's heated political & social scene.

The Aristocracy: Never the Same Again
* 92266 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 4 00:41 , Color 1997

1918-1945 As war approached, the world began to change. Aristocrats were no longer guaranteed political power, their estates were heavily taxed, & titles were awarded to "ordinary" people. This film recalls the era's fading glory.

The Aristocracy: Letting in the Hoi Polloi
* 92267 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 4 00:44 , Color 1997

1945-1970 During WWII, great country houses served as barracks & hospitals. In order to gain National Trust grants after the war many aristocrats opened their doors to the public. This film chronicles their wooing of the masses.

The Aristocracy: Survival of the Fittest
* 92268 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 4 00:49 , Color 1997

1970-1997 This film examines the reversal of fortunes that have put some members of the peerage back on top. Though the aristocracy no longer occupies center stage in national life, they wield considerable influence in many areas.

Aristotle and Plato (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
Part 4: Aristotle & Plato - Cosmos, Contemplation, & Happiness. Plato & Aristotle attempted to trace the movement of the heavens back to a divine starting point or first principle. *TMA

Arizona: Spirit of the Southwest
* 91524 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:55 , Color 1993
This program offers an overview of present-day Arizona, & a discussion of the state's history & natural wonders.

Arms for the Poor
* 92108 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:25 , Color 1998
This film considers the weapons-export business, & builds a dramatic case against the military-industrial complex. While the poor need housing, education, & health-care, the U.S. taxpayer supports an immense military budget. Narrated by Richard Kiley. *TMA

Art and Architecture (Chartres Cathedral)
* 90117 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color _
This humanities film depicts the art works & architecture of the Chartres Cathedral.

The Art of Integrative Counseling & Psychotherapy: Techniques in Action
* 94106 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 2 01:04:00, Color 1996
Former EMD acquisition.
Counselor Jerry Corey demonstrates an integrative approach to counseling & psychotherapy by enacting individual sessions with Ruth. This two-video set offers clear, concise coverage of 9 contemporary theories of counseling then demonstrates how each theory can be applied to a single case.

Art and Life in the Middle Ages: The Luttrell Psalter
* 92726 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:36:00, Color 1998
The illuminated psalm book by Sir Geoffrey Luttrell, containing beautiful calligraphy & extremely fine illustrations, provides a mysterious glimpse of life during the Middle Ages. <DRA>

The Art of Living (Millennium Series)
* 91296 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 10 01:00 , Color 1992
In-room ltd ITFS, CCTV
In this program travel to the Wodaabe tribe of Niger & the Dogon people of Mali to see the ways they celebrate life & death. Also meet a North American artist who shows his way of connecting art to the meaning of life & death. *TMA
Art of the Western World Series
* XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ , Color 1989

A 9-part series licensed from PBS: The Classical Ideal... A White Garment of Churches... The Early Renaissance... The High Renaissance... Realms of Light... An Age of Reason... A Fresh View... Into the 20th Century... In Our Own Time.

Articulate Space: The Architectural Heritage of St. Louis
* 92190 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:57 , Color 1998

This program tells the story of a St. Louis which is historical, stressing the relationship between architecture & community life. Produced & directed by Saint Louis University professor James F. Scott, Ph.D. Narrated by Anne Keefe. <DRA>

Arts 2000
* 91867 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:57 , Color 1994

This program discusses the importance of collaboration between businessmen & educators in promoting the arts, in a panel discussion with audience format. Moderated by Amber Edwards.

As It Was in the Beginning (Testament Series)
* 91237 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 7 00:52 , Color 1991

This film traces the development of ideas about gods & holiness from the most ancient East to the God of Moses & the Exodus.

As You Like It
* 91619 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:30 , Color 1978

One of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films, this is a comedy about all kinds of love, & features the "Seven Ages of Man" speech. Stars Helen Mirren, Brian Stirner, Angharad Rees, Clive Francis.

Ascent of Man Series
* XAN101 16mm Part _ of _ , Color _

Jacob Brownowski's 13-part series: Lower Than Angels... Harvest of Seasons... Grain in the Stone... Hidden Structure... Music of the Spheres... Starry Messenger... Majestic Clockwork... Drive for Power... Ladder of Creation... World Within World... Knowledge of Certainty... Generation Upon Generation... Long Childhood.

Ashes of the Cold War
* 91518 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:56 , Color 1993

This PBS Frontline program examines the impact of downsizing the
military to a peacetime industry level on the manufacturers of defense equipment & the economies of the states which draw revenue from that industry.

Ashes and Diamonds
* 92197 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:45 , B/W 1958

In the closing days of WWII, a Polish resistance fighter assassinates the wrong man, tries to find love with the right woman, & questions the meaning of struggle. One of the clearest portrayals of a Communist society ever made. Directed by Andrzej Wajda. Polish w/ English subtitles.

Asian Values Devalued
* 92490 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:39:00, Color 1998

This program focuses on the plights of Indonesia, Hong Kong, & Malaysia, where nepotism, cronyism, corruption, suppression, & the exploitation of cheap foreign labor brought about a financial crisis of enormous proportions.

Assessment and Management Procedures for Voice Disordered Patients
* 91223 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 _ , Color 1986

This tape presents five voice disordered patients in various stages of management. It offers an overview of how such patients are managed in a clinical setting. The assessment process, therapy alternatives & progress are reviewed. *TMA

Assessment and Placement (Developmental Education Series)
* 95659 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 4 01:00:00, Color 2006

Digital/Taping Rights
This program focuses on the the concerns surrounding the college-readiness, assessment, & placement, with particular emphasis on testin-instrument strengths & weaknesses. <DRA>

Assigning Effective Homework (Excellence in Teaching Series)
* 92530 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 10 00:29:00, Color 1999

Homework is intended to reinforce learning. What is the ideal amount & what are the most effective formats?

At the Threshold (Millennium Series)
* 91301 XAN101 VHS Part 10 of 10 01:00 , Color 1992

In-room, ltd ITFS, CCTV
This final program of the series reviews the primary wisdoms that tribal people offer the modernized world. It then explores the most perplexing dilemmas of the Western World - heart vs. mind, body vs. soul, the desires of the individual vs. the needs of society. *TMA

Athens and Ancient Greece
A Great Cities of the Ancient World presentation. Ancient Greece & 25 of the most significant structures & monuments are revealed as originally built. See the Acropolis, the Statue of Athena, the Parthenon, the Temple of Zeus, the Temple of Apollo, Mycenae, Santorini, & Atlantis.

Athletics and Academics: An Uneasy Alliance (The Other Side of the News Series)

This third program features a 15-member panel of college coaches, university presidents, sports journalists & others discussing the role big-money college sports plays on campuses & the effect it has on academics & standards.

Atlantic City

This romantic thriller takes place in Atlantic City when gambling was legalized. Burt Lancaster's numbers running sideline escalates to mob involvement. Also stars Susan Sarandon & Kate Reid.

The Atomic Cafe

Culled from newsreel footage & government archives of the 1940s & '50s, this film describes the dark side of Cold War America with its fear & paranoia, & blends it with a deep black humor.

Attack

During the Battle of the Bulge, Jack Palance stars as a lieutenant who must not only deal with the German attack, but with a cowardly & incompetent captain. Also stars Eddie Albert, Lee Marvin, Buddy Ebsen.

Attack on Culture (500 Nations Series)

By the late 1880s, the U.S. Army has battled almost all indigenous nations onto reservations. This program explores the legislative attack on native ways, including the disbanding of communal land. CC

Audition Part 1

Michael Shurtleff demonstrates how actors must always search out the love & conflict in a scene. He & his students explore how to start a scene with full energy.
Audition Part 2
* 91767 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 4 00:30 , Color 1996
- Michael Shurtleff shows how to search out humor in even the most tragic scene, how to include opposite motivations in a scene, & how to keep "making things happen for the first time".

Audition Part 3
* 91768 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 4 00:30 , Color 1996
- Michael Shurtleff discusses getting beyond self-expression to true communication, locating the dramatic core, & finding the change in relationship in the play.

Audition Part 4
* 91769 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 4 00:30 , Color 1996
- Michael Shurtleff discusses creating a sense of place even on a bare stage, game playing & role playing, & the core of mystery at the heart of any great performance.

August Wilson: In Black and White
* 92254 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:22 , Color 1992
- This film introduces one of America's most celebrated playwrights. His on-going project is to write a play on African American life set in each decade of the 20th century.

Augustine: Late Have I Loved Thee
* 91450 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:37 , Color 1992
- Classroom use ONLY.
- This is an introduction to the life & works of Augustine, Bishop of Hippo. The production was shot in & around Rome & Milan, & acquaints the viewer with Augustine's world, the Bishop himself & his major works.

Augustus Napier: An Underfunctioning Father
* 91378 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:00 , Color 1989
- Master Series contract.
- Family patterns, including mother-son conflict & an underfunctioning father are explored with a nuclear family of four. The focus is on the father's sense of abandonment by his parents.

Authority and Rebellion/The Caine Mutiny
* 90083 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:31 , Color 1973
- Specially edited from the Columbia feature "The Caine Mutiny" with Humphrey Bogart. Focusing on the first part of the novel, the film traces the disintegration of Captain Queeg & the growing moral dilemma
of Ensign Keith. The climax of the film is the mutiny itself. Commentary by Orson Welles.

The Autobiography Of Miss Jane Pittman
* 95878 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:50 , Color 1974

Story of a black woman in the South who was born into slavery in the 1850s and lives to become a part of the civil rights movement in the 1960s.

AutoCAD Basics Series
* _ XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ , Color 1992

A 7-part series: Draw Commands... Display, Layer & Inquiry Commands... Edit Commands... Dimension, Text & Hatch Commands... View, Block & Plot Commands... R12 Update-Work Space Commands... R12 Update-File Interface Commands. *TMA

Avant Garde and Experimental Films #1
* 91165 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:14 , B/W 1980

Includes five films: Un Chien Andulou (1928-France), "Regen" (Rain) (1929-Holland), Uberfall (1929-Germany), The Hearts of Age (1934-USA), Ballet Mechanique (1924-France). Silent films with music score; correct projection speed.

Avant Garde and Experimental Films #2
* 91166 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:42 , B/W 1982

Includes the three films: Symphonie Diagonale (Diagonalsymphonien) (1924-Germany), L'Etoile De Mer (1928-France), Entr'Acte (1924-France). Silent films with music score; correct projection speed.

Avatar
* 95686 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 02:42:00, Color 2009

In the future, Jake, a paraplegic war veteran, is brought to another planet, Pandora, which is inhabited by the Na'vi, a humanoid race with their own language and culture. Those from Earth find themselves at odds with each other and the local culture.

Aviation Security (Terrorism Series)
* 92380 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 15 00:30 , Color 1999


Avoiding Burnout (Excellence in Teaching Series)
* 92534 XAN101 VHS Part 9 of 10 00:33:00, Color 1999

The stresses & strains of the classroom environment affect everyone
differently. This program provides insights & simple tips for teachers under pressure.

Avoiding and Responding to Sexual Harassment in the Schools
* 92138  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:20  , Color  1996

- This video defines sexual harassment & how to recognize it. Scenarios are presented of probable situations. The program provides guidelines on your legal responsibility to prevent claims, & discusses penalties for failing to respond to reports of sexual harassment.

The Awakening (Islam: Empire of Faith Series)
* 95417  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 3  01:00:00, Color  2000

- This program examines Islam's flowering into one of the great civilizations in history. Culture & goods flow freely throughout a large empire. Islamic principles & influence are spread further, affecting the intellectual development of the west. The program ends with the invasion of Islamic lands by the Mongols. *TMA

Awakenings
* 95842  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:01  , Color  1990

- The victims of an encephalitis epidemic many years ago have been catatonic ever since, but now a new drug offers the prospect of reviving them.

The Awful Truth
* 93106  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:31:00, B&W  1937

- A young couple discards their marriage made in heaven & go their separate ways in search of happiness. Meticulously sabotaging each others' new relationships, they discover they really were made for each other. Starring Cary Grant & Irene Dunne.

B.F. Skinner and Behavior Change: Research, Practice, and Promise
* 91330  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:45  , Color  1975

- In this program professionals from various disciplines join Dr. Skinner in discussing issues generated by behavioral psychology. The film features on-site interventions with patients, clients & students in a variety of settings. *TMA

Baby Boom
* 95960  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:50  , Color  1987

- The life of super-yuppie J.C. is thrown into turmoil when she inherits a baby from a distant relative.

The Bad and the Beautiful

**Badlands**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><em>95782</em></th>
<th>XAN 101 DVD</th>
<th>Part 1 of 1</th>
<th>00:34</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>1973</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Dramatization of the Starkweather-Fugate killing spree of the 1950's, in which a teenage girl and her twenty-something boyfriend slaughtered her entire family and several others in the Dakota badlands.

**Baikal: Blue Eye of Siberia**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><em>91510</em></th>
<th>XAN101 VHS</th>
<th>Part 1 of 2</th>
<th>00:55</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>1990</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

This program documents what must be done to save the dying Lake Baikal & the political battles involved in cleaning up the lake & preventing further damage.

**Balloon Safari**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><em>91434</em></th>
<th>XAN101 VHS</th>
<th>Part 1 of 1</th>
<th>00:55</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>1975</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

This is the story of Alan & Joan Root who produce wildlife photography in East Africa from a hot-air balloon. Narrated by David Niven.
In this satire, Woody Allen stars as a professional weird-gadget tester who is jilted by his girlfriend & retreats to a Latin American banana republic, where he soon finds himself president. Also stars Louise Lassar, Carlos Montalban.

Band of Brothers Series

* 91952  XAN101  VHS  Part 8 of 28  00:30  , Color  1992

An 11-part series: Currahee... Day of Days... Carentan... Replacements... Crossroads... Bastogne... The Breaking Point... The Last Patrol... Why We Fight... Points... We Stand Alone Together: The Men of Easy Company.

The S & L crisis is reviewed with a discussion of deposit insurance & the accountability of financial institutions. *TMA

The Banking System (Economics U$A Series)

Basic Film Editing

* 90065  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:18  , Color  1975

This film visually defines film editing terms, techniques, methods & uses: continuity, slow tempo, fast tempo, expanding time, cutting away time, dissolves, fades & combining shots.

Basic Film Terms: A Visual Dictionary

* 90037  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:15  , Color  1970

This film gives exact visual definitions of the most important film terms for those studying filmmaking or film appreciation.

Bastogne (Band of Brothers Series)

* 92979  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 11  01:00:00, Color  2001

In the dead of winter, in the forest outside Bastogne, Belgium, the men of Easy Co. struggle to hold the line while fending off frostbite & hunger.

The Battle of Algiers

* 95563  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  02:01:00, B&W  1966

This film recreates a key year in the Algerian struggle for independence from the French in the 1950s. Shot in the streets of Algiers, the film is a case study in modern warfare, with its terrorist attacks & the brutal techniques used to combat them. In French & Arabic w/ optional English subtitles. *TMA
The Battle of Algiers: The Film and History
* 95565 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 03:00:00, Color 2004
- This disc contains four documentaries on the film *The Battle of Algiers* and the historic events on which the film is based. (See IMC# 95563 for film description.)

The Battle of Algiers: Pontecorvo and the Film
* 95564 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 01:45:00, Color 2004
- This disc contains three documentaries focusing on the director of *The Battle of Algiers*, Gillo Pontecorvo, & the influence his film has had on filmmaking. (See IMC# 95563 for description.)

The Battle of Britain (Why We Fight Series)
* 91028 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 7 00:55, B/W 1943
Classroom use ONLY.
Relive Britain's "finest hour" as she stands alone against German air strikes. This Frank Capra film features a special prologue by Winston Churchill.

The Battle of China (Why We Fight Series)
* 91029 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 7 01:05, B/W 1944
Classroom use ONLY.
This segment shows the brutality of the Japanese invasion & the struggle of the Chinese people to regain their liberty.

The Battle Over School Choice
* 92873 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00:00, Color 2000
- A Frontline program. This film explores the political debate over the reform of public education and investigates "school choice" options such as vouchers, charter schools & for-profit academies.

The Battle of Poitiers: 733
* 95440 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:32:00, Color 1991
- This program describes Gaul at the time of a two-pronged attack undertaken against Europe east of the Pyrenees by Arabic armies, its Frankish & Gallo-Roman inhabitants far less civilized than the Arabic invaders; the warriors on both sides & the battle itself, with its strange ending; & the retreat of the Saracens.

The Battle of Russia (Why We Fight Series)
* 91030 XAN101 VHS Part 6 of 7 01:23, B/W 1944
Classroom use ONLY.
This segment presents one of the major turning points of the war – the halting of the German juggernaut at Moscow & their cataclysmic defeat in the frozen wastes of Stalingrad.
The Battle of Tsushima: 1905 - Japan Enters the World Scene
* 91400  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:41  , Color  1991

This program traces the opening of Japan after decades of isolation imposed by the shoguns. It includes Japan's declaration of war on China in 1894, the Treaty of Shimonosaki, & the alliance between Russia & China which set the stage for the confrontation between Russia & Japan.

Battle of the X-Planes
* 95395  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  02:00:00, Color  2003

Marking the first time filmmakers have been allowed inside a major weapons competition, this DVD features the high-tech, high-stakes contest to create the newest U.S. fighter plane, the Joint Strike Fighter. Filmed over 4 years, the program reveals both breakthrough decisions & heartbreaking setbacks.

BBC Sound Effects Library
* 93026  XAN101  CD  Part 1 of 1  00:34:00, Color  1993

This is a set of 40 CDs containing 1500 sound effects. Includes a detailed, cross-referenced index. For use as a reserve item in IMC labs only. *TMA

Beads of Faith: The Sacred Name and the Heart's Celestial Garden
* 93098  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:34:00, Color  1999

This film explores the various forms the rosary has taken in the world's religions. The viewer is treated to stunning imagery in art and photography as the practice in various faiths is chronologically presented- each tradition made clearer through the wisdom found in the others.

Beautiful Thing
* 93098  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, Color  1996

Gay coming-of-age story set in a working-class southeast London housing estate.

Beauty and the Beast
* 95668  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:24  , Color  1991

Belle, whose father is imprisoned by the Beast, offers herself instead and discovers her captor to be an enchanted prince.

Classroom use ONLY.
French with English subtitles. Jean Marais portrays the dignified & noble Beast who falls in love with the beautiful young woman, portrayed by Josette Day. This film is considered a magnificent work of art as well as a classic cinematic experience.

Beauty and the Beast
* 92199 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30 , B/W 1946
   (Copy #2) See Beauty & the Beast #91070 for description.

Beauty and the Devil
* 91733 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:37 , B/W 1950
   This is a classic retelling of the story of Faust & the Devil. Mephisto wants to buy Faust's soul, & is willing to give him a taste of what will come once the deal is set. But Mephisto is the loser when love proves to be everlasting. Directed by Rene Clair. In French, with subtitles.

The Beauty of Teaching (Excellence in Teaching Series)
* 92535 XAN101 VHS Part 10 of 10 00:27:00, Color 1999
   This unique, motivational program highlights all the reasons the field of education is so important & fulfilling.

Beauvais Cathedral: Architecture of Transcendence
* 95389 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:10:00, Color 2000
   Beauvais Cathedral in northern France is one of the finest examples of Gothic architecture. Its chorus, completed in 1272, was the highest ever built. This video features a visual tour through & around the cathedral set to music with dramatic aerial views.

Beckett Directs Beckett Series
* _ XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ , Color 1990
   This 4-part series illustrates how Samuel Beckett wished his vision to be understood: Waiting for Godot Act I... Waiting for Godot Act II... Krapp's Last Tape... Endgame.

The Beggar's Opera
* 92408 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:15 , Color 1984
   This is a production of the John Gay opera taped for British television. Stars Roger Daltrey.

The Beginning of a New Century (Modern Presidential Campaigns Series)
* 92245 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 5 00:25 , Color 1998
   In this last episode, the popular President Clinton easily defeats his
Republican opponent. (1996)

Beginnings (Shared Vision: Jesuit Spirit in Education Series)
* 92191    XAN101    VHS    Part 1 of 3    00:22 , Color    1995

This program begins with students at the U. of Paris whose commitment to remain together after finishing graduate degrees led to the founding of the Society of Jesus. That commitment grew out of the Spiritual Exercises which contain the fruit of St. Ignatius Loyola's own conversion & mystical prayer experiences. <DRA>

The Behaving Brain (Discovering Psychology Series)
* 92783    XAN101    VHS    Part 3 of 26    00:30:00, Color    2001

This program discusses the structure & composition of the brain. With Dr. John Gabrieli of Stanford University & Dr. Mieke Verfaellie of Veterans Medical Hospital, Boston. Updated.

Behavior Disorders of Childhood (The World of Abnormal Psychology Series)
* 91210    XAN101    VHS    Part 11 of 13    01:00 , Color    1992

This program visits families of children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, conduct disorder, separation anxiety disorder, & autism.

Behavioral Therapy (Family Therapy with the Experts Series)
* 92465    XAN101    VHS    Part 2 of 13    01:53 , Color    1998

Dr. Richard Stuart. 1) Intro of the theory w/ Richard Stuart, Jon Carlson & Diane Kjos - 26 min. 2) Initial session w/ Stuart & a couple, both of whom have been married before - 50 min. 3) Discussion of the session w/ Stuart, Carlson, Kjos, & a panel of human service professionals & graduate students - 37 min. *TMA

Behind the Lines
* 92996    XAN101    VHS    Part 1 of 1    01:36:00, Color    1997

Jonathan Pryce stars in this critically acclaimed, emotionally electrifying story of war's devastating impact on a group of World War I soldiers- & on the doctor who risks his own grip on reality to treat them.

Being a Single Parent
* 91178    XAN101    VHS    Part 1 of 1    00:19 , Color    1987

This film presents three different kinds of single parents: a divorced woman, an unmarried woman who chose to be a single parent, & a man who raised his two sons. It shows how parents cope with their roles as parents & wage earners & discusses the psychological effects of divorce on a child.
Ben-Hur
* 91266 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 2 _ , Color 1959

See Ben-Hur #91265 for description.

Ben-Hur
* 91265 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 2 03:31 , Color 1959

This film is the winner of 11 Academy Awards & more honors internationally than any movie in history. Ben-Hur, prince of Judea, leads his nation against the wrath of the conquering Romans, bringing tragedy to himself & his people. (The famous chariot scene took over a year to prepare & lasts 20 minutes on screen.)

Best Boy
* 95908 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:51 , Color 1979

In this documentary, the director follows the day-to-day activities of his retarded, middle-aged cousin Philly, over a three-year period.

The Best of Broadcast Commercials Series
* _ XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ , Color 1992

This is a 6-part series on worldwide TV commercials: From Winecoolers to Greenpeace... From Famine to Feast... Sparkling: Clean, Gems, Water... French Style in Ads... From Cookies to Corn Flakes... Ads on the Former Socialist Screen.

Best in Show
* 95855 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30 , Color 2000

A colorful array of characters competes at a national dog show.

Best of Show Reel (1990-2003)
* 95537 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:57:00, Color 2004

This program contains the Best of Show winners from previous Current One shows which features the best in advertising from around the world.

The Best Years of Our Lives
* 92200 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 2 02:50 , B/W 1946

Fredric March, Harold Russell & Dana Andrews are three WWII vets who return home to pick up the threads of their lives. The film won eight Academy Awards. Russell, an actual veteran, holds a record for winning two Oscars for a single role - Best Supporting Actor & a special one for bringing hope & courage to veterans.
The Best Years of Our Lives
* 92201  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  , B/W  1946
See The Best Years of Our Lives #92200 for description.

The Better Angels of Our Nature (The Civil War Series)
* 91067  XAN101  VHS  Part 9 of 9  01:08  , Color  1990
The episode opens with the description of the country's response to Appomattox & narrates the events of five days later when Lincoln was assassinated. This final program then reviews the ways the traumatic four years transformed the country into the union it is today. *TMA

Betty Blue
* 95460  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:01:00, Color  1986
Betty & Zorg are not your average French lovers. Zorg, a repairman, is perhaps the author of a long, eccentric & unpublished novel. Betty has a regrettable habit of violently attacking employers & customers. But together, they make life a magical fantasy until dreams collide with reality. French with English subtitles

Betty Carter: On Not Becoming a Wicked Stepmother
* 91376  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:00  , Color  1986
Master Series contract.
This is a consultation with a couple of different ethnic backgrounds, who have been married six months & are trying to blend five children from previous marriages. The couple is instructed on elements of timing & normality while working through the family genogram.

Betty Neuman (The Nurse Theorists: Portraits of Excellence Series)
* 95512  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 16  00:46:30, Color  1988
This program profiles the nurse theorist Betty Neuman. A brief biography is followed by an interview focusing on her theory, the Neuman Systems Model. An in-depth explanation of her theory is presented at the end of the program.

Beverly Buchanon (A World of Art: Works in Progress Series)
* 95370  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 10  00:30:00, Color  1997
The focus of this program is Beverly Buchanon's Shackworks. Buchanon is an artist whose chief imagery derives from the dwellings of the rural poor in the American South. She photographs shacks, draws them with oil sticks, & constructs small models of them from scraps of wood & metal.

Beyond Genesis: The Origin of Species
* 92088  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:50  , Color  1994
A Great Books program. The impact of Darwin's voyage on the Beagle depended on his observations, deductions & conclusions. This film brings Darwin to life as he writes the most important scientific book of his century - one that transforms detailed notes into literature & has become a model for science writing.

The Bible and the Gun (Africa Series)
* 92038  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 8  00:57 , Color  1984

The slave trade destroyed the social fabric of Africa. After the slave traders, the explorers came, then the missionaries, & finally, men like Cecil Rhodes - seeking an empire.

The Bicycle Thief
* 92244  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30 , B/W  1948

An Italian worker finds a job, but the bicycle he needs is stolen, & he & his son search Rome for it. Italian w/ English subtitles. Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film. Directed by Vittorio De Sica.

Big
* 91355  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:44 , Color  1988

Tom Hanks shines in this comedy about a 12-year-old boy whose wish to be "big" comes true overnight & he wakes up the next morning as a 35-year-old man.

Big Business and the Ghost of Confucius (The Pacific Century Series)
* 92735  XAN101  VHS  Part 7 of 10  01:00:00, Color  1992

The rapid economic development of Taiwan, South Korea, & Singapore raises questions of how Asian-Pacific societies have entered the modern world, the role of the state in economic growth, & the way rulers & ruled alike have invoked traditional values in their efforts to "catch up."

The Big City: Mahanagar
* 95816  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:02 , BW  1963

Life at home changes when a housewife from a middle-class, conservative family in Calcutta gets a job as a salesperson.

The Big Heat
* 91391  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:29 , B/W  1953

When a detective's wife is killed in an explosion meant for him, he pursues the gangsters behind it & uncovers a police scandal. Stars Glenn Ford, Lee Marvin, Gloria Grahame. Directed by Fritz Lang.
The Big Heat
* 92958  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1    01:29:00, B&W   1953

Glenn Ford is investigating the apparent suicide of a corrupt cop, then is suddenly ordered to stop. He continues probing until a final life and death confrontation. Also stars Alexander Scourby, Lee Marvin, Gloria Grahame.

The Big Parade
* 92989  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1    02:22:00, B&W   1927

This film is the first realistic war drama & one of the most important films ever made. It has spectacle, romance, & comedy. But its true greatness may lie in its sharp delineation of emotions interspersed through a simple plot that recounts the experiences of a World war I soldier in France (John Gilbert).

The Big Parade
* 95766  XAN 101  VHS     Part 1 of 1    02:22 , BW   1925

The idle son of a rich businessman joins the army when the U.S.A. enters World War One. He is sent to France, where he becomes friends with two working-class soldiers. He also falls in love with a Frenchwoman, but has to leave her to move to the frontline.

Bill Viola (A World of Art: Works in Progress Series)
* 95374  XAN101  VHS   Part 9 of 10    00:30:00, Color   1997

This program focuses on Bill Viola who creates installations that combine video & sound in intriguing ways, using a high level of technical skill. Chronicled here is the making of 'The Greeting.' Shown are all the steps in the installation’s creation: from the lighting of the set to the opening.

Binomial Distributions (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
* 91657  XAN101  VHS   Part 17 of 26   00:30 , Color   1989

This program shows how to calculate the mean & standard deviation of binomial distributions, & shows an example of binomial distribution.

Biology Concepts: Ecology
* 91529  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1    00:30 , Color   1992

This is a very basic program on ecology - the relationship of living things with their environment on earth. *TMA

Biomechanics
* 92300  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1    00:36 , Color   1988
Using anatomical models, graphics, & footage of competing athletes, this program explains force & movement & looks at internal & external forces. It examines balance & the effects of gravity on lifting & swinging movements.

**Biosensors**

* 92301 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:32, Color 1996

Biosensors form the link between technical & biological sensors. Using computer animation, this program illustrates how biosensors work & how they are used in scientific studies.

**Biowar: The Terrible Prospect of Biological Terrorism**

* 92901 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 2 00:57:00, Color 1999

Part 1: The Price of Surprise: Days One Through Five. In a hypothetical scenario, Ted Koppel delivers two successive reports, tracking the advance of a fictional biological attack as the medical community scrambles to identify the pathogen & treat the victims.

**Biowar: The Terrible Prospect of Biological Terrorism**

* 92902 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 2 00:40:00, Color 1999

Part 2: Regaining Control: Days Six Through Eight. In this hypothetical situation, Ted Koppel presents three successive reports, following the progress of the fictional biological attack as it reaches its peak & is finally brought under control.

**The Birdcage**

* 95847 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:57, Color 1996

A gay cabaret owner and his drag queen companion agree to put up a false straight front so that their son can introduce them to his fiancée's right-wing moralistic parents.

**The Birds**

* 91483 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:59, Color 1963

This is Alfred Hitchcock's film about the unexplained attack on the residents of Bodega Bay by birds of all shapes & sizes.

**The Birth of the Middle Ages (Europe in the Middle Ages Series)**

* 91095 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 7 00:43, Color 1989

Classroom use ONLY.

This film provides an introduction to medieval Europe. It traces the fall of Rome, the development of fortified monasteries & their gradual transformation into centers of prayer, work & the study of ancient learning. <DRA>

**The Birth of Modern Theatre- Chekhov: Uncle Vanya (History of Drama Series)**
This sixth film of the series explores how the Realism movement found its voice in "Uncle Vanya". The film is devoted to the complete third act of the play.

Birth, Sex, and Death (The Secret of Life Series)
* 91533  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 8  01:00  , Color  1993

This third program in the series discusses the master genes that determine sex, development, & possibly the length of life.

Birth of Vision
* 91015  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:23  , Color  

Artist Rodney Windfield demonstrates how images develop in his paintings from his own inner vision.

Bizarre, Bizarre
* 91942  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30  , B/W  1939

A mystery writer is accused of murder & disappears, then returns in disguise to clear his name. A number of French comedians are introduced with a revue of comedy-farce sketches. French with English subtitles.

Black Adder I Part 1 (Black Adder Series)
* 91852  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 8  01:30  , Color  1983

Three 30-minute episodes: The Foretelling; Born to be King; The Archbishop.

Black Adder I Part 2 (Black Adder Series)
* 91853  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 8  01:30  , Color  1983

Three 30-minute episodes: The Queen of Spain's Beard; Witchsmeller Pursuivant; The Black Seal.

Black Adder II Part 1 (Black Adder Series)
* 91854  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 8  01:30  , Color  1986

Three 30-minute episodes: Bells; Head; Potato.

Black Adder II Part 2 (Black Adder Series)
* 91855  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 8  01:30  , Color  1986

Three 30-minute episodes: Money; Beer; Chains.

Black Adder III Part 1 (Black Adder Series)
Three 30-minute episodes: Dish & Dishonesty; Ink & Incapability; Nob & Nobility.

Three 30-minute episodes: Sense & Senility; Amy & Amiability; Duel & Duality.

Three 30-minute episodes: Captain Cook; Corporal Punishment; Major Star.

Three 30-minute episodes: Private Plane; General Hospital; Goodbye.

This series follows the misadventures of Edmund Blackadder during the Dark Ages, the Golden Age of the 1600's in England, in 18th century England, & during WWI. Twenty-four episodes on eight tapes. Stars Rowan Atkinson & Tony Robinson.

In this film author Valerie Smith surveys the development of black American literature from the 1890s to the 1930s.

This film presents Prof. Martin Bernal's argument that ancient Greece, which introduced democracy, philosophy, & drama, had African origins as evidenced in Greek mythology. Includes commentary by scholars who retort that Bernal uses evidence selectively to support his own Afrocentric agenda.

This program discusses the testimony of those whose complexion, class, gender, speech or sexuality has made them feel "too black" or "not
black enough." Produced & directed by Marlon Riggs, who died of AIDS at age 37 while completing this film. *TMA

Black on White (The Story of English Series)
* 91306 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 9 00:58, Color 1986
Home use.
This program explores the richness of Black English from its origins in the slave trade to today's "rap."

Black Orpheus
* 92202 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:43, Color 1958
_ The legend of Orpheus & Eurydice unfolds against the colorful background of the Carnival in Rio de Janeiro. Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film. Portuguese w/ English subtitles.

Black Women On: The Light, Dark Thang
* 92920 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:52:00, Color 1999
_ This program explores the politics of color within the African-American community. Women representing a variety of hues speak candidly about the longstanding "caste system" that permeates black society.

Blackboard Jungle
* 92203 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:42, B/W 1955
_ Recognized as the first movie to utilize a rock & roll soundtrack, this film remains to this day a riveting drama of life at an inner city high school. Stars Glenn Ford, Anne Francis, Sidney Poitier, Vic Morrow.

Blackmail
* 92418 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:26, B/W 1929
_ This first sound film for Great Britain & director Alfred Hitchcock follows the police investigation of a murder, & a detective's attempts to keep his girlfriend from being involved. Made as a silent film, it was reworked to become a talkie.

Blackout
* 92872 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00:00, Color 2001
_ A Frontline program. California's power disaster has made "energy" a major issue. This film examines whether power companies & energy trading giants have capitalized on deregulation to make huge profits while users suffer power shortages.

Blacks & Jews
* 92100 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:25, Color 1997
_ The faultline between blacks & Jews has become a symbol of America's
racial tensions. This program, made by filmmakers from both groups, discusses the roots of distrust & recrimination, shows how dialogue can break down, & talks about what it will take to open it again. *TMA

Blade Runner
* 95768 XAN 101 DVD Part _ of 01:57 , Color 1982

In a cyberpunk vision of the future, man has developed the technology to create replicants, human clones used to serve in the colonies outside Earth but with fixed lifespans. Deckard, a blade runner, has to track down & terminate 4 replicants who hijacked a ship in space and have returned to earth seeking their maker.

The Blinking Madonna & Other Miracles
* 92052 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:58 , Color 1995

This is a true story of filmmaker Beth Harrington, who recorded an Italian-American religious festival in Boston with her camcorder. Her neighbors see a miracle on the videotape - a statue of the Virgin Mary blinking its eyes. The event transforms Beth's life.

Blocking & Sampling (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
* 91653 XAN101 VHS Part 13 of 26 00:30 , Color 1989

This film discusses random sampling & the difference between single-factor & multi-factor experiments.

Blonde Venus
* 92204 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:29 , B/W 1932

A German cafe singer marries an Englishman, but their marriage suffers when he contracts radiation poisoning & she gets a nightclub job to pay the bills. Stars Marlene Dietrich, Herbert Marshall, Cary Grant. Directed by Josef von Sternberg.

Blood of a Poet
* 91161 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:53 , B/W 1930

Jean Cocteau's (his first film) brilliant avant-garde classic details all manner of surreal events occurring in the instant a chimney falls. French w/ English subtitles.
Part

* 92392  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:42 , Color  1966

Director Michelangelo Antonioni packs nonstop action into a dazzling, controversial cinematic close-up of mid-sixties mod London. Stars David Hemmings, Vanessa Redgrave, Sarah Miles.

Blow-Up
* 95858  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:51 , Color  1966

A mod London photographer seems to find something very suspicious in the shots he has taken of a mysterious beauty in a desolate park.

Blowing the Whistle: How to Protect Yourself and Win
* 92136  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:35 , Color  1997

This training video teaches workers employed in the nuclear or other environmentally sensitive industries their rights, demonstrates effective methods of reporting violations & explains what assistance is available. Narrated by Daniel Ellsberg.

The Blue Angel
* 92839  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:38:00, B&W  1930

A priggish professor alters the course of his life to follow a singer named Lola he meets at the Blue Angel nightclub. The portrayal of Lola brought international stardom to Marlene Dietrich. Also stars Emil Jannings.

Blue Eyed
* 92102  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:33 , Color  1995

Jane Elliott's widely-known "blue eyed/brown eyed" exercise is the oldest & most celebrated anti-racism awareness program in the country. This films offers the chance to sit in on a full-length workshop with Elliott. *TMA

Blue Velvet
* 92603  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:00:00, Color  1986

David Lynch's disturbing exploration of the dark side of American suburbia, involving an innocent college youth who is thrust into a turmoil of depravity, murder, & sexual deviance. Stars Kyle MacLachlan, Isabella Rossellini, Dennis Hopper, Laura Dern.

Blues in Technicolor (Rock & Roll Series)
* 92164  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 10  01:00 , Color  1995

This program takes viewers on a trip into the psychedelic rock world of the late 60's & early 70's. Using interviews with The Byrds, Grateful Dead, Jefferson Airplane & Pink Floyd, this video shows how a bohemian folk culture based in San Francisco set off an international explosion
of musical experimentation.

The Body as a Matrix: Matthew Barney's Cremaster Cycle
* 95549  XAN101  DVD  Part  1  of  1  00:53:00, Color  2004

(See IMC# 95548 for description.)

The Body as a Matrix: Matthew Barney's Cremaster Cycle
* 95548  XAN101  VHS  Part  1  of  1  00:53:00, Color  2004

In this program, Barney, Guggenheim curator Nancy Spector, & others deconstruct the Cycle's filming and subsequent translation into sculptural installations. <DRA>

Body and Soul
* 95376  XAN101  VHS  Part  1  of  1  00:50:00, Color  2001

Today millions of people are in a desperate situation because of HIV/AIDS. What role do the clergy play in this new struggle for human rights? Body & Soul looks at the attitudes of 3 main religions in South Africa through people on the ground who have to interpret & practice religion in terms of today's realities.

Bolero
* 90084  XAN101  16mm  Part  1  of  1  00:27 , Color  1973

Zubin Mehta conducts a full orchestra performing Ravel's early 20th-century composition "Bolero". The viewer is familiarized with the orchestra members & the relationship between performers & conductor.

Bonnie and Clyde
* 95679  XAN101  DVD  Part  1  of  1  01:52:00, Color  1967

A bored small-town girl and a small-time bank robber leave in their wake a string of violent robberies and newspaper headlines that catch the imagination of the Depression-struck Mid-West in this take on the legendary crime spree of these archetypal lovers on the run.

The Booming Maritime Edge (The Power of Place Series)
* 91996  XAN101  VHS  Part 24  of 26  00:30 , Color  1996

China & Its Sphere: (24) Case studies include industrialization - the Nike experience in Guangdong, & the Hsinchu Science Park in Taiwan.

Booms and Busts (Economics USA Series)
* 91948  XAN101  VHS  Part  4  of 28  00:30 , Color  1992

America's roller-coaster economy is examined in light of the economic theories of Marx, Schumpeter, Keynes & Say. *TMA
Boomsville
* 90022 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:11 , Color 1969

This film is an animated overview of the growth of cities showing clearly what man has done to his environment. This film recreates, without a single word, man's sometimes devastating interaction with his surroundings.

Bootstrap Banking and the World
* 92495 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:55:00, Color 1998

Microcredit as a Global Anti-Poverty Strategy. Many people are unable to gain access to the working capital they need to start or build a business. In four stories from Bangladesh, South Africa, Bolivia & India, this program examines the potential of microcredit, noting the obstacles & pitfalls. *TMA

Boqutas Pintadas (Painted Lips)
* 92398 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:00 , Color 1974

A married woman learns that her childhood sweetheart has died. She gradually pieces together a complex mosaic of his life. What emerges is a portrait of a man driven by fear into a life of self-deception. In Spanish w/ English subtitles.

Borderline Centrifugal Family (Family Assessment Series)
* 92556 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 3 00:49:00, Color 1992

Borderline Centrifugal Family, Severely Dysfunctional Centripetal & Centrifugal Families. This program demonstrates the functioning of families on the low end of the competence continuum & presents the centrifugal family style. *TMA

Born Again: Life in a Fundamentalist Baptist Church
* 91683 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:27 , Color 1987

This inside view of a fundamentalist Baptist community in Massachusetts & its Christian school provides insight into the sources & power of fundamentalist revival & the "Moral Majority" world view.

Born Too Soon
* 95647 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 00:30:00, Color 2006

This program takes a comprehensive look at the world of neonatology in the 21st century. You will meet doctors & nurses who work diligently to do everything they can to help babies & parents deal with the life and death issues of a Neonatal Intensive Care Unit. Take a closer look at the ethical issues.

Born Yesterday
Judy Holliday won the Best Actress Oscar for her role as Billie Dawn, the "dumb blonde" girlfriend of a corrupt millionaire junk dealer, who takes a crash course in "culture" from a handsome journalist. Also stars William Holden, Broderick Crawford.

The Boston Hoax (The Other Side of the News Series)

The Boston Hoax: The Police, the Press & the Public - the fifth program of the series - examines the sensational way the Boston media reported the Stuart murder case & the assumptions made by the police & press that led to the arrest of the wrong man.

The Bostonians

A faith healer's daughter is forced to choose between the affections of a militant suffragette & a young lawyer in 19th century Boston. Based on Henry James' novel. Stars Christopher Reeve, Vanessa Redgrave, Madeleine Potter.

Boundaries and Borderlands (The Power of Place Series)

Introduction: (2) This program applies the conceptual tools of the geographer - relative location, distance & scale, realms & regions, & human environmental interaction - through a spatial perspective. Case studies include a single Mexican mother who smuggles cigarettes across the U.S. border to support her family.

Bowenian Therapy (Family Therapy with the Experts Series)

Dr. Philip Guerin. 1) Intro of the theory w/ Philip Guerin, Jon Carlson, & Diane Kjos - 25 min. 2) Initial session w/ Guerin & the family - 48 min. 3) Discussion of the session w/ Guerin, Carlson, Kjos, & a panel of human service professionals & graduate students - 42 min. *TMA

Box of Treasures

This film documents the cultural significance of these events for today's Kwakiut'l people. It is an eloquent testimony to the persistence and complexity of Kwakiut'l society and to the struggle to redefine cultural identity in one Northwest Coast native American community.

The Boy Who Could Fly
After a plane crash kills his parents, a boy withdraws into a fantasy land where he can fly. The young daughter of a troubled family makes friends with him & the fantasy becomes real.

* Breakfast at Tiffany's
* Breaking the Accent Barrier
* Breaking Morant
* The Breaking Point (Band of Brothers Series)
* Breaking the Waves
* Breastfeeding Promotion in Minority Communities and in the Workplace
Breathless
* 92840  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:29:00, B&W  1959


The Bride of Frankenstein
* 92628  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:15:00, B&W  1935

One of the most outstanding horror classics of all time. Boris Karloff reprises his role as the monster who now longs for a mate of his own. Also stars Colin Clive, Elsa Lanchester.

The Bride Wore Black
* 95903  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:47 , Color  1968

Julie Kohler is prevented from suicide by her mother. She leaves the town. She will track down, charm and kill five men who do not know her. What is her goal ? What is her purpose ?

Brideshead Revisited Book 1 (Brideshead Revisited Series)
* 91846  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 6  01:38 , Color  1981

Chapter 1: Nostalgia for a Vanished Past

Brideshead Revisited Book 2 (Brideshead Revisited Series)
* 91847  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 6  01:38 , Color  1981

Chapter 2: Home and Abroad; Chapter 3: Shadows Close In

Brideshead Revisited Book 3 (Brideshead Revisited Series)
* 91848  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 6  01:38 , Color  1981

Chapter 4: Sebastian Against the World; Chapter 5: Julia Blossoms

Brideshead Revisited Book 4 (Brideshead Revisited Series)
* 91849  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 6  01:38 , Color  1981

Chapter 6: Julia's Marriage; Chapter 7: The Unseen Hook

Brideshead Revisited Book 5 (Brideshead Revisited Series)
* 91850  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 6  01:38 , Color  1981

Chapter 8: Brideshead Deserted; Chapter 9: Orphans of the Storm

Brideshead Revisited Book 6 (Brideshead Revisited Series)
Brideshead Revisited Series

* 91851  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 6  01:38  , Color  1981

Chapter 10: A Twitch Upon the Thread; Chapter 11: Brideshead Revisited


The Bridge on the River Kwai

* 95885  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:41  , Color  1957

After settling his differences with a Japanese PoW camp commander, a British colonel co-operates to oversee his men's construction of a railway bridge for their captors - while oblivious to a plan by the Allies to destroy it.

Bringing Justice Home

* 92565  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:25:00, Color  1999

This is a documentary about the need for decent housing for America's low- & moderate-income families. It presents strategies undertaken to address the housing crisis including litigation, local ordinances, & legal representation & counseling of individuals.

Bringing Out the Leader in You

* 92563  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:23:00, Color  1990

Leading is a dynamic process, an attitude, a set of behaviors that can be learned. This program describes in detail the leadership techniques you need to know.

Bringing Out the Dead

* 92621  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:01:00, Color  1999

Martin Scorsese's story about a paramedic on the brink of madness, who finds that redemption can be found among the living. Stars Nicolas Cage, Patricia Arquette, John Goodman, Ving Rhames, Tom Sizemore. Includes cast & crew interviews.

Bringing Up Baby

* 92207  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:42  , B/W  1938

Director Howard Hawks manages the perfect balance of control & mayhem in this screwball comedy featuring Katharine Hepburn as a giddy socialite with a "baby" leopard, & Cary Grant as the unwitting object of her affections.
Broken Blossoms
* 91388 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:16, B/W 1919

Considered the cinema's first great tragedy, this indictment of racism & a society that fails to protect the weak is one of D.W. Griffith's most powerful films. Stars Lillian Gish & Donald Crisp. Silent w/music.

Broken Blossoms (Restored Version)
* 91560 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:35, B/W 1918

See Broken Blossoms #91388 for description. This version is a specially tinted print, with a new recording of the original musical score, & introduced by Lillian Gish.

A Brooklyn Family Tale
* 95392 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00:00, Color 2001

This program chronicles the struggles of the Santiago family & their unique relationship with Sister Geraldine who runs a local social services agency. As the parents watch their teenage children fall deeper into gangs & violence we witness Sister Geraldine's remarkable efforts to keep this embattled family intact.

Bruegel the Elder: His Life and Art
* 92725 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:28:00, Color 1998

This program present Bruegel's life & work, from his early landscapes in Italy to the great allegorical works that made him one of the most influential painters of the Flemish school in the 16th century.

Brunel Experience Series
* _ XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ _ , Color 1988

A 5-part series: The Great Divide... A Watery Grave... A Hefty Problem... Easy Does It... Down & Under. Created for classes in design & technology, each part provides a case study of a practical problem in engineering.

The Buck Stops Here
* 90029 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:06, Color 197?

Starring Chuck Connors. In the first sequence we see four vignettes in which we may recognize ourselves - people facing difficult decisions. In flashback, we return to a mid-1800's poker game. Connors tells us how the title phrase was born & why it is still appropriate today.

Buddhism: Footprint of the Buddha-India (The Long Search Series)
* 91281 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 13 00:52, Color 1987

Public Performance.
This program explores the type of Buddhism practiced throughout Southeast Asia. The religion has high moral standards but does not believe in God.

Buddhism: The Land of the Disappearing Buddha - Japan (The Long Search Series)
* 91287  XAN101  VHS  Part 9 of 13  00:52  , Color  1987
Public Performance.
This program talks to the staff in a Tokyo restaurant regarding Zen meditation, calligraphy, swordfighting, archery & the tea ceremony.

Buddhism, Man, and Nature
* 90032  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:14  , Color  1968
Produced by Irving & Edna Hortley under a grant from the society for Comparative Philosophy. Allen Watts narrates this description of the Buddhist philosophy of life as the Hortleys present beautiful drawings from nature & ancient Japanese art.

Buddhism: The Middle Way of Compassion
* 91881  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:24  , Color  1993
This film traces the history of Buddhism, its development & art, & its influence on Asian philosophy & politics. *TMA

Bugs!
* 95896  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00  , Color  1988
Includes shorts: "Bugs Bunny and the Three Bears", "Bugs Bunny Gets the Boid", "Gorilla My Dreams", "Hare Ribbin'", "Tortoise Wins by a Hare", "Baseball Bugs", "Rabbit Transit".

Builders of Images (Americas Series)
* 91275  XAN101  VHS  Part 7 of 10  01:00  , Color  1993
This program explores the arts in the Americas, emphasizing the creativity that has attracted global acclaim & given rise to a distinct & increasingly influential Latin American & Caribbean artistic voice.

Bullets Over Broadway
* 92553  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:35:00, Color  1994
An idealistic young writer will do anything to get his first Broadway play off the ground, even if it means teaming up with the mob. Hilarious Woody Allen tribute to Jazz Age New York City. Over-the-top performances by John Cusack, Rob Reiner, Dianne Weist, Jennifer Tilly, Chazz Palminteri.

Burden of Dreams
* 95966  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:35  , Color  1982
A documentary on the chaotic production of 'Werner Herzog' 's epic Fitzcarraldo (1982), showing how the film managed to get made despite problems that would have floored a less obsessively driven director.

Burning Rivers
* 91523  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:28 , Color  1992
   This program examines the impact of the environmental crisis in Guatemala on the inhabitants, & their response.

The Burning Times
* 91564  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:58  , Color  1990
   In Europe, from the 15th through the 17th centuries, the church & state cooperated in the torture & execution of thousands of women accused of being witches.  This film explores this dark period, while suggesting that it set the stage for modern society's acceptance of violence against women.

Bush Pilots of Alaska
* 92290  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:47 , Color  1995
   Travel into the challenging & dangerous world of the Alaskan Bush Pilot.  There are few runways, & weather conditions can change in minutes.  The favored planes were designed & built over 50 years ago - still covered with fabric & equipped with balloon tires, skis, or floats.

The Business of Paradigms
* 92870  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:38:00, Color  1990
   Futurist Joel Barker helps organizations understand how paradigms influence our perceptions of the world.  He has helped thousands of organizations identify & implement the best ideas that arise when the rules change.  *TMA

Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid
* 95731  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:50:00, Color  1969
   Two Western bank/train robbers flee to Bolivia when the law gets too close.

Butley
* 93000  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  02:09:00, Color  1974
   This film turns Simon Gray's single-set, dialogue-driven stage play about man's misspent life into an irresistible dynamic, visual experience.  Starring Alan Bates & Jessica Tandy.

Butterflies are Free
Fast-paced humor surrounds the Broadway play brought to the big screen. Blind youth is determined to be self-sufficient. A next-door-neighbor actress helps him gain independence from his overprotective mother. Starring Goldie Hawn, Edward Albert, & Eileen Heckart.

Buying a Rainforest

This is one program in the Nature Connection series. Host David Suzuki walks with two fifth-graders through a Costa Rican rainforest.

The Byzantine Empire (The Western Tradition Series)

Part 15: From Constantinople, the Byzantine Empire carried on the traditions of Greece & Rome. *TMA

Byzantium: From Splendor to Ruin (Europe in the Middle Ages Series)

Classroom use ONLY.
This film describes the history, art & religious significance of Byzantium, its attempts to restore the Roman Empire, its influence in the West, & its heritage. <DRA>

C-SPAN Archives: Booknotes (Winston and Clementine)

Ms. Soames talked about her book, Winston and Clementine: The Personal Letters of the Churchills, published by Houghton Mifflin. The book examines the personal letters of the Churchills evoking the times, places and people they were surrounded by and provides intimate insights to the great political and social changes

C-SPAN Archives: Call-In (Life Protrait of John Adams)

In the second in a series on American presidents, John Adams' life and career were discussed. Mr. McCullough talked about his home, library, and relatives. Ms. Brown, a descendant of Adams, talked about efforts to preserve the home and grounds. Amy Lasater, a sophomore at John Adams High School was interviewed.

The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari

See The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari #90179 for description. (This version is silent.)
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari
* 90179 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:55, B/W 1919
This is the original surrealistic German horror film which was the sensation of the twenties. The audience sees Francis pressure Dr. Caligari & his somnambulist "slave" through a series of murderous events only to learn at last that Francis is an inmate in Dr. Caligari's asylum. (w/music)

The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari
* 91088 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:52, B/W 1919
Classroom use ONLY.
See The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari #90179 for description.

Cairo: 1001 Years of Art and Architecture
* 93024 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:37:00, Color 1999
This 4-part presentation offers an introduction to the art & architecture of this great medieval city. PART 1: The Grandeur of Cairo (16 minutes), PART 2: Spiritual Dimensions of Islamic Art in Cairo (20 minutes), PART 3: 1001 Years of Islamic Architecture in Cairo (51 minutes), PART 4: Some Saints of Cairo (10 minutes)

Calibration, Accuracy, and Error
* 92987 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:40:00, Color 1995
This video defines error, differentiates between precision & accuracy, discusses target analogy & bias, & explains such sources of systematic error as miscalibration, invasiveness, spatial & temporal averaging, observer bias, hysteresis, & measurement physics issues.

Calling the Ghosts: A Story About Rape, War & Women
* 92917 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:03:00, Color 1996
This is a first-person account of two women in the Serb prison camp of Omarska in Bosnia-Herzegovina, where rape was as much an everyday weapon as bullets or bombs. Once released, the women turned a personal struggle for survival into a larger fight for justice.

Callista Roy (The Nurse Theorists: Portraits of Excellence Series)
* 95519 XAN101 VHS Part 13 of 16 00:34:15, Color 1988
This program profiles the nurse theorist Callista Roy. A brief biography is followed by a discussion of her theory, the Roy Adaptation Model of Nursing. An in-depth explanation of her theory is presented at the end of the program.

Camera Techniques for Video
* 90901 XAN101 3/4"U Part 1 of 3 00:32, Color 1975
Richard Colla explains the different rules about video cameras & how to use them properly.

The Campaign Continues (Lincoln-Douglas Debates of 1858 Series)
* 91490  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 7  06:00 , Color  1994

This re-enactment takes place in Galesburg at the same location & still-standing original structure that was the arena for the original debate. The actual debate starts in the third hour. (Program not complete.)

Campaign Finance: Abuses and Reforms
* 92098  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:49 , Color  1997

Hosted by Pulitzer prize-winning author Hedrick Smith, this program provides an overview of campaign finance reform - the failed reform of the post-Watergate era, the recent "soft money" scandals, & potential models for reform.

The Campaign Trail Begins (Lincoln-Douglas Debates of 1858 Series)
* 91486  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 7  06:00 , Color  1994

This first Lincoln-Douglas debate re-enactment at Ottawa's Washington Square takes place on the same site where Abraham Lincoln & incumbent Stephen Douglas began their quests to represent Illinois in the U.S. Senate in 1858. The actual debate starts in the third hour. (Missing last 1 hour 15 minutes of program.)

Can't Stop the Music
* 92959  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:58:00, Color  1980

A musical comedy featuring the disco group Village People, Steve Guttenberg, Valerie Perrine.

Cape Fear
* 92598  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:08:00, Color  1991


Capital Sins (Americas Series)
* 91270  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 10  01:00 , Color  1993

This program examines the rapid economic growth in the late 1960s & early 1970s, spotlighting the methods Brazil's rulers chose to develop that country & how those choices affected the lives of ordinary Brazilians.
Caravans of Gold (Africa Series)
* 92036  XAN101  VHS  Part  3 of 8  00:57  , Color  1984

The far-reaching routes of the medieval gold trade brought Africa's isolation to an end. Rulers grew rich & powerful; art & architecture flourished; Islamic law, order, & religion were introduced.

Career Encounters: Mechanical Engineering
* 92152  XAN101  VHS  Part  1 of 1  00:12  , Color  1991

This film is an introduction to mechanical engineering as a career. It includes interviews with some working mechanical engineers throughout the United States.

Careful, He Might Hear You
* 92841  XAN101  VHS  Part  1 of 1  01:53:00, Color  1984

Set in the 1930's, this powerful, intelligent drama centers on the bitter fight between two sisters over the custody of their 6-year-old nephew. Stars Wendy Hughes, Robyn Nevin, Nicholas Gledhill.

Carentan (Band of Brothers Series)
* 92976  XAN101  VHS  Part  3 of 11  01:00:00, Color  2001

Two days after D-Day, Easy Co. is sent to take the town of Carentan, engaging in a successful battle that results in several casualties. Some of the soldiers have a difficult time adjusting to combat.

Carl Whitaker (Founders Series)
* 91216  XAN101  VHS  Part  4 of 5  02:00  , Color  1990

See Murray Bowen #91213 for description.

Carnival of Souls
* 92629  XAN101  VHS  Part  1 of 1  01:20:00, B&W  1962

The only survivor of a car wreck begins to hallucinate, & she becomes fascinated with an abandoned amusement park & its zombie-like inhabitants. A cult classic.

Cartas del Parque (Letters From the Park)
* 92399  XAN101  VHS  Part  1 of 1  01:25  , Color  1988

Echoing the tale of Cyrano De Bergerac, this film unfolds as two shy young lovers enlist the help of the local poet to write passionate letters to each other. Based on Gabriel Garcia Marquez's novel: Love in the Time of Cholera. In Spanish w/ English subtitles.
Rick Blaine, who owns a nightclub in Casablanca, discovers his old flame Ilsa is in town with her husband, Victor Laszlo. Laszlo is a Resistance leader, & with Germans on his tail, Ilsa knows Rick can help them get out of the country - but will he? 42 minutes of extra features precede the film.

See planning data collection, collecting & picturing data, drawing inferences, & evaluating conclusions.

This film presents Dr. Michael Yapko's single-session intervention with a 42-year-old woman who is dying of cancer. The first part of the tape is an interview; the second part is the actual hypnosis session.

Using excerpts from an English-language production of The Clay Cart, this program examines the characteristics of Sanskrit theater. It considers its origins, explores the roles of live music & dance, & probes how actors convey specific emotional states.

Casting directors reveal secrets that will help aspiring actors & actresses to get work in the entertainment industry.

Until 1348, people in Sienna & Florence enjoyed the richest, safest, & most comfortable lives in their history. But almost overnight, their certainty of life & even any hope of a good death was gone. This program assesses the aftermath of the ferocious damage unleashed by the bubonic plague on the two city-states.<DRA>
Catch-22
* 92842 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:01:00, Color 1970

Mike Nichols directed this anti-war satire of Joseph Heller's black comedy about a small group of flyers in the Mediterranean in 1944. The large, colorful cast includes Alan Arkin, Martin Balsam, Art Garfunkel, Jon Voight, Richard Benjamin, Martin Sheen.

Cathedral Engineers
* 91925 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:28 , Color 1984

Renowned authority Robert Mark of Princeton discusses the intricacies of the medieval cathedrals. Filmed on location in France, the film also goes to New York for the completion of the Cathedral of St. John the Divine. We see how apprentices from 20th century America emulate the master craftsmen of medieval Europe.

Catholicism: Rome, Leeds and the Desert (The Long Search Series)
* 91282 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 13 00:52 , Color 1987

Public Performance.
The Catholic religion has undergone many changes since Vatican II. This program explores the diversity & commonality of today's Holy Catholic Church.

Caudillo: History of the Spanish Civil War
* 91936 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:51 , Color 1983

This documentary presents both sides of a still-controversial subject in its own words & using its own footage. The result is a solid lesson in history, & an indispensable tool for understanding modern Spanish literature & history.

Cauldron of War (500 Nations Series)
* 92777 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 8 00:49:00, Color 1994

This program explains how trade transformed the Indian world, & how the American Revolution devastated the Iroquois, the oldest democracy on the continent. CC

The Cause (The Civil War Series)
* 91059 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 9 01:39 , Color 1990

Beginning with an examination of slavery & the causes of war, this program charts the sequence of events that led up to the firing on Fort Sumter & the rush to arms on both sides. This extended program comes to a climax with the first Battle of Bull Run & the Union disaster. *TMA

Cavitation
Cavitation is seen on hydrofoils, marine propellers, pumps, turbines, & dam spillways. This program presents experiments in which flow speed, hydrofoil incidence, ambient pressure, & propeller RPM are varied, showing how these variables affect the strength & extent of the cavitating region.

Celebrate Our Right to Disagree (Lincoln-Douglas Debates of 1858 Series)

It was during this debate on August 27 in Freeport that the Freeport Doctrine was established, stating that people had the right to choose whether or not to exclude slavery from their limits. The actual debate starts in the third hour. (Program not complete.)

Cell Wars (The Secret of Life Series)

This fifth program in the series looks at some of the microbes & parasites that scientists are studying on the molecular level, in an effort to prevent diseases like multiple sclerosis & AIDS.

The Center of the World Pt.1 (New York Series)

The rise & fall of the World Trade Center, whose epic fifty year history sheds new light on every theme & issue in the city's long march to the center of the world, is chronicled. The episode comes to a climax with the harrowing events of September 11, 2001.

The Center of the World Pt.2 (New York Series)

(See IMC# 95606 for description)

Central Park

A documentary by Frederick Wiseman. This film focuses on recreational activities in Central Park in New York, & includes the problems of managing the park by the New York City Parks Department.

Central Park

See Central Park #92822 for description.

Central and Remote Economic Development (The Power of Place Series)
Russia's Fracturing Federation: (8) Case studies include the effects of a shift to a market economy on real estate values in St. Petersburg, & the difficulties of industrial production in Bratsk, Siberia.

Central Station
* 95906  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:53  , Color  1998
- An emotive journey of a former school teacher, who write letters for illiterate people, and a young boy, whose mother has just died, in search for the father he never knew.

Challenges on the Periphery (The Power of Place Series)
* 91978  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 26  00:30  , Color  1996
- Europe: Confronting New Challenges: (6) Case studies include the challenges faced by Iceland, which exists on the cultural & physical periphery of Europe, & the gradual decline of the once-central but now peripheral Andalucia region of Spain & its hopes for the future.

The Changing Audience for Theatre
* 91247  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:26  , Color  1989
- In the 50 years separating Aeschylus from Euripides theatre changed - plays became targeted at spectators, sets came into use & the theatre acquired a permanent stage.

Charade
* 92960  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:53:00, Color  1963
- Audrey Hepburn stars in this classic romance as Reggie Lambert, who returns to Paris to find her husband dead and her house ransacked. Cary Grant and Walter Matthau offer their assistance. Also stars James Coburn, George Kennedy.

Charade
* 92419  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:53  , Color  1963
- Cary Grant & Audrey Hepburn were teamed for the first time in this intrigue filmed in Paris. Hepburn returns from a holiday to find her husband murdered & his ex-cronies looking for the money he had stolen.

Charade
* 95874  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:53  , Color  1963
- Romance and suspense in Paris, as a woman is pursued by several men who want a fortune her murdered husband had stolen. Who can she trust?

Chariots of Fire
* 92208  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:04  , Color  1981
This film tells the parallel stories of Harold Abraham & Eric Liddell, English runners who competed in the 1924 Paris Olympics. One was compelled by a hatred of anti-Semitism, the other by the love of God. Stars Ben Cross, Ian Charleson, Nigel Havers. Winner of four Academy Awards, including Best Picture.

Charlemagne and the Holy Roman Empire (Europe in the Middle Ages Series)
* 91097  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 7  00:31 , Color  1989

The Holy Roman Empire was born during Christmas 800 AD at St. Peter's Basilica. This program portrays the antecedents & life of Charlemagne, & contrasts the glories of the Carolingian Renaissance with the everyday realities of hunger, plague & constant violence. <DRA>

Charles Johnson: In Black and White
* 92250  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:27 , Color  1992

In this film Johnson describes his literary objective: to explore classic, metaphysical questions from East & West against the backdrop of African American life & history.

Charulata
* 95821  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:57 , BW  1964

Charu lives a lonely and idle life in 1870s India. Her husband is devoted to his newspaper more than his marriage. He sees her lonely and asks his brother-in-law to keep her company. At the same time his own brother, Amal, comes home to finish college. However, after several months, Charu and Amal's feelings develop.

Chemical Foundation of Life (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93047  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 26  00:30:00, Color  1996

This program details the functions & principal forms of all matter, including atoms, molecules, elements, & compounds.

Cheyenne Autumn
* 95751  XAN 101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  02:34 , Color  1964

When the government agency fails to deliver even the meager supplies due by treaty to the proud Cheyenne tribe in their barren desert reserve, the starving Indians have taken more abuse than it's worth and break it too by embarking on a 1,500 miles journey back to their ancestral hunting grounds.

Chicago
* 95778  XAN 101  DVD  Part_ of  01:53 , Color  2002

Velma Kelly (a chanteuse & tease who killed her husband & sister after finding them in bed together) and Roxie Hart (who killed her boyfriend
when she discovered he wasn't going to make her a star) find themselves on death row together & fight for the fame that will keep them from the gallows in 1920s Chicago.

Chicken Run
* 95972 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:24 , Color 2000

Chicken Run is a comedy escape drama with a touch of passion set on a sinister Yorks chicken farm in 1950's England

Chihuly Over Venice
* 95386 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30:00, Color 1998

Acclaimed glass artist Chihuly goes on the road to the glass blowing centers of the world to create a stunning 14-chandelier installation to hang over the canals & alleys of old Venice. Chihuly & the members of his team talk about the project before continuing on to Venice for final assembly.

Child Development From Five to Eight
* 91219 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:14 , Color 1992

This program deals with the changes a child faces in school. It examines the importance of internal goals with respect to motivational goals. *TMA

Child Development From Three to Five
* 91218 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:16 , Color 1992

This program deals with the social, physical & moral growth of preschoolers & shows the child's growing self-confidence & individuality. *TMA

Childhood and Adolescence (Seasons of Life Series)
* 91073 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 5 01:00 , Color 1990

Ages 6-20. This film examines the formative years before & during adolescence & the stressful task of molding an identity while the biological & social clocks are out of synch.

Childhood Asthma: A Case Management Approach
* 95497 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00:00, Color 2004

After countless asthmatic children were rushed to its emergency room, St. John's Riverside Hospital collaborated with the Yonkers schools to form a partnership to improve asthma care within the schools. The service empowers school nurses to provide clinical treatment onsite for students experiencing asthma episodes.

Childhood Obesity
Dr. Margo Wootn explores how advertising, food industry PR campaigns, restaurant foods, portion sizes, food pricing, school environments, television, & transportation policy often encourage eating too much & discourage moving. This session also outlines policy & environmental approaches to make healthier choices easier.

Childhood Series

* 95499 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00:00, Color 2004

A 7-part series: Great Expectations... Louder Than Words... Love's Labors... In the Land of the Giants... Life's Lessons... Among Equals... The House of Tomorrow.

Childhood Sexual Abuse

* 91177 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:26 , Color 1990

This film looks at the ways adult women deal with the problems caused by sexually abusive fathers, & how they try to protect their own children from a recurrence of the pattern. It also explains why children can be manipulated into silence, the signs of sexual abuse, & more.

Children By Design (The Secret of Life Series)

* 91537 XAN101 VHS Part 7 of 8 01:00 , Color 1993

This seventh program in the series discusses some of the choices created by the current state of genetic engineering.

Children of Fire

* 93004 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:50:00, Color 1990

This film examines the impact the Palestinian uprising has on the lives of the children of the town of Nablus. The children shout & throw stones at the Israeli soldiers, play war games together & create childish paintings that are filled with the violent images that surround them.

Children of Govinda

* 90030 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:13 , B/W 1973

This is a St. Louis University student film production - a documentary of the activities of the followers of Krishna.

Children of a Lesser God

* 91263 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:59 , Color 1986

One of the most critically acclaimed films of 1986, based on the hit Broadway play, this is the story of John Leeds, an idealistic special education teacher, & a headstrong deaf girl named Sarah. Stars William
Hurt & Marlee Matlin.

Children of the New Forest
*92518  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:45:00, Color  1998
- A teenager must care for his younger brothers & sisters when his father is killed in battle & the family fortune seized. Fleeing into the forest, the children find themselves on the edges of a conspiracy to kill the king. Stars Malcolm Storry, Tom Wisdom, Joanna Kirkland.

Children of Heaven
*95927  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:29, Color  1997
- When Ali loses his sister's shoes, the two decide to share his to avoid getting in trouble.

Children of Paradise
*91193  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  01:41, B/W  1946
Home use.
The story is set in the theatre district of early 19th-century Paris & concerns a courtesan who is loved by four men. All are entwined in a web of intrigue & desire. French with English subtitles.

Children of Paradise
*91194  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  01:29, B/W  1946
Home use.
See Children of Paradise #91193 for description.

Children of Poverty
*91179  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:26, Color  1987
- This program profiles some of the American children living in poverty, all in homes headed by women. It shows the toll taken on the children & their mothers by the problems of finding shelter & food, avoiding crime & trying to nurture self-esteem.

The Children of Shatila
*93005  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:50:00, Color  1998
- This film follows the lives of two children in the Shatila camp in Beirut. This camp is home to 15,000 Palestinians & Lebanese who share a common experience of displacement, unemployment, & poverty. Given video cameras, the children tell us of their pasts & show us the realities of their daily lives.

China Boom: Nurturing the Socialist Marketplace
*92093  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:16, Color  1996
- China's economy today is a mix of capitalism & communism. This program examines such new phenomena for China as inflation, consumerism, an
China: From Poverty to Prosperity (Three Dynamic Economies Series)
* 92153 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 3 00:30 Color 1998
  This program examines the economic changes & challenges for China as it transforms itself from a centralized command economy to a market-based one, & from a rural, agricultural society to an urban, industrial giant.

China's Metropolitan Heartland (The Power of Place Series)
* 91995 XAN101 VHS Part 23 of 26 00:30 Color 1996
  China & Its Sphere: (23) Case studies include how physical location & government policy bolster development in Shanghai, & recent industrialization near Nanjing.

Chinatown
* 92059 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:11 Color 1974
  A private detective is overwhelmed in a scandalous case involving the rich & powerful of Los Angeles. Directed by Roman Polanski in the film noir tradition. Stars Jack Nicholson, Faye Dunaway, John

Chinua Achebe
* 91611 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30 Color 1994
  Chinua Achebe is a storyteller, & president of the town council in his village in Nigeria. He believes that literature should not be divorced from the politics & economics of its society. In this program with Bill Moyers he discusses his observations & criticisms of both African & Western politics & culture.

Christian Mysticism and the Monastic Life
* 92343 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:20 Color 1976
  This film attempts to give the viewer the feeling of the mystical experience, through music & nature photography, enhanced by the concepts of the great Christian mystics. Filmed in the great monasteries of Europe & America, Catholic & Protestant.

Christian Platonism (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92354 XAN101 VHS Part 11 of 32 00:30 Color 1997
  *TMA

Christian Zionism and the Rhetoric of Preemptive War
* 95703 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 01:00:00 Color 2007
Bill Moyers interviews Pastor John Hagee, a leader of Christians United for Israel, who discusses his desire to bring millions of Christians together to support Israel. The program also features interviews with Timothy Weber Rabbi Michael Lerner, who offer theological and political context on Christian Zionism.

Christianity: The Way of Goodness and Mercy
* 91686  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:27  , Color  1994

This program traces the rise of the Christian Church from the time of Jesus through the Reformation. *TMA

Christianity: The Way of Goodness and Mercy
* 91882  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:27  , Color  1994

This program is an overview of the history & basic beliefs of Christianity. It includes the controversy over who Jesus really was, & if the Bible is literally true or metaphorical. *TMA

Christians, Jews, & Moslems in Medieval Spain (Europe in the Middle Ages
* 91099  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 7  00:34  , Color  1989

Classroom use ONLY.
This film describes the history of Spain from 711 to 1492, the culture whose people spoke Spanish dialects while the official language was Arabic, the School of Toledo, the rabbinic center in Toledo & the history of the Jews in Spain. <DRA>

Chronicles and Kings (Testament Series)
* 91238  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 7  00:52  , Color  1991

This film presents the rise & fall of ancient Israel, as described in the Bible & in archeological evidence, & the role of Jehovah in the development of the Jewish nation.

Chronobiology: The Time of Our Lives
* 92329  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:57  , Color  1998

This film discusses the biological evolution of our internal timekeepers, examining the conflict between the time in our bodies & brains & the time on our wrists.

Chuck Close: A Portrait in Progress
* 95387  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:57:00, Color  1998

This program traces Close's evolution from his first series of black & white heads to his colossal portraits painted with vibrating dots of color which are somewhere between abstraction & representation.

Church and Empire (Christianity: The First Thousand Years Series)
This program traces the sweeping changes following the conversion of the Emperor Constantine that eventually led to the triumph of Christianity in the Western world, & the decline of the Roman Empire.

Church Fathers (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92353 XAN101 VHS Part 10 of 32 00:30 , Color 1997

Part 10: Church Fathers - The Logos Made Flesh. While the rabbis were forming orthodox Judaism, the Church fathers were forming the central doctrines of orthodox Christianity, Trinity & Christology, both of which stem from the Christian practice of worshipping Jesus. *TMA

The Church of Christ, Scientist
* 95710 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 00:27:00, Color 2007

This program profiles Christian Science founder Mary Baker Eddy and covers such topics as the main principles of Christian Science, Christian Science reading rooms, the journalism of The Christian Science Monitor, and the application of Christian Science to healing disagreements.

Cinema Paradiso
* 92630 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:01:00, Color 1988

Memoir of a boy's life working at a movie theater in small-town Italy after WWII. Oscar for Best Foreign Language Film. Italian w/ English subtitles.

Circulation: A River of Life (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93062 XAN101 VHS Part 17 of 26 00:30:00, Color 1996

This program illustrates how food & chemical products are transported rapidly to & from the body's living cells through the circulatory system to sustain life.

Cirque Ingenieux
* 95577 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:35:00, Color 1998

A strange collection of performance artists working together in a traditional Circus production. Featureing music, dance, puppetry, & acrobatics. The story follows a young girl fancinated by the one ring circus. Sneaking back into the tent after hours she discovers a magical world of performance. Music by Kitaro.

Cities and Cathedrals of the Middle Ages (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91808 XAN101 VHS Part 22 of 52 00:30 , Color 1989

Part 22: The great churches embodied the material & spiritual ambitions of the age. *TMA
Cities: How They Grow
* 90015 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:11, B/W  
From Encyclopedia Britannica Films. A study combines the geographic & economic factors that have been most responsible for the location & development of our modern cities.

Citizen Kane
* 95693 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 01:59:00, B&W 1941  
A group of reporters who are trying to decipher the last word ever spoke by Charles Foster Kane, the millionaire newspaper tycoon: "Rosebud." As the reporters investigate further, the viewers see a display of a fascinating man's rise to fame, and how he eventually fell off the "top of the world."

Citizen Kane
* 91252 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:59, B/W 1941  
Home use.  
One of the greatest films ever made, this is the story of idealism corrupted by wealth. Producer & director Orson Welles stretched the boundaries of cinema in sound, camera & narrative technique.

Citizen Kane
* 91454 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:59, B/W 1941  
(Copy #2) See Citizen Kane #91252 for description.

City Beautiful: Zoning for Aesthetics
* 91464 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30, Color 1990  
This program discusses what can be done to make developments aesthetically pleasing. It includes such issues as sign control & design review boards & what the courts have decided. *TMA

City of God
* 95692 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 02:10:00, Color 2002  
The movie chronicles Rockets life as a young boy as he deals with his law bending brother and his gang, all the way to his teen years as a pseudo hippie. As the crime level soars in brutality, Rocket begins to realize his niche as a photographer is his only means of staying honest.

The City of God (Europe in the Middle Ages Series)
* 91096 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 7 00:40, Color 1989  
Classroom use ONLY.  
This film covers the resurging Church, the creation of the Vulgate Bible, mass conversions, Pope Gregory the Great, monastic life,
Romanesque architecture & the role of the pilgrimage in medieval society. <DRA>

City Lights
* 91455 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:27 , B/W 1931

This masterpiece was Charlie Chaplin's last silent film. The "Little Tramp" falls in love with a blind flower seller & is able to get the money for sight-restoring surgery.

City of Tomorrow (New York Series)
* 95604 XAN101 VHS Part 6 of 9 02:00:00, Color 2001

This episode chronicles the dramatic & increasingly fateful events following the crash of 1929 as the greatest depression in American history plunged the city & nation into economic gloom.

The City and the World (New York Series)
* 95605 XAN101 VHS Part 7 of 9 02:00:00, Color 2001

Exploring the complex social, economic & physical forces that swept through New York in the post-war period, this episode explores the great African-American & Puerto Rican immigrations; the beginnings of white flight & suburbanization; & the massive physical changes wrought by highways & urban renewal.

Cityscape
* 90023 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:04 , B/W 

This animated film uses rapidly dissolving charcoal drawings & an expressive soundtrack to set before us a dreamlike series of deceptive appearances, evoking the feeling of intense pressure known to every modern city dweller.

The Civil War
* 91327 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color 1993

This program portrays the U.S. in 1860 & describes the events of the Civil War.

The Civil War Series
* _ XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ , Color _

A 9-part series: The Cause... A Very Bloody Affair... Forever Free... Simply Murder... The Universe of Battle... Valley of the Shadow of Death... Most Hallowed Ground... War Is All Hell... The Better Angels of Our Nature. *TMA

Civilisation Series
* _ XAN101 _ Part _ of _ , Color _
Kenneth Clark's 13-part series: Frozen World.. Great Thaw.. Romance & Reality.. Man-The Measure of All Things.. The Hero as Artist.. Protest & Communication.. Grandeur & Obedience.. Light of Experience.. Pursuit of Happiness.. Smile of Reason.. Worship of Nature.. Fallacies of Hope.. Heroic Materialism. *TMA 16mm & VHS

Claes Oldenburg
* 95385  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:54:00, Color  1996

Oldenburg's over-scaled sculptures based on food & other domestic items brought him to prominence in the 1960's, & here contemporaries discuss the man & show the full range of his art.

Claire's Story: Ethical Issues at the End of Life
* 95526  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:17:00, Color  2004

In this dramatic enactment, Claire is a registered nurse dying of ovarian cancer. She shares what it is like to be the one in the bed.

Clash of Cultures (500 Nations Series)
* 92775  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 8  00:49:00, Color  0994

In this program native peoples confront Spanish expeditions in the Caribbean & the southeastern U.S., including Hernando De Soto. CC

A Clash of Cultures (The Africans Series)
* 91639  XAN101  VHS  Part 8 of 9  01:00 , Color  1986

In every area of life - dress, behavior, law, worship, & language - Africans have a triple heritage that often sends conflicting signals.

In a Class by Himself
* 90118  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:29 , Color  1975

This documentary is about the change in open education & how it is accomplished & received in a number of Ohio public schools.

A Class Divided
* 95408  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00:00, Color  1986

To evaluate how racial stereotypes affect young children, Jane Elliott divided her class between those with blue eyes & those with brown & gave blue-eyed children preferential treatment. This program presents the long term effects of racial stereotyping in schools & suggests how new approaches make a difference. *TMA

The Classical Age
* 91406  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:52 , Color  1988
This program covers the period between 500 BC & the death of Alexander the Great, & includes the shape of Greek societies, the nature of Athenian democracy, buildings, sculpture & pottery.

Classical Comedy- Aristophanes: Women in Power (History of Drama Series)
* 91118 XAN101 VHS  Part 2 of 10  00:58 , Color  1988
  Classroom use ONLY.
  This second film of the series shows what happens when women organize to take over the government. It then introduces Roman comedy with its stock character types.

The Classical Hollywood Style (American Cinema Series)
* 91667 XAN101 VHS  Part 1 of 13  01:00 , Color  1994
  In a classical Hollywood film, the story is primary, & filmmakers rely on style - structure, narrative, & visual elements - to tell their story. Martin Scorsese & Sydney Pollack are two of the directors who discuss their work.

Classical Hollywood Style Today (American Cinema Series)
* 91679 XAN101 VHS  Part 13 of 13  00:30 , Color  1994
  This program presents interviews with contemporary directors, European filmmakers, scholars, critics & studio-era veterans who discuss Hollywood's influence on American & world culture.

The Classical Ideal: Greece and Rome (Art of the Western World Series)
* 91032 XAN101 VHS  Part 1 of 9  01:00 , Color  1989
  The origins of Western art are traced to ancient Greece through Kouroi & Korai (male and female) figures, as well as by the architecture of the Parthenon. Through the Hellenistic period, the program focuses on the new artistic approach to human form & violent emotions that peaked with the altar of Zeus.

Classical Theism (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92356 XAN101 VHS  Part 13 of 32  00:30 , Color  1997
  Part 13: Classical Theism - Proofs & Attributes of God. The view of God worked out by medieval theologians & philosophers emphasizes the transcendent attributes of God. *TMA

Claude
* 90016 XAN101 16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:03 , Color  1965
  This is a bright & witty cartoon which explores the secret dream (at one time or another) of everyone who has a burst of imagination.

Clay-Origin of the Species
* 90004 XAN101 16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:08 , B/W  1964
Produced by the Carpenter Center of the Visual Arts at Harvard University. Eliot Nayes Jr. & the Sammy Sallostand Quartet combine to produce animated three-dimensional images in modeling clay with a jazz score to give one creative version of the origin of the species.

Cleaning Up Corruption (Effective Gov. in the Developing World Series)
* 92540  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 3  00:29:00, Color  1998

This program examines Uganda, Brazil, & Singapore, where anti-corruption measures are opening up government & succeeding in promoting less bureaucratic, more effective programs for citizens.

Cleaning Up Corruption (Effective Government in Developing World Series)
* 92158  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 3  00:29  , Color  1997

This program takes viewers to Uganda, Brazil, & Singapore, where anti-corruption measures are opening up government & succeeding in producing less bureaucratic, more effective programs for citizens.

Client-Centered Therapy (APA Psychotherapy Series)
* 91704  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 12  01:00  , Color  1995

This approach was put forward by Carl Rogers in 1940, who believed that an orderly process of self-discovery occurred when the therapist was empathetic to the client's frame of reference. This session is conducted by Nathaniel J. Raskin, Ph.D.  *TMA

Clockers
* 92620  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:09:00, Color  1995

The leader of a group of drug dealers (clockers) engages in a power struggle with his boss, his brother, & his own conscience, & is suspected of murder. Directed by Spike Lee. Stars Mekhi Phifer, Harvey Keitel, Delroy Lindo.

Close Encounters of the Third Kind
* 95926  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:17  , Color  1977

After an encounter with UFOs, a line worker feels undeniably drawn to an isolated area in the wilderness where something spectacular is about to happen.

Clueless
* 92631  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:37:00, Color  1995

Cher is the most popular & glamorous girl at Beverly Hills High, who's out to make over her classmates & teachers. Stars Alicia Silverstone, Wallace Shawn, Brittany Murphy.
CNC Fundamentals (Modern Machine Shop Series)
* 92026  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 4  00:25 , Color  1986
   "Where to Begin"

CNC Programming (Modern Machine Shop Series)
* 92029  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 4  00:25 , Color  1986
   "Instructions for Successful Machining"

Cognitive-Affective Behavior Therapy (APA Psychotherapy Series)
* 91702  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 12  01:00 , Color  1995
   This approach is mainly cognitive-behavioral, but incorporates some
   experiential therapy. The session is conducted by Marvin R. Goldfried,
   Ph.D.  *TMA

Cognitive-Behavior Therapy (APA Psychotherapy Series)
* 91705  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 12  01:00 , Color  1995
   This approach emphasizes the use of a case conceptualization to guide
   the therapist's use of standard cognitive-behavioral interventions.
   This session is conducted by Jacqueline B. Persons, Ph.D.

Cognitive Neuroscience (Discovering Psychology Series)
* 92805  XAN101  VHS  Part 25 of 26  00:30:00, Color  2001
   Cognitive neuroscience represents the attempt to understand mental
   processes at the level of the brain's functioning & not merely from
   information-processing models & theories. With Dr. John Gabrielli of
   Stanford University & Dr. Stephen Kosslyn of Harvard University. New.

Cognitive Processes (Discovering Psychology Series)
* 92790  XAN101  VHS  Part 10 of 26  00:30:00, Color  2001
   This program is an exploration into the higher mental processes -
   reasoning, planning, & problem solving. With Dr. Howard Gardner of
   Harvard University & Dr. Michael Posner of the University of Oregon.

In Cold Blood
* 93115  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:14:00, B&W  1967
   Truman Capote's supposedly factual novel provided the basis for this
   hard-hitting docu-drama about two ex-cons who ruthlessly murder a
   Kansas family in 1959 in order to steal their non-existent stash of
   money. Starring Robert Blake.

The Cold War (The Western Tradition Series)
Part 49: The U.S. & Soviet Union dominated Europe & confronted each other in Korea. *TMA

Cold Water
* 91868 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:48 , Color 1988

This film is about cross-cultural adaptation & culture shock. Twelve Boston University foreign students (plus an American & three specialists in cross-cultural relations) are interviewed about the experience of living & studying in a new culture. *TMA

A Collage of Sacred and Secular History (Jerusalem: The Holy City Series)
* 92182 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 4 00:50 , Color 1987

This film discusses the historical context of Jerusalem, emphasizing the changes that have occurred in the ownership of the city & the variations in architecture. The buildings in the city are detailed in narration, live footage, & models.

Collapse (The Great War Series)
* 92549 XAN101 VHS Part 6 of 8 01:00:00, Color 1996

At the start of 1918 Germany had stepped up the offensive on the Western Front. But the U.S. had entered the war by then. This episode explains the factors that led to Germany's ultimate collapse - & a bitter peace.

College with Buster Keaton
* 90049 XAN101 16mm Part 2 of 4 00:15 , B/W 1927

See College with Buster Keaton #90048 for description.

College with Buster Keaton
* 90050 XAN101 16mm Part 3 of 4 00:16 , B/W 1927

See College with Buster Keaton #90048 for description.

College with Buster Keaton
* 90051 XAN101 16mm Part 4 of 4 00:17 , B/W 1927

See College with Buster Keaton #90048 for description.

College with Buster Keaton
* 90048 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 4 00:14 , B/W 1927

Honors grad Buster heads for college & an education, but Ann Cornwall soon forgets that she's his girl & begins casting eyes at Harold Goodwin, star athlete & delight of all the coeds. The only way for
Buster to cure her case of "broad shoulder blues" is to make the team & save the day.

Colonial America: Life in the Maturing Colonies (1690-1765)
* 91519   XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1  00:17 , Color  1991
   This film focuses on three areas of settlement: Massachusetts, Pennsylvania & Virginia - each with its own unique economic, ethnic, & religious character. We meet farmers, craftsmen, women, slaves, & indentured servants who describe their lives in the maturing colonies.

Color Adjustment
* 91349   XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1  01:27 , Color  1991
   Marlon Riggs brings his landmark study of prejudice & perception into the Television Age. Narrated by Ruby Dee. Part I: Color Blind TV? (1948-68); Part II: Coloring the Dream (1968-).

The Color of Fear
* 92063   XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1  01:30 , Color  1994
   This is a groundbreaking film about the state of race relations in America as seen through the eyes of eight men of various ethnicities - African, Asian, European, & Latin American. It examines the effects that racism has had on each of the men, from a psychosocial viewpoint.

The Color of Money
* 92612   XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1  01:59:00, Color  1986
   Martin Scorsese's drama about a former pool hustler who, after years off the circuit, takes a brilliant but immature pool shark under his wing. Worthy sequel to "The Hustler." Stars Paul Newman, Tom Cruise, Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio, Helen Shaver.

Color Schemes
* 91331   XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1  00:28 , Color  1989
   This upbeat film uses the metaphor of "color wash" to tackle the conceptions of racial assimilation in America's multicultural society.

Colors
* 92843   XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1  02:07:00, Color  1988
   This is a vivid, realistic cop drama pairing sympathetic veteran Robert Duvall & trigger-tempered rookie Sean Penn on the gang-infested streets of East Los Angeles. Directed by Dennis Hopper.

The Combat Film (American Cinema Series)
* 91672   XAN101  VHS   Part 6 of 13  01:00 , Color  1994
This program examines the role of the combat film in filling a social & political need. Critics & directors discuss the evolution of these films, the rise of the Vietnam film, & the influence of newsreel documentaries & TV news on the genre.

The Comedy of Manners - Moliere: The Misanthrope (History of Drama Series)
* 91121 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 10 00:52 , Color 1988
   Classroom use ONLY.
   This fifth film of the series offers an authentically baroque version of Richard Wilbur's translation of "The Misanthrope". This play is considered the most successful example of the Comedy of Manners.

Comedy, Tragedy, History: The Live Drama and Vital Truth of William Shakespeare
* 95984 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 2 03:00 , Color 1991
   Professor Saccio is both a professor of drama and an actor. He teaches this course with the perspective Shakespeare shared - that a play is a special form of communication from a playwright, through actors to an audience.

Comedy, Tragedy, History: The Live Drama and Vital Truth of William Shakespeare
* 95985 XAN 101 VHS Part 2 of 2 03:00 , Color 1991
   Professor Saccio is both a professor of drama and an actor. He teaches this course with the perspective Shakespeare shared - that a play is a special form of communication from a playwright, through actors to an audience.

Coming Home
* 92750 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:08:00, Color 1978
   When her husband leaves for Vietnam, Sally volunteers at a local hospital and meets Luke, a former sergeant who is now a paraplegic. All three characters grapple with the full impact of a brutal, distant war that has changed their lives forever. Winner of 3 Academy Awards. Stars Bruce Dern, Jane Fonda, Jon Voight.

Command Decision
* 92844 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:53:00, B&W 1949
   Realizing he must send his men on missions-of-no-return, Clark Gable's WWII flight commander becomes tactically at odds with his political superior. Also stars Walter Pidgeon, Van Johnson, Brian Donlevy. Directed by Sam Wood.

Commercials for Television
* 90141 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:31 , Color 197?
   These are uninterrupted commercials from the 1970's.

Common Life in the Middle Ages (The Western Tradition Series)
Part 21: Famine, disease, & short life expectancies were the conditions that shaped medieval beliefs. *TMA

Communication Arts: TV Commercials-1997
* 92070 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:58 , Color 1997

This is a compilation of 40 television commercials from the year 1997.

Communication Arts: TV Commercials-1999
* 92695 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:58:00, Color 1999

The 78 commercials from 1999 on this tape were selected by a national panel of creative directors & are shown with a complete listing of creative credits.

Communication Arts: TV Commercials-2000
* 92696 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:48:00, Color 2000

This is a collection of 62 outstanding television commercials from the year 2000 selected from 2700 submitted spots. Includes a complete listing of creative credits.

Communication Arts: TV Commercials-2001
* 92889 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:45:00, Color 2001

This is a collection of over 60 outstanding TV commercials from the year 2001. Includes a complete listing of credits.

Communication and Congruence
* 91188 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color 1988

Virginia Satir, a modern psychologist & a founder of family therapy, describes how internalized "rules" for social behavior limit our communication. She demonstrates various communication styles - deprecation, blaming, intellectualizing, irrelevance - which are used to cover up low self-esteem.

Comparing Two Means (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
* 91662 XAN101 VHS Part 22 of 26 00:30 , Color 1989

Learn to recognize a two-sample problem & to distinguish it from one- and paired-sample situations.

Competing in the 21st Century
* 91335 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:26 , Color 1992

Robert B. Reich explains the new opportunities for discovering linkages between solutions & needs, & describes the symbol-manipulating skills
that will be required by the "symbolic analysts," whose success or failure will determine America's competitiveness in the 21st century.

The Competition
* 95814  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:03  , Color  1980

The movie centers on a piano competition whose winner is assured of success. It is Paul's last chance to compete, but newcomer Heidi may be a better pianist. Can romance be far away? Will she take a dive despite the pressure to win from her teacher, Greta, or will she condemn Paul to obscurity?

Composites in Manufacturing
* 91899  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:31  , Color  1986

This film shows how Glastrusions uses polyester & fiberglass in producing ladder rails; how Century Plastics uses a compound of polyester resin & fiberglass for a water tank seal; how Structural Composites Industries uses carbon fiber & epoxy on an open-end cylinder.

Conclusion (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92375  XAN101  VHS  Part 32 of 32  00:30  , Color  1997

Part 32: Conclusion - Philosophy & Religion Today. Religions should be more grateful to philosophy for teaching them how to be self-critical. What religious traditions offer that philosophy does not is specific "places" outside one's own mind where God may be met. *TMA

Conducting Expulsion Hearings: A Step-by-Step Guide
* 92139  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:29  , Color  1997

This program uses a real-life scenario to illustrate how to conduct a legally defensible hearing, & explains how to set a legal & procedural framework to making an expulsion determination, ensuring that the school is in compliance with the law.

Confidence Intervals (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
* 91659  XAN101  VHS  Part 19 of 26  00:30  , Color  1989

This program explains the confidence interval using population surveys to show how margin of error & confidence levels are interpreted.

A Confucian Life in America: Tu Wei-ming
* 91751  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30  , Color  1994

In this Bill Moyers "A World of Ideas" program Tu Wei-ming, who lectures at Beijing University & Harvard, discusses the relevance of Confucian philosophy to our times. He argues that the humanism of Confucius can help us sort out some contemporary ethical problems.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confucianism and Taoism</td>
<td>95697</td>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>00:50:00</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Congress</td>
<td>91255</td>
<td>VHS</td>
<td>01:30</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connections Series</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>16mm</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The &quot;Connie&quot;: Queen of the Skies</td>
<td>92277</td>
<td>VHS</td>
<td>00:40</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conquering Cancer (The Secret of Life Series)</td>
<td>91534</td>
<td>VHS</td>
<td>01:00</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conscience in Conflict/A Man for All Seasons</td>
<td>90078</td>
<td>16mm</td>
<td>00:34</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservation of Energy</td>
<td>91894</td>
<td>VHS</td>
<td>00:30</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Emphasizing the inward focus of Chinese Confucianism & Taoism, this program introduces the philosophy & rituals of Taoism and the life & work of Confucius. It explains that while major monotheistic Western religions focus on a single external deity, Chinese Confucianism & Taoism concentrate on human behaviors & thought.

Filmmaker Ken Burns explores the history & promise of one of the most important & least understood institutions of this country. Included are interviews with Alistair Cooke, Cokie Roberts, Charles McDowell.

James Burke's 10-part series on Change: Trigger Effect... Death in the Morning... Distant Voices... Faith in Numbers... Wheel of Fortune... Thunder in the Skies... Long Chain... Eat, Drink, & Be Merry... Countdown... Yesterday, Tomorrow & You.

The Lockheed Constellation was one of the most advanced airliners of its time. The elegant curves gave the plane a look of distinctive grace & subtle refinement. This film includes its civil & military history.

This fourth program in the series discusses the fact that as scientists learn that cancer is a disease of the genes, they are formulating genetic cures.

Edited from the Columbia feature film "A Man For All Seasons." Paul Scofield brilliantly portrays Sir Thomas More in his conflict with King Henry VIII over the sanctioning of the King's divorce. A beautiful film, its essence is well preserved in this edited version.
This program investigates one of the main laws of physics, which states that energy is neither created nor destroyed.

The Conservatives
* 91415  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   01:28 , Color   1993

This film follows the rise of the Conservative movement in America from the 1940s to the height of the Reagan era. Historical footage is combined with interviews.

Consistency in Comprehensive Planning
* 91465  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:30 , Color   1990

This program reviews recent developments in legislation & court cases that require land-use regulations to be consistent with comprehensive plans. *TMA

Constantine: The Christian Emperor
* 92129  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:50 , Color   1997

Constantine's conversion to Christianity laid the foundations for Medieval Europe. He revitalized a fading empire & his revolutionary policies - reorganizing the army & separating military & civil authority - place him alongside Caesar & Hadrian as among the most important emperors in the history of Rome.

Constructing Social Reality (Discovering Psychology Series)
* 92800  XAN101  VHS   Part 20 of 26   00:30:00 , Color   2001

This program demonstrates how understanding the psychological processes that govern our behavior may help us to become more empathetic & independent members of society. With Steven Hassan, M.Ed., of the Freedom of Mind Resource Center & Dr. Robert Cialdini of Arizona State University. Updated.

Constructing the Multigenerational Family Genogram
* 91174  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:31 , Color   1983

This film, directed by family therapist Stephen Lerner, Ph.D., teaches how to construct & use the multigenerational family genogram. A detailed family case highlights the important information a genogram can provide. *TMA (DVD Backup)

Constructive Parent Conferences (Excellence in Teaching Series)
* 92531  XAN101  VHS   Part 6 of 10   00:28:00 , Color   1999

How can teachers present the facts without making parents defensive? Learn strategies for turning parents into supporters rather than adversaries.
Consuming Images (The Public Mind Series)
* 91759  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 4  01:00  , Color  1994

This program looks at a society inundated with visual images. Some consider this pure manipulation. Others consider it the dawning of a new era - the printed word is dead & art & commerce are joined in ever more sophisticated ways. <DRA>

Contact
* 92188  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  02:30  , Color  1997

Thought-provoking drama about a possible first meeting with aliens. Stars Jodie Foster, Matthew McConaughey, James Woods, Tom Skerritt. Based on the novel by Carl Sagan.

Contact Temperature Measurement
* 95533  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30:00, Color  1995

This video explains how to use liquid-in-glass thermometers, resistive thermal devices, & thermistors, & discusses thermocouple circuits, & phase-change temperature methods.

Contemporary Theatre- Beckett: Waiting for Godot (History of Drama Series)
* 91126  XAN101  VHS  Part 10 of 10  00:45  , B/W  1988

Classroom use ONLY.
This tenth film of the series presents Act II of Waiting for Godot. It is Beckett's paean to the survival force in man.

Continent on the Move (Americas Series)
* 91271  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 10  01:00  , Color  1993

This program examines the causes & effects of one of the most important forces transforming the Americas: the migration of vast numbers of people within the region. It is set in Mexico, where migration has moved people across borders, & from villages to cities.

Continental Drift: Legacy of Fire
* 92485  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:50:00, Color  1998

This program follows biologists from Bolivia to Alaska as they examine the similarities in rocks found at both poles & use the evidence to prove that the earth's crust has a single source - the volcanoes of the Pacific Rim.

The Conversation
* 92845  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:53:00, Color  1974

A routine wire-tapping job turns into a modern nightmare as Gene Hackman hears something disturbing in his recording of a young couple
in a park. He wonders what the tape will be used for & becomes involved in a maze of secrecy & murder. Also stars Cindy Williams, Harrison Ford, Frederic Forrest.

Cooperative Learning
* 91135  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:25  , Color  1990
  This is the preview tape of the Cooperative Learning Series. The series tells what cooperative learning is, why it's so important for educators & how it can be implemented. *TMA

Cooperative Learning (Excellence in Teaching Series)
* 92527  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 10  00:41:00, Color  1999
  This program provides insights into how to use cooperative learning in the classroom, & how to overcome students' resistance to group work.

Coordinate Axis (Modern Machine Shop Series)
* 92027  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 4  00:25  , Color  1986
  "The Key to Understanding CNC"

Coping with Classroom Incivilities: Nanny 911 for the Professor
* 95597  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 4  01:30:00, Color  2005
  Digital/Taping Rights
  Although this program explores student behavior, the emphasis is not on the student, but on how educators can best approach these difficult situations. What proactive strategies will reduce the occurrence of incivilities in the first place? What tactics minimize their negative impact on the class? <DRA>

Cops
* 90033  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:20  , B/W  _
  Comedy with Buster Keaton & Virginia Fox. Buster's girl won't marry him until he becomes successful. But he unwittingly tangles with the police department & the resulting riot is the grandest chase scene ever filmed. Silent.

Copyright Issues Online
* 92985  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, Color  2003
  Experts on higher education copyright law analyze: the implications of the TEACH Act; the use of the "fair use" provision related to distance education; procedures for obtaining copyright clearances for materials for online courses; the elements of institutional policy on copyright & online learning. <DRA>

Coriolanus
* 91690  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:25  , Color  1984
One of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films, this is Shakespeare's last tragedy. Coriolanus is surrounded by war & political conflict but his strength as a soldier is his lack as a statesman. Stars Alan Howard, Irene Worth.

The Corporation
* 95648 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 02:25:00, Color 2004

Since the late 18th century American legal decision that the business corporation organizational model is legally a person, it has become a dominant economic, political & social force around the globe. This film takes an in-depth psychological examination of the organization model through various case studies. *TMA

Correlation (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
* 91649 XAN101 VHS Part 9 of 26 00:30 , Color 1989

This program demonstrates how to derive & interpret the correlation coefficient using the relationship between a baseball player's salary & his home run statistics.

Corrosion and Corrosion Prevention
* 92479 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:55:00, Color 1987

This film discusses the causes & environmental factors that contribute to corrosion, & techniques for minimizing it.

Cosmopolis (New York Series)
* 92590 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 9 02:00:00, Color 1999

1919-1931. Nearly a century & a half of capitalist growth & astonishing demographic & physical transformation comes to a climax during the roaring twenties, as New York finishes assembling the components of a mass consumer society, & becomes the cultural capital of the world.

Countdown (Connections Series)
* 90101 XAN101 16mm Part 9A of 10 00:30 , Color 1979

Major concepts & inventions include: accelerated motion, velocity, gravity, ballistics, instrumentation, triangulation, astrolabe, optics, carbon arc, limelight filament, motion pictures, electricity, electrolysis of water, generators.

Countdown (Connections Series)
* 90102 XAN101 16mm Part 9B of 10 00:25 , Color 1979

See Countdown #90101 for description.
The Country and the City (New York Series)
* 92586 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 9 02:00:00, Color 1999

1609-1825. This first program chronicles the rise of New York from its settlement by the Dutch in the early 17th century through the explosion of commercial growth sparked by the completion of the Erie Canal in 1825.

Courage Under Fire
* 95963 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:57 , Color 1996

A US Army officer, despondent about a deadly mistake he made, investigates a female chopper commander's worthiness for the Medal of Honor.

Creating the Active Classroom
* 95658 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00:00, Color 2006
Digital/Taping Rights
In this program some of the nation's award winning & inspiring instructors share their advice, demonstrate practical examples & create the active classroom. These are proven strategies from the front-line that will encourage inquiry, engagement & motivation amongst students. <DRA>

Creating the Hybrid Course
* 95665 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00:00, Color 2007
Digital/Taping Rights
Blended learning or *hybrid* instruction offers a number of advantages over face-to-face teaching or totally online courses. But to teach a successful hybrid course there are certain factors that should be considered & pitfalls to be aware of. <DRA>

Creative Memory and Creative Note-taking Skills
* 93076 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:21:00, Color 2002

Engaging sections demonstrate that creativity can make remembering information & taking notes both fun & interesting.

Creative Teaching Methods (Excellence in Teaching Series)
* 92526 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 10 00:28:00, Color 1999

Explore how to enrich units with games, role playing, projects, debates, & more.

Crediting Your Sources
* 91361 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:27 , Color 1991

This film explains why it is necessary to credit the sources used in an essay. It then gives examples of how to cite works using the system of
the Modern Language Association. It briefly mentions the American Psychological Association system & how it differs from the MLA's.

Crimes and Misdemeanors
* 91397  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:44 , Color  1989

In his 19th film, Woody Allen presents a fascinating tapestry of interwoven relationships played against a colorful Manhattan setting.

Crimes of Passion
* 92209  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:47 , Color  1984

Kathleen Turner is a fashion designer who becomes a kinky prostitute at night. Anthony Perkins is a disturbed street preacher who makes her the heroine of his fantasies. Sexually explicit & violent, with an extremely black comedic center. Directed by Ken Russell.

Cromwell
* 92517  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:14:00, Color  1970

This is a lavish, British-made spectacle about the conflict between Oliver Cromwell & Charles I, & the British Civil War in the 17th century. Stars Richard Harris, Alec Guinness, Robert Morley, Frank Finlay.

Crooklyn
* 92597  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:54:00, Color  1994

Spike Lee turns from the life of Malcolm X to the early lives of Generation X in this profile of an African-American middle-class family growing up in 1970's Brooklyn.

Cross-Cultural Communication in Diverse Settings
* 91478  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00 , Color  1992

This program examines how attitudes, beliefs, values, & world view influence the success of interpersonal communication.

Crossroads (Rock & Roll Series)
* 92163  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 10  01:00 , Color  1995

This program traces "the blues" - another African American tradition that changed the sound of rock & roll - from Mississippi Delta to Chicago to the UK, where this sound inspired a host of young British musicians bored with the pop music of the day. Interviews include Van Morrison, Eric Burdon, Eric Clapton, & more.

Crossroads (Band of Brothers Series)
* 92978  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 11  01:00:00, Color  2001
Lt. Winters is promoted to Battalion Executive Officer, but is dissatisfied with his largely administrative job. Easy Co. is sent in to hold the Allied line in the Ardennes Forest, but is ill-equipped for the bitter cold & the entrenched battle ahead.

Crucifixion and Resurrection: The Development of Christian Symbolism
* 91598 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:50 , Color 1994

Seen from the perspective of a medieval man, this film traces the artistic & theological changes that influenced early Christian symbols. It examines stylistic changes in the depictions of the Crucifixion & Resurrection. *TMA

Cry Freedom
* 91350 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:37 , Color 1988

Director Richard Attenborough portrays the tension & terror of present-day South Africa through the true story of the friendship of black activist Stephen Biko & liberal white newspaper editor Donald Woods. Stars Denzel Washington & Kevin Kline.

Cry Freedom
* 91739 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:37 , Color 1987

(Copy #2) See Cry Freedom #91350 for description.

Cultural Psychology (Discovering Psychology Series)
* 92806 XAN101 VHS Part 26 of 26 00:30:00, Color 2001

This newly emerging field is centered on how cultures construct selves & other central aspects of individual personality, beliefs, values, & emotions. With Dr. Hazel Markus of Stanford University, Dr. Kaipeng Peng of the University of CA, Berkeley & Dr. Ricardo Munoz of the University of CA, San Francisco. New.

Culture
* 91472 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color 1991

The Cajun society of Louisiana, the Cherokee Indians, & the Chinese settlements in the southern U.S are profiled in this discussion of cultural diversity, showing that different subcultures address human needs in different ways.

Culture-Sensitive Therapy (Family Therapy with the Experts Series)
* 92467 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 13 01:49 , Color 1999

Dr. Jon Carlson, Dr. Mary Arnold. 1) Intro of the theory w/ Mary Arnold, Jon Carlson, & Diane Kjos - 19 min. 2) Initial session w/ Carlson, Arnold, & the couple - 45 min. 3) Discussion of the session w/ Carlson, Arnold, Kjos, & a panel of human service professionals & graduate students - 45 min. *TMA
In Toccoa, Georgia, in 1942, a disparate group of young men - the newly formed Easy Co. - begins voluntary training to become members of one of America's newest military regiments - the paratroopers.

The program contains the best in advertising from around the world for the year 2004.

One million active-duty troops & a million more in the reserves could take care of U.S. military needs - at one-third off the price tag of Cold War armed forces. Hosted by Admiral Gene La Rocque (Ret.).

This program examines the Internet's exponential growth & evaluates risks posed by groups & individuals bent on crime or terrorism. Experts from the FBI, the Pentagon, & private companies, & even a self-confessed hacker comment on the danger of online fraud & 'denial of service' attacks. <DRA>

This is a 26-part series that teaches the fundamentals of biology & how biology is applied in the real world. See the SERIES section of the catalog for individual titles.

This is one of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films. King Cymbeline's evil second wife forces him to banish his daughter's husband, & tries to force his daughter to marry her son. Stars Claire Bloom, Helen Mirren, Richard Johnson.

This lyrical illustration of communication strategies provides practical ways adults can encourage authentic interactions with
children that enhance their language development & learning.

Dance and Myth: The World of Jean Erdman
* 92316  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 3  01:00  , Color  1990
  ___
  Part 1 The Early Dances. The Transformations of Medusa
(1942)...Hamadryad (1948)...Ophelia (1946)...Passage (1946)...Creature
on a Journey (1943)...Daughters of the Lonesome Isle (1945). Narrated
by Jean Erdman.

Dance and Myth: The World of Jean Erdman
* 92317  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 3  01:00  , Color  1991
  ___
  Part 2 The Group Dances. The Perilous Chapel (1949)...Solstice

Dance and Myth: The World of Jean Erdman
* 92318  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 3  01:00  , Color  1993
  ___
  Part 3 The Later Solos. Pierrot, the Moon (1954)...Changingwoman

Dance with a Stranger
* 92846  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:41:00, Color  1984
  ___
  This tale, set in post-war London during the 1950's, follows the
obsessive life of Ruth Ellis until her tragic end & notoriety as the
last woman to be hanged in Britain. Stars Miranda Richardson, Rupert
Everett, Ian Holm.

Dancing in Moccasins - Keeping Native American Traditions Alive
* 91403  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:49  , Color  1994
  ___
  This program examines the needs & problems of today's two million
Native Americans, representing 500 Indian nations. The conclusion
focuses on celebration & survival as reflected in the continuing
tradition of the Pow Wow.

Dangerous Liaisons
* 92513  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:00:00, Color  1988
  ___
  This adaptation of the Choderlos de Laclos novel centers on the
relationship between two decadent members of 18th-century French
nobility. The two spend their time testing & manipulating the loves of
others. Stars Glenn Close, John Malkovich, Michelle Pfeiffer.

Dangerous Liaisons
* 93121  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:00:00, Color  1988
  ___
  Stylish & Absorbing, this adaptation of the Laclos novel & the
Christopher Hampton play centers around the relationship of two decadent members of 18th century nobility. Starring Glen Close, John Malkovich, & Michelle Pfeiffer.

Dante: The Journey of Our Life
* 91449 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color 1991
   Classroom use ONLY.
   This is an introduction to the life & works of Dante Alighieri. Shot in Florence & northern Italy, it acquaints the viewer with Dante's world, the poet himself & his major works.

Dante's Peak
* 92407 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:52 , Color 1997
   Disaster film with a volcano erupting in Dante's Peak, Washington. Pierce Brosnan is the scientist who comes to town; Linda Hamilton is the mayor.

Danton
* 92514 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:18:00, Color 1982
   A sweeping account of the reign of terror following the French Revolution, this film focuses on the title character & is directed with searching parallels to modern-day Poland by that country's premier filmmaker, Andrzej Wajda. Stars Gerard Depardieu. French w/ English subtitles.

Daresalam: Let There Be Peace
* 93003 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:44:00, Color 2000
   This film is the first African feature film to focus on the civil wars convulsing the continent from Sierra Leone to Somalia. It provides compelling insights into how ordinary people around the world get swept up in extraordinary events. In Arabic & French with English subtitles.

The Dark Ages (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91803 XAN101 VHS Part 17 of 52 00:30 , Color 1989
   Part 17: Barbarian kingdoms took possession of the fragments of the Roman Empire. *TMA

The Dark Knight
* 95689 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 02:32:00, Color 2008
   Batman raises the stakes in his war on crime. With the help of Lieutenant Jim Gordon and District Attorney Harvey Dent, Batman sets out to dismantle the remaining criminal organizations that plague the city streets. The partnership proves to be effective, but they soon find themselves prey to The Joker.

Dark Victory
A spoiled young heiress discovers she's dying of a brain tumor, and falls in love with her doctor. Stars Bette Davis, George Brent, Humphrey Bogart.

Data for Decision
* 92337 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:22 , Color 1968

This is Roger Tomlinson's landmark video which first set out the process of and agenda for GIS (Geographic Information Systems.)

Daughters of the Dust
* 91901 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:53 , Color 1991

Five women of a Gullah family living on the Sea Islands off the Georgia coast in 1902 contemplate moving to the mainland in this emotional tale of change. Family bonds & memories are celebrated with a quiet narrative & beautiful cinematography in Julie Dash's directorial debut.

David Hockney's Secret Knowledge
* 95545 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 01:21:00, Color 2002

(See IMC# 95544 for description.)

David Hockney's Secret Knowledge
* 95544 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:21:00, Color 2002

In this controversial program, noted artist & art critic David Hockney investigates how, 400 years before the invention of the photograph, painters were using simple cameras -the camera lucida, camera obscura, & convex mirror- to capture realistic images. <DRA>

The Dawn of History (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91787 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 52 00:30 , Color 1989

Part 1: The origins of the human race are traced from anthropoid ancestors to the agricultural revolution. *TMA

The Dawn Patrol
* 95765 XAN 101 DVD Part 1 of 1 01:43 , BW 1938

In 1915 France, Major Brand commands the 39th Squadron of the Royal Flying Corps. The young airmen go up in bullet-riddled "crates" and the casualty rate is appalling, but Brand can't make the "brass hats" at headquarters see reason.

The Day and The Hour
* 95973 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:50 , BW 1963
It's the spring of 1944 and Therese is in a hurry to get back to Paris. The trains aren't running from the village where she has gone to visit her father's grave and to fill two suitcases with food. Some British and American planes have been shot down and the Germans want to know where the pilots are hiding.

**A Day in the Country**
* 91090  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:36 , B/W  1938

French with English subtitles. This film tells the story of a simple Parisian family & the amorous escapades of the mother & daughter with two young men. The typically French theme is that love, found amid the beauties of nature, will not be denied, whatever the result.

**Day of Days (Band of Brothers Series)**
* 92975  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 11  01:00:00, Color  2001

On June 6, 1944, D-Day, thousands of paratroopers cross the English Channel to France, where they come under heavy fire. None of the men land where they expected to, and many lose their weapons & supplies in the drop.

**Day of the Locust**
* 91485  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:20 , Color  1975

This is an adaptation of Nathaniel West's novel about the dark side of 1930s Hollywood. An actress's affair with an accountant leads to tragedy & destruction. Told from the view of a cynical art director. Directed by John Schlesinger.

**Day for Night**
* 93108  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:54:00, Color  1973

A wryly affectionate look at the profession of moviemaking-its craft, character, & the personalities that interact against the performances commanded by the camera. Directed by Francois Truffaut. French with English subtitles.

**Days of Heaven**
* 92067  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:35 , Color  1978

A drifter, his younger sister, & a woman he claims is his sister become involved with a Texas sharecropper before WWI. The story is told through the eyes of the younger girl. Academy Award for cinematography. Stars Richard Gere, Brooke Adams, Sam Shepard. Written & directed by Terence Malick.

**Days of Heaven**
* 95779  XAN 101  DVD  Part _ of  01:34 , Color  1978

A hot-tempered farm laborer convinces the woman he loves to marry their
rich but dying boss so that they can have a claim to his fortune.

Dead End
* 95578 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:32:00, B&W 1937

Sidney Kingsley play adapted for the big screen by Lillian Hellman, traces the lives of various inhabitants of the slums on New York's Lower East Side as they try to overcome their surroundings. Starring Humphrey Bogart, Sylvia Sidney, and Joel McCrea.

Dead Man Walking
* 92770 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:00:00, Color 1995

Sister Helen Prejean agrees to become the spiritual advisor to Matthew Poncelet, a murderer awaiting execution. But as she attempts to help Matthew find salvation, she encounters a depth of evil that makes her question how far redemption can really go. Inspired by a true story. Stars Susan Sarandon, Sean Penn.

Dead Poets Society
* 95917 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:08 , Color 1989

English teacher John Keating inspires his students to a love of poetry and to seize the day.

The Deadly Deception
* 91413 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00 , Color 1993

This program investigates one of the most notorious medical experiments in American history: The Tuskegee Study of Untreated Syphilis in the Negro Male.

The Deadly Game of Nations ("War" Series)
* 91314 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 7 01:00 , Color 1985

This program explores the link between war & nationalism by discussing the Middle East, where soldiers & civilians are trapped by the conflict.

Dealing With Children's Feelings (How To Talk So Kids Will Listen Series)
* 91337 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 6 00:30 , Color 1989

The goals of this session are to understand how children react when their feelings are denied, understand the importance of acknowledging children's feelings, learn specific skills for accepting feelings & practice using these skills. *TMA

The Death of Christ - The York Mystery Plays
* 92828 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:29:00, Color 2000
This production is part of the historic 1998 staging of the Corpus Christi Cycle in York, England, & captures the majesty & color of the original 14th-16th-century plays.

Death of the Dinosaurs
* 92486 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:50:00, Color 1998

One theory regarding the disappearance of the dinosaurs says that a violent series of volcanic eruptions led to periodic mass extinctions of animal life throughout the Cretaceous period. Viewers follow scientists as they trace the evidence & learn why these eruptions were so vital to the progress of evolution. <DRA>

Death in the Morning (Connections Series)
* 90087 XAN101 16mm Part 2A of 10 00:30, Color 1979

Major concepts covered are: magnetism, navigation (as it was affected by trade, coinage & the sea war between Britain & France in 1793), vacuum, static electricity, meteorology & a discussion of the creation of an extensive library in Alexandria which fostered the growth of scientific knowledge.

Death in the Morning (Connections Series)
* 90088 XAN101 16mm Part 2B of 10 00:25, Color 1979

See Death in the Morning #90087 for description.

The Death of the Old Regime (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91825 XAN101 VHS Part 39 of 52 00:30, Color 1989

Part 39: In France the old order collapsed under revolutionaries' attacks & the monarchy's own weakness. *TMA

The Death Penalty
* 91344 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:26, Color 1993

This program examines the cases of two men who committed almost identical murders & were tried in the same courtroom two weeks apart. It talks with prosecutors, lawyers, jurors & victims to analyze whether the death penalty is working & how it is applied.

Death of a Salesman
* 95637 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 02:00:00, Color 1966

Lee J. Cobb & George Segal star this powerful made-for-television adaptation of the Arthur Miller play about an aging salesman who realizes he's past his prime.

Death of a Salesman
* 91507 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:15, Color 1986
Dustin Hoffman & John Malkovich won Emmy Awards for this powerful made-for-television adaptation of the Arthur Miller play about an aging salesman who realizes he's past his prime.

Death in Venice
* 95461  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:04:00, Color  1971

In this adaptation of the Thomas Mann novel, avant-garde composer Gustave Aschenbach (loosely based on Gustav Mahler) travels to a Venetian seaside resort in search of repose after a period of artistic & personal stress. But he finds no peace there, for he soon develops a troubling attraction to an adolescent boy.

A Debate Among Friends (Lincoln-Douglas Debates of 1858 Series)
* 91489  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 7  06:00 , Color  1994

This re-enactment takes place in Charleston at the original site on the Coles County Fairgrounds. Lincoln had relatives, friends & a thriving law practice here. He chose to avoid taking an abolitionist stand in this debate. The actual debate starts in the third hour. (Program not complete.)

The Decade of Destruction Series
* 91712  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:28 , Color  1987

The Decade of Destruction: Saga of the Amazon Rainforest is a 5-tape series which chronicles the devastation of the Amazonian rainforest from 1980 to 1990: In the Ashes of the Forest, parts 1 & 2... Killing for Land... Mountains of Gold... The Killing of Chico Mendes.

Decision
* 91799  XAN101  VHS  Part 13 of 52  00:30 , Color  1989

Produced with a grant from Our Sunday Visitor Institute, this film questions whether we have lost our sense of spiritual value in a material world. Where are the Christian scientists? There seems to be little serious theological investigation of new knowledge. *TMA

The Decline of Rome (The Western Tradition Series)
* 915799  XAN101  VHS  Part 13 of 52  00:30 , Color  1989

Part 13: While enemies slashed at Rome's borders, civil war & economic collapse destroyed the empire from within. *TMA

The Deer Hunter
* 95799  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  03:03 , Color  1978

An in-depth examination of the way that the Vietnam war affects the lives of people in a small industrial town in the USA.
An in-depth examination of the way that the Vietnam war affects the lives of people in a small industrial town in the USA.

A Delicate Balance
* 93082  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  02:12:00, Color  1973

The sister who drank too much. The daughter who divorced too much. They're all there when Tobias and Agnes have their little get-together & tear-apart. Based on the play by Edward Albee. Starring Katharine Hepburn & Paul Scofield.

Dementia 13
* 92632  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:16:00, B&W  1963

Francis Ford Coppola wrote this exploitation screenplay in just three nights when he was 22 & still in film school. The film depicts the horrific consequences of a greedy woman's quest for family wealth.

The Democrat and the Dictator
* 95611  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:58:00, Color  1982

Franklin D. Roosevelt & Adolf Hitler both came to national power in 1933, & both died 12 years later in 1945. During the time they shared the world stage, they personified the conflicting ideologies at the root of World War II. In this program, Bill Moyers examines the parallels between these charismatic leaders

Denali Flyers
* 92289  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:28  , Color  1998

Only four air taxi firms are authorized to land on Mount McKinley's glaciers in Denali National Park. The pilots ferry supplies & climbers to & from the base camp, assist park rangers, & perform medical evacuations.

Dersu Uzala
* 95964  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:24  , Color  1975

The Russian army sends an explorer on an expedition to the snowy Siberian wilderness where he makes friends with a seasoned local hunter.

Dervishes, Lovers of God
* 95709  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  00:27:00, Color  1984

Influenced by Asian shamanism and Christian monasticism, the dervishes
transfix their bodies to reach mystic ecstasy. This program documents
the Sema dance of these Muslim monks.

Descartes & Locke (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92360 XAN101 VHS Part 17 of 32 00:30 , Color 1997

Part 17: Descartes, Locke, & the Crisis of Modernity. Modern
philosophy is born amid a crisis of authority, especially religious
authority, following the Protestant Reformation & the wars of religion.
*TMA

Describing Distributions (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
* 91643 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 26 00:30 , Color 1989

This program examines the difference between mean & median, & discusses
quartiles, interquartile range, & standard deviation.

Describing Relationships (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
* 91648 XAN101 VHS Part 8 of 26 00:30 , Color 1989

This film covers scatterplots, smoothing scatterplots of response vs.
explanatory variables by median trace, & least squares regression
lines.

Design for Manufacture
* 92248 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 04:07 , Color 1994

Originally a satellite broadcast, this film discusses how design for
manufacture practices can strengthen the product development process,
to develop products that are more reliable, have fewer warranty claims,
& are less expensive to manufacture. *TMA

Design for Manufacture: Right From the Start
* 92249 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:49 , Color 1995

Design for manufacturing is the simultaneous design of a product & the
process to manufacture it. The speakers detail how to maximize the
probability of product success with design for manufacturing. *TMA

Design II: The Principles
* 95411 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:23:00, Color 2001

This program take students on a whirlwind tour of the natural world,
fashion, ancient times, childhood, interiors, exteriors, & everything
in between for a thorough grounding in the principles of design. *TMA

Designing Classrooms for Technology Integration and Accessibility
* 92619 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:00:00, Color 2000

Technology, the Internet, & the Americans with Disabilities Act are all
relatively new, & they all have an impact on classroom design. This satellite presentation discusses the newest approaches to classroom design & you'll hear from the designers themselves. <DRA>

Designing an Information Protection Program
* 95412  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:40:00, Color  2003
  - Tom Patterson, partner in charge of Security Services in Europe, the Middle East, & Africa for Deloitte & Touche, outlines the importance of a comprehensive, enterprise-wide information protection plan, & offers practical advice for creating or updating your company's plan.

Desktop Publishing-Product Demonstrations
* 91041  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  01:25 , Color  1988
  - A comparison of desktop publishing software & hardware technologies, this program highlights the major product decisions a new user needs to make.

Desktop Publishing-Tutorial
* 91042  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  00:37 , Color  1988
  - Seven elements of desktop publishing are presented: computers, layout, artwork, printers, fonts, hardware & "beyond".

The Desperate Hours
* 93111  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:52:00, B&W  1955
  - A tough, gritty thriller about three escaped convicts taking over a suburban home & holding the family hostage. Starring Humphrey Bogart.

Desperately Seeking Susan
* 91612  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:44 , Color  1985
  - A bored New Jersey housewife becomes obsessed with Susan & her boyfriend, who communicate through personal ads. She resolves to trail Susan, but is involved in an accident, & begins to think she is Susan. Stars Rosanna Arquette, Madonna (her screen debut), Aidan Quinn.

Deutschemarks Over All! The Failure of East Germany's "Silent" Revolution
* 91525  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:57 , Color  1991
  - This film looks at several generations of East German activists. Older resistance members tell how their dreams were dashed by Stalinism. The current generation feels crushed by Western capitalism. These two generations are now on the same side as they try to build a new opposition in the "greater" Germany.

The Developing Child (Discovering Psychology Series)
* 92785  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 26  00:30:00, Color  2001
This program traces the nature vs. nurture debate. With Dr. Renee Baillargeon & Dr. Judy De Loache of the University of Illinois.

Developing Countries (Inside the Global Economy Series)
* 91502  XAN101  VHS  Part 10 of 13  01:00  , Color  1994

This program discusses how developing nations have been helped or hurt by the rapid growth in trade & factor mobility after World War II, & how steps can be taken to integrate developing countries into the global economy.

Developing IEPs Under the New IDEA Regulations
* 92497  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:26:00, Color  1999

The individualized education program is the foundation for providing FAPE to students with disabilities under the IDEA. This program shows how the new regulations affect the IEP team process & outlines the essential components of the IEP document.

Development Education Strategies
* 95649  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00:00, Color  2006

Digital/Taping Rights
Building upon the strategies put forward at the November 2005 Developmental Education Summit, this teleconference will deal with actionable ideas to improve your developmental education program. The teleconference will feature video examples from several exemplary college programs. <DRA>

Developmental Education Series
* _  XAN101  VHS  Part _ of _  , Color _

Digital/Taping Rights
This four part series focuses on Developmental Education.

Devi (The Goddess)
* 95808  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:33  , BW  1960

Devi focuses on a young woman, who is deemed a goddess when her father-in-law, a rich feudal landlord, envisions her as the Goddess Kali.

The Diamond Empire
* 91423  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:58  , Color  1992

This Frontline program examines how the myth about the scarcity of diamonds & their inflated value was created & maintained for decades by the diamond cartel.

The Difference Between Us (Race: The Power of an Illusion Series)
* 95378  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 3  00:57:00, Color  2003
This program examines the contemporary science - including genetics - that challenges our common sense assumptions that human beings can be bundled into 3 or 4 fundamentally different groups according to their physical traits.

Different but Equal (Africa Series)
* 92034  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 8  00:57 , Color  1984

Slavery ravaged Africa for over four centuries, distorting our view of the continent. Yet some of the world's greatest early civilizations, notably that of Egypt's Pharaohs, had their origins there.

Digestion and Fluid Balance (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93065  XAN101  VHS  Part 20 of 26  00:30:00, Color  1996

This program provides numerous examples of how animals control their food & fluid input/output to survive.

Digital Divide: Teachers, Technology, and the Classroom
* 92942  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  00:57:00, Color  2000

The first hour of this program examines the push to wire America's schools. The second hour looks into the question of community & home access to computers & the Internet. <DRA>

Digital Divide: Teachers, Technology, and the Classroom
* 92943  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  00:57:00, Color  2000

See Digital Divide #92942 for description. <DRA>

Dimension, Text and Hatch Commands (AutoCAD Basics Series)
* 92022  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 7  01:30 , Color  1992

Includes: Introduction; Annotation Basics; Dimensioning; Linear; Angular; Diameter; Radius; Ordinate; Utility; Associative; Dual; Style; Text; Dtext; Hatch; Pline; Pedit. *TMA

Diner
* 95829  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:50 , Color  1982

A group of college-age buddies struggle with their imminent passage into adulthood in 1959 Baltimore.

Dinner at Eight
* 92211  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:51 , B/W  1933

A social-climbing woman & her husband throw a dinner party for members of the New York elite. During the course of the evening, all of the guests reveal something about themselves. Superb comedic direction by
George Cukor. Stars Marie Dressler, John Barrymore, Wallace Beery, Jean Harlow, Lionel Barrymore.

Discipline of Students with Disabilities
* 92703 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:24:00, Color 2000

This film discusses eleven suspension & expulsion rules every school district needs to follow. It explains what can & cannot be done under the IDEA & Section 504 when disciplining students w/ disabilities.

Discipline Under the New IDEA
* 92496 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:26:00, Color 1999

Practical Methods & Procedures. This film provides a practical explanation of the discipline methods & procedures school officials are permitted to use for students with disabilities.

Discipline With Dignity (Triumph Over Terror Series)
* 92759 XAN101 VHS Part 6 of 6 00:26:00, Color 1998

There is an attempt to end corporal punishment Nepalese schools; children's rights are guaranteed in the Convention on the Rights of the Child.

Discovering the Human Language (The Human Language Series)
* 91555 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 3 00:55, Color 1995

This first program of the series (Colorless Green Ideas) is about words, sentences, & Universal Grammar - the system claimed to be common to all the world's languages.

Discovering Psychology Series
* XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 Color 2001

This 26-part updated series covers the fundamental principles of psychology for college & high school students & adult learners.

Discovering Your Expressive Body
* 92319 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00, Color 1989

This comprehensive demonstration provides a basis for expanded knowledge of movement principles that lead to an articulate, more expressive body.

The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie
* 92847 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:40:00, Color 1972

An all-star French cast assembles for an elegant dinner party, but whenever they try to eat, something interrupts them. Luis Bunuel mixes biting social satire with surrealistic invention to lampoon diplomats,
wealthy socialites & radical terrorists. French w/ English subtitles.

Display, Layer and Inquiry Commands (AutoCad Basics Series)
* 92020 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 7 01:30 , Color 1992
   Includes: Introduction; Display Basics; Zoom; Pan; Redraw; Redrawal;
   Regen; Regenall; Viewres; Layer, ID; Dist; Area; Llist; Dblist; Mslide;
   Vslide. *TMA

The Disputation: A Theological Debate Between Christians and Jews
* 91551 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:05 , Color 1993
   This program recreates one of the most famous of the public theological
   debates in the Middle Ages – the Barcelona Disputation of 1263, & shows
   the consequences.

The Distance Learning Nursing Re-Entry Update Project
* 95494 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30:00, Color 2005
   Digital/Taping Rights
   This program is an update on how the distance learning nurse refresher
   course was developed & made available to Texas community colleges. It
   will show the results of the first year & the additional components to
   the course the second year. <DRA>

Distant Thunder
* 95967 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:41 , Color 1973
   Gangacharan is the new Brahmin of a village, where he assumes various
   duties: teaching, organizing religious events, and trying to prevent
   epidemics. But in that year 1943, war is raging (as reminded by the
   planes occasionally heard flying over the countryside), and a major
   famine is under way.

Distant Voices (Connections Series)
* 90089 XAN101 16mm Part 3A of 10 00:30 , Color 1979
   The film discusses the design & effectiveness of military weapons, the
   design & operation of vacuum pumps for removing water from mines, air
   pressure, static electricity, electricity & magnetism, & supply &
   demand related to scientific discoveries.

Distant Voices (Connections Series)
* 90090 XAN101 16mm Part 3B of 10 00:25 , Color 1979
   See Distant Voices #90089 for description.

Diva
* 92212 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:03 , Color 1982
   A young French courier secretly tapes a soprano who has refused to
record. The film follows him through Paris as he flees from recording pirates & crooked undercover police. French w/ English subtitles.

Divide and Conquer (Why We Fight Series)
* 91027 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 7 00:58 , B/W 1943
  Classroom use ONLY.
  Hitler's ruthless invasions of Belgium, Holland, Denmark & Norway are examined along with the disastrous British defeat at Dunkirk & the domination of France by the Nazis.

Divided We Fall
* 95844 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:57 , Color 2000

  In Nazi occupied Czechoslovakia, a childless couple agree to hide a Jewish friend at great personal risk of discovery and execution.

DNA: Blueprint of Life (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93053 XAN101 VHS Part 8 of 26 00:30:00 , Color 1996

  This program explores research that led to the famous double-helix model of DNA.

Do It Now
* 90126 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color 197?

  This film examines procrastination: What it is, what causes it & how to break the habit. Hosted by William Schallert. Features psychiatrists Rusk & Read & psychologists Lakein & Scott.

Do the Right Thing
* 91563 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:00 , Color 1989

  Spike Lee's film combines humor & drama with memorable characters while tracing the course of a single day in a block in the Bedford-Stuyvesant area of Brooklyn.

Do Unto Others (Ethics in America Series)
* 91777 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 10 01:00 , Color 1989

  In this first program Surgeon General C. Everett Koop, Faye Wattleton of Planned Parenthood, & Willard Gaylin of the Hastings Center discuss the question of community responsibility. *TMA

Do We Really Want To Live This Way (Race to Save the Planet Series)
* 91051 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 10 01:00 , Color 1990

  The price of progress - smog, toxic wastes & contamination of once pristine waters - is examined as a byproduct of western industrial lifestyles.
In this 3 part series, celebrated journalist & writer Robert MacNeil travels from north to south, east to west, to study the ongoing evolution of American English— a language rich in regional variety, strong in global impact, & steeped in cultural controversy.

When there is a mysterious outbreak of typhoid which the doctor is slow in reacting to, it all comes to a head. The townspeople hold an emergency meeting & decide to give Dr. Bull the sack & bring in a new doctor. Dr. Bull must find a way to save his job, his reputation, & a young man's life.

Various tales in the lives of Tokyo slum dwellers, including a mentally deficient young man obsessed with driving his own commuter trolley.

The lives of a self-made American tycoon & his wife are drastically changed when they take a tour of Europe. Stars Walter Huston, David Niven, Mary Astor. Directed by William Wyler.

In this fourth program in the series doctors from the National Cancer Institute & Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center discuss with C. Everett Koop, journalist Ellen Goodman, & others the controversies created by modern medicine. *TMA
Does the mind exist as a distinct entity? This tape includes four 30-minute conversations: Mind as a Myth w/ U.G. Krishnamurti; The Mind-Body Problem w/ Julian Isaacs; Minds, Brains & Science w/ John Searle; Mind in Tibetan Buddhism w/ Ole Nydahl.

Dog Day Afternoon
* 92633 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:04:00, Color 1975

On August 22, 1972, in New York, gunmen entered a local bank. Sidney Lumet's tense film captures the hard-edged, hysterical mood of this bizarre, small-time crime that mushroomed into a jazzy media happening. Stars Al Pacino, John Cazale, Chris Sarandon, Charles Durning.

Dogma
* 92541 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 02:08:00, Color 1999

In this comic fantasy from writer/director Kevin Smith, two banished angels find a loophole that would get them back into Heaven. The only snag is they'll destroy existence in the process. Stars Ben Affleck, Matt Damon, Linda Fiorentino, Alan Rickman, Chris Rock.

Doing Business in Argentina
* 95452 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:40:00, Color 1997

At the other end of the world, discover an elegant country & a people fiercely proud of their rich European heritage. Mind your manners: they can open doors-or slam them shut. Gain access to the corridors of power- from financial stock to livestock- & learn what to do if negotiators get angry or just walk out. *TMA

Doing Business in Brazil
* 95453 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:40:00, Color 1997

There is only one Brazil, & to succeed here you must open up to this country & its passionate people. Discover a more relaxed attitude that governs much of what does- & doesn't- get done. Learn what drives Brazilians & how to persuade & motivate, whether in the boardroom or on the assembly line.*TMA

Doing Business in Chile
* 95454 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:40:00, Color 1997

In this program, find out what sets this country apart from its neighbors, from its unusual culture to its surprising attitude toward corruption. Learn key people skills, from proper etiquette to building & managing relationships. Observe people negotiating, & get strategic advice for making profitable deals. *TMA

Doing Business in Mexico
* 95455 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30:00, Color 1994
During this program you'll gain valuable insight into this important market & its diverse people. You'll learn how to see Mexicans as they really are, & how they see you & the world around them; find out how to get accurate information by recognizing when you're being told the whole story & when you're not. *TMA

Doing Justice: The Life and Trials of Arthur Kinoy
* 91720 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:51 , Color 1993

This is a biography of civil-rights attorney & law-school professor Arthur Kinoy & includes his failed defense of Julius & Ethel Rosenberg in 1953.

A Doll's House
* 91713 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:41 , Color 1977

Based on the play by Henrik Ibsen. Nora is trapped into being a puppet for her husband, & rebels. Stars Claire Bloom. *TMA

Domestic Terrorism (Terrorism: Aims & Objectives Series)
* 92897 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 3 00:52:00, Color 1995

This program discusses what makes educated people take up arms in an ideological bid to overthrow their democratic governments. It shows why this kind of terrorist is so hard to catch, & underscores the government's temptation to bend or break the law in order to bring them to justice.

Domesticating A Wilderness (The America Series)
* 90109 XAN101 16mm Part 3A of 4 00:25 , Color 1973

The film begins with the establishment of the Mormon Church in Salt Lake City, Utah. Discussions include: the spread of railroads, mining, ranching settlements & the history of the Battle at Wounded Knee.

Domesticating A Wilderness (The America Series)
* 90110 XAN101 16mm Part 3B of 4 00:25 , Color 1973

See Domesticating A Wilderness #90109 for description.

Don Segundo Sombra
* 92395 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:50 , Color 1969

A film seen through the eyes of an old gaucho, who is the mentor of a young boy. Considered the foremost example of "gaucho" literature in prose. Based on the novel by Ricardo Guiraldes. In Spanish w/ English subtitles.

The Donner Party
* 92683 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30:00, Color 2000
(The American Experience) A film by Ric Burns. This haunting film tells the story of the ill-fated party of pioneers & their doomed attempt to reach California in 1846. Narrated by David McCullough.

Dorothy Johnson (The Nurse Theorists: Portraits of Excellence Series)
* 95508  XAN101  VHS  Part 2  of 16  00:34:00, Color  1988

This program profiles the nurse theorist Dorothy Johnson. A brief biography is followed by an interview focusing on her theory, the Behavioral Systems Model. An in-depth explanation of the theory is presented at the end of the program.

Dot Con
* 92871  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  01:00:00, Color  2002

A Frontline program. When the Internet bubble burst in March 2000, unlucky investors lost more than $3 trillion. Was the public blinded by dreams of small fortunes or did the nation's investment banks manipulate the IPO market & exploit public trust?

A Double Life
* 93107  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  01:43:00, B&W  1948

A Shakespearean actor finds himself in trouble when the characters he plays begin to seep into his personal life & take over. Things begin to look really bad when he is cast in the role of the cursed Othello. Starring Ronald Coleman & Shelley Winters.

Doubles: Japan and America's Intercultural Children
* 91744  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  00:59 , Color  1995

This film explores a subject long neglected in the U.S. & Japan. These interviews with people born of mixed parentage in Japan & America speak from a variety of perspectives & represent many different generations.

Doublespeak
* 91412  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  00:28 , Color  1989

This program examines how the English language has been inflated & manipulated to distort, cover up, or replace meaning.

Down South (Do You Speak American DVD Series)
* 95542  XAN101  DVD  Part 2  of 3  00:57:00, Color  2005

(See IMC# 95539 for description.)

Down South (Do You Speak American Series)
* 95539  XAN101  VHS  Part 2  of 3  00:57:00, Color  2005
This program follows Robert MacNeil down the Ohio & Mississippi Rivers to Appalachia, Louisiana Cajun country, & the Tex-Mex border to examine Southern accents & the influences of French & Spanish on American English. <DRA>

Down and Under (Brunel Experience Series)
* 91888 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 5 00:20 , Color 1988

This program discusses tunnelling under water, focusing on the building of the Eurotunnel between England & France.

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
* 95579 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:37:00, B&W 1932

The hallucinatory, feverish classic version of the Robert Louis Stevenson story in which the good doctor becomes addicted to the formula that turns him into a sadistic beast.

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
* 90052 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 3 00:17 , B/W 1920

This is the first great American horror film which became a blueprint for Hollywood producers for years to come.

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
* 90053 XAN101 16mm Part 2 of 3 00:23 , B/W 1920

See Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde #90052 for description.

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
* 90054 XAN101 16mm Part 3 of 3 00:20 , B/W 1920

See Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde #90052 for description.

Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb
* 91071 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:33 , B/W 1963

Classroom use ONLY.
Stanley Kubrick's classic black comedy about a group of U.S. war-eager military men who plan a nuclear attack on Russia because a psychotic Air Force general believes the Russians are poisoning the U.S. water supply.

The Draughtsman's Contract
* 92519 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:43:00, Color 1982

Set in the English countryside in the late 17th-century, a young draughtsman is hired to create twelve elaborate sketches for a wife to give to her husband. This arrangement soon spirals out of control, a murder is suspected, & the simple story turns into a bizarre puzzle.
Draw Commands (AutoCad Basics Series)
* 92019 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 7 01:16 , Color 1992

Includes: Introduction; AutoCAD Basics; Coordinate Entry; Line; Circle; Arc; Doughnut; Polygon; Ellipse. *TMA

The Dream Spinner
* 90134 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:29 , Color 1985
Provided by the Max Kade Fdn.

This film documents the history of German immigrants settling in east-central Missouri. Set around a simulated "documentary film-in-progress", this piece reveals the results of the dream of German author Gottfried Duden which set the wheels of immigration into motion.

Dream of Wild Horses
* 90003 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:09 , Color _

The director employs slow motion, soft focus backgrounds & super-impositions to create dream-like film effects.

Dreams: Theater of the Night
* 92327 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:28 , Color 1998

Why do dreams occur? What is their function? What do they mean? This film discusses the facts & examines the theories about the physiological, chemical, & psychological reasons for, & results of, dreams.

The Dresser
* 95462 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:58:00, Color 1983

In a touring Shakespearean theater group, a backstage hand - the dresser, is devoted to the brilliant but tyrannical head of the company. He struggles to support the deteriorating star as the company struggles to carry on during the London blitz.

Drinking Water: Quality on Tap
* 91522 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:27 , Color 1991

Only 1% of the Earth's water is safe for consumption. This film explores clean water as a health necessity & an economic asset.

The Drive for Power (Ascent of Man Series)
* 90187 XAN101 16mm Part 8 of 13 00:52 , Color 1974

Industrial & political revolutions altered man's concept of power during the 18th century. This film shows why these developments were as significant as the Renaissance in man's progress.
Driving Miss Daisy
* 92214  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:39 , Color  1989
  Tender & sincere portrayal of the 25-year friendship between an aging Jewish woman & the black chauffeur forced upon her by her son. Humorous & thought-provoking. Stars Jessica Tandy, Morgan Freeman, Dan Aykroyd.

Dying Well
* 95645  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  00:30:00, Color  2006
  As we seek to understand death, we learn that the experience is most often filled with pain, suffering & difficult choices. Most of all, we come to recognize the profound meaning of end-of-life care, how it is practiced, & the moral concerns it raises. What will we learn about terminally ill patient's rights?

E.T. The Extra Terrestrial
* 95884  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:55 , Color  1982
  A meek and alienated little boy finds a stranded extraterrestrial. He has to find the courage to defy the authorities to help the alien return to its home planet.

Early Adulthood (Seasons of Life Series)
* 91074  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 5  01:00 , Color  1990
  Ages 20-40. Young adults face many tasks: separate from family, get a job, find a mate, set goals & face the realities of life. This is a period of intense social growth, when adults make choices that will affect them far into the future.

Early Christianity (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91797  XAN101  VHS  Part 11 of 52  00:30 , Color  1989
  Part 11: Christianity spread despite contempt & persecution from Rome. *TMA

Early English Drama- The Second Shepherd's Play (History of Drama Series)
* 91119  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 10  00:52 , Color  1988
  Classroom use ONLY.
  This third film of the series brings to life three works that constitute the beginning of English drama: "Quem Quaeritis", "Abraham and Isaac" & "The Second Shepherd's Play".

The Early Renaissance (Art of the Western World Series)
* 91034  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 9  01:00 , Color  1989
  The revival of the classical tradition in Italy & northern Europe is
explored & interpreted through the contributions of Florentine artists in the early 15th century.

Earth
* 92713  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:41:00, Color  1999

This is the second film in Deepa Mehta's controversial trilogy. It is an emotionally devastating love story set within the sweeping social upheaval & violence of 1947 India. In Hindi, Urdu, Parsee & Punjabi w/ English subtitles.

Earthly Visions (The Power of Place Series)
* 91973  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 26  00:30 , Color  1996

Introduction: (1) This program introduces the overarching geographical concepts with an emphasis on human/environmental interaction & physical geography. Case studies include a NASA geographer who teaches astronauts to "see" the Earth in a new way.

East / West
* 95900  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:01 , Color  1999

June 1946: Stalin invites Russian emigres to return to the motherland. It's a trap: when a ship-load from France arrives in Odessa, only a physician and his family are spared execution or prison. He and his French wife (her passport ripped up) are sent to Kiev.

East Looks West (The Power of Place Series)
* 91976  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 26  00:30 , Color  1996

Europe: Confronting New Challenges: (4) Case studies include Berlin's transition from a weak & divided city to one of emerging importance, & the diffusion of democratic ideas throughout Poland.

Easy Does It (Brunel Experience Series)
* 91887  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 5  00:21 , Color  1988

This program deals with controlling movement, taking into account such things as gravity, friction, weight, speed.

Easy Rider
* 95680  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:35:00, Color  1969

Wyatt and Billy are two motorcycle riders (bikers) on their way to Mardis Gras, and encounter hitchhikers, a drunken lawyer, a jail cell, a whorehouse and the death of a friend.

Eat, Drink, and be Merry (Connections Series)
* 90099  XAN101  16mm  Part 8A of 10  00:30 , Color  1979
The film discusses the nature of liquids & gases, food preservation & the influence of government on the growth of new technology, temperature control as used by industry, & forces of motion such as Newton's Laws & wartime applications.

Eat, Drink, and be Merry (Connections Series)
* 90100 XAN101 16mm Part 8B of 10 00:25, Color 1979

See Eat, Drink, and be Merry #90099 for description.

eBay and Napster: Change Agents
* 92939 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:26:00, Color 2000

Internet auction house eBay & virtual music community Napster are redefining established paradigms of online interactivity. NewsHour correspondent Spencer Michels explores eBay's phenomenal success, & examines the landmark Napster case from both sides.

An Ecology of Mind (Millennium Series)
* 91295 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 10 01:00, Color 1992

In this program learn how the Makuna of Colombia pass their sophisticated ecological awareness from generation to generation through complex myths & rituals; then meet a gardener who exemplifies the new attitudes Western cultures will need for survival. *TMA

Economic Efficiency (Economics U$A Series)
* 91962 XAN101 VHS Part 18 of 28 00:30, Color 1992

Rent control in New York City explains the effect of wage, price, & rent controls in a free market economy. *TMA

Economic Growth (Economics U$A Series)
* 91969 XAN101 VHS Part 25 of 28 00:30, Color 1992

The effects of natural resource depletion & the telecommunications industry are explored. *TMA

Economics U$A Series
* XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ 00:30, Color 1992


Economies in Transition (Inside the Global Economy Series)
* 91503 XAN101 VHS Part 11 of 13 01:00, Color 1994
This program looks at the transformation of former Communist countries into market economies, & the policies needed to ensure their successful reintegration into the global economy.

Ecosystems and the Biosphere (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93070  XAN101  VHS  Part 25  of 26  00:30:00, Color  1996
- This program shows how a delicate balance of interactions determines life & death for the inhabitants of any ecosystem.

The Edge of Hollywood (American Cinema Series)
* 91676  XAN101  VHS  Part 10  of 13  01:00 , Color  1994
- This program looks at alternative visions from new talents including Spike Lee, Joel & Ethan Coen, Jim Jarmusch, & Quentin Tarrantino. With limited budgets, they are challenging the stylistic status quo of the Hollywood film.

Edit Commands (AutoCAD Basics Series)
* 92021  XAN101  VHS  Part 3  of 7  02:00 , Color  1992
- Includes: Introduction; Edit Basics; Undo; Move; Copy; Array; Mirror; Rotate; Scale; Change; Extend; Stretch; Trim; Break; Offset; Fillet; Chamfer.  *TMA

The Edited Image: The Art of Film
* 92930  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  00:21:00, Color  1975
- Using excerpts from Potemkin, Saraband, Olympia, Le Bonheur, Evergreen, & Citizen Kane, this video shows how the concepts of time, action, & space can be manipulated through film-editing techniques.

Editing the Paper - Looking for Grammatical and Mechanical Errors
* 91362  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  00:27 , Color  1991
- This film emphasizes the importance of removing rough spots & imperfections from the paper & correcting mechanical errors before proofreading a final time.

The Education Race (Learning In America - Series)
* 91077  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 6  00:58 , Color  1990
- Many American schools are having difficulty preparing today's children for tomorrow's work force. By contrast, high school graduates in certain other countries are better prepared for employment. This program visits schools in America & Japan to examine the differences.

Edwin Friedman: Getting Unstuck
* 91377  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  02:00 , Color  1991
- Master Series contract.
This film focuses on the non-anxious, differentiated presence of the therapist, who uses a genogram to map an approach with a highly reactive married couple who are unable to live together or separately once & for all.

The Effect (An Inside Look at Outdoor Advertising Series)
* 90906 XAN101 3/4"U Part 3 of 3 00:16 , Color _ _

Outdoor advertising, used in conjunction with other media, is often difficult to isolate as a market influence. This program discusses scientific & research techniques used to assess the effectiveness of such ads.

Effective Gov. in the Developing World Series
* _ XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ , Color 1998 _

A 3-part series: Governments Caring for People... Regulation of Industry... Cleaning Up Corruption.

Effective Government in Developing World Series
* _ XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ , Color _

A 3-part series: Governments Caring for People... Regulation of Industry... Cleaning Up Corruption.

Effective Psychoanalytic Therapy (APA Psychotherapy Series)
* 91706 XAN101 VHS Part 7 of 12 01:00 , Color 1995 _

Effective Psychoanalytic Therapy of Schizophrenia & Other Severe Disorders. This approach assumes that all symptoms are meaningful & related to the life history as subjectively experienced. This session is conducted by Bertram P. Karon, Ph.D. *TMA

Effective Schools for Children at Risk
* 91127 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:25 , Color 1991 _

This film is designed for urban elementary school teachers, principals & other educators. It discusses the problems of providing effective education for children at risk of school failure & examines the positive steps being taken. *TMA

Effectiveness Measurement...(Internet Marketing & Advertising Strategies
* 92746 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 4 00:13:00, Color 2000 _

Effectiveness Measurement Tools & Techniques. This program identifies which cyber-factors e-tailers need to measure, how they should go about quantifying them, & how they should interpret & apply the resulting data. <DRA>

Eighth Grade Language Arts (Video Library of Teaching Episodes Series)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part of the 30-part series. The lesson objective is to demonstrate an understanding of the basics of reading, writing, listening &amp; thinking through cooperative group discussions of Jane Goodall's &quot;My Life With the Chimpanzees&quot;.</td>
<td>91141</td>
<td>XAN101</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>00:30</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84 Charing Cross Road</td>
<td>92837</td>
<td>XAN101</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>01:40:00</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Bancroft &amp; Anthony Hopkins star in this witty, touching drama about a transatlantic romance that spans 20 years.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Einstein: The Life and Mind of Albert Einstein</td>
<td>92412</td>
<td>XAN101</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>00:24</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Einstein is considered by many to be the greatest thinker of the 20th century. The things we know today about time &amp; space, mass &amp; energy, gravity &amp; light, we can attribute to Einstein.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Muerto (The Dead Man)</td>
<td>92393</td>
<td>XAN101</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>01:43</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Otalora must flee 19th-century Buenos Aires after killing a man. Arriving in Montevideo he becomes a member of a smuggling ring. Based on the short story by Jorge Luis Borges. In Spanish w/ English subtitles.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Elements of Theatre</td>
<td>93021</td>
<td>XAN101</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>00:29:00</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss the importance of theatre as an art form; explore the essential elements, &amp; see how each is utilized in every production.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Elephant Man</td>
<td>92848</td>
<td>XAN101</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>02:04:00</td>
<td>B&amp;W</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This is a biography of John Merrick, a severely deformed man who, with the help of a sympathetic doctor, moved from freak shows into posh London society. Stars John Hurt, Anthony Hopkins, Anne Bancroft. Directed by David Lynch.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleven Principles of Effective Character Education</td>
<td>92767</td>
<td>XAN101</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>00:40:00</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two of the country's prominent leaders in character education, Dr. Thomas Lickona &amp; Dr. Catherine Lewis, provide a review of the critical principles essential to any effective character education program. Visit schools in Maryland, New York &amp; Missouri where quality character education programs are being implemented.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Elmer Gantry
* 92849 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:27:00, Color 1960

Burt Lancaster is an amoral Southern preacher who exacts wealth & power from his congregation, & takes a nun as a mistress. Also stars Jean Simmons, Dean Jagger. Directed by Richard Brooks.

Elvira Madigan
* 92423 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30 , Color 1967

This film is based on the true story of a 19th-century Swedish romance between a young officer & a beautiful circus performer. Swedish w/ English subtitles.

Emergent Literacy (Teaching Reading: Strategies Series)
* 91105 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 6 00:33 , Color 1991

Early reading skills are demonstrated in a whole-day kindergarten for Hispanic five-year-olds in San Antonio, Texas. *TMA

Emissions and Emotions: Challenges to the European Forest
* 91512 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color 1992

European communities in the "Death Triangle" area of Poland & the former Czechoslovakia & East Germany are being ravaged by factory soot & pollution. This film includes interviews with scientists & citizens in these towns, & scenes of protestors at industrial sites.

Empire of the Mind (The Greeks: Crucible of Civilization Series)
* 95610 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 3 01:00:00, Color 1999

Locked in a suicidal conflict with Sparta, viewers see the tragic descent of Athenian Democracy into mob rule through the eyes of Socrates. As defeat piles upon defeat, the Athenians, shattered & stripped of their empire, take revenge on their most vocal critic & condemn Socrates to death before a people's court.

The Empire of Signs (American Visions Series)
* 92819 XAN101 VHS Part 7 of 8 01:00:00, Color 1996

In the post-war era, America's power is unrivaled, & its artists make an explosive break with the past. Later, media images begin to overwhelm anything created by artists.

Empowerment Therapy
* 92912 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:55:00, Color 2000

Family Therapy w/ the Experts. In this film Dr. Frank Pittman helps a couple who are having communication problems. He helps them to see how
their attempts to solve their problem actually keep the problem alive.

Encountering the Biblical Other (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92371 XAN101 VHS Part 28 of 32 00:30 Color 1997

- Part 28: Encountering the Biblical Other - Buber & Levinas. The 20th-century Jewish thinkers Martin Buber & Emanuel Levinas draw upon concepts implicit in the Hebrew bible to conceive of human relationships in ways that elude the Greek & German philosophical traditions. *TMA

Encouraging Autonomy (How To Talk So Kids Will Listen Series)
* 91340 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 6 00:30 Color 1989

- The goals of this session are to understand the importance of helping children become self-governing people, understand the relationship between spanking & a child's diminished sense of self, learn & practice skills that encourage self-reliance. *TMA

End of Days
* 95702 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 01:00:00 Color 2006

- This documentary examines the complex relationship between Christian and Jewish Zionists. It explains that many evangelical Christians believe in the second coming of the messiah and consider the return of the Jews to Israel to be a key component.

Endgame
* 92520 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30:00 Color 1992

- This amusing version of Samuel Beckett's second play, produced by the BBC for the Open University, was directed by Tony Coe.

Endgame (Beckett Directs Beckett Series)
* 91773 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 4 01:36 Color 1992

- This last program of the series unites the cast from the San Quentin Drama Workshop to perform this one-act play. Beckett describes this play as "more inhuman than Waiting for Godot."

The Endless Summer
* 92634 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30:00 Color 1966

- Classic surfing documentary about the freedom & sense of adventure that surfing symbolizes.

Endocrine Control: Systems in Balance (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93067 XAN101 VHS Part 22 of 26 00:30:00 Color 1996

- This program touches on the basics of pituitary function, effects on
the adrenal gland, & the influence of biofeedback in regulating the reactions to stress.

Energy In - Energy Out (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93050 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 26  00:30:00, Color  1996

This program explores the pathways by which cells trap & use energy: photosynthesis & aerobic respiration.

Engaging Cooperation (How To Talk So Kids Will Listen Series)
* 91338 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 6  00:30 , Color  1989

The goals of this session are to examine typical methods used to get children to behave & understand why these methods are self-defeating; learn six methods that invite children to assume responsibility & give them positive feelings, & practice these skills. *TMA

Engaging Students in the Large Class
* 92145 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1  00:35 , Color  1994

This program highlights different philosophies & styles of teaching large classes, emphasizing the importance of energy, commitment, preparation, & organization. *TMA

Engineering Disasters
* 92666 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1  00:50:00, Color  1999

Engineering feats are among the greatest of human achievements, & engineering errors are among the greatest fiascos. This film reviews the consequences of some of history's more dramatic engineering miscalculations.

Engineering Disasters 4
* 95394 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1  00:50:00, Color  2003

Buried within the wreckage of engineering disasters lie lessons that point the way to a safer future. In support of this idea, this video cites the examples of the fire at the Las Vegas MGM Grand Hotel, the collapse of Seattle's Lacey V. Murrow Floating Bridge, & the flaw that grounded the first commercial jet.

Engineering Disasters 3
* 92867 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1  00:50:00, Color  2001

This tape discusses how design flaws can cost human lives. It examines the Tower of Pisa, the first nuclear accident, why three Soyuz-11 cosmonauts died aboard the first orbiting space station, & explains what led to the loss of the Mars Climate Orbiter & Polar Lander.

Engineering Ethics: The Case of Challenger
Designed to encourage critical thinking about ethical issues that might arise during an engineer's career, this program considers when an engineer has a responsibility to blow the whistle. Former Morton Thiokol engineer Roger Boisjoly discusses the Challenger tragedy.

Engineering Ethics: Ethics in Action

This program deals with the events leading to the Challenger accident as described by an engineer on the O-ring seal task force. His comments are then discussed in relation to the fundamental canons of engineer ethics by a group of engineering faculty members at California State University. *TMA

Engineering Ethics: The Tradition of the Engineering Profession

This program presents the performance & longevity of the Douglas DC-3 as a model of a product engineered for safety, health & welfare. Also presented is the ASME human powered vehicle competition as a model of professional development. *TMA

An English Speaking World (The Story of English Series)

This first program of the series describes the pervasiveness of English, the world's first truly global language.

The Enlightened Despots (The Western Tradition Series)

Part 33: Monarchs considered reforms in order to create more efficient societies, but not at the expense of their own power. *TMA

The Enlightenment (The Western Tradition Series)

Part 34: Intellectual theories about the nature of man & his potential came to the fore. *TMA

The Enlightenment and Society (The Western Tradition Series)

Part 35: Scientists & social reformers battled for universal human rights during a peaceful & prosperous period. *TMA

Enron: The Smartest Guys in the Room
This film details one of history's greatest business scandals. Unimaginable personal excesses, & an utter moral vacuum that posed as corporate philosophy, led to top executives of America's seventh largest corporation walking away with over on billion dollars while investors & employees lost everything.

Ensuring Data Quality in Your Enterprise
* 95414 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:41:00, Color 2003

Claudia Imhoff, president of Intelligent Solutions, explains why data quality management is the most critical initiative you can implement in your organization. Using the Corporate Information Factory model, she demonstrates where data quality management processes should be implemented.

Ensuring Global Privacy
* 95413 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:50:00, Color 2002

John B. Reynolds III, a partner in the law firm Wiley Rein & Fielding's Internet, international, & government affairs practice, & Mel Peterson, privacy manager for Procter & Gamble, explain why companies with global operations are caught in a delicate balancing act when it comes to customers' personal data.

Ensuring Judicial Excellence
* 91574 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:14 , Color 1995

This program, hosted by Richard Dysart, defines & endorses the merit selection of judges. Currently there are five different methods for choosing state judges.

Entertaining Angels: The Dorothy Day Story
* 92342 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:52 , Color 1996

This is the true story of Day, the impassioned New York journalist who launched the activist newspaper Catholic Worker, & during the Depression vowed to house the homeless, feed the hungry, & tend the sick. Stars Moira Kelly, Martin Sheen, Melinda Dillon.

Entertainment News or Entertainment? (The Other Side of the News Series)
* 91573 XAN101 VHS Part 6 of 6 01:28 , Color 1990

This last program of the series explores the trend toward the tabloid in traditional print news reporting & the explosion of sensational talk TV.

Environment (Inside the Global Economy Series)
* 91504 XAN101 VHS Part 12 of 13 01:00 , Color 1994

This program discusses the international dimension of environmental
problems, focusing on transnational pollution, international property rights, & perceived differences between trade & environmental protection.

Environment: Politics & Industry Intersect Series
* XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ , Color 2000

Environment: Politics & Industry Intersect DVD Series
* XAN101 DVD Part _ of _ , Color 2000

Environmental Issues & Human Impact
* 95633 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 00:22:00, Color 2006

(See IMC# 95632 for description.)

Environmental Issues & Human Impact
* 95632 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:22:00, Color 2006

Air & water pollution, the effects of pollution on health & the environment, deforestation & loss of wetlands, ozone depletion & global warming, the negative impact of agriculture, construction & recreation/tourism are discussed. The program ends with anti-pollution initiatives like recycling & energy efficiency. <DRA>

The Environmental Revolution (Race to Save the Planet Series)
* 91049 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 10 01:00 , Color 1990

This program traces the historical relationship of humans with their environment, examining past co-existence with nature, what has changed & how humanity is literally changing the face of the earth.

Erin Brockovich
* 95946 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:11 , Color 2000

An unemployed single mother becomes a legal assistant and almost single-handedly brings down a California power company accused of polluting a city's water supply.

Ernest K. Gann: A Gentleman of Adventure
* 92279 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:55 , Color 1997

Gann is known the world over for more than a score of best-selling books, many of which were made into major films. Flying was his passion, & he flew every aircraft there was to fly.

Erosion: Leveling the Land
* 90039 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:14 , Color 1969
With laboratory demonstrations & superb natural photography, this film investigates the processes of weathering, erosion & deposition of rock material.

The Essential Charlie Chaplin Collection
* 95753  XAN 101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:38 , BW  1917

This collection contains 4 Charlie Chaplin Films, including: The Adventurer (Runtime: 19:08), Triple Trouble (Runtime: 23:36), The Bond (Runtime: 10:59), and Shoulder Arms (Runtime: 44:50).

ETA: Estimated Time of Arrival
* 90002  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:10 , B/W  1973

This documentary portrays the current status of passenger train travel in the United States by studying an Amtrack trip from St. Louis to Chicago.

The Ethics of Cloning
* 92751  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:29:00, Color  1997

This film examines many of the moral, ethical, & religious questions raised by the technology of cloning. Includes a panel discussion in which experts debate the ethical issues.

The Ethics of Consumption
* 92915  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00:00, Color  1999

In a hyper-consuming society, what questions should we ask ourselves as we survey an increasingly crowded planet? Can & should every human aspire to the North American level of wealth? What are the moral effects of unprecedented material plenty?

Ethics, the Environment, and Professionals
* 92017  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:28 , Color  1993

This program discusses issues related to the development of technology & the preservation of the environment. It features Dr. Lisa Newton, director of the program in applied ethics at Fairfield University.

Ethics, the Environment, and Professionals
* 92148  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:28 , Color  1993

(Copy #2) See Ethics, the Environment, & Professionals #92017 for description.
Ethics in America Series
* XAN101 VHS Part of , Color 1989

A 10-part series: Do Unto Others... To Defend a Killer... Public Trust, Private Interests... Does Doctor Know Best?... Anatomy of a Corporate Takeover... Under Orders, Under Fire I... Under Orders, Under Fire II... Truth on Trial... The Human Experiment... Politics, Privacy, & the Press. (closed captioned)

Ethics in Media
* 91384 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00 , Color 1993

This is a KMOV-TV panel discussion moderated by Jack Ford focusing on how ethics enters into the decision-making process in a newsroom. Included on the panel are St. Louis University's John Kavanaugh, S.J., Ph.D. & John Pauly, Ph.D.

Ethics and Scientific Research
* 92147 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:28 , Color 1992

This program discusses ethical issues faced by scientific researchers, focusing on scientific misconduct & its control. Dr. Robert L. Sprague, recipient of the AAAS Scientific Integrity & Freedom Award, is featured.

Ethics and Social Science Professionals
* 92016 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:28 , Color 1993

Includes Imposing values & professional-client models; the social science professions; clients of the social worker; conflicts of interest; privacy, autonomy, & obligations in providing help; cultural pluralism & the perception of needs; private & government social service bureaucracies; The Sky River Case.

Ethnic Fragmentation in Canada (The Power of Place Series)
* 91982 XAN101 VHS Part 10 of 26 00:30 , Color 1996

North America: The Post-Industrial Transformation: (10) Case studies include the resistance of French speakers to domination by the English language in Quebec, & Vancouver as an emerging Pacific Rim metropolis.

Ethnic Notions - Black People in White Minds
* 91430 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:57 , Color 1987

This is an award-winning documentary which traces the evolution of the deeply rooted stereotypes which have fueled anti-black prejudice. Narrated by Esther Rolle.

Ethnocultural Psychotherapy (APA Psychotherapy Series)
This approach was developed in order to integrate human diversity into clinical practice. The session is conducted by Lillian Comas-Diaz, Ph.D. *TMA

Europe in the Middle Ages Series

* XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 12 01:00 , Color 1995

A 7-part series: The Birth of the Middle Ages... The City of God... Charlemagne & the Holy Roman Empire... The Feudal System... Christians, Jews, & Moslems in Medieval Spain... Byzantium: From Splendor to Ruin... Vikings & Romans.

Europe and the Third World (The Western Tradition Series)

* XAN101 VHS Part 50 of 52 00:30 , Color 1989

Part 50: Burdened with the legacy of colonial imperialism, the Third World rushed development to catch up with its Western counterparts. *TMA

Eve's Bayou

* XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 01:46:00, Color 1997

Summer heats up in rural Louisiana beside Eve's Bayou as the Batiste family tries to survive the secrets they've kept and the betrayals they've endured.

The Evolving World Economy (Inside the Global Economy Series)

* XAN101 VHS Part 13 of 13 01:00 , Color 1994

This program explores the dynamic aspects of comparative advantage, the evolutionary nature of trade competitiveness, & the importance of human capital. It also looks at the shift from manufacturing to services & knowledge-intensive industries in industrialized countries.

Excalibur

* XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:21 , Color 1981

This is John Boorman's retelling of the life of King Arthur.

Excellence in Teaching Series

* XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 , Color 1999

A 10-part series: Creative Teaching Methods... Cooperative Learning... Lesson Planning... Integrating Computers in the Curriculum... Assigning Effective Homework... Constructive Parent Conferences... Keeping Control of the Class... Managing Student Conflict... Avoiding Burnout... The Beauty of Teaching.
Exchange Rates (Economics USA Series)
* 91972 XAN101 VHS Part 28 of 28 00:30 , Color 1992

Governments try to control exchange rates with such means as The Plaza Accord of 1985 & the Louvre Accord of 1987. *TMA

Exchange Rates, Capital Flight (Inside the Global Economy Series)
* 91501 XAN101 VHS Part 9 of 13 01:00 , Color 1994

The impact of international capital flows, inflation & trade flows is examined. One case study looks at the problem of hyperinflation in Argentina.

The Execution Protocol
* 91726 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:23 , Color 1992

Filmed at Missouri's Potosi Correctional Center, this film objectively documents the meticulously clinical procedures by which prisoners are prepared for death by lethal injection.

Executive Suite
* 92991 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:45:00, B&W 1954

The first great boardroom drama, this film is a star-packed, tension-filled movie classic. Robert Wise directs this extraordinary film dealing with the vicious dehumanizing aspects of corporate politics, masterfully adapted from Cameron Hawley's best-selling novel.

The Exorcist
* 95683 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 02:02:00, Color 1973

A visiting actress in Washington, D.C., notices changes in the behavior & physical make-up of her 12-year-old daughter. Meanwhile, a young priest at nearby a University begins to doubt his faith while dealing with his mother's sickness. And an elderly priest recognizes the necessity for a show-down with an old enemy.

The Exorcist
* 95744 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 02:02:00, Color 1973

When a teenager is possessed by a mysterious entity, her mother seeks the help of two priests to save her daughter.

Expanding the American Dream
* 91473 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color 1991

This program discusses the splintering of the African-American civil rights movement, the emergence of the Hispanic, Native American, & women's protest movements, & how American society has changed as a
result of these movements.

Expanding Public Relations' Effectiveness with Marketing Programming
* 92305  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:53 , Color  1996

Learn the importance of integrating new communication tactics, audience measurement techniques, & broad-based programming in the communications mix. Discover how to build & manage an image & reputation via marketing-fortified strategies.

Expansive Psychotherapy (APA Psychotherapy Series)
* 91709  XAN101  VHS  Part 10 of 12  01:00 , Color  1995

This session, conducted by Alvin R. Mahrer, Ph.D., goes through four steps: Accessing the Inner Experiencing; Integrative Good Relationships with the Inner Experiencing; Being the Inner Experiencing in Earlier Life Scenes; Being the New Person in the Present. *TMA

Experimental Design (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
* 91652  XAN101  VHS  Part 12 of 26  00:30 , Color  1989

This film discusses the difference between observational studies & experiments, & the basic principles of design including comparison, randomization, & replication.

Exploring Family Strengths (Listening to Families Series)
* 94771  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 5  00:50:00, Color  1994

Former EMD acquisition. This tape focuses on the exploration of family strengths in early intervention work. It also shows why the provider's exploration of strengths with a family helps build a partnership with them, serving both family & provider.

Exploring First Feelings
* 92699  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:21:00, Color  1986

Using actual footage of parents & caregivers interacting with their young children, this tape illustrates milestones in the emotional development of infants & toddlers. Six overlapping stages of healthy emotional development are identified. *TMA

Explosion (The Great War Series)
Eye of the Eagle: December 7
* 91011 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:54 , B/W 1984

John Ford's documentary on the attack of Pearl Harbor is combined with new footage which was previously censored in this video hosted by film critic Richard Shickel.

Eye of the Needle
* 92215 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:52 , Color 1981

Based on Ken Follett's novel about a German spy in WWII, who is stranded on a remote English island while en route to report to his Nazi commander. He becomes involved with an English woman & begins to contemplate his role in the war. Stars Donald Sutherland, Kate Nelligan, Ian Bannen.

The Eye of Thomas Jefferson
* 91024 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:27 , Color 1984

This is a dramatic portrayal of the life of Thomas Jefferson, capturing his scientific as well as artistic genius. It focuses on architecture with detailed accounts of Jefferson's trips to France.

Eyes on the Prize I (laserdisc set)
* 90600 XAN101 LD Part 1 of 1 02:00 , Color 1993

This is a condensed 2-hour version of the original Eyes on the Prize I - America's Civil Rights Years 1954-1965, contained on two laserdiscs. The set includes the laserdiscs, divided into segments that fit typical class periods, a Teacher's Planning Book, & a demonstration videotape. *TMA

Fabula de la Bella Palomera (The Fable of the Beautiful Pigeon Fancier)
* 92402 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:13 , Color 1988

A powerful man who has always gotten what he wanted spies a beautiful married woman & sets out to make her his own. Based on Gabriel Garcia Marquez's novel: Love in the Time of Cholera. In Spanish w/ English subtitles.

A Face in the Crowd
* 95638 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 02:06:00, B&W 1957

A savagely funny look at the way sudden notoriety & power corrupt. A
small town windbag becomes an overnight success when the TV show created for him by network & advertising execs hits the top of the ratings. But behind the scenes he turns out to be a vindictive monster. Starring Andy Griffith.

A Face in the Crowd
* 95580  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:06:00, B&W  1957

A small-town windbag becomes an overnight success when the TV show created for him by network & advertising execs hits the top of the ratings. But behind the scenes he turns out to be a vindictive monster, & the reporter who brought him out of the woods determines to expose him. Starring Andy Griffith, Walter Matthau.

Faces of Women
* 91738  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:43  , Color  1987

This lively film explores the lives of two women trying to balance the demands of tradition with the modern world in today's Africa. French, with subtitles.

Facing Ethnic and Environmental Diversity (The Power of Place Series)
* 91979  XAN101  VHS  Part 7 of 26  00:30  , Color  1996

Russia's Fracturing Federation: (7) Case studies include the question of independence in the ethnically mixed Republic of Dagestan, & the uncertainties of a harsh climate & poor infrastructure in the Russian countryside around Vologda.

Facing Hate
* 92560  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:58:00, Color  2000

Nobel Laureate & human rights activist Elie Wiesel talks with Bill Moyers about his own childhood experiences at Auschwitz & analyzes the source of Nazi hatred toward Jews. He reflects on his own apparent inability to hate, & discusses ethnic hatred at work in Bosnia & other Eastern European countries.

Faculty Pay in Distance Education
* 92247  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30  , Color  1999

This is a tape of a PBS teleconference which took place on Jan. 28, 1999. The main idea is that students don't learn from technology -- they learn from teachers who use technology well. There is a lively debate regarding the proper compensation for these professionals.
*TMA <DRA>

Faculty Senate Talk on Tenure
* 92406  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:15  , Color  1999

This is a recording of the proceedings of a faculty workshop on rank &
tenure which took place on 3/23/99. Moderated by Lyn Amine, Ph.D., President of the Faculty Senate at the time. There are several short talks by various faculty members, & a question & answer period.

Fail-Safe
* 95832  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:52  , BW  1964

American planes are sent to deliver a nuclear attack on Moscow, but it's a mistake due to an electrical malfunction. Can all-out war be averted?

The Faith Conquers (Christianity: The First Thousand Years Series)
* 95401  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 4  00:50:00, Color  1998

This program details the enlightened reforms that Charlemagne undertook, which lifted Europe from the Dark Ages & established Christianity as the cornerstone of Western civilization. But the destruction of the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem by Muslim warriors foreshadowed the violence soon to come.

Faith and Doubt at Ground Zero
* 93036  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:00:00, Color  2002

This film explores the spiritual lives of both believers and non-believers have been challenged in the aftermath of September 11 by difficult questions of good & evil, God's culpability, & the potential for darkness within religion itself.

Faith in Numbers (Connections Series)
* 90091  XAN101  16mm  Part 4A of 10  00:30  , Color  1979

The film discusses devices used for mechanization such as waterwheels & suction pumps, epidemics & their influence on socio-technological developments, automation, the binary system, communication networks during Medieval & Roman time periods leading to census taking in the United States.

Faith in Numbers (Connections Series)
* 90092  XAN101  16mm  Part 4B of 10  00:25  , Color  1979

See Faith in Numbers #90091 for description.

The Fall
* 95729  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:57:00, Color  2006

In a hospital on the outskirts of 1920s Los Angeles, an injured stuntman begins to tell a fellow patient, a little girl with a broken arm, a fantastical story about 5 mythical heroes. Thanks to his fractured state of mind and her vivid imagination, the line between fiction & reality starts to blur as the tale advances.
Part 16: Nearly a thousand years after Rome's fall, Constantinople was conquered by the forces of Islam. *TMA

Part 14: Despite the success of emperors such as Hadrian & Marcus Aurelius, Rome fell victim to barbarian invasions. *TMA

Reason gives way to Revolution as violence & anarchy are followed by the Napoleonic empire. The hope & despair were expressed in the music of Beethoven & the painting of Goya, committed to be mankind's conscience, the paintings of protest of Gericault & Delacroix, & the work of Rodin & Daumier. *TMA

See The Fallacies of Hope #90177 for description. *TMA

This film describes how scholars have found the linguistic & cultural connections between the Gullah people of South Carolina & the people of Sierra Leone. The ancestors of the Gullah were African slaves brought to the Sea Islands because of their expertise in rice cultivation.

A 3-part series: Overview of Assessment... Midrange Mixed Families... Borderline Centrifugal Family.

Family systems therapist Donald J. Shoulberg, Ph.D., conducts the first two sessions of therapy with an individual. Illustrated are assessment of the problem in context, the use of a multigenerational family genogram, systemic questioning & systemic feedback to the client.
In the practice of medical family therapy, close attention is paid to the role that medical illness plays in the emotional life of the patient & in the interpersonal dynamics of the family system. Collaboration between psychologists & other healthcare providers is central to this approach. *TMA

A 13-part series featuring world-renowned therapists using today's major counseling & psychotherapy theories: Adlerian... Behavioral... Bowenian... Culture-Sensitive... Experiential... Feminist... Internal Family Systems... Narrative... Object-Relations... Satir... Solution-Oriented... Strategic... Structural.

Ingmar Bergman's autobiographical film is set in rural Sweden in 1907. It tells the story of one year in the life of the Ekdahl family as seen by the young children, Fanny & Alexander.

A tale of the love between ambulance driver Lt. Henry and Nurse Catherine Barkley during World War I. The action takes place in Italy and the two fall in love during the war and will stop at nothing to be together. The film also analyses Lt. Henry's feelings on war and the purpose of fighting.
Jerry Lundegaard's inept crime falls apart due to his and his henchmen's bungling and the persistent police work of the quite pregnant Marge Gunderson.

The Farmer's Wife
* 92687  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 3  01:55:00, Color  1998

Filmmaker David Sutherland follows a young Nebraska farm couple - Juanita & Darrel Buschkoetter - as they face seemingly insurmountable economic hardship & work to repair their damaged marriage. Shot on location for over three years.

The Farmer's Wife
* 92688  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 3  01:55:00, Color  1998

See The Farmer's Wife #92687 for description.

The Farmer's Wife
* 92689  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 3  02:25:00, Color  1998

See The Farmer's Wife #92687 for description.

Fashion Through the Ages: Fashion in the Ancient World
* 93029  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:25:00, Color  1991

This film explores the fashion styles in the ancient world.

Fashion Through the Ages: Dark Ages- the 17th Century
* 93030  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:36:00, Color  1991

This program explores the fashion styles from the Dark Ages to the 17th century.

Fashion Through the Ages: Late 1680's - the 19th Century
* 93031  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:24:00, Color  1991

This program explores the fashion styles from the 1680's to the 19th century.

Fashion Through the Ages: The Twentieth Century
* 93032  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:21:00, Color  1991

This program explores the fashion styles in the 20th century.

Fashion for the Theatre
* 93015  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:20:00, Color  2001

This film assists students in learning how to analyze a play for the purpose of designing costumes, learning about fashion features of key
historical areas, and learning how to conduct fashion research.

Fastening and Assembly
* 93088  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:20:00, Color  1999
  This program focuses on the primary fasteners & assembly processes used, & includes sections on: mechanical fastening, adhesive bonding, & automated assembly. The mechanical fastening segment examines: integral fasteners, threaded fasteners, non-threaded fasteners, & stapling.

The Fateful Decade: From Little Rock to the Civil Rights Bill
* 91326  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:27 , Color  1993
  This program begins at Little Rock's Central High School & follows the acceleration of the civil rights movement. It includes Martin Luther King, Jr.'s famous speeches & LBJ's signing of the Civil Rights Bill of 1968.

Father Roy: Inside the School of Assassins
* 92121  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:54 , Color  1997
  Produced by Robert Richter. Narrated by Susan Sarandon. This film documents the actions of Father Roy Bourgeois, a leading activist in the campaign to close the tax-supported School of the Americas at Fort Benning, Georgia - a school linked to torture training.

Father's Day
* 95905  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:38 , Color  1997
  A woman cons two old boyfriends into searching for her runaway son by convincing both that they are the boy's father.

Fawlty Towers Part 1 (Fawlty Towers Series)
* 91842  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 4  01:30 , Color  1977
  Includes the three 30-minute episodes: Hotel Inspectors, The Germans, A Touch of Class.

Fawlty Towers Part 2 (Fawlty Towers Series)
* 91843  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 4  01:30 , Color  1977
  Includes the three 30-minute episodes: Gourmet Night, Waldorf Salad, The Kipper & the Corpse.

Fawlty Towers Part 3 (Fawlty Towers Series)
* 91844  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 4  01:30 , Color  1977
Fawlty Towers Part 4 (Fawlty Towers Series)
* 91845  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 4  01:30  , Color  1977
  
  Includes the three 30-minute episodes: Communications Problems, The Anniversary, Basil the Rat.

Fawlty Towers Series
*  XAN101  VHS  Part _ of _  , Color  1977
  
  John Cleese, of Monty Python, stars as Basil Fawlty, the owner of a dysfunctional hotel called Fawlty Towers. This series contains three episodes on each of four tapes. Also stars Prunella Scales, Andrew Sachs & Connie Booth.

Fear of Flying
*  92283  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30  , Color  1996
  
  Aviators have fought against bad weather since the first flying machines were invented. Filming everywhere from an airport control tower to the nose cone of a plane in a thunderstorm, this film focuses on the technology & know-how to keep us safe.

Federal Deficits (Economics U$A Series)
*  91956  XAN101  VHS  Part 12 of 28  00:30  , Color  1992
  
  Recent efforts to reduce the deficit are examined, including the Gramm-Rudman act & a proposed constitutional amendment requiring balanced budgets. *TMA

The Federal Reserve (Economics U$A Series)
*  91953  XAN101  VHS  Part 9 of 28  00:30  , Color  1992
  
  This program discusses the rising power of the Federal Reserve Board & the pros & cons of increasing reliance on monetary policy. *TMA

Felix The Cat Frolics #1
*  95950  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:03  , BW  1983
  
  Features: Felix in Hollywood (1925), Felix Ducks His Duty (1927), Polly-Tics (1928), Astronomeous (1928), Sure-Locked Homes (1928), One Good Turn (1929), False Vases (1929), Felix Woos Whoopee (1930)

Felix The Cat Frolics #2
*  95951  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:04  , BW  1983
  
  Features: Felix Revolts (1924), Felix Hits The Deck (1927), The Oily Bird (1928), Futuritzy (1928), Comicalamities (1928), Arabiantics (1928), April Maze (1930), Oceantics (1930)
Feminist Theory (Family Therapy with the Experts Series)
* 92469  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 13  01:50  , Color  1999

- Dr. Cheryl Rampage.  1) Intro of the theory w/ Cheryl Rampage, Jon Carlson, & Diane Kjos - 21 min.  2) Initial session w/ Rampage & a mother & son - 46 min.  3) Discussion of the session w/ Rampage, Carlson, Kjos, & and a panel of human service professionals & graduate students - 43 min.  *TMA

Feminist Therapy (APA Psychotherapy Series)
* 91701  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 12  01:00  , Color  1995

- Feminist therapy is based in feminist political analyses & feminist scholarship on the psychology of women & gender. This session is conducted by Laura S. Brown, Ph.D.  *TMA

The Feudal Order (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91806  XAN101  VHS  Part 20 of 52  00:30  , Color  1989

- Part 20: Bishop, knight, & peasant exemplified some of the social divisions of the year 1000 A.D.  *TMA

The Feudal System (Europe in the Middle Ages Series)
* 91098  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 7  00:36  , Color  1989

Classroom use ONLY.
This film covers the social & economic organizations of Europe in the Middle Ages: the roles of the feudal lord, tenant farmers, indentured servants, serfs; social organization; the role of the Church & clergy; courtly love & other literary inventions.  <DRA>

Fiddler on the Roof
* 92578  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  02:58:00, Color  1971

- This is the poignant story of Tevye, a poor Jewish milkman at the turn of the century in a small Ukrainian village, his five dowry-less daughters, his lame horse, his wife, & his companionable relationship with God.  Stars Chaim Topol, Norma Crane, Leonard Fry, Molly Picon.

Fiddler on the Roof
* 92579  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  _  , Color  1971

- See Fiddler on the Roof #92578 for description.

The Fifties (Life Goes to the Movies Series)
* 91019  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 5  00:27  , Color  1977

- In this period of cultural & political blandness only Hollywood seemed anxious: the movie business was awful. Laws prevented studios from owning their own theaters. Television brought entertainment into the
The Fight for Democracy (The Pacific Century Series)  
* 92736  XAN101  VHS  Part 8 of 10  01:00:00, Color  1992  
- The rising level of expectations among Asian peoples for greater political freedom & self-determination is explored.

The Fighting 69th  
* 95764  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:30 , BW  1940  
- "The Fighting 69th" is a WWI regiment of mostly New York-Irish soldiers. Amongst a cocky crew, perhaps the cockiest is Jerry Plunkett, a scrappy fellow who looks out only for himself.

Film  
* 92521  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:21:00, B&W  1965  
- Samuel Beckett's single venture into cinema stars Buster Keaton as Beckett's everyman, who attempts to evade observation by an all-seeing eye. Silent.

Film Language (American Cinema Series)  
* 91677  XAN101  VHS  Part 11 of 13  00:30 , Color  1994  
- This program illustrates basic terms like tracking shots & zooms & provides a primer on editing technique.

Film Noir (American Cinema Series)  
* 91673  XAN101  VHS  Part 7 of 13  01:00 , Color  1994  
- Historians link this genre's overriding paranoia to the Cold War & the Hollywood blacklist. A cinematographer demonstrates the creation of noir lighting, which gave the films their peculiar look & emphasized the themes of corruption & urban decay.

The Film School Generation (American Cinema Series)  
* 91675  XAN101  VHS  Part 9 of 13  01:00 , Color  1994  
- Maverick filmmakers of the 1960s & '70s, including Brian DePalma, Martin Scorsese, & Steven Spielberg, capitalized on new technology & borrowed from classical Hollywood & French New Wave as they reinvented the American film.

Film in the Television Age (American Cinema Series)  
* 91674  XAN101  VHS  Part 8 of 13  01:00 , Color  1994  
- Television first arrived as the Hollywood studio system was collapsing. Top directors, actors, & film scholars trace the influence of each
medium on the other.

Fin de Siecle (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91832 XAN101 VHS Part 46 of 52 00:30 , Color 1989

Part 46: Everyday life of the working class was transformed by leisure, prompting the birth of an elite avant-garde movement. *TMA

Fire
* 92511 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 01:48:00, Color 1996

In a barren, arranged marriage to an amateur swami who seeks enlightenment through celibacy, Radha's life takes a turn when her beautiful sister-in-law seeks to free herself from the confines of her own marriage.

Fire in the Mind (Americas Series)
* 91277 XAN101 VHS Part 9 of 10 01:00 , Color 1993

This program looks at revolutionaries today, emphasizing the former guerrilla fighters in El Salvador & the current movement in Peru, & links these movements to the revolutions in Cuba & Nicaragua.

The Firm (Economics USA Series)
* 91959 XAN101 VHS Part 15 of 28 00:30 , Color 1992

The economic factors behind Coke's secret formula change, Studebaker's demise, & The Asbury Park Press. *TMA

* 92303 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:20 , Color 1998

This film analyzes the history & text of the First Amendment. Experts discuss their interpretations & numerous court cases are cited.

First Feelings
* 92332 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color 1992

Jerome Kagan, Mary Ainsworth, Alan Sroufe, & Lisa Bridges explain their research on infant attachment. The film also examines Bowlby's theory of attachment & presents footage of Harlow's experiment with baby monkeys & surrogate mothers.

First Grade Reading (Video Library of Teaching Episodes Series)
* 91137 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 6 00:22 , Color 1990

This is episode 22 of the 30-part series. The lesson objective is to identify the position of the digraph "ch" in printed words & words represented as objects. *TMA
First Link, MetroLink
* 91471  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:42 , Color  1993

This is a record of the construction of MetroLink & its first days of operation. MetroLink has been called the most successful opening of any light rail line in the U.S. It is an excellent example of reuse of existing infrastructure.

The First Storytellers (Joseph Campbell & The Power of Myth Series)
* 92178  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 6  01:00 , Color  1988

Campbell discusses the importance of accepting death as rebirth, the rite of passage in primitive societies, the role of mystical Shamans, & the decline of ritual in today's society.

The First World War and the Rise of Fascism (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91833  XAN101  VHS  Part 47 of 52  00:30 , Color  1989

Part 47: Old empires crumbled during WWI to be replaced by right-wing dictatorships in Italy, Spain, & Germany. *TMA

Fiscal Policy (Economics USA Series)
* 91950  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 28  00:30 , Color  1992

This program discusses the government's tax & spending policies used to reduce the severity of business cycle fluctuations. *TMA

Fish!
* 92834  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:17:00, Color  1998

Catch the Energy. Release the Potential. This film is a tool to help lead people toward creating a workplace environment where everyone chooses to bring energy, passion & a positive attitude with them each day, & where people are connected to their work, to their colleagues & to their customers. *TMA

Fish Out of Water
* 90027  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:08 , Color  1991

This film portrays a man as a fish, a fish as a man & how a fish might live out of water. It brings to our attention the destructive effects of man's depletion of water.

The Fisher King
* 91469  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:18 , Color  1991

Fitzcarraldo
* 92636  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:30:00, Color  1982

Deep in the Amazon, a man is obsessed with building his own personal opera house in the jungle. Stars Klaus Kinski, Claudia Cardinale. Written & directed by Werner Herzog.

500 Nations Series
* _  XAN101  VHS  Part _ of _  , Color  1994

An 8-part series: The Ancestors... Mexico... Clash of Cultures... Invasion of the Coast... Cauldron of War... Removal... Roads Across the Plains... Attack on Culture. Produced by Kevin Costner. Narrated by Gregory Harrison.

The Five Pillars of Islam
* 91244  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30  , Color  1988

The essential principles of Islam are discussed, described & put into historical perspective. Viewers are introduced to the huge mosaic of Moslem believers, & the conflict between traditional teachings & the effects of industrialization. <DRA>

The Five Senses
* 92727  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:46:00, Color  1999

This award-winning Jeremy Podeswa film explores life & love through the five senses. The ensemble cast brings humor & passion to five troubled & triumphant characters struggling to make sense of their world. English & French. CC

Fixed Vs. Floating Exchange Rates (Inside the Global Economy Series)
* 91499  XAN101  VHS  Part 7 of 13  01:00  , Color  1994

This program considers the strengths & weaknesses of the fixed & floating exchange rates. It looks at exchange rates as shock absorbers & considers the costs of exchange rate fluctuations.

Flags of our Fathers
* 95736  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  02:1200  , Color  2006

The life stories of the six men who raised the flag at The Battle of Iwo Jima, a turning point in WWII.

Flexible Fiberoptic Video Nasendoscopy
* 91222  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:42  , Color  1986

This film describes the equipment & procedure used in FFVN. It then offers the voices of twenty voice disordered patients. *TMA
FMC-Flexible Machining Cell

* 91045  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:06  , Color  

Classroom use only.

Industrial modernization improves manufacturing productivity at LTV Corporation, a major defense contractor. Robotic manufacturing is shown to improve quality control as well.

The Flight of the Phoenix

* 93099  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:27:00, Color  1965

A group of men stranded in the Arabian desert after a plane crash attempt to rebuild their plane in order to escape before succumbing to the elements. Big budget, all-star survival drama based on the novel by Elleston Trevor. Starring James Stewart, Richard Attenborough, Ernest Borgnine, & Peter Finch.

Florence Nightingale Part 1(The Nurse Theorists: Portraits of Excellence

* 95522  XAN101  VHS  Part 16 of 16  00:31:00, Color  1988

This program presents the life of Florence Nightingale as told through original photographs & writings as well as a rare recording of Ms. Nightingale's voice.

Florence Nightingale Part 2(The Nurse Theorists: Portraits of Excellence

* 95523  XAN101  VHS  Part 16 of 16  00:37:00, Color  1988

This program contains an interview with two Nightingale researchers who speak about Ms. Nightingale & her theory. The video concludes with a summary of Ms. Nightingale's contributions to a body of nursing knowledge.

Flow Visualization

* 91891  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30  , Color  1966

This program demonstrates the use of flow visualization involving boundary layer separation & transition, vortex generation, & turbulence.

For All Our Children

* 91103  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:29  , Color  1990

This video report of an ISTE study on technology use in education provides a visual tour of schools that are innovative users of educational technology.

For the Living

* 92133  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:57  , Color  1993

This program follows the creators of the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum as they journey from the nation's capital to Auschwitz-Birkenau, the forests of Poland, & the streets of Warsaw in their efforts to create a permanent, living reminder of the Holocaust. Narrated by Edward Asner.

For Me and My Gal
* 95760  XAN 101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:44 , Color  1942

Set during WW I, Palmer and Hayden team up as vaudeville artists. Harry Palmer deliberately injures his hand to avoid being drafted to the army.

Forbidden Games
* 95854  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:26 , BW  1952

A young French girl orphaned in a Nazi air attack is befriended by the son of a poor farmer, and together they try to come to terms with the realities of death.

The Force of Evidence (Reporters and Reporting Series)
* 91539  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 4  00:56 , Color  1993

This series examines the moral questions that plague journalists. The programs offer interviews with leading journalists, including Bob Woodward, Gordon Parks & Barbara Kopple.

Foreign Correspondent
* 95463  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:00:00, B&W  1940

The editor pf a New York newspaper appoints Johnny Jones European correspondent because he is fed up with the dry, reports he currently gets. Jones' first assignment is to get the inside story on a secret treaty agreed between two European countries. However things don't go to plan. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock.

Forever Free (The Civil War Series)
* 91061  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 9  01:16 , Color  1990

This episode charts the events that led to Lincoln's decision to free the slaves. Lincoln had to wait for a victory to issue his proclamation, but as the year wore on there were no Union victories. In Sept. Lee invaded Maryland, resulting in one of the turning points of the war - the Battle of Antietam. *TMA

Formal Organizations
* 91477  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30 , Color  1991

Looking specifically at American society, this program examines how bureaucracies engulf all aspects of life in an industrialized society.

Forrest Gump
Forrest, Forrest Gump is a simple man with little brain activity but good intentions. He struggles through childhood with his best and only friend Jenny. His 'mama' teaches him the ways of life and leaves him to choose his destiny.

Forsaken Cries: The Story of Rwanda
* 92712 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:34:00, Color 1997

In 1994, almost one million people were killed in a planned & systematic genocide in the African country of Rwanda. This documentary attempts to answer the questions of who was responsible, how could it have happened, why did the international community fail to respond? *TMA

Foster Care
* 92109 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:24 , Color 1998

Every year 200,000 children are taken from their homes because of abuse, neglect, or abandonment. This program profiles the foster care system through the eyes of three such children, their parents, social workers, & the judges who handle their cases.

Fostering a Literate Culture (Teaching Reading: Strategies Series)
* 91109 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 6 00:35 , Color 1991

This case study involves an EMH group of nine-year-olds in Danville, Illinois who learn to participate in the "reading culture". *TMA

Foundation (From Christ to Constantine Series)
* 91599 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 6 00:30 , Color 1990

This film discusses what we know about Christ & what happened to his twelve apostles. *TMA

Founders Series
* _ XAN101 VHS Part _ of 02:00 , Color 1990

Five interviews taped live at the 1990 American Association for Marriage & Family Therapy Conference: Murray Bowen... Jay Haley... Salvador Minuchin... Carl Whitaker... The Women's Project (Betty Carter, Peggy Papp, Olga Silverstein, Marianne Walters)

The Founding of a Faith (Christianity: The First Thousand Years Series)
* 95398 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 4 00:50:00, Color 1998

This program consults ancient texts & modern scholars to chronicle the first centuries of Christianity, when Rome tried to destroy the new religion while converts spread the gospel throughout the Mediterranean.
The Fountainhead
* 92439  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:54  , B/W  1949

Gary Cooper, Patricia Neal & Raymond Massey star in this story of a talented architect who is forced to compromise his talents for the woman he loves. Based on the book by Ayn Rand. Directed by King Vidor.

The Four Feathers
* 92216  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:55  , Color  1939

Four friends have joined the British Army & are about to leave for Egypt. One stays behind to become engaged. The other three feel betrayed & send him a white feather - the sign of a coward. When he realizes that his fiancee also believes him a coward, he goes to war to redeem himself. Stars John Clements.

The 400 Blows
* 92424  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:37  , B/W  1959

Francois Truffaut's first feature won the award for Best Director at the 1959 Cannes Film Festival. It is a superb work of uncompromising realism, a partially autobiographical story of a young boy left to his own devices by an indifferent world. French w/ English subtitles.

4 Little Girls
* 92600  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:42:00, Color  1997

Spike Lee's first documentary tells the story of the 1963 Birmingham, Alabama church bombing which killed four young girls & helped galvanize the civil rights movement in the South.

Four Weddings and a Funeral
* 95849  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:57  , Color  1994

Over the course of five social occasions, a committed bachelor must consider the notion that he may have discovered love.

1492: A Portrait in Music
* 91159  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00  , Color  1992

This program is a musical portrait of 1492 with a personal account of Christopher Columbus by his son Ferdinand. It gives a balanced view of the age by presenting important works of art & music that provide insight into the world-changing events of 1492. *TMA

1492 Revisited
* 91333  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:28  , Color  1992
This documentary provides an alternative perspective of Columbus's "discovery" of the "New World". It raises important questions about the nature of history & how it is constructed.

Frame by Frame
* 90064 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:13, Color 1973
__
This film utilizes single frame techniques such as kinestasis, flicker filming, cut-out, cell & object animation, pixillation, direct images on film & time sequence filming. It is suggested for use in art & film classes.

Framing the Future: Leadership Skills for a New Century
* 92561 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:26:00, Color 1996
__
Technologies that are emerging today will give us the ability to explore, convey, & create knowledge as never before. This program shows how our individual responses, combined with our best creative energies, can unleash discovery, learning, & personal interactions.
*TMA

Frank Film
* 90008 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:09, Color 1973
__
This is an animated short Academy Award Winner (1974). The flood of visual images that accompany each phase of growing up in America is the content of Frank's life.

Frantic
* 92425 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:00, Color 1988
__
While in Paris, an American surgeon's wife is kidnapped, which forces the husband into the criminal underground as he seeks to rescue her. Stars Harrison Ford, Betty Buckley. Directed by Roman Polanski.

Frantz Fanon: Black Skin, White Mask
* 91999 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:50, Color 1995
__
This film explores one of the most influential theorists of the anti-colonial movements of our century. It follows Fanon from his birth in 1925 in Martinique, through his medical training in France & subsequent disillusionment. Fanon died of leukemia in 1961 as nations across Africa were winning independence.

Free Speech for Sale
* 92558 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:57:00, Color 2000
__
A Bill Moyers Special. When it comes to today's important public policy issues, the opportunity to be heard depends upon whether you can afford it. Bill Moyers & key legal & public interest advocates examine how industries with deep pockets use their access to the media to
overwhelm the public debate.

Freeing Children From Playing Roles (How To Talk So Kids Will Listen Series)
* 91342   XAN101   VHS   Part 6 of 6   00:30 , Color   1989

The goals of this last session are to understand the effect of casting children in roles, & how even a positive role can be unhelpful; & learn & practice skills that enable children to see themselves differently. *TMA

The French Connection
* 95684   XAN101   DVD   Part 1 of 1   01:44:00, Color   1971

Police partners Doyle and Russo put a candy store under surveillance based on a hunch that something fishy was going on. Eventually it turns out that the proprietors are involved in one of the biggest narcotics smuggling rings on either side of the Atlantic, and the cops go to work.

The French Revolution (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91826   XAN101   VHS   Part 40 of 52   00:30 , Color   1989

Part 40: Liberty, equality, & fraternity skidded into a reign of terror. *TMA

French Style in Ads (The Best of Broadcast Commercials Series)
* 91546   XAN101   VHS   Part 4 of 6   00:58 , Color   1992

These ads are aimed at the French for mostly French goods. Interviews include those with producers & directors of Franco American Films & Tele 2000.

Fresa y Chocolate (Strawberry and Chocolate)
* 92403   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   01:44 , Color   1993

Robert Redford presents this comedy about sex, politics, & friendship set in 1979 Havana. Spanish w/ English subtitles. Nominated for the Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film in 1994.

A Fresh View (Art of the Western World Series)
* 91038   XAN101   VHS   Part 7 of 9   01:00 , Color   1989

Impressionism & Post-Impressionism are highlighted in this episode. Artists derided as impressionists included Manet, Renoir, Pisarro, Degas & Monet. The term "Post-Impressionist", applied to Gaugin, Seurat, Van Gogh & Cezanne, signifies not a common style but a collective rejection of Impressionism.

Frida
* 95733   XAN101   DVD   Part 1 of 1   02:03:00, Color   2002
A biography of artist Frida Kahlo, who channeled the pain of a crippling injury and her tempestuous marriage into her work.

From the Barrel of a Gun (The Pacific Century Series)
* 92731   XAN101   VHS   Part 3 of 10   01:00:00, Color   1992

The lives of Vietnamese revolutionary Ho Chi Minh & Indonesian leader Sukarno reflect the nationalist movements in those former colonies of Western powers.

From Bronze to Iron (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91790   XAN101   VHS   Part 4 of 52   00:30 , Color   1989

Part 4: Metals revolutionized tools, as well as societies, in the empires of Assyria, Persia, & Neo-Babylonia. *TMA

From Christ to Constantine Series
*   XAN101   VHS   Part _ of _ , Color   1990

From Christ to Constantine: The Trial & Testimony of the Early Church. A 6-part series: Foundations... Spread... Accusation... Persecution... Testimony... Transition. *TMA

From Cookies to Corn Flakes (The Best of Broadcast Commercials Series)
* 91547   XAN101   VHS   Part 5 of 6   00:58 , Color   1992

This program demonstrates the enormous range of the uses of advertising, including what it takes to get an apple out of a bottle. John Cleese is featured for Schweppes & Suzuki makes its effective pitch.

From Famine to Feast (The Best of Broadcast Commercials Series)
* 91544   XAN101   VHS   Part 2 of 6   00:55 , Color   1992

This program includes ads for famine relief & cat food, Carling beer, Jiffy condoms, & Volkswagen. Interviews include that with the creative director of Saatchi & Saatchi.

From Train to Television (Modern Presidential Campaigns Series)
* 91129   XAN101   VHS   Part 2 of 5   01:19 , Color   1990

Classroom use ONLY.
This second film includes the whistle-stop campaign of Harry Truman, early Disney-created TV ads for Dwight Eisenhower, the humor of Adlai Stevenson, & the 1960 debates & election of John F. Kennedy. (1948-1960)

From Winecoolers to Greenpeace (The Best of Broadcast Commercials Series)
* 91543   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 6   00:58 , Color   1992
The 51 ads featured include some for NYNEX, Kodak, cars & drinks. Interviews are with Cannes Festival jurors, photographer/director Joe Pytka, & producer Mary-Ellen Argentieri.

Frontline: The High Price of Health
* 94547  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00:00, Color  1997
Former EMD acquisition. This Frontline report examines the tough money & medicine decisions in the new managed care system. While a profit-driven approach to medical care has halted skyrocketing health costs, what's been the impact on doctors, nurses & patients?

The Frozen World (Civilisation Series)
* 90166  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 13  00:50 , Color  1970
The Dark Ages saw the disintegration of the Roman Empire, the invasions of the Barbarians, the threat of Islam, the achievements of Celtic Christianity in the face of pagan assault & the peril of civilization during the centuries until Charlemagne emerged as the leader of the Franks. *TMA

The Frozen World (Civilisation Series)
* 91224  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 13  00:50 , Color  1970
See The Frozen World #90166 for description. *TMA

Fundamentals of Boundary Layers
* 91892  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:24 , Color  1969
This program demonstrates basic aspects of viscous incompressible boundary layers, analyzing what causes them & how they grow; & examines the differences in the behavior of laminar & turbulent layers.

Fundamentals of Scenic Painting
* 91155  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:21 , Color  1989
This introduction to scenic painting examines the basic components of paint, the uses of various media, & a range of tools & application techniques. It includes hands-on examples & two student projects. *TMA

Fungi, Plants, and Animals (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93058  XAN101  VHS  Part 13 of 26  00:30:00, Color  1996
This program explains the basic biological classification system & gives an evolutionary overview of the characteristics found in three of the five animal kingdoms: fungi, plants, & animals.

The Future of the Pacific Basin (The Pacific Century Series)
* 92738  XAN101  VHS  Part 10 of 10  01:00:00, Color  1992
This final episode looks at the difficult social problems - pollution, population growth, trade friction, immigration - that are shared by the entire region.

Gabriel Garcia Marquez: Magic and Reality
* 91618  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00  , Color  1990

Shot on the Colombian coast in Aracataca, the Banana Zone, Cienaga & Barranquilla, & using rare archival footage, this film features the author himself & the people of whom he writes.

Galileo
* 95355  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  02:18:00, Color  1974

This American Film Theatre presentation focuses Bertolt Brecht's characteristic mosaic of theatricality & immediacy into a personalized & keenly cinematic drama. Stars Edward Fox, John Gielgud, Topol, Tom Conti.

A Garden of Eden in Decay? (The Africans Series)
* 91638  XAN101  VHS  Part 7 of 9  01:00  , Color  1986

Economic & agricultural failures & successes are examined in Algeria, Ghana, & Zimbabwe.

The Garden of Forking Paths (Americas Series)
* 91269  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 10  01:00  , Color  1993

This program traces the modern development of the nations & national economies of the Americas focusing on Argentina, including the Peron years, the dictatorship of the 1970s & the Malvinas/Falklands War.

The Garden of the Finzi-Continis
* 95853  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:34  , Color  1970

In the late 1930s, in Ferrara, Italy, the Finzi-Contini are one of the leading families, wealthy, aristocratic, urbane; they are also Jewish. Their adult children, Micol and Alberto, gather friends for constant rounds of tennis and parties at their villa with its lovely grounds, keeping the rest of the world at bay.

Garth Brooks
* 93116  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30:00, Color  1991

Featuring the music videos for "The Dance", "If Tomorrow Never Comes", & "The Thunder Rolls". Includes interview footage.

Gaslight
* 95464  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:53:00, B&W  1944
Strarring Charles Boyer & Ingrid Bergman. Bergman plays Paula a susceptible young woman who marries suave, romantic Gregory Anton, never suspecting that he is a murderous scoundrel, obsessed with finding the jewels hidden in their London home. She becomes his helpless victim as he drives her to the brink of insanity.

Gender and Relationships
* 91190  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30  , Color  1990

This film explains why human emotional interactions & attachments are so complex, & emphasizes that it is uncertain exactly what factors influence peoples' feelings of love, affection & sexuality towards one another.

The General
* 90146  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 2  00:45  , B/W  1927

This is both a dramatic comedy & an authentic-looking period drama. It is a Civil War comedy about a small band of Union raiders who penetrate 300 miles behind Confederate lines, steal a locomotive & run it back to a Yankee outpost. Silent.

The General
* 90147  XAN101  16mm  Part 2 of 2  00:45  , B/W  1927

See The General #90146 for description.

Generation upon Generation (Ascent of Man Series)
* 90191  XAN101  16mm  Part 12 of 13  00:52  , Color  1974

This film examines the complex code of human inheritance - from the experiments of pioneer geneticist Gregor Mendel to the discoveries of today's sophisticated laboratories.

Generations: Mitosis and Meiosis (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93051  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 26  00:30:00, Color  1996

This program chronicles the process of cell division.

Genesis
* 92716  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:45:00, Color  1986

This film is a parable of man's exploitation by his fellow man. A weaver & a farmer live peacefully beyond civilization, until a woman comes into their lives. Directed by Indian filmmaker Mrinal Sen. Hindi w/ English subtitles.

Genocide
* 92123  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:52  , Color  1982
Part of "The World At War", the definitive story of WWII; narrated by Sir Laurence Olivier. When the Nazis came to power in 1933, Heinrich Himmler was already Reichsführer of the SS. He had refined the philosophy of Nazism, its ideas on politics & race. His aims lay in recreating an older "Aryan" Germany.

Genocide: The Horror Continues
* 92899  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:57:00, Color  2001

This program looks at recent examples of genocide in Iraq, Iran, Turkey, Burundi & Rwanda, the former Yugoslavia, Indonesia & East Timor, & Chechnya. It also discusses the role & efforts of the United Nations.

Georgy Girl
* 95581  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:40:00, B&W  1966

A dowdy British lass overcomes her physical & social liabilities with a spunky joie de vivre & overall sassy attitude. Even when strapped with the responsibility of raising her roommate's unwanted child, Georgy is rescued by a marriage to a wealthy widower who is captivated by her plucky charm. Starring Lyn Redgrave.

Gerard Manley Hopkins - Portrait of a Poet
* 91728  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00 , Color  1989

Gerard Manley Hopkins was unknown as a poet in his own time, but is now regarded as one of the most spectacular poets of the English language. This film has a cast of one & is based on extensive research & the poet's own letters. Written & performed by Peter Gale. Narrated by Anthony Hopkins.

Get On the Bus
* 92596  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:01:00, Color  1996


Get Up, Stand Up (Americas Series)
* 91276  XAN101  VHS  Part 8 of 10  01:00 , Color  1993

This program addresses internal & external challenges to sovereignty in the Americas. The program is set in Colombia, Jamaica & Panama & explores the wide range of threats to sovereignty, from narco-terrorism to foreign intervention.

Getting Motivated with Vision and Goals
* 93072  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:18:00, Color  2002
- Gets students thinking about where they want to go with their life & how they plan to get there. Using several memorable illustrations, Dr. Bradley demonstrates the importance of vision as it relates to academic performance.

Getting Out of Business: Privatization and the Modern State
* 91411 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:58 , Color 1992
- This film explains the philosophy of governmental involvement in business & examines the results. The viewpoint is skewed in favor of private ownership, but the facts presented are fair.

Getting the Part
* 93018 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:50:00, Color 1993
- Don't sit back & depend on dumb luck. Learn the positive steps that an actor can take to ensure landing the role of his or her choice.

* 92311 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:25 , Color 1996
- Sharing their philosophy of early child development, the directors of a district special education program & a local Head Start program describe how they collaborated to include children with disabilities in Head Start classrooms. *TMA

Ghost Dance
* 92007 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:09 , Color 1990
- The Wounded Knee Massacre is commemorated through art, poetry, & the haunting beauty of the Dakota landscape. Filmed on Pine Ridge Indian Reservation & featuring the work of some of America's finest poets & Lakota artists.

Giant Brains (The Machine That Changed the World Series)
* 91195 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 5 00:58 , Color 1992
- This program tells the story of the birth of computers & of the people who assisted in that birth: Charles Babbage, Alan Turing, Herman Goldstine, John Mauchly, Ada Lovelace & J. Presper Eckert.

The Gilded Age (American Visions Series)
* 92816 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 8 01:00:00, Color 1996
- The artists & photographers of the 19th century mirror widely different experiences of the American dream. Includes the works of John Singer Sargent, James Whistler, Mary Cassatt, Thomas Eakins, Winslow Homer.

Glass
This is a documentary on the art of glass blowing, ancient & modern, synchronized with an effective jazz score. It may be viewed as a man-machine conflict piece.

The Glass Menagerie

This film adaptation of the play by Tennessee Williams portrays a mother whose preoccupation with her past as a Southern belle & her unrealistic dreams for her children's futures threaten to smother her painfully shy lame daughter & her aspiring writer son. Starring Katherine Hepburn, Sam Waterston.

The Glass Menagerie


Global Africa (The Africans Series)

This program discusses Africa's role in international politics & economics, from U.N. participation to cobalt production & the political crisis in South Africa.

Global Interaction (The Power of Place Series)

The Geographic Dynamic of the Pacific Rim: (13) Case studies include how Singapore exploits its location to play a key commercial role in Pacific Asia, & Australia's European roots & recent Asian influences in economic development.

Global Warming: Turning Up the Heat

This film questions why little seems to have been done about global warming since the 1992 Earth Summit. It examines how human activity has contributed to recent unusual heat waves, flooding & droughts around the world. Hosted by David Suzuki.

Globalization - Branding

This program considers some issues when attempting to globalize a brand: how to organize management structures, ways of tailoring
products to local needs while retaining key attributes of the brand, how communications can be localized in terms of packaging & advertising.

Globalization in Theory
* 95421  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:28:00, Color  1996

This program introduces Kenichi Ohmae’s theory of globalization & his vision of a borderless world. The reasons why a global strategy is important to corporations seeking to do business on a worldwide level are explained. <DRA>

Gloria Naylor: In Black and White
* 92251  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:21 , Color  1992

Naylor is one of the most acute observers of contemporary African American life. In this film she discusses the value & difficulty of maintaining an African American identity in a world dominated by whites.

Gloria Steinem: The Battle for Self-Esteem
* 91409  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:28 , Color  1994

In this specially adapted Phil Donahue program, Steinem & her psychotherapist examine why women are vulnerable to feelings of incompleteness, self-doubt & self-hatred, & how they battle to overcome these feelings.

The Glory of Byzantium (Christianity: The First Thousand Years Series)
* 95400  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 4  00:50:00, Color  1998

This program visits the magnificent sites of the Byzantine Empire. There, where its Christian Emperors claimed the title of 'Vice-Regent of God,' learning & culture flourished, while Europe suffered through the Dark Ages. But a new threat emerged on their doorstep, as Islam conquered half of Christendom in 100 years.

Go Tell It On the Mountain
* 92771  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:40:00, Color  1985

This film lays bare the trials & sufferings, the yearnings & aspirations of three generations of an Afro-American family. From the novel by James Baldwin. Stars Paul Winfield, Alfre Woodard, Ruby Dee.

Goat Island (A World of Art: Works in Progress Series)
* 95373  XAN101  VHS  Part 8 of 10  00:30:00, Color  1997

This program focuses on the collaborative performance troupe Goat Island. They are seen here rehearsing & then performing 'How Dear to Me the Hour When Daylight Dies,' a physically challenging & innovative work developed over 2 years that touches on numerous personal & social
issues, always with an element of humor.

The God Squad & the Case of the Northern Spotted Owl
* 92894  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:57:00, Color  2001

This film investigates the controversial Endangered Species Committee proceedings over the Northern Spotted Owl & 44 proposed federal timber sales in southwest Oregon in 1992.

The Godfather I
* 92613  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  02:51:00, Color  1972


The Godfather II
* 92615  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  03:20:00, Color  1974

A continuation & retracing of the first film, interpolating the maintenance of the Corleone family by the aging Michael, & its founding by the young Vito (Robert De Niro) 60 years before in New York's Little Italy. Best Picture Oscar in 1974. Includes interviews.

The Godfather III
* 92617  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  02:50:00, Color  1990

Now in his 60s, Michael Corleone is dominated by two passions: freeing his family from crime & finding a suitable successor. Considered the weakest entry in the trilogy, this film is still a stunning & inevitable conclusion to the story. This final director's cut has nine minutes of additional footage.

The Godfather I
* 92614  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  _  , Color  1972

See The Godfather I #92613 for description.

The Godfather II
* 92616  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  _  , Color  1974

See The Godfather II #92615 for description.

The Godfather III
* 92618  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  _  , Color  1990

See The Godfather III #92617 for description.
God's Earth: A Call for Environmental Stewardship
* 95631  XAN101  DVD   Part 1 of 1   00:57:00, Color   1998   
   (See IMC# 95630 for description.)

God's Earth: A Call for Environmental Stewardship
* 95630  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:57:00, Color   1998   
   This program, narrated by Catholic priest, ecologist, & author, Paul Collins, presents a well-rounded, intellectual discussion of the Judeo-Christian elevation of humankind at the expense of nature & the environment. <DRA>

Going Green: How to Reduce Your Garbage
* 91515  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:23  , Color   1991   
   This is a step-by-step guide to reducing the "unfriendly" impact of your household on the environment. The Tomichich family workshop helps cover the basics.

Going Home (Triumph Over Terror Series)
* 92755  XAN101  VHS   Part 2 of 6   00:31:00, Color   1998   
   A ten-year-old soldier escapes rebel forces in Sierra Leone. Conscription of children into the military is a violation of their human rights.

Going International: Beyond Culture Shock
* 91939  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:30  , Color   1983   
   Experts explain the phases of the cross-cultural adjustment process for those moving abroad. The needs of spouses & children during relocation are given particular attention.

Going International: Bridging the Culture Gap
* 91938  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:30  , Color   1983   
   The challenges of dealing with a foreign culture are examined. Interviews with experts & foreign nationals show the importance of cross-cultural awareness & the impact of cultural differences.

The Gold Rush
* 91162  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   01:45  , B/W   1925   
   One of Charlie Chaplin's best remembered films, this is the story of the little tramp on the loose during the Klondike goldrush. It is one of the funniest silent comedies ever made. Silent film with music score; correct projection speed.
The Gold Rush
* 92460 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:25 , B/W 1925

(Copy #2) See The Gold Rush #91162 for description.

The Golden Age (The Greeks: Crucible of Civilization Series)
* 95609 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 3 01:00:00, Color 1999

- Seen through the eyes of the general Themistocles, Greece undergoes one of the most startling intellectual & physical transformations in history. Pericles, the elected leader of Athens, oversees the building of the Parthenon & an extraordinary flourishing of the arts & sciences.

Golden Age of Hollywood (Life Goes to the Movies Series)
* 91016 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 5 00:34 , Color 1977

- A montage of clips from Astaire-Rogers musicals sums up the fantasy, glamour & escape that films provided from the grimness of the 1930's. Hollywood documented the reality of the era.

Gone West (The America Series)
* 90107 XAN101 16mm Part 2A of 4 00:25 , Color 1973

- The film discusses the settlement, expansion & growth of the American West.

Gone West (The America Series)
* 90108 XAN101 16mm Part 2B of 4 00:25 , Color 1973

- See Gone West #90107 for description.

Goodbye War ("War" Series)
* 91317 XAN101 VHS Part 7 of 7 01:00 , Color 1985

- This program discusses the causes & consequences of both world wars & other conflicts, & the failure of political & popular international peace initiatives.

GoodFellas
* 92601 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:26:00, Color 1990

- A young man grows up in the mob, advances himself through the ranks, & enjoys the life of the rich & violent, oblivious to the horror of which he is a part. Stars Joe Pesci (Best Supporting Actor Oscar), Robert De Niro, Ray Liotta, Lorraine Bracco. Directed by Martin Scorsese.

Gospel Truth (Testament Series)
This film shows the actual historical remains of the time & place, maybe the life, of Jesus & describes how the Christian Bible came into being.

The Gossamer Thread

Part 1 centers around the synagogues built by the Jews to house the Torah. It includes the first reading of the Torah, the rebuilding of the Temple, the Jewish stronghold in Masada, & the building of synagogues in the Holy Land & elsewhere. Includes Toledo, Spain, called the second Jerusalem.

The Gossamer Thread

Part 2 considers North Africa, the destination of Spanish Jews fleeing the Inquisition, then the Rhine area & Czechoslovakia. Viewers will recognize the power of unity engendered among world Jewry by the Torah. Presented by Felix Lazarus.

The Gothic Cathedral

Using a wide range of photographs & illustrations this program examines the evolution of cathedral architecture between the 12th & 16th centuries.

Government Ethics

Includes balancing competing stakeholder claims in government service; mischief-making in government; ethics reforms in government; moral mazes in public administration; dilemmas of administrative responsibility; dilemmas of administrative choice; Iran-Contra illegal arms affair; Watergate break-in.

Governments Caring for People (Effective Gov. in the Developing World Series)

This program explores how governments can provide services for their people even when resources are scarce. Situations in post-Soviet Russia, Chile, Senegal & India are examined.

Governments Caring for People (Effective Government in Developing World Series)
Russia, Chile, Senegal, & India are discussed.

Government's Information Solution
* 92564  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:18:00, Color  1990

This program focuses on the benefits & applications of Geographic Information Systems. It shows how GIS technology can help solve the day-to-day problems of managing a city, a county or a public utility. *TMA

Goya: His Life and Art
* 91935  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:44 , Color  1990

This is an introduction to the work of Francisco de Goya, & to the period in Spanish history which he recorded - the period spanning the decline of neo-classicism, the devastation of the Napoleonic Wars, & the rise of Romanticism & impressionism.

Graceland: The African Concert
* 92925  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, Color  1987

Recorded live on location in Harare, Zimbabwe, this show combines a mix of music from Paul Simon's Graceland album with some of the best examples of African music. Features Paul Simon, Miriam Makeba, Hugh Masekela, Ladysmith Black Mombasa. *TMA

The Graduate
* 92217  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:45 , Color  1967

Dustin Hoffman is college graduate Benjamin Braddock, who spends the summer being seduced by the wife of his father's best friend, & falling in love with the daughter. Also stars Anne Bancroft, Katharine Ross. Directed by Mike Nichols (Academy Award). The score by Simon & Garfunkel won three Grammy Awards.

The Grain in the Stone (Ascent of Man Series)
* 90182  XAN101  16mm  Part 3 of 13  00:52 , Color  1974

Man splits a stone & reassembles the pieces to build a wall, a cathedral, a city. From the Greek temples of Paestrum & the cathedrals of medieval France to modern Los Angeles, this film expresses man's faith & fancy as architect & builder.

The Grand Design
* 91930  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:58 , Color  1991

This program takes us to the outer reaches of the Universe, examines the Universe as it appears in different astronomical wave bands, & studies the relationship between radiation wavelength & the temperatures of objects we observe.
Grandeur in Granite
* 91005 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:27 , Color 1986

The architecture & art of the St. Louis Cathedral are studied in this fine local work by James F. Scott. <DRA>

Grandeur and Obedience (Civilisation Series)
* 90172 XAN101 16mm Part 7 of 13 00:50 , Color 1970

The world witnessed the splendors of Rome in the 17th century & the drama of the Baroque style, which, through the genius of Bernini & Borromini & the pride & ambition of the papacy, re-established the city as the world's capital, & a Baroque masterpiece. *TMA

Grandeur and Obedience (Civilisation Series)
* 91230 XAN101 VHS Part 7 of 13 00:50 , Color 1970

See Grandeur & Obedience #90172 for description. *TMA

Granton Trawler
* 90013 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:11 , B/W 1940

A study of fishermen engaged in dragnet fishing off the east coast of Scotland, this film's only commentary is the men's conversation at their work, with the sound of the sea & the boat's engine in the background.

The Grapes of Wrath
* 95465 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:09:00, B&W 1940

The depression years brought hardship all across the United States, but perhaps the area hardest hit was the drought-ridden region that came to be called the Dust Bowl. This film tells the story of a simple but courageous farmer who sets out with his family in hopes of a new life in California. Starring Henry Fonda.

Great Black Women
* 91402 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:52 , Color 1991

This program examines the ways Black women today & throughout history have triumphed over adversity to make significant contributions in the fields of politics, entertainment, civil rights, business, public service, music & sports.

The Great Dictator
* 92637 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:06:00, B&W 1940

Charlie Chaplin plays two totally opposite roles in his first "talkie" - a Jewish barber & a dictator, a brilliant lampoon of Adolph Hitler.
The Great Divide (Brunel Experience Series)
* 91884 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 5 00:21 , Color 1988

This program concentrates on the building of bridges. It includes a discussion of arch & truss bridges.

Great Expectations (Childhood Series)
* 92169 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 7 00:57 , Color 1992

This program discusses the mutual influence & importance of "nature" & "nurture." Highlights include three births - in Russia, America & Brazil, to show how different societies approach this experience.

Great Expectations
* 92426 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:58 , B/W 1946

This is David Lean's adaptation of the Charles Dickens story of an English orphan who is graced by a mysterious benefactor & becomes a well-heeled gentleman. Stars John Mills, Valerie Hobson.

The Great Gatsby
* 95812 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:24 , Color 1974

A Midwesterner becomes fascinated with his nouveau riche neighbor, who obsesses over his lost love.

Great Modern Political Speeches
* 92694 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:55:00, Color 1999

This program includes Representative Barbara Jordan's appeal for nonpartisan judgment at the Nixon impeachment hearings, Ronald Reagan's 1981 inaugural address, Mario Cuomo's keynote speech at the 1984 Democratic Convention, & a 1984 campaign speech by Jesse Jackson.

Great Speeches Volume 1
* 91132 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:00 , B/W 1985

Classroom use ONLY.
This film includes John F. Kennedy's Inaugural Address, Martin Luther King, Jr.'s "I Have a Dream", Douglas MacArthur's Farewell Address, Adolph Hitler's 1934 Nazi Party Congress speech, & Franklin D. Roosevelt's 1942 State of the Union Address.

The Great Thaw (Civilisation Series)
* 90167 XAN101 16mm Part 2 of 13 00:50 , Color 1970

Medieval Europe in the 12th century was an age of the flowering of the Romanesque style, the founding of universities & the spread of monasticism; an age of pilgrimages – to the Holy Land, to Rome & to Santiago de Compostela – & of the building of great churches; of the
The Great Thaw (Civilisation Series)
* 91225 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 13 00:50 , Color 1970

See The Great Thaw #90167 for description. *TMA

The Great War Series
* 92414 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:24 , Color 1996

An 8-part series: Explosion... Stalemate... Total War... Slaughter... Mutiny... Collapse... Hatred and Hunger... War Without End.

Great Women in American History
* 91405 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:52 , Color 1988

Some of the women discussed in this films are: Abigail Adams, Harriet Tubman, Susan B. Anthony, Margaret Sanger, Eleanor Roosevelt, Sojourner Truth, Helen Keller.

The Greek Beginning
* 91553 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color 1993

This program is an introduction to Greece. Covering the period from the Mycenaean Age in 1300 BC to the death of Alexander the Great in 323 BC, it presents the main historical landmarks & some of the work of writers, philosophers, historians & politicians of the period.

The Greek Orthodox Church
* 91792 XAN101 VHS Part 6 of 52 00:30 , Color 1989

This film - part of the Credo series - is a brief account of the history & living tradition of the Greek Orthodox Church, with the island of Patmos as a backdrop.

Greek Thought (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91972 XAN101 VHS Part 6 of 52 00:30 , Color 1989

Part 6: Socrates, Plato, & Aristotle laid the foundation of Western intellectual thought. *TMA

The Greeks: Crucible of Civilization Series
* 92159 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:52 , Color 1999

A three part series: The Revolution....The Golden Age....Empire of the Mind.

Green Facts & Green Backs (Environment:Politics & Industry Intersect DVD
* 95626 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 2 00:30:00, Color 2000
Environmental protection laws have spawned a whole new form of business: firms that specialize in handling ecological regulatory for industry. To what extent are these standards contributing to the growth of a market geared toward simply meeting the legal minimums in order to avoid penalties? <DRA>

Green Pacts & Green Backs (Environment: Politics & Industry Intersect Series)
* 95624  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  00:30:00, Color  2000

This program looks on urban landscapes as a series of layers of architectural evidence. It examines how industrialization led to urbanization, which led to higher rents & overcrowding, which led to government controls.

Gregory's Girl
* 92850  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:33:00, Color  1982

In this film, controversial in its time, a young white woman brings her black fiance home to meet her parents, which tests their open-mindedness & understanding. Stars Katharine Hepburn, Spencer Tracy (his last film), Sidney Poitier, Katharine Houghton.
The Guid Scots Tongue (The Story of English Series)
* 91305  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 9  00:58  , Color  1986
Home use.
   This program traces the Scottish influence on English, from embattled
Northern Ireland to American Appalachia.

Guide to Better Audio
* 91154  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:39  , Color  1990
   This tape explains the basic concepts of microphone selection & use &
gives specific rules for obtaining high quality audio in common
situations. It features audible examples of different microphones,
explains how to use an audio mixer & the effects of improper microphone
placement. *TMA

Guillarmo Gomez-Pena  (A World of Art: Works in Progress Series)
* 95367  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 10  00:30:00, Color  1997
   The focus of this program is Guillermo Gomez-Pena's Temple of
Confessions, a half performance/half installation piece. In his
performances & manifestos, 'border artist' Gomez-Pena draws attention
to the cultural fissure dividing the two worlds that he & other Latinos
inhabit.

The Guns of Navarone
* 92218  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:39  , Color  1961
   During WWII, British Intelligence in the Middle East sends six men to
the Aegean island of Navarone to destroy guns manned by the Germans.
Stars Gregory Peck, David Niven, Anthony Quinn, Richard Harris.

The Guns of San Sebastian
* 90131  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 3  00:36  , Color  
   Mexico was ruled by a Spanish King who attempted to impose an alien
religion & system of law upon a proud people. This is the story of Leon
Alastray, who chose to fight both the King & the tribe known as Yaavis.

The Guns of San Sebastian
* 90132  XAN101  16mm  Part 2 of 3  00:33  , Color  
   See The Guns of San Sebastian #90131 for description.

The Guns of San Sebastian
* 90133  XAN101  16mm  Part 3 of 3  00:33  , Color  
   See The Guns of San Sebastian #90131 for description.
Guru Granth Sahib: The Sikh Scriptures
* 95695  XAN101  DVD  Part 1  of 1  00:28:00, Color  2008

This documentary explores the holy scriptures of the Sikh faith. It traces the rise of the verses from Indian historical & religious antecedents & explains that the Guru Granth Sahib is a collection of the sacred revelations of Sikhism's ten Gurus. The program offers narrations from the Guru Granth Sahib.

Guys and Dolls
* 95930  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  02:30  , Color  1955

In New York, a gambler is challenged to take a cold female missionary to Havana, but they fall for each other, and the bet has a hidden motive to finance a crap game.

H.G. Wells: The War of the Worlds
* 92090  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  00:50  , Color  1994

In this Great Books program film clips, computer animation, & original footage are used to recreate Wells's dark world. Biographers of this father of science fiction discuss the novel & Wells himself - his dysfunctional family, his dreams, & his battle with depression.

Hail the Conquering Hero
* 92219  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  01:41  , B/W  1944

A slight young man is rejected by the Army. When he returns home, he's surprised to find that he's a hero. Stars Eddie Bracken, Ella Raines, William Demarest.

Hair
* 95929  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  02:01  , Color  1979

Claude leaves the family ranch in Oklahoma for New York where he is rapidly indoctrinated into the youth subculture and subsequently drafted.

The Hajj: One American's Pilgrimage to Mecca
* 95531  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  00:22:00, Color  1997

In this program, writer Michael Wolfe documents his trip to Islam's holiest shrine. One of the more than 5 million Muslims in the United States, Wolfe is a convert, born of a Christian mother & a Jewish father. He takes viewers step by step through the spiritual side of the pilgrimage explaining the various rituals.

Hajj: The Pilgrimage
* 95705  XAN101  DVD  Part 1  of 1  00:53:00, Color  1999
Every year, millions of Muslims journey to Mecca to participate in the hajj, which is the Fifth Pillar of Islam. This DVD chronicles the daily events of a hajj pilgrimage. It looks at the ritual of tawaf, the performance of wuquf on Mt. Rahmah, the overnight stay at Muzdalifah, and the festival of sacrifice.

The Half-Masted Schooner
* 90005  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:08  , Color  

Produced by the Film Board of Canada, this movie combines audio & visual mediums to create a provocative film statement.

Hamlet
* 95741  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  02:35:00, B&W  1948

Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, returns home to find his father murdered and his mother remarrying the murderer, his uncle. Meanwhile, war is brewing.

Hamlet
* 95742  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  04:02:00, Color  1996

Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, returns home to find his father murdered and his mother remarrying the murderer, his uncle. Meanwhile, war is brewing.

Hamlet
* 91627  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  03:42  , Color  1979

One of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films. In this tragedy, Shakespeare uses a tense drama of murder, conspiracy, & revenge as a medium for inquiring into the most fundamental problems of life. Stars Derek Jacobi, Claire Bloom, Patrick Stewart.

Hamlet
* 91628  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  _  , Color  1979

See Hamlet #91627 for description.

Hand Hygiene
* 95425  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:26:00, Color  2002

Looking at new guidelines aimed at the reduction of nosocomial infections & the transfer of infection among patients, this program introduces the concept of hand hygiene. It discusses why it is important & provides information about the products available for practicing effective hand hygiene.

Handel and His Music
This film explores the life & music of George Frederick Handel.

Hannah and Her Sisters
* 91456  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:43 , Color  1986

This is Woody Allen's epic about a New York showbiz family, its three adult sisters & their romantic entanglements. The predicaments of nearly a dozen characters are interwoven touching upon such themes as life, death, love, lust, religion & adultery.

Hanover Street
* 95860  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:49 , Color  1979

Margaret is a nurse in England during WW2, and married to a secret agent. Things get complicated when she falls for David, an American pilot.

Hardwood Dreams
* 91517  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:47 , Color  1993

This program follows five basketball players at Morningside High School (Class of '93) in Inglewood, CA through their senior year as they attempt to realize their dreams through basketball. Narrated by Wesley Snipes.

Harlan County USA
* 92068  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:43 , Color  1976

The emotions of 180 coal mining families are portrayed in this classic documentary about their struggle to win a United Mine Workers contract in Kentucky. Academy Award for Best Features Documentary.

The Harlem Renaissance and Beyond
* 91346  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:31 , Color  1969

The main purpose of this film is to acquaint the student with literature written by black Americans from 1920 on & to show how these writers reacted to the social, political & economic environment of the U.S. *TMA

Harriet Beecher Stowe: Uncle Tom's Cabin
* 91322  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:45 , Color  1993

A classic cult film which proves love has no boundaries. Stars Ruth Gordon, Bud Cort. Score by Cat Stevens.
This program presents an abridged version of the George Aiken dramatization of Uncle Tom's Cabin. The work is worth examining to learn how much the character resembles the modern stereotype & to understand why Northerners were so inflamed.

Harry Aponte: Structural Intervention
* 91870   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   01:36   , Color   1984

Structural Intervention in a Family with a Schizophrenic Identified Patient - The teenage daughter of an upper middle class family has been psychiatrically hospitalized. Aponte focuses on the structural configuration of the family in which there is symbiosis between the mother & daughter.

Harvest of Shame
* 95786   XAN 101   DVD   Part 1 of 1   00:55   , Color   1960

Legendary journalist Edward R. Murrow is undoubtedly the first hero in the history of American broadcasting, a distinguished reporter who forever set the industry gold standard through his unparalleled courage, integrity and newsgathering excellence.

The Harvest of the Seasons (Ascent of Man Series)
* 90181   XAN101   16mm   Part 2 of 13   00:52   , Color   1974

Man domesticates plant & animal life. With the Neolithic cultivators came the nomads & the roots of warfare. Cameras capture the unique lifestyle of the Bakhtiari tribe of Central Iran & there recreate the war games of Genghis Khan.

Has Feminism Gone Too Far?
* 91932   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:27   , Color   1996

Two prominent & controversial feminists, Camille Paglia & Christina Sommers, discuss such questions as: Have activist women betrayed the women's movement? Do feminist leaders speak for most women? What is left for the women's movement to accomplish? <DRA>

The Hasidim
* 91863   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:29   , Color   1976

This program explores the history & traditions of the Lubavitch Hasidim. It includes reenactments of shabbat & havdalah ceremonies, presents the Lubavitcher Rebbe speaking at a farbrengen, & discusses the religious education of children. *TMA

Hate Crime (Seeking Solutions Series)
* 92573   XAN101   VHS   Part 3 of 3   00:58:00   , Color   1999

Part 1 shows how the New South has found some answers to the old
problem of racial violence. Part 2 spotlights a pioneering high school class on tolerance that has changed the social climate at San Clemente High School, where tensions among the races had led to violence in the 1990s.

Hatred and Hunger (The Great War Series)
* 92550  XAN101  VHS  Part 7 of 8  01:00:00, Color  1996

The Great War had been the worst disaster in history. The unresolved issues resulting from it were simply rearranged. The peace treaty proved no real peace, but laid the groundwork for an even more catastrophic war just one generation later.

To Have and Have Not
* 93105  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:41:00, B&W  1944

A Martinique charter boat operator gets mixed up with a beautiful woman & French resistance fighters during WWII. Starring Humphrey Bogart & Lauren Bacall. Based on a story by Ernest Hemingway.

He Said, She Said: Gender, Language and Communication
* 92763  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:50:00, Color  2001

This is Deborah Tannen's live, video presentation of her contributions to the understanding of gender, language, & communication. This program is produced, edited, & paced for curricular use. *TMA

Head to Toe Examination of the Child
* 95424  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:19:00, Color  1999

This video demonstrates the proper techniques for examining pediatric clients, from taking a health history & evaluating general appearance to assessing individual body systems & functions. *TMA

Healing by Killing
* 92322  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30, Color  1997

Inspired by Robert Jay Lifton's "Nazi Doctors," this film probes the role of doctors & psychiatrists in the Nazis' early experiments with euthanasia & their "final solution," & explores the wider implications of medical ethics. English & German w/ English subtitles.

Health, Mind, and Behavior (Discovering Psychology Series)
* 92803  XAN101  VHS  Part 23 of 26  00:30:00, Color  2001

This program represents a rethinking of the relationship between mind & body. A new bio-psychosocial model is replacing the traditional biomedical model. With Dr. Judith Rodin of the University of Pennsylvania & Dr. Neal Miller of Yale University. Updated.

Hearing (Mystery of the Senses Series)
In this third program of the series Diane Ackerman takes viewers to the Arctic Circle, New Zealand, & San Francisco's Skywalker Sound Studio to explore some of the ways we make use of sound.

Hearts and Minds
* 95771 XAN 101 DVD Part _ of 01:52 , Color 1974

This film recounts the history and attitudes of the opposing sides of the Vietnam War using archival news footage as well as their own film and interviews. A key theme is how attitudes of American racism and self-righteousness militarism helped create and prolong this bloody conflict.

Hearts of the World
* 95762 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:03 , BW 1918

A group of youngsters grow up and love in a peaceful French village. But war intrudes and peace is shattered. The German army invades and occupies village, bringing both destruction and torture. The young people of the village resist, some successfully, others tragically, until French troops retake the town.

The Heat Is On: The Effects of Global Warming
* 91509 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:26 , Color 1989

This film documents the life-modifying effects created by the global heat trap.

Heat Treatment of Alloy Steels
* 92463 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:48:00, Color 1990

This film discusses the amount & effects of alloying elements present, the effect of alloying on time at hardening temperatures, & on quenching time, the effect of bath quench temperature, & annealing temperatures.

A Hefty Problem (Brunel Experience Series)
* 91886 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 5 00:21 , Color 1988

This program discusses the engineering involved in lifting a heavy weight.

Hegel (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92366 XAN101 VHS Part 23 of 32 00:30 , Color _

Part 23: Hegel - A Philosophical History of Religion. Hegel held that history unfolds dialectically, according to a divine & necessary logic. *TMA
Brothers Monte and Ray leave Oxford to join the Royal Flying Corps. Ray loves Helen; Helen enjoys an affair with Monte; before they leave on their mission over Germany they find her in still another man's arms.

Part 8: Hellenistic kingdoms extended Greek culture throughout the Mediterranean. *TMA

This is a classic, epic adaptation of Shakespeare's play, & Laurence Olivier's first & most successful directorial effort. It is the story of the medieval British monarch who defeated the French at Agincourt. Stars Olivier, Robert Newton, Leslie Banks.

One of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films, this is the story of Prince Hal, heir to the throne, who appears to waste his youth in taverns, but redeems himself in the Battle of Shrewsbury. Stars Jon Finch, Anthony Quayle, David Gwillim.

In this film - one of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films - Prince Hal prepares himself for leadership. The play ends with the death of Henry IV & Prince Hal's coronation as Henry V. Stars Jon Finch, Anthony Quayle, David Gwillim.

This film captures the legacy of beauty & public spirit of Henry Shaw, who spent the last fifty years of his life developing his gifts to St. Louis - the Missouri Botanical Garden, Tower Grove Park & the neighborhoods surrounding them. Produced & directed by Saint Louis University professor James F. Scott, Ph.D.<DRA>

This is a classic, epic adaptation of Shakespeare's play, & Laurence Olivier's first & most successful directorial effort. It is the story of the medieval British monarch who defeated the French at Agincourt. Stars Olivier, Robert Newton, Leslie Banks.

One of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films, this is the story of Prince Hal, heir to the throne, who appears to waste his youth in taverns, but redeems himself in the Battle of Shrewsbury. Stars Jon Finch, Anthony Quayle, David Gwillim.

In this film - one of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films - Prince Hal prepares himself for leadership. The play ends with the death of Henry IV & Prince Hal's coronation as Henry V. Stars Jon Finch, Anthony Quayle, David Gwillim.

This film captures the legacy of beauty & public spirit of Henry Shaw, who spent the last fifty years of his life developing his gifts to St. Louis - the Missouri Botanical Garden, Tower Grove Park & the neighborhoods surrounding them. Produced & directed by Saint Louis University professor James F. Scott, Ph.D.<DRA>
Part of the BBC Shakespeare Plays, this program describes the beginning of the civil wars between the Houses of York & Lancaster, & Joan of Arc helping to drive the English from French soil. Stars Peter Benson, Trevor Peacock.

Henry VI Part 1
* 92072 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 2 01:19 , Color 1982

See Henry VI Part 1 #92071 for description.

Henry VI Part 2
* 92073 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 2 01:31 , Color 1982

In this part, King Henry is married to Margaret of Angou but she despises him & takes Suffolk for a lover. She sides with the Lancasters against the Yorks. Stars Peter Benson, Julia Foster.

Henry VI Part 2
* 92074 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 2 01:59 , Color 1982

See Henry VI Part 2 #92073 for description.

Henry VI Part 3
* 92075 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 2 01:51 , Color 1982

York wins the War of the Roses & forces the King to give him succession to the crown. Stars Peter Benson, Julia Foster, Bernard Hill.

Henry VI Part 3
* 92076 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 2 01:37 , Color 1982

See Henry VI Part 3 #92075 for description.

Herdsmen of the Sun
* 95777 XAN 101 VHS Part _ of _ 00:52 , Color 1989

Herzog's documentary of the Wodaabe people of the Sahara/Sahel region. Particular attention is given to the tribe's spectacular courtship rituals and 'beauty pageants', where eligible young men strive to outshine each other and attract mates by means of lavish makeup, posturing and facial movements.

The Heritage of Splendor
* 90047 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:20 , Color _

Then-actor Ronald Reagan talks about the natural resources in the United States.

The Hermitage: A Russian Odyssey
The Hermitage, located in St. Petersburg & once a czar's palace, houses one of the world's greatest art collections. This 3-tape set examines the history & survival of the Russian museum.  *TMA

The Hermitage: A Russian Odyssey

See The Hermitage #91912 for description.  *TMA

The Hermitage: A Russian Odyssey

See The Hermitage #91912 for description.  *TMA

The Hero As Artist (Civilisation Series)

See The Hero As Artist #90170 for description.  *TMA

Herod's Temple: The Temple Jesus Knew

Vjku"rtgitco\ujgyu"c\e\tgeqpuvttewvkop\gh'Jgtqffu"Vgorng'cu'Lgw\vu'ygwnf
have known it and examines the central role of the temple in the life of first-century Jews and Christians.

Heroic Materialism (Civilisation Series)

The Industrial Revolution saw the suffering of the poor; achievements of technology & engineering & the increasing dehumanization of man; the realism of Courbet with his paintings of peasants & the deeply committed art of van Gogh. The rise of science creates a new & frightening age in man's future.  *TMA

See Heroic Materialism #90178 for description.  *TMA
Heroin: From Pleasure to Pain
* 92331 XAN101 VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:34 , Color 1999

This film presents a comprehensive look at heroin. History, tolerance, tissue dependence, withdrawal, treatment, & recovery are examined using animation, live action, & talks with addicts & experts in the field.

The Hero's Adventure (Joseph Campbell & The Power of Myth Series)
* 92176 XAN101 VHS  Part 1 of 6  01:00 , Color 1988

Long before medieval knights charged off to slay dragons, tales of heroic adventures were an integral part of all world cultures. Campbell challenges everyone to see the presence of a heroic journey in his own life. With Bill Moyers.

He's Doing This to Spite Me - Emotional Conflicts in Dementia Care
* 92769 XAN101 VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:22:00, Color 2000

This program portrays the dilemmas, frustrations, & emotions experienced by three caregivers - an adult daughter, a wife, & an adult son - who authentically share their perceptions & interpretations of the illness symptoms by which they are challenged. *TMA

The Hidden Fortress
* 92851 XAN101 VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:19:00, B&W 1958

This is Akira Kurosawa's tale of a warrior who protects a princess from warring feudal lords. It was an inspiration for George Lucas" Star Wars series. Stars Toshiro Mifune, Misa Uehara. In Japanese w/ English subtitles.

The Hidden Structure (Ascent of Man Series)
* 90183 XAN101 16mm  Part 4 of 13  00:52 , Color 1974

The Shang bronze craftsmen of China & the Samurai swordsmith of Japan are the starting point for this journey which leads from the beginnings of chemistry to Dalton's atomic theory & our knowledge of the elements.

Hinduism: Faith, Festivals, and Rituals
* 95707 XAN101 DVD  Part 1 of 1  00:51:00, Color 1995

This DVD explores the devotional ceremonies and observances of Hinduism and examines such sacred Hindu literary works as the Ramayana and the Mahabharata.

Hieronymus Bosch
* 92724 XAN101 VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30:00, Color 1992

Bosch, arguably the greatest medieval painter, worked in the middle of
the Renaissance. This program covers his work housed in the Prado, showing the depth & detail of his pictorialization of man's ways on Earth, painted in extraordinary & imaginative detail.

High Noon
* 95953   XAN 101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   01:25   , BW   1952

A marshall, personally compelled to face a returning deadly enemy, finds that his own town refuses to help him.

The High Renaissance (Art of the Western World Series)
* 91035   XAN101   VHS   Part 4 of 9   01:00   , Color   1989

Rome & Venice took center stage with the genius of Leonardo, Michaelangelo & Raphael. Rome re-emerged as a center of artistic activity, while the Venetian preoccupation with theatre, nature & light is captured in glowing works by Giorgione, Titian & Verones.

High School
* 92821   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   01:15:00, B&W   1968

A documentary by Frederick Wiseman. This film describes the life & social conditioning in one, large urban high school, including encounters between teachers, students, parents & administrators.

Hildegard Peplau (The Nurse Theorists: Portraits of Excellence Series)
* 95517   XAN101   VHS   Part 11 of 16   00:36:30, Color   1988

This program profiles the nurse theorist Hildegard Peplau. A brief biography is followed by an interview focusing on her theory, Nursing Process Discipline. An in-depth explanation of her theory is presented at the end of the program.

The Hindenburg
* 92281   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 2   00:50   , Color   1996

Like the Titanic before it, the Hindenburg was the finest craft of its kind - the grandest & safest airship ever built. Through interviews & archival footage, this program examines its creation, the glamorous staterooms, & exquisite food & wines that were part of its maiden transatlantic voyage.

The Hindenburg
* 92282   XAN101   VHS   Part 2 of 2   00:50   , Color   1996

In 37 seconds the largest craft ever flown evaporated in flame. This program dissects the disaster & the events that led to it through rare interviews with survivors, eyewitnesses, historians & engineers.

Hinduism: 330 Million Gods (The Long Search Series)
This program details the practice of Hinduism in India, where every aspect of society & individual life is dictated by religion.

Hinduism: An Ancient Path in the Modern World

This well-paced overview of Hinduism includes discussion on the Brahman & ascetics, gurus, the Hindu temple, the holy city of Varanasi, various deities, personal worship, the role of the cow, the Hindu diet, music, the caste system. *TMA

His Own Best Subject: A Visit to Skinner's Basement

B.F. Skinner applied behavioral principles to his own life, & in this video, his daughter Julie Vargas gives us a tour of the basement study in which he worked. Skinner made wonderfully ingenious gadgets to enhance his work space & created clever ways of organizing the writing that was the focus of his life.

Hispanic Americans: The Second Generation

Actor Jimmy Smits examines how second-generation Hispanics are adapting to American society, & how they are maintaining their Latino roots while assimilating into the American cultural mainstream.

History of Drama Series

Each program in this 10-part series centers on a single play: The Rise of Greek Tragedy...Classical Comedy...Early English Drama...Shakespeare & His Stage...The Comedy of Manners...The Birth of Modern Theatre...The Theatre of Social Problems...Theatre of the Absurd...Modern American Drama...Contemporary Theatre.

The History and Functions of Congress

This film shows how Congress, the President, & Judicial System work together to form our government, & how the House of Representatives & Senate work together to pass bills & create laws.

History in Motion - Milestones of the 20th Century

This laserdisc - 23 video segments arranged into five time periods with four themes in each period - highlights important 20th-century events using actual newsreel footage from around the world. Included is one
After decades of disinvestment by government, banks, & business, the residents of an ethnically diverse Boston neighborhood joined together to rebuild their community. *TMA

A Hole in the Head
* 92639  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:01:00, Color  1959

This is a comedy-drama about a charming, shiftless lout who tries to raise the money to save his struggling hotel & learn to be responsible for his young son. Stars Frank Sinatra, Edward G. Robinson, Eleanor Parker, Eddie Hodges. Directed by Frank Capra.

The Holocaust: In Memory of Millions
* 92131  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00  , Color  1994

From the halls of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum, Walter Cronkite chronicles the entire story of the Holocaust. This documentary combines original footage & personal photographs with oral histories. Elie Wiesel recounts his experiences & the significance of this living memorial.

Holy Ceremonies (Understanding Jewish Customs Series)
* 91586  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 5  00:30  , Color  1983

See How to Witness to Jewish People #91582 for description. *TMA

Holy Days (Understanding Jewish Customs Series)
* 91584  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 5  00:30  , Color  1983

See How to Witness to Jewish People #91582 for description. *TMA

Holy Foods (Understanding Jewish Customs Series)
* 91585  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 5  00:30  , Color  1983

See How to Witness to Jewish People #91582 for description. *TMA

Holy Garments, Holy Books (Understanding Jewish Customs Series)
* 91583  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 5  00:30  , Color  1983

See How to Witness to Jewish People #91582 for description. *TMA

Home of the Brave
* 92934  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:26:00, B&W  1949
A black soldier faces the Japanese & racial prejudice in this WWII drama. Stars James Edwards, Frank Lovejoy, Lloyd Bridges.

The Home of the Free
* 90021 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:08 , Color 1971

This film, produced by the Franciscan Communication Center, dramatically portrays the struggles of the working poor in their attempts to achieve the American dream.

The Homecoming
* 93084 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 01:54:00, Color 1973

When, under cover of darkness, the prodigal son Teddy brings his wife Ryth home to meet his family for the first time, he gets far more and less than he bargained for. Based on the play by Harold Pinter. Starring Cyril Cusak, Vivien Merchant & Ian Holm.

Hope and Glory
* 92852 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:58:00, Color 1987

John Boorman directed this film about WWII London as seen through the eyes of a seven-year-old boy. Stars Sarah Miles, David Hayman, Sebastian Rice Edwards.

Hostages and Captors (Terrorism Series)
* 92381 XAN101 VHS Part 6 of 15 00:30 , Color 1999

Part 6: Hostages & Captors.

Hostages: The Psychology of the Survivors
* 91328 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 2 00:52 , Color 1993

In this documentary four hostages who were released relive their experiences. In French & Dutch, with subtitles & English narration.

Hostages: The Psychology of the Survivors
* 91329 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 2 00:52 , Color 1993

See Hostages: The Psychology of Survivors #91328 for description.

The Hound of the Baskervilles
* 95582 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:20:00, B&W 1939

The curse of a demonic hound threatens descendants of an English noble family until Holmes & Watson solve the mystery.

A House Divided: Structural Therapy With a Black Family
* 91419 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00 , Color 1994
Family therapist Harry Aponte interviews a Black blended family for the first time in relation to a series of petty thefts in the home for which a son was implicated. *TMA

House Made of Dawn
* 92272 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:17 , Color 1996

Based on the Pulitzer Prize-winning novel. This film tells the story of an outcast Native American & his search for destiny in a world that doesn't know him. Stars Larry Littlebird, John Saxon.

The House of Tomorrow (Childhood Series)
* 92175 XAN101 VHS Part 7 of 7 00:57 , Color 1992

This series concludes with a look at puberty & adolescence. We see how whether adolescence is a time of stress or manageable change critically depends upon how parents & teachers respond to a child's uniqueness throughout the years of childhood. Children are "living messages to a time we will not see."

The House We Live In (Race: The Power of an Illusion Series)
* 95380 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 3 00:57:00, Color 2003

This program asks: If race is not biology, what is it? This episode uncovers how race resides not in nature but in politics, economics & culture. It reveals how our social institutions "make" race by disproportionately channeling resources, power, status & wealth to white people.

How to do a 15 Minute (or less) Family Interview
* 94628 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:24:00, Color 2000

Former EMD acquisition. Featuring real-life clinical scenarios, this program demonstrates key family nursing skills such as how to use manners to engage families in a short period; how to start therapeutic conversations with families; & how to routinely ask key therapeutic questions of families. Drs. Lorraine Wright & Maureen Leahey.

How Does the Mind Grow?
* 91359 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00 , Color 1991

This program examines the three major schools of thought on cognitive development & two types of theories that developed from them.

How the Historian Asks Questions
* 90072 XAN101 16mm Part 4 of 5 00:28 , B/W

See How the Historian Classifies Information #90069 for description.
How the Historian Classifies Information
* 90069  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 5  00:28 , B/W  

This program presents the historian's methods of inquiry.

How the Historian Deals with Mind Set
* 90073  XAN101  16mm  Part 5 of 5  00:28 , B/W  

See How the Historian Classifies Information #90069 for description.

How the Historian Decides What is a Fact
* 90071  XAN101  16mm  Part 3 of 5  00:28 , B/W  

See How the Historian Classifies Information #90069 for description.

How the Historian Proves an Hypothesis
* 90070  XAN101  16mm  Part 2 of 5  00:28 , B/W  

See How the Historian Classifies Information #90069 for description.

How to Intervene with Families with Health Concerns
* 95428  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:28:00, Color  2003  

In this program the presenters demonstrate interventions in 3 clinical interviews: encouraging the telling of illness narratives, validating affect, drawing forth family strengths/support, encouraging respite, offering commendations, & offering information/opinions.

How to Listen Effectively
* 91111  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:55 , Color  1986  

Dr. Tony Alessandra teaches active listening skills - concentrating, acknowledging, responding, controlling emotions, sensing & structuring - in this lively presentation.

How to Prepare for a Due Process Hearing
* 92704  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:20:00, Color  1995  

This program is designed to provide the basic knowledge & preparation necessary for a due process hearing focusing on procedural & substantive issues.

How Successful is Terrorism (Terrorism Series)
* 92386  XAN101  VHS  Part 11 of 15  00:30 , Color  1999  

Part 11: How Successful is Terrorism.
How To Talk So Kids Will Listen Series
* XAN101 VHS Part _ of _, Color 1989

A 6-part series: Dealing With Children's Feelings... Engaging Cooperation... Alternatives to Punishment... Encouraging Autonomy... New Ways to Praise... Freeing Children From Playing Roles. *TMA

How to Witness to Jewish People (Understanding Jewish Customs Series)
* 91582 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 5 00:30 , Color 1983

Dr. Gary Cohen, a Hebrew-Christian, offers advice & information to Christians about Jewish beliefs, customs & traditions to enhance their desire & effectiveness in witnessing to Jewish people. *TMA

HTML Basics
* 95427 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 00:20:00, Color 2004

In this program, students will find out about a variety of high-tech jobs as employers discuss the kinds of expertise they're on the lookout for. In addition, employees who have recently joined the digital workforce share their success stories.

The Human Experiment (Ethics in America Series)
* 91785 XAN101 VHS Part 9 of 10 01:00 , Color 1989

Does finding a cure justify putting test subjects at risk? C. Everett Koop, New England Journal of Medicine editor Dr. Arnold Relman, & others discuss the medical research field. *TMA

The Human Factor (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93071 XAN101 VHS Part 26 of 26 00:30:00, Color 1996

This program demonstrates how human behavior affects the global environment. The possible effects of ozone layer reduction & global warming are discussed.

The Human Language Evolves (The Human Language Series)
* 91557 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 3 00:55 , Color 1995

This third program (With & Without Words) discusses how language must be a biological phenomenon which evolved only in our species, & how we combine syntax with what we inherited from our animal past.

The Human Language Series
* XAN101 VHS Part _ of _, Color 1995

This is a 3-part series which "explains language" in a way that all intelligent people will enjoy & understand: Discovering the Human Language: Colorless Green Ideas... Acquiring the Human Language:
Playing the Language Game... The Human Language Evolves: With & Without Words.

Hume's Critique of Religion (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92362 XAN101 VHS Part 19 of 32 00:30 , Color 1997

Part 19: Hume's Critique of Religion. David Hume was perhaps the most astute critic of religion in the highly critical period of the Enlightenment. No less skeptical of reason, he argued that we cannot know underlying natural causes. *TMA

Humoresque
* 95583 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:06:00, B&W 1947

Talented but struggling young musician Paul Boray finds a patron in the married, wealthy, & older Helen Wright. His appreciation is not as romantic as she had hoped. Starring Joan Crawford, John Garfield.

The Hunchback of Notre Dame
* 92461 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:56 , B/W 1939

Best Hollywood version of the Victor Hugo classic. Charles Laughton is Quasimodo, the deformed Parisian bellringer, who provides sanctuary to a young gypsy woman accused of being a witch. The final scene of the townspeople storming the cathedral is a classic. Also stars Maureen O'Hara.

Hunchback of Notre Dame
* 90055 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 5 00:20 , B/W 1923

Lon Chaney's magnificent presence is felt throughout this first screen version of Hugo's classic novel of Paris & the hunchbacked bellringer's love for the gypsy girl Esmeralda. Directed by Wallace Worsley. Stars Chaney, Patsy Ruth Miller & Norman Kerry. Silent.

Hunchback of Notre Dame
* 90056 XAN101 16mm Part 2 of 5 00:19 , B/W 1923

See Hunchback of Notre Dame #90055 for description.

Hunchback of Notre Dame
* 90057 XAN101 16mm Part 3 of 5 00:20 , B/W 1923

See Hunchback of Notre Dame #90055 for description.

Hunchback of Notre Dame
* 90058 XAN101 16mm Part 4 of 5 00:19 , B/W 1923

See Hunchback of Notre Dame #90055 for description.
Hunchback of Notre Dame
* 90059  XAN101  16mm  Part 5 of 5  00:19  , B/W  1923

See Hunchback of Notre Dame #90055 for description.

Hung Liu (A World of Art: Works in Progress Series)
* 95368  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 10  00:30:00, Color  1997

The focus of this program is Hung Liu's Three Fujins which addresses concerns related to both gender & social status. Liu presents a seemingly contradictory union of classical & expressive line within one painting to evoke a sense of journalistic presentation & subjective interpretation at the same time.

Hungry for Profit
* 91866  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:25  , Color  1990

Produced by Robert Richter, this documentary clearly makes the connection between first world corporate profit motive & third world hunger.

The Hurricane
* 92220  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:44  , B/W  1937

A couple on the run from the law are aided by a hurricane & build a new life on an idyllic island. The special effects are some of the best of the decade. Stars Dorothy Lamour, Jon Hall. Directed by John Ford.

Hyenas
* 91943  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:53  , Color  1992

Djibril Diop Mambety directed this biting satire of today's Africa - betraying the hopes of independence for the false promises of Western materialism.

Hypnosis in the Treatment of Post-traumatic Stress Disorder II
* 91345  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:46  , Color  1987

This program demonstrates abreaction, & emphasizes the importance of focusing on ego mastery, relationship principles & working through with trauma victims.

I Come As A Pilgrim - Pope John Paul II: 1987
* 91916  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00  , Color  1987

This NBC News program commemorates Pope John Paul II's visit to the United States in September, 1987. Narrated by Maria Shriver.
This film chronicles the history of slavery through the eyes of Caribbean women. It is a combination of monologue, dance, & song, & is based on the poems of Guyanese British writer Grace Nichols.

In this program, eight mothers & fathers who are mentally ill discuss the challenges they face as parents.

Diana Rigg is the manipulative Hedda, who will not or cannot conform to what society considers "normal" for a woman. The arrival of an ex-lover fate— but of course that is not what Ibsen was writing about.

This film, based on the play by Eugene O'Neill, features Lee Marvin in a haunting portrayal of the madman that hides beneath the smiling face of the life of the party. Starring Lee Marvin, Fredric March, Robert Ryan, Jeff Bridges, & Bradford Dillman. 2-Disc set.

In this television version of Eugene O'Neill's masterpiece, Jason Robards, Jr. recreates the role that made him an overnight star. Also stars Robert Redford, James Broderick, Myron McCormick, Tom Pedi. Features an introduction by producer Worthington Minor & an analysis by drama critic Brooks Atkinson.

See The Iceman Cometh #92829 for description.
Ida B. Wells: A Passion for Justice
* 91189 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00 , Color 1990

This film follows the life of Ida B. Wells, who was born into slavery & led a lifelong crusade against racism, sexism & other indignities. She was a teacher & journalist, writing one of the first studies of mob violence. The film offers a unique view of the Reconstruction era.

Ida Orlando Pellitier (The Nurse Theorists: Portraits of Excellence Series)
* 95516 XAN101 VHS Part 10 of 16 00:38:00, Color 1988

This program profiles the nurse theorist Ida Orlando Pellitier. A brief biography is followed by an interview focusing on her theory, Nurse Process Discipline. An in-depth explanation of her theory is presented at the end of the program.

Ikiru
* 95466 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:14:00, B&W 1952

Told he has only a short time to live, a bureaucrat at first reacts with a drunken spree, only to realize that only through unselfishness can he redeem his otherwise wasted life. Directed by Akira Kurosawa. Japanese with English subtitles.

Ikiru
* 95822 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:23 , BW 1952

A bureaucrat tries to find a meaning in his life after he discovers he has terminal cancer.

Il Postino
* 95897 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:48 , Color 1994

Simple Italian postman learns to love poetry while delivering mail to a famous poet; he uses this to woo local beauty Beatrice.

Illusions of News (The Public Mind Series)
* 91761 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 4 01:00 , Color 1994

This program looks at the impact of the visual image on news & politics in the electing of Presidents & the governing of America. <DRA>

I'm Normal, You're Weird: Understanding Other Cultures
* 92721 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:23:00, Color 1997

In this entertaining program, a group of aliens prepares to take on human form. As they rehearse their new roles, they learn the complexities of diverse human cultures & discover that much human behavior is culturally based.
Imitation of Life
* 93114  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:04:00, Color  1959

The story of a single mother, more determined to achieve acting fame & fortune than function as a parent, & her black maid who is devoted to her own daughter, but loses her when the girl discovers she can pass for white. Starring Lana Turner & John Gavin.

The Immortal Thread (The Secret of Life Series)
* 91531  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 8  01:00 , Color  1993

This first program of the series explains that by identifying & mapping human genomes, scientists are discovering evidence of the unity of life on Earth.

Immunity (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93063  XAN101  VHS  Part 18 of 26  00:30:00, Color  1996

This program explores the complex system of physical & chemical defenses that protect animals against disease.

Imogene King (The Nurse Theorists: Portraits of Excellence Series)
* 95509  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 16  00:33:00, Color  1988

This program profiles the nurse theorist Imogene King. A brief biography is followed by an interview focusing on her theory, the Conceptual Framework of Interacting Systems. An in-depth explanation of the theory is presented at the end of the program.

The Importance of Being Earnest
* 92507  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:35:00, Color  1952


In the Ashes of the Forest (The Decade of Destruction Series)
* 91438  XAN101  VHS  Part 1A of 4  00:55 , Color  1990

In the first part (2 tapes) of this series the fate of a kidnapped boy is learned, an epidemic kills many Indians, the settlers' farms fail, & more than 15% of the rainforest is destroyed. *TMA

In the Ashes of the Forest (The Decade of Destruction Series)
* 91439  XAN101  VHS  Part 1B of 4  00:57 , Color  1990

See In the Ashes of the Forest #91438 for description. *TMA

In Brands We Trust
In this provocative program the concept of branding, its history, its impact on youth, key visionaries, & the convergence of brands & culture are discussed. The growing backlash against branding is also discussed. Coke, Nike, Chanel, Apple, & Benetton are spotlighted, & many other brands are touched on. <DRA>

In Celebration

In their tiny house in a Yorkshire mining town, God-fearing and hardworking Mr. & Mrs. Shaw welcome their sons home to celebrate the couple's 40th wedding anniversary. But with each son's arrival the Shaws' model blue collar family facade begins to chip away. Based on David Storey's play. Starring Alan Bates.

In a Glass Cage

A young man, molested as a child by a fugitive Nazi doctor, seeks vengence. In an isolated Spanish village he is corrupted by his mentor's sadistic obsessions. The film relentlessly depicts the intensity of their encounter & the ultimate psychological merger. Spanish w/ English subtitles.

In Good Company

Dan Foreman is a loving husband, caring father & star ad executive. But now, life is putting him through the ultimate test. Carter Duryea, a young hotshot half his age, has just become his boss. And to complicate matters, Dan discovers Carter is dating his daughter. Starring Dennis Quaid, Scarlett Johansson.

In the Groove (Rock & Roll Series)

This program reports on the years between Elvis & the Beatles, when the hit single became an intricately crafted work of art. In interviews with Jerry Lieber & Mike Stoller, Ben E. King, Brian Wilson, Carole King & others, it recounts the era of sweet soul & girl groups when a new rock genius reigned - the producer.

In the Heat of the Night

A wealthy industrialist in a small Mississippi town is murdered. A black homicide expert is asked to help solve the murder, despite resentment on the part of the town's chief of police. Stars Sidney Poitier, Rod Steiger. Five Academy Awards.
In the Land of the Giants (Childhood Series)
* 92172  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 7  00:57  , Color  1992

This program features three- to five-years-olds learning the social & psychological intricacies of family life, & later learning how to view & cope with the wider world as they increasingly interact with it.

In Memoriam: New York City 9/11/01
* 95787  XAN 101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:00  , Color  2002

Originally shown on HBO on May 26, 2002, In Memoriam is one of the most vital documents to emerge after the events of September 11, 2001. Compiled from over 100 sources, this collage of audio, video, and photography will provoke tears, anger, and grief all over again.

In the Name of the Father
* 92060  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:13  , Color  1993

This is the true story of Gerry Conlon & the Guildford Four who were illegally imprisoned in 1974 by British officials after a tragic IRA bombing near London. Stars Daniel Day-Lewis, Pete Postlethwaite, Emma Thompson.

In the Name Of Progress (Race to Save the Planet Series)
* 91052  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 10  01:00  , Color  1990

This film looks back at well-intended development projects that resulted in environmental disasters. It questions whether environmental protection & economic development are inherently in conflict - can either take place without the other?

In the Name of Safety (Triumph Over Terror Series)
* 92757  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 6  00:23:00, Color  1998

Thousands are falsely imprisoned in Bangladesh, denied Universal Declaration rights of due process.

In Our Own Time (Art of the Western World Series)
* 91040  XAN101  VHS  Part 9 of 9  01:00  , Color  1989

After World War II the center of art moved to New York for the first time. The post-war world produced a bewildering multitude of styles, from Jackson Pollock to Johns, Rauschenberg, Warhol & Oldenberg.

In Search of Stability (The Africans Series)
* 91637  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 9  01:00  , Color  1986

This program compares forms of government such as African military regimes, one-party states, Marxism in Mozambique, & the styles of the
It's turn of the century America when Andrew and Veronica first meet—by crashing into each other. They develop an instant and mutual dislike which intensifies when, later on, Andrew is forced to hire Veronica as a saleslady at Oberkugen's music store.

In the Shadow of the Stars
* 95887 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:33 , Color 1991

- A documentary about the San Francisco Opera. It depicts the lives of the various members of the chorus, rather than the big name stars.

In a Time of Violence
* 92000 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 3 00:50 , Color 1994

- Part 1: The Line. This fast-paced political thriller, starring some of South Africa's best actors & scored by its hottest bands, gives dramatic form to the ANC's program of reconciliation within a democratic society. It is the story of lovers Bongani & Mpho. In English, Zulu, & Afrikaans w/ English subtitles.

In a Time of Violence
* 92001 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 3 — , Color 1994

- Part 2: All on Edge. See In a Time of Violence #92000 for description.

In a Time of Violence
* 92002 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 3 00:50 , Color 1994

- Part 3: Fire with Fire. See In a Time of Violence #92000 for description.

In the White Man's Image
* 91186 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:58 , Color 1991

- This is the story of Captain Richard Pratt's Carlisle School for Indian Students begun in the late 1800's & continuing into the 1930's for the purpose of "civilizing" Native Americans. Students of the schools help tell the story of a humanist experiment gone bad.

In Women's Hands (Americas Series)
* 91273 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 10 01:00 , Color 1993

- This program is set in Chile & examines the changes women of every social class made when they organized during the Pinochet years to
create better living conditions for their families.

Incident at Morales: An Engineering Ethics Story
* 95456 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 00:36:00, Color 2003

This program presents a variety of ethical issues faced by a company that wants to quickly build a plant in order to develop a new chemical product to gain a competitive edge over the competition. *TMA

Inclusion: Heaven or Hell?
* 92137 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:20 , Color 1997

This video demonstrates how to comply with the least restrictive environment requirements of the IDEA (Individuals w/ Disabilities Education Act) & helps you understand inclusion litigation by using real-life examples.

Indiscreet
* 92853 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:40:00, Color 1958

A charming American diplomat in London falls in love with a stunning actress, but protects himself by saying he is married. He's not - and she finds out. Starts Cary Grant, Ingrid Bergman. Directed by Stanley Donen.

Individual Consultation/Family Systems Perspective (APA Psychotherapy Series)
* 91707 XAN101 VHS Part 8 of 12 01:00 , Color 1995

Central to this approach is the concept that each person in a system influences & is impacted on by every other member of the system. This session is conducted by Florence W. Kaslow, Ph.D. *TMA

The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
* 92701 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:27:00, Color 2000

An Overview. This program reviews the IDEA's basic requirements involving FAPE, IEPs, procedural safeguards, & more.

The Industrial Revolution (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91827 XAN101 VHS Part 41 of 52 00:30 , Color 1989

Part 41: Technology & mass production reduced famine & ushered in higher standards of living. *TMA

The Industrial World (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91828 XAN101 VHS Part 42 of 52 00:30 , Color 1989

Part 42: A consumer revolution was fueled by coal, public transportation, & new city services. *TMA
The Industry Leaders... (Internet Marketing & Advertising Strategies Series)
* 92743 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 4 00:13:00, Color 2000

The Industry Leaders & Online Strategy. In this program, leaders in the field of online marketing cut through the confusion to lay out the principles of driving traffic, branding, & targeting on the Internet. <DRA>

Infancy and Early Childhood (Seasons of Life Series)
* 91072 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 5 01:00 , Color 1990

Conception to Age 6. This film explores the early influences of the biological & social clocks, how children develop their view of the world & how they gain the confidence & curiosity to venture beyond the family.

Infant Development
* 91182 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:45 , Color 1987

This film explores the physical, cognitive & emotional development of the newborn. Topics include: developmental norms & sequences, what infants know at birth, development of motor skills & language, parent/child bonding. *TMA

Inference for One Mean (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
* 91661 XAN101 VHS Part 21 of 26 00:30 , Color 1989

This program studies inference about the mean of a single distribution, emphasizing paired samples & the t confidence interval & test.

Inference for Proportions (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
* 91663 XAN101 VHS Part 23 of 26 00:30 , Color 1989

See confidence intervals & tests for comparing proportions applied in government estimates on unemployment.

Inference for Relationships (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
* 91665 XAN101 VHS Part 25 of 26 00:30 , Color 1989

This program discusses inference for simple linear regression, emphasizing slope, & prediction.

Inference for Two-Way Tables (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
* 91664 XAN101 VHS Part 24 of 26 00:30 , Color 1989

The chi-square test & the relationship between two categorical variables are covered.
The Infinite Ocean: The Philosophy of the Vedas
* 95708  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  00:27:00, Color  2004

This program explores the ancient Hindu philosophy of the Vedas and discusses the potential “infinite ocean of existence” that resides in each individual.

Inflation (Economics U$A Series)
* 91951  XAN101  VHS  Part 7 of 28  00:30 , Color  1992

This program examines the economic & social costs of the inflationary spiral of the early 1960's. *TMA

Influence and Corruption (Christianity: The Second Thousand Years Series)
* 95403  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 4  00:50:00, Color  2001

This program documents how the rising tide of ambition & greed within the Church sparked events that would change it forever. The height of the Church's influence and its corruption which led to the Avignon papacy & eventually drove unknown friar Martin Luther to shake Christianity to its very foundations is examined.

The Informer
* 95748  XAN 101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:31 , BW  1935

Dublin, 1922. Gypo Nolan, strong but none too bright, has been ousted from the rebel organization and is starving. When he finds that his equally destitute sweetheart Katie has been reduced to prostitution, he succumbs to temptation and betrays his former comrade Frankie to the British authorities for a 20 pound reward.

Inland Voyages: The Poetry of John Knoepfle
* 91907  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:27 , Color  1995

This film was produced & directed by Saint Louis University professor James F. Scott, Ph.D. It profiles the poet John Knoepfle, a "poet of place" with an attachment to the middle west & its rivers, & features Knoepfle discussing & reading some of his poetry. <DRA>

Inner vs. "Edge" Cities (The Power of Place Series)
* 91981  XAN101  VHS  Part 9 of 26  00:30 , Color  1996

North America: The Post-Industrial Transformation: (9) Case studies include an "empowerment zone" proposal in inner-city Boston, & the pressure of suburban growth on agricultural communities surrounding Chicago.

Inpatients Part I (Understanding Group Psychotherapy Series)
* 91589  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 5  00:50 , Color  1995
Dr. Yalom demonstrates his "here & now" approach in sessions conducted with a group in an inpatient psychiatric ward of a general hospital. He shows how to help patients develop interpersonal skills that will allow them to use their therapy in aftercare. *TMA

Inpatients Part II (Understanding Group Psychotherapy Series)
* 91590   XAN101   VHS   Part 4 of 5   00:50   , Color   1995
See Inpatients Part I #91589 for description. *TMA

Inside the Global Economy Series
* 92450   XAN101   VHS   Part _ of _   , Color   1994
A 13-part series: Trade- An Intro; Protectionism; Trade Policy; Trade Liberalization; Labor & Capital Mobility; Multinational Corp; Fixed vs. Floating Exchange Rates; Managing Currencies; Exchange Rates; Developing Countries; Economies in Transition; Environment; The Evolving World Economy.

Inside Japan, Inc. (The Pacific Century Series)
* 92734   XAN101   VHS   Part 6 of 10   01:00:00, Color   1992
The political, historical, & cultural underpinnings of Japan's post-war economic miracle are considered, both in the wealth it brought to the Pacific Basin & in its creation of a new Asian model of capitalism.

Inside Job
* 95781   XAN 101   DVD   Part _ of _   02:00   , Color   2010
Inside Job' provides a comprehensive analysis of the global financial crisis of 2008, which at a cost over $20 trillion, caused millions of people to lose their jobs and homes in the worst recession since the Great Depression, and nearly resulted in a global financial collapse.

An Inside Look at Outdoor Advertising Series
A 3-part series by the Gannett Foundation: Larger Than Life... Master Work... The Effect.

Insoo Berg and Steve deShazer: Success Story
* 91379   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   02:00   , Color   1991
Master Series contract.
This solution-focused treatment model uses miracle & scaling questions to demonstrate how a therapist can help a family recognize their progress.

Inspirational Design
* 92688   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:26:00, Color   2000
Using three case studies of award-winning designs - the world's best super-car, a top-selling kettle, the Anywayup cup - this film highlights the elements that make a design work.

Inspirations
* 95388  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:40:00, Color  1997

This program is an exploration of the creative process that takes off from the essential question, "How do artists get ideas?" It features seven diverse artists including David Bowie, Dale Chihuly, and Roy Lichtenstein.

Instant Replay
* 90127  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:29 , Color  1981

Stars Jerry Kramer, features Alan Cimberg, Carol Sapinggold & Bill Welp. This is a sales motivation film using professional football review & coaching techniques.

Insurgents in Power (Terrorism Series)
* 92387  XAN101  VHS  Part 12 of 15  00:30 , Color  1999

Part 12: Insurgents in Power.

Integrating Computers in the Curriculum (Excellence in Teaching Series)
* 92529  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 10  00:33:00, Color  1999

Using technology in the classroom can be puzzling & daunting. Discover ideas for projects that involve computers & the internet.

Integrative Therapy
* 92911  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:00:00, Color  2000

Family Therapy w/ the Experts. In this film Dr. Ken Hardy demonstrates that not all families are alike & the therapist must tailor his approach to fit the family. This involves using techniques & strategies from a variety of theoretical approaches.

Integrity in Scientific Research Series
* 92700  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:44:00, Color  1992

A 5-part series: Only a Bridge... Noah's Dilemma... Of Mice & Mendoza: Sharing in Science... Where Credit is Due... The Whole Truth. These films dramatize real-life ethical issues in research. The dilemmas are not resolved, in order to stimulate discussion. *TMA

Interdisciplinary Teamwork
* 90700  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:44:00, Color  1992
A Team in Name Only & Becoming an Effective Team. This 2-part video (22 min. each) emphasizes the effects of team process on the recipients of team service, young children with disabilities, & their families. Both segments show a team in action, first not functioning effectively & then learning to do things right. *TMA

Interiors
* 91610   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   01:32 , Color   1978

This is Woody Allen's ultra-serious story about three neurotic, adult sisters coping with the dissolution of their family. Stars Diane Keaton, Marybeth Hurt, Kristin Griffith, E.G. Marshall, Maureen Stapleton.

Internal Family Systems Therapy (Family Therapy with the Experts Series)
* 92470   XAN101   VHS   Part 7 of 13   01:54 , Color   1998

Dr. Richard Schwartz. 1) Intro of the theory w/ Richard Schwartz, Jon Carlson, & Diane Kjos. 2) Initial session w/ Schwartz & a couple. 3) Discussion of the session w/ Schwartz, Carlson, Kjos, & a panel of human service professionals & graduate students. *TMA

International Business Practices: Hidden Dimensions
* 92718   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:40:00, Color   1997

Anthropologist Edward T. Hall discusses the factors that have a profound influence on cross-cultural business relations: space, time, & the exchange of information. He explains American assumptions that lead to troubling international & cross-cultural interactions.

International Marketing: Breaking Down the Great Wall
* 91150   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:30 , Color   1985

This program highlights the marketer's principal problems in dealing with foreign markets & describes strategies developed by Fluor, a multinational corporation, to overcome these problems.

International Negotiating
* 92536   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:47:00, Color   1999

The objective of this program is to provide critical & cultural & business skills required for success in today's global economy. *TMA

International Terrorism (Terrorism: Aims & Objectives Series)
* 92895   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 3   00:52:00, Color   1995

This program describes the origins, growth & effects of some of the major players in international terrorism, & examines the moral dilemmas posed by terrorist acts to governments that respect human rights.

International Trade (Economics USA Series)
This program discusses the effects of international trade, tariffs, & quotas, featuring the 1989 trade bill. *TMA

Internet Marketing & Advertising Strategies Series

A 4-part series: The Industry Leaders & Online Strategy... Pull Marketing Techniques... Push Marketing Techniques... Effectiveness Measurement Tools & Techniques.

Interview with Harry Flynn (Terrorism Series)

Part 8: Interview with Harry Flynn.

Interview with Horst Mahler (Terrorism Series)

Part 13: Interview with Horst Mahler.

Interview with Leila Khaled (Terrorism Series)

Part 2: Interview with Leila Khaled.

Interviewing Suspects (Investigative Interviewing Series)

This program provides extended interviews selected from those featured in 'An Overview of Investigative Interviewing,' offering viewers a more detailed look at the processes involved in interrogating suspects.

Interviewing Victims and Witnesses (Investigative Interviewing Series)

This program offers extended interviews selected from those featured in 'An Overview of Investigative Interviewing,' providing viewers with a more detailed look at how cognitive interviewing, conversation management, & nonverbal communication are applied to interrogating victims & witnesses in the U.K.

Into the 20th Century (Art of the Western World Series)

The early years of the 20th century witnessed a creative explosion in science, technology & thought. Vienna's Secessionist movement & the early roots of Cubism are followed by the disparate visions of German Expressionism, Italian Futurism & other forces.
Introduction to Fluid Power
* 91893 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:18, Color 1992

This program explains principals of pressure & flow, describes the basic operation of fluid power components, illustrates how these components are combined into a system, & presents a variety of typical applications of fluid power technology.

Introduction to Group Process: Member Behaviors in a Group
* 94715 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:21:00, Color 1982

Former EMD acquisition.

This program focuses on identifying the task, maintenance & self-serving behaviors, & recognition characteristics of useful feedback in a group. Also explains the needs of a group.

Introduction to Literature; Responding to Literature
* 91905 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00, Color 1992

The first of these two programs introduces major themes in the study of fiction, poetry, & drama. The second features excerpts from interviews with authors, & dramatizations that illustrate different critical approaches to literature. Each program is 30 minutes.

Introduction to Measurement
* 95534 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30:00, Color 1995

This program provides a straightforward introduction to basic measurement techniques & explores the principles that underlie standard measurement devices. It discusses stand-alone measurement, closed-loop control, estimation, precision, & dynamic range.

Introduction (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92344 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 32 00:30, Color 1997

Part 1: Introduction - Philosophy & Religions as Traditions. Religious & philosophical traditions interact because the philosophical traditions have always been interested in religious issues, & the great Western religions have long used philosophical concepts & critical practices. *TMA

Introduction to Professional Ethics
* 92014 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:28, Color 1993

Includes the VCR principles of applied ethics: Values & Virtues, Consequences & Contingencies, Rights & Responsibilities; a definition of professional ethics; analyzing ethical dilemmas using a rational framework; the role of values in ethical decision making; doing the "right thing."

Introduction to Programming

---
This video introduces the basics of computers & programming, discussing variables, compilers, subroutines, looping, application design, & arrays. It also discusses the numerous programming languages.

Invasion of the Coast (500 Nations Series)
* 92776 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 8 00:49:00, Color 1994

This program includes the impact on the Inuits of the search for a Northwest Passage, Pocahontas at Jamestown, the first "Thanksgiving", & the bloodiest of all colonial Indian wars in 1675. CC

Inventing the Future (The Machine That Changed the World Series)
* 91196 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 5 00:58 , Color 1992

This film chronicles the rough times experienced by the computer pioneers. It covers the invention of programming languages & the hardware revolution, from transistors to integrated circuits which ultimately led to personal computers.

Inventing Reality (Millennium Series)
* 91299 XAN101 VHS Part 8 of 10 01:00 , Color 1992

In-room, ltd ITFS, CCTV
This program seeks to understand how the certainties of science can combine with natural conceptions of physical disease in the tribal world of the shaman & in the thinking of modern medical science. *TMA

Inventory Management Systems
* 91157 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color 1989

This film discusses the importance of proper inventory management by outlining five typical systems & explaining the advantages & disadvantages of each. It is shot on location & shows the latest technology & use of computer linkage from store to distribution center. *TMA

Investigative Interviewing Series
* _ XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ _ , Color 1998

This detailed 3 part series presents the British approach to cognitive interviewing, conversation management, & nonverbal communication in a scenario-based format: An Overview of Investigative Interviewing... Interviewing Victims and Witnesses... Interviewing Suspects.

The Invisible Wall
* 91727 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:53 , Color 1995

This film is an exploration of the part played by Third World debt & trade barriers in fueling poverty & environmental destruction in the world's poorest countries. Noam Chomsky, Susan George & John Kenneth
Galbraith are among the critics of GATT's new world order of unfettered market forces.

Invisible Walls
* 92720  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:12:00, B&W  1969

This film focuses on common American beliefs about personal space, showing that people encase themselves in invisible walls about eighteen inches from their bodies & that violation of these imaginary walls causes discomfort.

An Invitation to Learning
* 91142  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:45  , Color  1988

This two-tape set is a guide to implementing the Whole Language philosophy in the classroom, featuring Jane Baskwill & Paulette Whitman. *TMA

The Ipcress File
* 92640  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:47:00, Color  1965

This is the first of the Harry Palmer spy mysteries that made Michael Caine a star. In this film he investigates the kidnappings of notable British scientists.

The Irish in America: From the Emerald Isle to the Promise Land
* 92274  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  00:50  , Color  1997

Narrated by Aidan Quinn, this film features songs, readings, & dramatic re-creations to teach about Irish-Americans.

The Irish in America: From the Emerald Isle to the Promise Land
* 92275  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  00:50  , Color  1997

See The Irish in America #92274 for description.

Iroquois Women: The Three Sisters
* 95415  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:10:00, Color  1998

Discusses Iroquois Women's critical role in agriculture, & the sacred meaning & value of the 'three sisters': corn, bean, & squash.

Is Feminism Dead?
* 92890  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:29:00, Color  1999

An "I Am Woman" program, this film appraises the women's movement as it currently exists & discusses its relevance in today's cultural climate. <DRA>
Isabel Allende: An Extraordinary Life
* 91750  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:52  , Color  1995

When her daughter fell into a coma, Isabel Allende began to write the story of her family. This film tells of this extraordinary family & the events of which they were often the central element, including Isabel's own immigration to California & her success as a writer.

Islam: The Faith and the People
* 91900  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:22  , Color  1992

This program examines the beliefs of Islam & how they have influenced Western culture. It examines the five Pillars of Islam, the role of the mosque, how the Crusades affected Islam, the artistic & scientific contributions of Islam, & the effects of colonialism. *TMA

Islam: A Pictorial Essay in Four Parts
* 93025  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, Color  1986

This exceptional 90-minute video program on Islam aims at a high degree of accuracy & depth in helping the viewer gain a real understanding of the beliefs, culture & history of the Islamic world. Part 1: The Doctrine, Part 2: The Life of the Prophet & the Faith, Part 3: The History & Culture, Part 4: The Arts & Sciences

Islam: There is no God but God (The Long Search Series)
* 91283  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 13  00:52  , Color  1987

Public Performance.
Islam is probably the fastest growing religion in the world today. This program explores the religion which has 400 million believers.

Islam: Empire of Faith Series
*  _   XAN101  VHS  Part  _  of  _  , Color  2000

Combining evocative re-enactments & lovely displays of Islamic art, architecture, & artifacts with scholarly interviews, this 3 part series recounts a cultural empire that encompassed half the world at its peak: The Messanger... The Awakening... The Ottomans.

Israel: A Land for Everyone
* 92127  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:52  , Color  1996

This program presents the contrasts of people, landscape, architecture, religion, commerce & art in Israel.

It Happened One Night
* 92641  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:45:00, B&W  1934

Clark Gable & Claudette Colbert team up as an antagonistic couple
determined to teach each other about life. Directed by Frank Capra. This was the first movie to be honored with all four major Oscars – Best Picture, Best Actor, Best Actress, Best Director.

It Needs Political Decisions (Race to Save the Planet Series)
* 91057 XAN101 VHS Part 9 of 10 01:00 , Color 1990

This film explores the power of politics in protecting the environment. Three nations in varying stages of economic development – Zimbabwe, Thailand & Sweden – offer three different strategies for conserving the environment.

It Takes Two to Talk
* 95620 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:58:00, Color 2004

Presenting real parents interacting & having fun with their children, the video shows how parents foster their children's language development by applying Hanen strategies during everyday routines & activities. *TMA

It Was a Wonderful Life
* 91398 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:22 , Color 1993

Jodie Foster narrates this documentary of six former middle-class women who had it all, lost it all & became the hidden homeless.

It's A Wonderful Life
* 95961 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:10 , BW 1946

An angel helps a compassionate but despairingly frustrated businessman by showing what life would have been like if he never existed.

Italianamerican/The Big Shave
* 92552 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:49:00, Color 1974

Two shorts by Martin Scorsese. "Italianamerican" (1974) features dinner & conversation with his parents in their Little Italy apartment. In "The Big Shave" (1967) a young man nicks himself shaving & suddenly has a frightening religious experience.

It's A Wonderful Life
* 91351 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:09 , B/W 1946

Five Academy Award nominations celebrated this Frank Capra film of a man (James Stewart) who found out what the world would have been like without him.

Jackson Pollock: Portrait of an Artist
* 93022 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:52:00, Color 1987
This portrait of Pollock combines archival footage of his life & work with reminiscences from his contemporaries. It explores the truths & legends surrounding this controversial painter who embodied the spirit of postwar America & was the first American painter to be ranked with European masters of the 20th century.

Jagged Edge

* 92642 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:48:00, Color 1985

This is a suspense thriller about crime, punishment & passion. Jeff Bridges is the prime suspect in a grisly murder, & Glenn Close is the attorney who falls in love with him. Also stars Robert Loggia, Peter Coyote.

Jalsaghar (The Music Room)

* 95833 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:40 , BW 1958

Biswambhar Roy is a zamindar (landlord) and the last of his kind. With the title, he has none of the perquisites, inheriting diminishing lands that are being eroded by the neighbouring river. But he must maintain the lifestyle of his heritage.

Jamaica Inn

* 92429 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:38 , B/W 1939

In old Cornwall, an orphan girl becomes involved with smugglers. Based on the Daphne du Maurier story. Stars Charles Laughton, Maureen O'Hara. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock.

James Baldwin: The Price of the Ticket

* 92257 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:27 , Color 1990

Baldwin (1924-1987) was a major 20th century American author, a Civil Rights activist, & a prophetic voice calling black & white Americans to confront their shared racial tragedy. Writers Maya Angelou, Amiri Baraka, Ishmael Reed & William Styron discuss Baldwin's influence on their own work.

James Framo: Family of Origin Work

* 91869 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:23 , Color 1984

This interview demonstrates Framo's practice of utilizing a family of origin interview subsequent to couples group work in a couples format.

Japan: The Living Tradition

* 92623 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 2 00:28:00, Color 1978

This program deals with the history & culture of Japan.
See Japan: The Living Tradition # 92623 for description.

The Japanese Economic Bubble
* 92092 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:40 , Color 1993

This program explores the basis of Japan's postwar economic success, how the consensus of its shared culture broke down in the boom years, how Japanese society & the economy have changed forever, & how the country must now adapt to lower growth.

The Japanese Paradox: Small Farms and Mega-Cities (The Power of Place Series)
* 91984 XAN101 VHS Part 12 of 26 00:30 , Color 1996

The Geographic Dynamic of the Pacific Rim: (l2) Case studies include predicting the best rice-farming methods in Tohoku in Northern Japan, & the morning commute of a Tokyo businessman.

The Japanese Version
* 91185 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:56 , Color 1991

This film goes beyond the stereotypical images of Japan & asks such questions as: What happens to Western cultural ideas when they are placed in a new setting? How have the Japanese handled the flood of foreign influences? The Japanese Version is a warm & funny portrait of Japan today. *TMA

Jaws
* 95685 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 02:04:00, Color 1975

The peaceful community of Amity island is being terrorised. There is something in the sea that is attacking swimmers. After many attempts the great white shark won't go away and sheriff Brody, with friends Hooper and Quint decide to go after the shark and kill it.

Jay Haley (Founders Series)
* 91214 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 5 02:00 , Color 1990

See Murray Bowen #91213 for description.

Jean Watson (The Nurse Theorists: Portraits of Excellence Series)
* 95521 XAN101 VHS Part 15 of 16 00:44:00, Color 1988

This program profiles the nurse theorist Jean Watson. A brief biography is followed by a discussion of her Theory of Human Caring. An in-depth explanation of her theory is presented at the end of the program.

Jerry Maguire
* 95811 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:19 , Color 1996
When a sports agent has a moral epiphany and is fired for expressing it, he decides to put his new philosophy to the test as an independent with the only athlete who stays with him.

---

Jerusalem
* 91919  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:19 , Color  1992

Jerusalem has a rich cultural heritage & an historic importance far beyond its size. This film explores the past & present of the city & its people.  *TMA

Jerusalem and the Christian Tradition (Jerusalem: The Holy City Series)
* 92185  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 4  00:45 , Color  1987

This film discusses how Jerusalem became a Christian holy city & why Christians have built churches & shrines there. The city is revealed through stories in the gospel. Jesus' connection to each site & monument is explained.

Jerusalem: The Holy City Series
* 92184  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 4  00:25 , Color  1987

4-part set: A Collage of Sacred & Secular History... Jerusalem & the Jewish Tradition... Jerusalem & the Muslim Tradition... Jerusalem & the Christian Tradition.

Jerusalem and the Jewish Tradition (Jerusalem: The Holy City Series)
* 92183  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 4  00:45 , Color  1987

This film describes Jerusalem as the basis of Jewish identity beginning at the time of King David. It emphasizes the buildings & architecture of early Jerusalem & their significance, & discusses the banishment & reclamation of the city.

Jerusalem and the Muslim Tradition (Jerusalem: The Holy City Series)
* 92184  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 4  00:25 , Color  1987

Jerusalem is a holy city to the Muslims because of the relationship of all three religions to the same God, & because of Mohammed's ascent to heaven & return to earth at The Rock of the Temple. The history & construction of The Dome of the Rock is emphasized.

Jerusalem: 3000 Years of Miracles
* 92126  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:52 , Color  1996

This program presents a tour of Jerusalem - the Damascus Gate, the tower of David, the Wailing Wall, the Muslim mosque at the Dome of the Rock, the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, the Dead Sea Scrolls, & more.
Jerusalem: Within These Walls
* 92125 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:59 , Color 1986

Jerusalem's Old City is a tiny enclave which is the center of three major religions, the site of many of the world's most venerated shrines, & home to over 26,000 people of profoundly different cultures. A National Geographic special.

Jerzy Grotowski
* 92944 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:55:00, Color 1970

The director of the Polish Lab Theater discusses the relationship between director & actor, a playwright's function, & the idea of his "poor" theater that renounces everything not essential to the work. His conversation with theater critic Margaret Croyden is translated by theater director Jacques Chwat.

Jesus
* 92593 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 2 04:00:00, Color 2000


Jesus
* 92594 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 2 _ , Color 2000

See Jesus #92593 for description.

Jet Engines
* 93078 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:46:00, Color 1999

Tracing the history of jet propulsion from the Nazis' first jet-powered aircraft to the U.S. F-22 jet fighter & the Concorde, this video examines the jet engine's radical transformation of the modern world. It speculates on such future advances as the scram-jet, a hypersonic transport plane.

Jewish Rationalism & Mysticism (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92355 XAN101 VHS Part 12 of 32 00:30 , Color 1997

Part 12: Jewish Rationalism & Mysticism - Maimonides & Kabbalah. Jewish thought in the Middle Ages moved in two directions. The mystical direction had a deeper impact on the Jewish tradition as a whole. *TMA

The Jewish Scriptures (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92349 XAN101 VHS Part 6 of 32 00:30 , Color 1997
Part 6: The Jewish Scriptures – Life with the God of Israel. In the religion of Israel, God is not a principle or concept, but a person. The foundational story is told in the book of Exodus. *TMA

**Jews & Christians: A Journey of Faith**

* 95615 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:58:00, Color 2001

This program explores common beliefs, traditions & rituals shared by Judaism & Christianity, & examines how contemporary Jews & Christians perceive each other, confront prejudice & stereotypes & how they can understand & respect one another. *TMA

**Jezebel**

* 92221 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:45 , B/W 1938

Bette Davis won an Oscar as a willful Southern belle who loses fiance Henry Fonda through her selfish ways. When he becomes ill, she rushes to nurse him back to health. Also stars George Brent. Directed by William Wyler.

**John Ford: An American Vision**

* 92876 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:50:00, Color 1998

An A&E biography. This film traces Ford's rise from set laborer to legendary director. It includes clips from some of his great films, & commentaries by Ron Howard & Peter Bogdanovich.

**John Maynard Keynes (Economics USA Series)**

* 91949 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 28 00:30 , Color 1992

This program introduces Keynesian economic theory & analyzes the Depression. *TMA

**John Paul II: The Millennial Pope**

* 92582 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:30:00, Color 1999

When elected, John Paul II's youth & vigor were a source of new hope for the church. But he has emerged as a man at war with the twentieth century itself. This film is a journey through the twentieth century to the sources of his character & beliefs, & a journey into our passionate reaction to him.

**John Wideman: In Black and White**

* 92255 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:26 , Color 1992

In this film Wideman discusses the dilemma of the committed African American intellectual torn between the urban underclass & a predominantly white, middle class literary audience.

**Jonathan Livingston Seagull**
Based on the best-selling novella by Richard Bach, this film envisions a world of love, understanding, hope & individuality. The musical score by Neil Diamond is paramount to the mood.

Jorge Luis Borges: Borges and I

This film combines dramatized sequences from Borges' stories with a rare interview of the author - a major 20th century writer who was blind for the last 30 years of his life.

Josef Mengele: Medical Madman of Auschwitz

Called the "Angel of Death," Mengele was the notorious doctor who performed hideous experiments on the prisoners of Auschwitz. Through archival footage, interviews, & excerpts from his personal diary, the story of Mengele's evil, his escape to South America, & his curious death is retold.

Joseph Campbell & The Power of Myth Series

A 6-part series with Bill Moyers: The Hero's Adventure... The Message of the Myth... The First Storytellers... Sacrifice & Bliss... Love & the Goddess... Masks of Eternity.

Jour de Fete

This is the film debut of Jacques Tati, one of the greatest of the cinematic comedians. In this film Tati stars as the dedicated postman of his little French village who wants to deliver mail as quickly as the New York Postal Service does. Tati has been favorably compared to Keaton, Chaplin, & Lloyd.

Journey for Justice

NETWORK is a national, Catholic, social justice lobby which educates, lobbies & organizes to influence the formation of federal legislation to promote economic & social justice. This video tells the story of the visionary women who built the organization into a national force for systemic change. *TMA

Journey to a Hate Free Millennium- Educational Version

This film is the inspiring documentary that seeks solutions to the
horrible hate crimes that have now become current events in our daily lives. This film not only asks the question why, but it begs to find answers & to encourage dialogue & action to put a stop to these senseless acts of violence & hate. *TMA

Journey to a Hate Free America - Theatrical Version
* 93042 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:18:00, Color 2000
See description for #93041. *TMA

Journey to the Ocean Floor
* 92484 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:50:00, Color 1998
Using satellite images & the latest marine technology, this program contains stunning footage of the ocean floor, the underwater volcanic range that is still active, & the myriad creatures that live there.

The Joy Luck Club
* 95891 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:19, Color 1993
The life histories of four Asian women and their daughters reflect and guide each other.

Judaism
* 92581 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:50:00, Color 1998
This film explores the Jewish faith as both a theology & a way of life. It discusses the sacred texts & the holy days & investigates the two centers of Jewish life - the synagogue & the home.

Judaism: The Chosen People (The Long Search Series)
* 91285 XAN101 VHS Part 7 of 13 00:52, Color 1987
Public Performance.
In this program Elie Wiesel, author & survivor of the concentration camps, explains what makes a Jew a Jew.

Judaism: Into the Mystic
* 95700 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 00:26:00, Color 1999
This DVD examines the Kabbalistic views of repairing disharmony in the world and understanding the unification of the physical and spiritual worlds. It also considers the modern popularity of Kabbalah

Judaism: The Religion of a People
* 92580 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:25:00, Color 0994
Filmed in Israel, Egypt, & the U.S., this program examines the history & practice of Judaism. It discusses the Torah, the prayer Shema, & the rituals of Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur, Sukkot, Hanukkah, Passover, & Tisha B'Av. *TMA
Featuring interviews with women from different branches of Judaism, this program discusses the role of women in religion. It considers the effects of modernization on the roles of women across the spectrum of Judaism.

Billy Priest, a proud Confederate Civil War veteran, serves the community in his rural home town as district judge in 1890's Kentucky with common sense and humanity. Priest's deals with everyone from the Daughters of the Confederacy to former slaves with humor and the same lack of pretension.

American judge Daniel Haywood (Spencer Tracy) presides over the trial of four German jurists accused of "legalizing" Nazi atrocities. Mounting political pressure for leniency forces Haywood into making the most harrowing & difficult decision of his career. Also stars Burt Lancaster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich.

This program examines how & why people make good & bad judgments, & the psychology of taking risks. With Dr. Daniel Kahneman of Princeton University & the late Dr. Irving Janis of Yale University.

In this film Beck demonstrates the applicability of cognitive behavioral therapy in a serious case of panic disorder in a forty-one year old wife & mother.

The focus of this program is two public art projects in Southern...
California of Judy Baca's. Baca believes that the collaborative process & problem solving involved in making art -murals in particular- can be used as the basis for social change.

Jules and Jim
* 92430  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:44  , B/W  1962
  - Spanning the years 1912 to 1932, this is the story of a friendship between two men & their 20-year love for the same woman. Stars Jeanne Moreau, Oskar Werner, Henri Serre. Directed by Francois Truffaut. French w/ English subtitles.

Julie Taymor: Setting a Scene
* 92320  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30  , Color  1992
  - Director Julie Taymor rehearses scenes from The Tempest, & using puppets, masks & music, creates an imaginary world that brings Shakespeare alive for children.

Julius Caesar
* 95901  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:02  , BW  1953
  - The assassination of the would be ruler of Rome at the hands of Brutus and company has tragic consequences for the idealist and the republic.

June Wayne (A World of Art: Works in Progress Series)
* 95371  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 10  00:30:00, Color  1997
  - The focus of this program is the artwork of June Wayne. Wayne's lithographic works were influenced by the feminist movement as well as by discoveries in modern science, especially space exploration.

Jungle Fever
* 91877  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:11  , Color  1991
  - Spike Lee's story of a married black architect's affair with his white secretary provides the backdrop for a cold look at interracial love. Stars Wesley Snipes, Annabella Sciorra, John Turturro, Samuel L. Jackson.

Juno
* 95690  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:36:00, Color  2007
  - Juno, a 16-year-old high-school junior in Minnesota, discovers she's pregnant after one event in a chair with her best friend, Bleeker. In the waiting room of an abortion clinic, the quirky and whip-sharp Juno decides to give birth and to place the child with an adoptive couple. Will Juno's plan work?

Justinian: The Last of the Romans
Justinian restored the Empire to its former glory one last time. By the time of his death the Roman Empire once again stretched from the Black Sea to the Atlantic. And the legal code he shaped remains the basis of law for many nations to this day.

Juveniles and the Death Penalty

This program visits some Death Row inmates who committed murder before they were 18. It discusses the kind of punishment appropriate for criminals who were juveniles when they committed their crimes.

Kabuki

This program provides an introduction to the 400-year-old tradition of Kabuki, explaining its origins & purposes, its literary sources, & the meaning of its symbolism. The program shows the rehearsal, preparation of costume & wigs, & the performance of the Kabuki play, & explains the esthetic of Kabuki art.

Kagemusha

A petty thief with an utter resemblance to a samurai warlord is hired as the lord's double. When the warlord later dies the thief is forced to take up arms in his place.

Kanal

A grueling account of Warsaw patriots, upon the onset of the Nazis toward the end of WWII, fleeing through the ruined city's sewers. Directed by Andrzej Wajda. Polish with English subtitles.

Kant: Morality (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)

Part 21: Kant - Morality as the Basis of Religion. Kant set limits to theoretical reason in order to make room for practical reason - for morality & a moral faith. *TMA

Kant: Reason Limited to Experience (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)

Part 20: Kant - Reason Limited to Experience. Kant argues that the possibility of experience presupposes certain subjective conditions, yet our reason cannot know what lies outside possible experience. *TMA
The life of the pope John-Paul II, from his youth as a writer, actor, and athlete in war-torn occupied Poland to his election as Pope at the age of 58.

Katherine Anne Porter was a strong, idiosyncratic writer who wrote some of the best American short fiction of any age. This program dramatizes her stories to tell about her childhood.

Part of the Writers Talk set, Ishiguro discusses growing up in the shadow of the atom bomb, the need for critical encouragement & much more. He has written "A Pale View of Hills" & "An Artist of the Floating World."

Experts offer tips for minimizing social talking, keeping students' attention, & maintaining a productive environment.

This program follows NATO forces as they conduct their annual war games, & interviews participants.

Ken Saro-Wiwa, Ogoni writer & political activist, was hanged in November 1995 by the Nigerian dictatorship. This film tells his story through his own words & those of his wife & features the only in-depth interview he gave before his death. It also provides a brief
introduction to the suffering of the Ogoni people.

Key Largo
* 92643 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:41:00, B&W 1948
This is a gangster melodrama set in Key West, Florida, where hoods take over a hotel in the midst of a hurricane. Stars Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall, Edward G. Robinson, Lionel Barrymore, Claire Trevor. Directed by John Huston.

Keys to Managing Your Time and Taking Control of Your Life
* 93073 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:18:00, Color 2002
This video will convince students of the importance of planning & prioritizing their commitments, activities & assignments in a fun & even flexible way. Dr. Bradley introduces his Time Management Triangles which creatively motivates students towards "A" living & overcoming procrastination.

Khartoum
* 92961 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:16:00, Color 1966
This drama chronicles Britain's crisis in the Sudan & the siege at Khartoum in 1883. Stars Lawrence Olivier as the Arab leader Mahdi and Charleton Heston as the British General Gordon.

Kids in Crisis
* 91093 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:46 , Color 1986
Classroom use ONLY.
This film looks at the growing problem of mental illness & emotional turmoil among teenagers, profiling five troubled youths, their parents & their doctors.

Kierkegaard (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92368 XAN101 VHS Part 25 of 32 00:30 , Color 1997
Part 25: Kierkegaard - Existentialism & the Leap of Faith. Soren Kierkegaard is widely known as the first existentialist. He is considered one of the great analysts of the hidden anxieties & despair of modern life. *TMA

Kikujiro
* 95944 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:01 , Color 1999
A young, naive boy sets out alone on the road to find his wayward mother. Soon he finds an unlikely protector in a crotchety man and the two have a series of unexpected adventures along the way.

The Killers
* 92061 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:43 , B/W 1946
Film noir in which an insurance investigator tries to discover why a broken-down ex-fighter was killed. A stunning tale of cross & double-cross. Stars Burt Lancaster (film debut), Edmond O'Brien, Ava Gardner.

The Killing
* 92431 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:25 , B/W 1956

This is the harsh heist epic which established Stanley Kubrick. An ex-con engineers the rip-off of a racetrack with disastrous results. Stars Sterling Hayden, Marie Windsor, Elisha Cook.

The Killing of Chico Mendes (The Decade of Destruction Series)
* 91442 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 4 00:55 , Color 1990

This series concludes with the story of Chico Mendes, a rubber-tapper whose murder brought worldwide attention to the problem of Amazonian deforestation. *TMA

The Killing Fields
* 95725 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:21:00, Color 1984

A photographer is trapped in Cambodia during tyrant Pol Pot's bloody "Year Zero" cleansing campaign, which claimed the lives of two million "undesirable" civilians.

Killing for Land (The Decade of Destruction Series)
* 91440 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 4 00:50 , Color 1990

This program follows the land wars that resulted when millions of poor farmers migrated to massive ranches carved out of the rainforest by rich speculators. *TMA

The Killing Screens - Media and the Culture of Violence
* 91422 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:35 , Color 1994

This film sheds new light on one of America's most pressing cultural concerns: violence & the media. Dr. Jean Kilbourne guides us through the questions & perspectives offered by Dr. George Gerbner.

Killing Us Softly 3: Advertising's Image of Women
* 92671 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:34:00, Color 2000

In this film Jean Kilbourne reviews if & how the image of women in advertising has changed in the last 20 years. With wit & warmth, she uses over 160 ads & commercials to critique advertising's image of women.

The King of Comedy
A cold, cynical farce directed by Martin Scorsese. An unhinged, would-be comedian haunts & kidnaps a popular television personality. Stars Robert De Niro, Jerry Lewis, Sandra Bernhard.

King Lear

One of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films, this is the story of a deluded king who banishes his daughter & descends into madness. Stars Michael Hordern, Anton Lesser, Brenda Blethyn.

See King Lear #91629 for description.

Kings and Cities (Africa Series)

Kings & queens of old Africa left behind magnificent reminders of the past; wonderful sculptures & carvings. Davidson visits Kano, Nigeria, where a king still holds court & presides over rituals.

This is the complex story of a friendship that develops between two men - in a prison cell somewhere in Latin America - with radically different perspectives on life. Stars William Hurt, Raul Julia, Sonia Braga.

A small-town policeman comes to New York in search of a missing friend & gets involved with a prostitute/would-be actress being stalked by a killer. Stars Donald Sutherland, Jane Fonda (Best Actress Oscar in 1971). Directed by Alan J. Pakula.

Knocking opens the door on Jehovah's Witnesses. While protecting their own rights, they have won a record number of court cases expanding freedoms for all Americans. This award winning documentary follows two families who stand firm for their faith & reveals how one unlikely religion helped shape history. *TMA
Dr. Bronowski offers his personal view of the moral dilemma that confronts today's scientists. He contrasts humanist traditions with the inhumanities of the Nazis; the harnessing of nuclear energy with the development of the atomic bomb.

Franta Louka is a concert cellist in Soviet-occupied Czechoslovakia, a confirmed bachelor and a lady's man. Having lost his place in the state orchestra, he must make ends meet by playing at funerals and painting tombstones.

This DVD examines the significance of the Koran to the religious and social lives of Muslims and explores its teachings.

Without dialogue or narration, this film takes an intense look at modern life, bringing traditional background elements, landscapes & cityscapes, up front to produce a unique view of the structure & mechanics of our daily lives.

A just-divorced man must learn to care for his son on his own, and then must fight in court to keep custody of him.

This one-man, one-act play typifies Beckett's recurring exploration of the contrast between the lost past & the aimless present. Rick Cluchey, who was an inmate of San Quentin prison & founded the San Quentin Drama Workshop, stars & is interviewed after the play.

A woman disappears during a Mediterranean boating trip. But during the search, her lover and her best friend become attracted to each other.
La Cage aux Folles
* 92855 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:39:00, Color 1979

Michel Serrault stars as an aging transvestite & Ugo Tognazzi is his partner of twenty years. When Tognazzi's son becomes engaged to the daughter of a priggish government official, the couple must pretend to be "straight" & everything goes wrong. In French w/ English subtitles.

La Dolce Vita
* 91191 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 2 01:29 , B/W 1961

Directed by Federico Fellini, this film is about a newspaper man adrift in Rome's decadent high society. In Italian with English subtitles.

La Dolce Vita
* 91192 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 2 01:29 , B/W 1961

See La Dolce Vita #91191 for description.

L.A. Justice
* 91414 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:48 , Color 1993

This film reports on the court system of Los Angeles County, CA: the large number of cases, the effects of waiting, & portraits of a judge, public defender, bounty hunter & prosecutor.

La Strada
* 93104 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:47:00, B&W 1954

A simple-minded girl is sold to a brutal, coarse circus strong-man & she falls in love with him despite his abuse. They tour the countryside & eventually meet up with a gentle acrobat who alters their fate. Directed by Federico Fellini. Italian with English subtitles.

La Traviata
* 95888 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:49 , Color 1982

Based on content entirely about the story about of a deathly ill courtesan who, though does not have long to live due to tuberculosis, finds the true love of her life. What came out was a greatly successful work where only characters were renamed but where the audiences were provided with something special and timeless

Labor and Capital Mobility (Inside the Global Economy Series)
* 91497 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 13 01:00 , Color 1994

This program considers the international mobility of capital, labor & technology, including the relationship between trade in goods & services, the mobility of factors of production, & the pressures that
drive & inhibit labor migration.

Labor and Management (Economics USA Series)
* 91966  XAN101  VHS  Part 22 of 28  00:30  , Color  1992
   - The effects of labor unions are discussed with examples from the ILGWU, the New York Herald Tribune, & the UAW. *TMA

The Ladder of Creation (Ascent of Man Series)
* 90188  XAN101  16mm  Part 9 of 13  00:52  , Color  1974
   - This film journeys from the valleys & waterfalls of Wales to the jungles of the Amazon to explore the controversy swirling around the startling new theory of evolution developed simultaneously by Alfred Wallace & Charles Darwin.

The Lady From Shanghai
* 92644  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:27:00, B&W  1948
   - Baffling murders, fascinating plot twists & remarkable camera work contribute to this spellbinding classic film written, produced & directed by Orson Welles. Stars Welles, Rita Hayworth, Everett Sloane.

Lady Windermere's Fan
* 92508  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:06:00, B&W  1926

The Ladykillers
* 92963  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:27:00, Color  1955
   - A wonderfully bizarre look at the underworld, starring Alec Guinness as the slightly demented leader of an unlikely group of thieves. Also stars Cecil Parker, Herbert Lom, Peter Sellers.

Laila's Birthday
* 95688  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:11:00, Color  2008
   - Abu Laila used to be a judge but he is forced to be a taxi driver. On the day his daughter Laila becomes seven years old his wife insists that he'll be at home early & bring her a present and a cake. Abu Laila's has nothing else on his mind then completing this mission. But the daily life in Palestine has other plans.

The Land Where Blues Began
* 95613  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00:00, Color  1990
This film searches & traces the origins & development of the Mississippi Delta blues.

Langston Hughes: Voices & Visions
* 92271 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00 , Color 1998

Langston Hughes (1902-1967) was one of the most influential & prolific black American writers of the century. This film includes Hughes reading from his own works. Commentary by James Baldwin, Gwendolyn Brooks, Leopold Senghor, & others.

Language
* 91749 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00 , Color 1988

Language is unique to the human mind. This PBS "The Mind" episode focuses on the special human phenomenon of speech, exploring different theories on the evolution of language.

Language and Character (Playing Shakespeare Series)
* 91115 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 4 00:51 , Color 1990

Classroom use ONLY.
This film explores the Elizabethan relish of words - their resonances, onomatopeia & alliteration. It examines how Shakespeare uses language to define character. Examples are taken from "Love's Labour's Lost", "Henry V", "Julius Caesar", "Hamlet", "Richard II", "Antony & Cleopatra", "The Merchant of Venice".

Language Development (Discovering Psychology Series)
* 92786 XAN101 VHS Part 6 of 26 00:30:00, Color 2001

This program looks at how developmental psychologists investigate the human mind, society, & culture by studying children's use of language in social communication. With Dr. Jean Berko-Gleason of Boston University & Dr. Ann Fernald of Stanford University.

Language Development
* 95450 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:40:00, Color 1996

The emphasis in this program is on the development of language in babies & young children. The program follows this development from the first cry of an infant in the delivery room through that of a seven-year-old, when language development is almost complete.

The Language of Photography
* 95652 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:27:00, Color 2002

Digital Rights
This program illustrates how basic components of photography-line, shape, form, texture, balance, volume duality, point of view, depth of field, & perspective- contribute to an image's impact on the subconscious mind. <DRA>
Lani Guinier: Democracy in a Different Voice
* 92031  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:57  , Color  1995

In 1993 President Bill Clinton nominated & then withdrew the nomination of Lani Guinier as Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights. In this film Guinier discusses her views on democracy & voting, & how she was "silenced" by media assaults, explaining how women & minorities are often silenced by those in power.

Larger Than Life (An Inside Look at Outdoor Advertising Series)
* 90904  XAN101  3/4"U  Part 1 of 3  00:14  , Color  

Outdoor advertising is different from other advertising media - it demands large-scale concepts. This program explores the fusion of high-impact picture & message in outdoor applications.

Laryngeal Dissection
* 91221  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30  , Color  1986

This tape is meant to supplement teaching of the anatomy of the human larynx. During the dissection important structures are designated & illustrations enhance the discussion. *TMA

The Last Laugh
* 95843  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30  , BW  1924

An aging doorman, after being fired from his prestigious job at a luxurious Hotel is forced to face the scorn of his friends, neighbours and society.

The Last of the Mohicans
* 91001  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:31  , B/W  1936

Classroom use ONLY.
This large-scale action epic is based on the James Fenimore Cooper tale of the French & Indian War in colonial America.

The Last Patrol (Band of Brothers Series)
* 92981  XAN101  VHS  Part 8 of 11  01:00:00, Color  2001

Easy Co. arrives in the Alsacian town of Haguenau near the German border, & are ordered to send a patrol across the river to take enemy prisoners.

The Last Stop (Lincoln-Douglas Debates of 1858 Series)
* 91492  XAN101  VHS  Part 7 of 7  06:00  , Color  1994

This final re-enactment takes place in Alton at Broadway & Market Streets. The actual debate starts in the third hour. (Program not complete.)
The Last Temptation of Christ
* 91874  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:43  , Color  1988

This is Martin Scorsese's controversial adaptation of the Nikos Kazantzakis novel, portraying Christ in his last year as an ordinary Israelite tormented by divine doubt, human desires, & the voice of God. Stars Willem Dafoe, Harvey Keitel, Barbara Hershey.

L'Atalante
* 91730  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:27  , B/W  1934

Directed by Jean Vigo. This 1990 restored version of the story of a young woman's stormy initiation into married life on a river barge has ten minutes of added footage. In French, with subtitles.

Late Adulthood (Seasons of Life Series)
* 91076  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 5  01:00  , Color  1990

Ages 60+. The series concludes with an examination of this last stage of development, when people consider whether the story of their life has been a good one.

Late-Medieval Nominalism (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92358  XAN101  VHS  Part 15 of 32  00:30  , Color  1997

Part 15: Late-Medieval Nominalism & Christian Mysticism. There is a fading of belief in intellectual vision, & an increasing emphasis on knowledge of particular things in nature, or on a unity between the soul & God. *TMA

The Late Middle Ages (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91809  XAN101  VHS  Part 23 of 52  00:30  , Color  1989

Part 23: Two hundred years of war & plague debilitated Europe. *TMA

The Lavender Hill Mob
* 92964  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:18:00, B&W  1951


LBJ
* 91429  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  02:00  , Color  1991

See LBJ #91428 for description.
Lyndon Baines Johnson was a poor boy from Texas who became the 36th President of the U.S. Once in power, he pushed through historic domestic programs such as Headstart, Equal Opportunity Housing, Medicare & civil rights legislation. But Vietnam would overshadow many of his accomplishments.

Le Dernier Combat (The Last Battle)

In a world populated with savages, living amongst the wreckage of a devastated civilization, one man wages war against brutality & isolation. Filmed in black & white, & almost entirely without dialogue, Luc Besson's first film presents in every detail a haunting premonition of a hostile tomorrow.

Le Genou de Claire (Claire's Knee)

This is the fifth film in Eric Rohmer's series of ironic "moral tales." On vacation without his fiancee, a diplomat flirts with a charming nymphet while harboring a secret, peculiar obsession for her teenage sister. In French w/ English subtitles.

Le Grand Melies

Georges Melies saw the possibilities of cinematography & brought the world of imagination to the cinema. Director George Franju retraces with talent, admiration & charm the life of the man to whom motion pictures owe so much. French, with English subtitles, & commentary.

Le Jour Se Leve (Daybreak)

Jean Gabin gives a flawless performance as a tough romantic who barricades himself in his apartment after committing a crime of passion. Director Marcel Carne projects a powerful vision of a world in which love is inevitably crushed by the blind forces of evil. French with English subtitles.

Le Morte d'Arthur

This Great Books program examines the evidence of historical reality of Arthur & his Roundtable. Uses film clips & art to raise Arthur from the mists of Avalon.

Le Quai Des Brumes (Port of Shadows)

This is the fifth film in Eric Rohmer's series of ironic "moral tales." On vacation without his fiancee, a diplomat flirts with a charming nymphet while harboring a secret, peculiar obsession for her teenage sister. In French w/ English subtitles.
This film is a classic of pre-war French cinema. An army deserter falls in love in Le Havre, but the lovers are not able to escape the port. In French, with subtitles.

Le Quebec
* 91908  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:55  ,  Color

This documentary offers several disparate views of Quebec, detailing the contrasts in daily life, the frenetic pace of Montreal, & the serenity of the rural settings. In French.

Leadership Skills for Women
* 92325  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:26  ,  Color  1991

Everything that a woman learns, absorbs, & observes in her lifetime influences her behavior. Gender & gender-specific behaviors play a part in her leadership style. This program shows participants how to use their unique talents, plus their feminine strengths, to become the best leader possible. *TMA

Leadership: What's Trust Got To Do With It?
* 92326  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:19  ,  Color  1996

What can leaders do to regain trust? This film tells the story of a team leader who regains the active participation of his team, using three essential trust building behaviors: openness, credibility, & trusting others. *TMA

Leading Questions (The Public Mind Series)
* 91760  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 4  01:00  ,  Color  1994

This program examines the power of professional pollsters to influence public opinion. <DRA>

Learning (Discovering Psychology Series)
* 92788  XAN101  VHS  Part 8 of 26  00:30:00,  Color  2001

This program examines the basic principles of classical & operant conditioning elaborated by Pavlov, Thorndike, Watson, & Skinner. With Dr. Howard Rachlin of the State University of New York at Stony Brook & Dr. Robert Ader of the University of Rochester. Updated.

Learning Disabilities: Differential Diagnosis NCME #522
* 94121  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:54:00,  Color  1988

Former EMD acquisition.
Children with learning disabilities are discussed. The topics covered are: types of learning disabilities & how they are acquired, genetic factors, & brain development.
Learning Disability: A Family Crisis
* 91682 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:41 , Color 1989

This film dramatizes what happens in the family when an eight-year-old boy's learning disability is diagnosed by school staff. It describes strategies that teachers, special educators, etc., can employ to reduce stress & enhance the family's ability to cope effectively. *TMA

Learning In America - Series
* XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ , Color 1990

A 6-part series examining the state of American education: The Education Race...Upstairs/Downstairs...Teach Your Children...Wanted: A Million Teachers...Paying the Freight...Schools That Work.

Learning Language and Loving It
* 95621 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 2 01:53:00, Color 2002

This two-part video demonstrates how teachers use strategies in play & daily activities to create enriched, interactive language-learning environments that include all children. *TMA

(See IMC# 95621 for description.) *TMA

The Learning Organization: Buzzword or Competitive Advantage?
* 92562 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:20:00, Color 1997


Learning Through Programmed Instruction
* 90011 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:09 , Color _

This simple animated film explains the concepts & structures of programmed instruction.

Lee at Gettysburg (Omnibus)
* 90135 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 3 00:25 , B/W 1957

A 1957 kinescope, this film dramatizes the character of Robert E. Lee as he commanded the Confederate forces at the battle of Gettysburg. Introduced by Alistair Cooke.
See Lee at Gettysbury #90135 for description.

Lee at Gettysburg (Omnibus)

The Legacy (Africa Series)

The Legacy of Colonization (The Power of Place Series)

Legacy of a Dream

A Legacy of Lifestyles (The Africans Series)

Leibniz & Theodicy (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)

L'Elegant Criminel (The Elegant Criminal)
French with subtitles.

Leonard Bernstein conducts 'West Side Story'
* 95865 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:29 , Color 1985
   A documentary which shows, in great detail, the making of the 1985 Bernstein-conducted recording of the entire score of "West Side Story", featuring operatic stars.

Les Girls
* 95970 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:%4 , Color 1957
   After writing a tell-all book about her days in the dance troupe "Barry Nichols and Les Girls", Sybil Wren (Kay Kendall) is sued for libeling her fellow dancer Angele (Taina Elg). A Rashomon (1950)-style narrative presents the story from three points of view.

Les Mistons
* 90044 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:18 , B/W 1942
   French dialogue. This is a short masterpiece by director Francoise Truffaut. It tells of five young boys who view a Parisian romance from afar & react to it by becoming "Les Mistons" (brats).

Les Visiteurs du Soir (The Devil's Envoy)
* 91924 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:00 , B/W 1942
   Marcel Carne & Jacques Prevert defied Nazi censorship with this powerful allegory about the strength of the individual to overcome evil. The devil sends two messengers to Earth to create anarchy, but instead the pair succumb to the powers of love. French with English subtitles.

Lesson Planning (Excellence in Teaching Series)
* 92528 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 10 00:34:00, Color 1999
   Successful lesson planning is a combination of scheduling, conceptual organization, & practical implementation. This program review strategies for creating perfect plans to facilitate outcome-based learning & reach teaching objectives.

Let There Be Light
* 92933 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00:00, B&W 1945
   Documentary commissioned by the U.S. War Department on the psychiatric treatment of shell-shocked WWII veterans. The film was confiscated when completed & banned until 1980 in the fear that it would discourage recruitment. Deeply humanitarian & pacifist.

Letter to Brezhnev
Elaine meets Peter, a Russian sailor, in Liverpool on a public relations exercise. British bureaucracy steps in on the love affair, but Elaine's dream may come true.

**Letter From an Unknown Woman**

* 92433  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:27 , B/W  1948

A woman falls in love with a concert pianist, but he leaves & doesn't return. The story is told in flashbacks as the pianist reads a letter from the woman. Stars Joan Fontaine, Louis Jourdan. Directed by Max Ophuls.

**Lewis & Clark: The Great Journey**

* 92655  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30:00, Color  1988

Ann & Joseph Rogers have made more than a dozen trips along the route of the Lewis & Clark Expedition. Their presentation tells the essential story of the Expedition in a way that is accurate, dramatic, & positive. Their photographs show that much of the route is still beautiful today.

**Lewis & Clark: The Journey of the Corps of Discovery**

* 92690  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  02:00:00, Color  1997

A film by Ken Burns. The Lewis & Clark Expedition was the United States' first exploration of the West & one of the nation's greatest adventures. This film tells the story of the entire Corps, not just the two famous Captains.

**Life in China's Frontier Cities (The Power of Place Series)**

* 95831  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:07 , Color  1999

Anti-Semitism, race relations, coming of age, and fathers and sons: in Baltimore from fall, 1954, to fall, 1955. Racial integration comes to the high school, TV is killing burlesque, and rock and roll is pushing the Four Lads off the Hit Parade.

**Liberty Heights**

* 91994  XAN101  VHS  Part 22 of 26  00:30 , Color  1996

China & Its Sphere: (22) Case studies include the settlement of Lanzhou in northwestern China, & the struggling manufacturing industry in Shenyang.
Life Goes to the Movies Series
*  XAN101  VHS  Part _  of _  , Color _  

A 5-part series: Golden Age of Hollywood... War Years... Post-War Era... The 50's... Movies Today.

The Life and Times of Rosie the Riveter
*  95381  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:05:00, Color  1980  

Five former "Rosies" movingly recall their experiences working in Detroit, Los Angeles, New York & San Francisco during World War II. Their testimony is interwoven with rare archival recruiting films, stills, posters, ads, & music from the period, which contrast their personal experiences with the popular legend.

The Life and Times of Sara Baartman
*  92742  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:52:00, Color  1998  

The Hottentot Venus. This documentary tells the story of a Khoi Khoi woman who was taken from South Africa in 1810 when she was 20 years old. It deconstructs the social, political, scientific & philosophical assumptions that transformed one young woman into a representation of savage sexuality & racial inferiority.

Lifeboat
*  92222  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:36  , B/W  1944  

A small band of men & women survive the sinking of an Allied freighter by a German U-Boat, then find themselves dependent on a Nazi they pull out of the sea. Director Alfred Hitchcock transforms the lifeboat into a battlefield of good & evil. Stars Tallulah Bankhead, William Bendix, Walter Slezak, John Hodiak.

Life's Lessons (Childhood Series)
*  92173  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 7  00:57  , Color  1992  

Between the ages of five & seven, children enter a stage of development called middle childhood. This stage is marked by new abilities & behaviors as children move away from the intimacy of home & family to enter the wider arena of school & work.

The Light of Experience (Civilisation Series)
*  90173  XAN101  16mm  Part 8 of 13  00:50  , Color  1970  

There was "light" in the arts of 17th-century Holland, of Rembrandt, Hals & Vermeer; the philosophy of Descartes, "I think, therefore I am"; Sir Isaac Newton & his mathematical exposition of the laws which govern the universe; Sir Christopher Wren; the impact of science on the age to come.  *TMA
The Light of Experience (Civilisation Series)
* 91231  XAN101  VHS  Part 8  of 13  00:50  , Color  1970

See The Light of Experience #90173 for description.  *TMA

Lighting Applications for Video
* 90902  XAN101  3/4"U  Part 2  of 3  00:32  , Color  1975

Richard Colla explains the importance of lighting applications for video.

Lights Breaking
* 91688  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  00:58  , Color  1986

In this film, a panel of scientists, theologians, & laymen discuss the ethical implications of genetic engineering.  *TMA

Limelight
* 92645  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  02:17:00, B&W  1952

A nearly washed-up music hall comedian is stimulated by a young ballerina to a final hour of glory.  Stars Charlie Chaplin, Buster Keaton, Claire Bloom.

Limits in Coping With Acts of Terrorism (Terrorism Series)
* 92389  XAN101  VHS  Part 14  of 15  00:30  , Color  1999

Part 14: Limits in Coping With Acts of Terrorism.

Lincoln-Douglas Debates of 1858 Series
*  XAN101  VHS  Part  of 1  , Color  1994

A 7-part series: The Campaign Trail Begins... Celebrate Our Right to Disagree... Travel Back in Time... A Debate Among Friends... The Campaign Continues... Nearing the End of the Campaign Trail... The Last Stop.  Each program begins with two hours of discussion, followed by the debate, followed by one hour of analysis.

The Link Between Us...Electronics
* 91022  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  00:28  , Color  1980

This film portrays a number of technological advances & how they are transforming the way we communicate.  An emphasis is placed on the media field with many vivid examples.

Linking for Learning: A New Course for Education
* 91102  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  00:26  , Color  1990
A film about the influence & potential of distance education in public schools, this program looks at the use of telecommunications technology to reach underserved & remote populations. It examines the changes required in teaching methods & the impact of distance learning on students.

Literacy in Content Area Instruction (Teaching Reading: Strategies Series)
* 91108  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 6  00:44 , Color  1991
_  This case study involves a third grade class in Lansing, Michigan with content-centered reading. *TMA

Little Big Man
* 95728  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  02:19:00, Color  1970
_  Jack Crabb, looking back from extreme old age, tells of his life being raised by Indians and fighting with General Custer.

Little Caesar
* 95718  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:19:00, B&W  1931
_  Rico joins Sam Vettori's gang. He replaces Sam as leader, pushes rival gang leader Arnie Lorch out of town, then goes after the job of next-higher-up Pete Montana. He accepts when "Big Boy" offers him that prize but his sights are set higher still. They are also cast on his best friend Joe's girl Olga.

The Little Foxes
* 92223  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:56 , B/W  1941
_  Bette Davis is a vicious woman who destroys everyone around her while trying to satisfy her desire for wealth & social position. Adapted from Lillian Hellman's play & directed by William Wyler. Nominated for nine Academy Awards.

The Little Shop of Horrors
* 92646  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:12:00, B&W  1960
_  This landmark cheapie classic was reportedly filmed by Roger Corman in three days. It concerns a nebbish working in a florist shop who unknowingly cultivates an intelligent plant that demands human meat for sustenance. Features Jack Nicholson in his first film performance.

The Lives of a Bengal Lancer
* 92434  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:50 , B/W  1935

The Living Martyr: Inside the Hezbollah
For militant followers of Islam, the highest honor is to be dubbed "al-shahid al-hai" - "the living martyr," one who has committed himself to dying in a suicide attack. This film includes interviews with Lebanon's Hezbollah resistance fighters & footage of suicide mission preparations.

The Loaded Weapon (The Story of English Series)
* 91309 XAN101 VHS Part 8 of 9 00:58 , Color 1986
  Home use.
  This program investigates the Irish influence on the language.

Local Hero
* 92224 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:52 , Color 1983
  A huge oil company wants to buy a sleepy Scottish seaside village, raze it & replace it with refineries, so it sends its ace deal-maker to negotiate. This is a low-key, charmingly offbeat comedy with its own sense of logic. Stars Peter Riegert, Denis Lawson, Burt Lancaster.

Logical Empiricism (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92373 XAN101 VHS Part 30 of 32 00:30 , Color 1997
  Part 30: Logical Empiricism & the Meaning of Religion. George Lindbeck points out that in the context of logical empiricism, religions look less like expressions of religious experience & more like social practices that shape individual experience. *TMA

Lolita
* 92435 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:32 , B/W 1961
  A middle-aged professor is consumed by his lust for a teenage nymphet in this film considered daring in its time. Based on the novel by Vladimir Nabakov. Stars James Mason, Shelley Winters, Sue Lyon.

The Long Chain (Connections Series)
* 90097 XAN101 16mm Part 7A of 10 00:30 , Color 1979
  This film discusses the design of transport vehicles for freight & the subsequent development of banks, insurance & improved protection for ship hulls, coal gas which when used to light city streets allowed for longer hours of operation & increased productivity, & explosives as they affected WWI.

The Long Chain (Connections Series)
* 90098 XAN101 16mm Part 7B of 10 00:25 , Color 1979
  See The Long Chain #90097 for description.
In this closing film, Dr. Bronowski draws together many threads of the series as he takes stock of man's complex & sometimes precarious ascent.

Author Eugene O'Neill gives an autobiographical account of his explosive homelife, fueled by a drug-addicted mother, a father who wallows in drink after realizing he is no longer a famous actor and an older brother who is emotionally unstable and a misfit.

Private eye Philip Marlowe drives a buddy from LA to the Tijuana border & returns home to an apartment full of cops who arrest him for abetting the murder of his friend's wife. After Marlowe's release woman hires him to locate her husband. As Marlowe pulls these threads together, his values emerge.

In this program, Frontline draws on its extensive archives to tell the history of the U.S. confrontation with Saddam Hussein. The issues examined are how the West armed Iraq, the origins of the first Gulf War & its ragged end, the U.N. effort to disarm Iraq, & how Saddam survived efforts to undermine his power. *TMA

Looking at Abnormal Behavior (The World of Abnormal Psychology Series)
This first film of the series introduces the various theories used to explain & treat abnormal behavior. A group of suicidal, depressed, & schizophrenic patients in Miami are assessed.

Looney Toons: Premier Collection

* 95975  XAN 101  DVD  Part 1 of 2  03:27  , Color  2003


Looney Toons: Premier Collection

* 95976  XAN 101  DVD  Part 2 of 2  03:27  , Color  2003


Lord of the Flies

* 91576  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30  , B/W  1963

This is Peter Brook's original black & white version of William Golding's moral parable. Stranded on a remote island, a group of British schoolboys try to organize themselves into a law-abiding society, but descend into anarchy & bloodshed.

The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring

* 95941  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:58  , Color  2001

A meek hobbit of The Shire and eight companions set out on a journey to Mount Doom to destroy the One Ring and the dark lord Sauron.

Lorenzo's Oil

* 92749  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:16:00, Color  1992

The Odone family set out to save their five-year-old son, who has a rare terminal disease. Their relentless struggle tests the strength of their marriage, the depth of their beliefs, & the boundaries of conventional medicine. Based on a true story. Stars Nick Nolte, Susan Sarandon.

Lorna Simpson (A World of Art: Works in Progress Series)

* 95366  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 10  00:30:00, Color  1997

The focus of this program is Lorna Simpson's The Park, a series of large-scale, multipaneled photographs silkscreened onto felt.
Simpson's work explores the way images & words function together to make meaning.

The Lost Battalion
* 95745  XAN 101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:32  , Color  2001

"The Lost Battalion" is the true story of a group of 800 American soldiers, attached to the 77th American Division, who were ordered to advance into the Argonne Forest, against heavy German resistance, and hold their position at whatever the cost.

The Lost City of Zimbabwe
* 91933  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:22  , Color  1992

Mistakenly identified as the remnants of some ancient white civilization, the spectacular ruins of the Great Zimbabwe are only now being recognized for what they are: southern Africa's first city. This film looks at the work being done to restore this archaeological site to its African heritage.

Lost Horizon
* 92436  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:12  , B/W  1937

A group of strangers fleeing revolution in China are lost in the Tibetan Himalayas & stumble across the valley of Shangri-La. This version includes 22 minutes of previously lost footage. Stars Ronald Colman, Jane Wyatt. Directed by Frank Capra.

The Lost Patrol
* 95750  XAN 101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:13  , BW  1934

While on patrol in the Mesopotamian desert in 1917, a cavalry patrol lose their officer to a sniper's bullet. The men, now led by their Sergeant, find refuge in a desert oasis. Their enemy preys on them however, slowly but effectively picking them off with sniper fire during the day and infiltrating their camp at night

Louder Than Words (Childhood Series)
* 92170  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 7  00:57  , Color  1992

Research shows that the roots of a future personality are present from birth. But is biology destiny? This program explores how parents' expectations & actions come to shape a child's behavior & character.

Louisiana Story
* 91883  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:19  , B/W  1948

This last film of Robert Flaherty depicts the effects of oil industrialization on the southern Bayou country as seen through the eyes of a young boy.
**Love in the Afternoon**

* 92965  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:10:00, B&W  1957


---

**Love and the Goddess (Joseph Campbell & The Power of Myth Series)**

* 92180  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 6  01:00  , Color  1988

Campbell talks about romantic love & addresses questions about the image of woman - as goddess, virgin, Mother Earth.

---

**The Lovers**

* 91732  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:29  , B/W  1958

This film is considered a landmark of modern French cinema & screen eroticism. Jeanne Moreau stars as a fashion-dominated provincial wife whose shallow life changes overnight when she meets an unpretentious young man. Directed by Louis Malle. In French, with subtitles.

---

**Love's Labors (Childhood Series)**

* 92171  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 7  00:57  , Color  1992

This program explores the period between six months & three years - when babies are active participants in a world they affect & change almost from birth.

---

**Lower Than The Angels (Ascent of Man Series)**

* 90180  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 13  00:52  , Color  1974

A multitude of evolutionary changes - anatomical & intellectual - gave rise to man's superiority among the animals. New computer techniques illustrate man's evolution, while X-ray & slow motion photography of an Olympic athlete in action show the complex interweaving of mind & body.

---

**Luther**

* 92998  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:51:00, Color  1974

This film compresses nearly two decades into a provocative character study that parallels Martin Luther's deepening religious dilemmas with irresolvable earthly anxieties that shaped his beliefs & his rebellious search for truth. Based on the play by John Osborne. Starring Stacey Keach, Alan Badel, & Judi Dench.

---

**The Lutheran Church**

* 95713  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  00:28:00, Color  2007

This program explores the Lutheran faith. It covers such topics as the Reformation, core Lutheran beliefs, vjg"Ejwteji"vyq"ucetcogpvu, and
the Book of Concord. The DVD also illustrates aspects of a typical liturgy-oriented Lutheran worship service.

"M"
* 90114 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 3 00:35 , B/W 1931
- German with English subtitles. Directed by Fritz Lang. This film is based on the exploits of the Dusseldorf child-murderer Peter Kurten (Peter Lorre), who is portrayed as the victim of a kangaroo court.

"M"
* 90115 XAN101 16mm Part 2 of 3 00:30 , B/W 1931
- See "M" #90114 for description.

"M"
* 90116 XAN101 16mm Part 3 of 3 00:30 , B/W 1931
- See "M" #90114 for description.

"M"
* 92225 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:39 , B/W 1931
- (Copy #2) See "M" #91069 for description.

"M"
* 91069 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:39 , B/W 1931
Classroom use ONLY.
VHS version of Fritz Lang's most famous film - about the grisly exploits of the Dusseldorf child-murderer, Peter Kurten. Lang uses sound for the first time, & Peter Lorre is astounding in the role that launched his career. M remains one of the greatest suspense thrillers ever made.

M*A*S*H
* 95805 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:56 , Color 1970
- The staff of a Korean War field hospital use humor and hijinks to keep their sanity in the face of the horror of war.

Macbeth
* 95738 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 02:20:00, Color 1971
- Roman Polanski's version of Shakespeare's tragedy about a Scottish lord who murders the king and ascends the throne. His wife then begins hallucinating as a result of her guilt complex and the dead king's son conspires to attack MacBeth and expose him for the murderer he is.
One of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films, this tragedy tells the story of Macbeth, who is told by a trio of witches that he is fated to become King of Scotland, & goes on to murder the present ruler. Stars Nicol Williamson, Jane Lapotaire.

**Macbeth**

In fog-dripping, barren and sometimes macabre settings, 11th-century Scottish nobleman Macbeth is led by an evil prophecy and his ruthless yet desirable wife to the treasonous act that makes him king. But he does not enjoy his newfound, dearly-won kingship... Restructured, but all the dialogue is Shakespeare's.

The Machine That Changed the World Series

This 5-part series tells the story of the computer: Giant Brains... Inventing the Future... The Paperback Computer... The Thinking Machine... The World at Your Fingertips.

Macro-Evolution (Cycles of Life Series)

This program describes the larger picture of species' changes over time & trends.

Madeleine Leininger (The Nurse Theorists: Portraits of Excellence Series)

This program profiles the nurse theorist Madeleine Leininger. A brief biography is followed by an interview focusing on her theory of Transcultural Nursing. An in-depth explanation of her theory is presented at the end of the program.

Photographed at over 35 European churches & focusing on the Incarnation Cycle, this film traces the origins & meanings of Christian symbols in medieval sculpture & discusses the artistic, historic & theological changes that influenced them. *TMA*

A chorus of men & women in full period costume sing the traditional tunes of the day along with many rare selections. Partially in concert.
Mozart's The Magic Flute premiered in 1791, & remains one of the most delightfully humorous & enchanting operas of all time. This version was produced, directed & written by Ingmar Bergman.


This film's volatile mixture of class confrontation, Freudian passion & criminal mischief frames an acid-etched portrait of two sisters whose hatred & desire twist their tortured lives together into a relentless downward spiral of guilt, degradation & freedom at any cost. Based on the play by Jean Genet.

Southeast Asia: Between the Giants: Case studies include prospects for development in isolated Laos, & rice production in the Mekong Delta of Vietnam.

This video slide show explains how good design can improve communities. It explains the basics of design & shows how to develop & administer federal design guidelines. *TMA

In the evolution of physics the contributions of Newton & Einstein occupy center stage. This film explores the revolution that ensued when Einstein's theory of relativity upset Newton's elegant description of the universe.

In the evolution of physics the contributions of Newton & Einstein occupy center stage. This film explores the revolution that ensued when Einstein's theory of relativity upset Newton's elegant description of the universe.

Make it Funky (Rock & Roll Series)
* 92166 XAN101 VHS Part 8 of 10 01:00 , Color 1995

Soul music stretched to create a rock & roll revolution in rhythm & attitude in the 70's. James Brown, Sly & the Family Stone, George Clinton, Larry Graham & Bootsy Collins take you on an hour of funk as the music becomes bolder & more expressive of the realities of black life.

Making a Dishonest Buck
* 91334 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00 , Color 1991

This program shows how counterfeiters produce "funny" money & explains how our bills may be changed to make the job more difficult. It also looks at some security measures that are already being used.

Making Larger Classes Work
* 92144 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:36 , Color 1994

This program explores ways to make large classes more interactive & student oriented. It offers guidance on communicating clearly, involving students, & enhancing student motivation.

Malcolm X
* 91878 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 2 03:21 , Color 1992

This is Spike Lee's tribute to the controversial black activist, a leader in the struggle for black liberation. Stars Denzel Washington, Angela Bassett, Albert Hall.

Malcolm X
* 91879 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 2 03:21 , Color 1992

See Malcolm X #91878 for description.

The Maltese Falcon
* 95797 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:41 , BW 1941

A private detective takes on a case that involves him with three eccentric criminals, a gorgeous liar, and their quest for a priceless statuette.

Man of Aran
* 92510 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:15:00, B&W 1934

Celebrated account of a fisherman's struggle for survival on a barren island near the west coast of Ireland, featuring amateur actors. Three
years in the making, it's the last word in man against nature cinema.
Directed by Robert Flaherty.

A Man for All Seasons
* 92226 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:00, Color 1966

Complete film of the life & martyrdom of the 16th-century Chancellor of England, Sir Thomas More. The story revolves around his personal conflict when King Henry VIII seeks a divorce from Catherine of Aragon, so he can marry Anne Boleyn. Winner of six Academy Awards.

The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit
* 95642 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 02:32:00, Color 1956

A doting husband & father gives up his smalltime job & enters the more promising world of advertising. With added tension at work & increasing problems at home with his wife, the rising young executive must decide, as his boss did, what is the most important thing in life—family or success? Starring Gregory Peck.

Man-The Measure of All Things (Civilisation Series)
* 90169 XAN101 16mm Part 4 of 13 00:50, Color 1970

The modern world emerged dramatically in 14th-century Florence, the city of the Medici—among the world's greatest patrons of art—of Donatello & Masaccio, Alberti & Brunelleschi, Ghiberti & Botticelli, of Lorenzo the Magnificent; in the courts of Urbino & Mantua; & in the proud Republic of Venice. *TMA

Man-The Measure of All Things (Civilisation Series)
* 91227 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 13 00:50, Color 1970

See Man-The Measure of All Things #90169 for description. *TMA

The Man in the White Suit
* 92966 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:22:00, B&W 1951

In this smartly funny fable, Alec Guinness plays an unassuming lab assistant who invents a miracle fiber that can be woven into an indestructible fabric, but this pits him against a malevolent captain of industry. Also stars Joan Greenwood, Cecil Parker.

The Man Who Knew Too Much
* 91480 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:00, Color 1955

This is Alfred Hitchcock's remake of his 1934 film. James Stewart & Doris Day portray an American couple touring Morocco with their son, & are caught up in a web of international intrigue, kidnapping & assassination.

The Man Who Knew Too Much
This film was Hitchcock's first international success. A British family must rescue their kidnapped daughter while racing to prevent an assassination. The climactic scene at the concert in Albert Hall is one of Hitchcock's classics. Stars Leslie Banks, Peter Lorre, Edna Best.

The Man Who Made the Supergun

This Frontline film examines the career of one of the world's most brilliant designers of weaponry, Gerald V. Bull, who designed long-range artillery used by Iraq during the Gulf War. Bull was murdered at his home in 1990, a murder believed to have been orchestrated by the Israeli secret intelligence agency, Mossad.

The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance

A senator, who became famous for killing a notorious outlaw, returns for the funeral of an old friend and tells the truth about his deed.

Man and Woman/Taming of the Shrew

Orson Welles points out the dramatic violent conflict between men & women in their search for love, & the way that world literature has dealt with the relationship between the sexes. Directed by Franco Zeffirelli. Stars Richard Burton & Elizabeth Taylor; taken from The Taming of the Shrew.

Managing Currencies and Policy Coordination (Inside the Global Economy Series)

What motivates governments to manage currencies & coordinate policies? The limits to government intervention in foreign exchange markets are discussed.

Managing Student Conflict (Excellence in Teaching Series)

This program examines positive techniques for helping students resolve interpersonal conflicts without hostility or violence. Reenactments demonstrate how to intervene in potentially volatile situations.

Manhattan

A divorced New Yorker currently dating a high-schooler brings himself to look for love in the mistress of his best friend instead.
Manhattan
* 91608 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:36 , B/W 1979

Woody Allen portrays a successful comedy writer whose wife (Meryl Streep) has left him for another woman. He struggles through ill-fated romances with 17-year-old Mariel Hemingway & journalist Diane Keaton, who is closer to his own age, but is also his best friend’s mistress. Music by George Gershwin.

Manufacturing Consent: Noam Chomsky and the Media
* 91385 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 2 01:34 , Color 1992

This film explores the political life & ideas of the controversial author, linguist & radical philosopher. It focuses on media deception as Chomsky critiques the forces behind the daily news.

Manufacturing Consent: Noam Chomsky and the Media
* 91386 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 2 01:12 , Color 1992

See Manufacturing Consent: Noam Chomsky & the Media #91385 for description.

Manufacturing: Measurement & Gaging
* 95409 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:28:00, Color 2000

This program begins with an introduction to the core concepts regarding measurement. These concepts include: precision, resolution, accuracy, repeatability & reproducibility. Standards are then addressed, featuring sections on gage blocks & surface plates. This program then focuses on the array tools available.

Manufacturing: Metalcutting: Cutting Tool Materials
* 95410 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:25:00, Color 1997

This program examines the wide variety of cutting tools & tool materials, from high speed steel & carbide to superhard materials. Also covered are the selection criteria needed to help identify the first tool material to consider & when to consider superhard materials.

Map & Globe Terms
* 92906 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:20:00, Color 1991

This program explains what kind of information is found in maps & on globes.

Map Skills
* 92904 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:18:00, Color 1991

All maps are not alike & they can only be of use to you if you know how
to read them. This program discusses map legends, scale, longitude, latitude, & more.

Marat Sade
* 91594 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:55 , Color 1966

This is Peter Brook's film version of the Peter Weiss play. The Marquis de Sade, confined to an asylum, directs the other inmates in a re-enactment of the assassination of French revolutionary Jean-Paul Marat.

The Marathon Race
* 90031 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:14 , B/W 1936

Shown are two sequences from the Leni Riefenstahl documentary, Olympia I & II, from the 1936 Olympics held in Germany. See Sailing & Diving Sequences #90026 for additional footage.

Margaret Newman (The Nurse Theorists: Portraits of Excellence Series)
* 95513 XAN101 VHS Part 7 of 16 00:44:30, Color 1988

This program profiles the nurse theorist Margaret Newman. A brief biography is followed by an interview focusing on her Theory of Health as Expanding Consciousness. An in-depth explanation of the theory is presented at the end of the program.

Margaret Sanger: A Public Nuisance
* 92918 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:28:00, Color 1992

This film highlights Sanger's pioneering strategies of using media & popular culture to advance the cause of birth control, & so changed public discussion of birth control from issues of morality to issues of women's health & economic well-being.

Maria Aitken: Acting in High Comedy
* 92886 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00:00, Color 1990

This film is a lively session on high comedy, with examples from Coward, Wilde, Sheridan, & Congreve. It reveals the spark that transforms a routine reading into a vibrant one.

Maritime Southeast Asia (The Power of Place Series)
* 91998 XAN101 VHS Part 26 of 26 00:30 , Color 1996

Southeast Asia: Between the Giants: (26) Case studies include the growing importance of tourism in Indonesia, & Malaysia's different ethnic groups.

Mark Twain: Huckleberry Finn
* 92089 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:50 , Color 1994
This Great Books program examines the background against which the book was written & draws parallels between events in the book & the history of the period. It is the author's championing of the concepts of honor & morality that makes this so lasting a work.

Mark Twain's America
* 92273 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00 , B/W 1960

This Project Twenty film spans Twain's career as writer, riverboat pilot, drama critic, publisher, & world traveler. The Project Twenty camera scans over 1000 period photos as it illustrates Twain's life from his boyhood until his death.

Market Segmentation: Gold in the Hills
* 91148 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color 1985

This program examines a marketing segmentation success story - the Irvine Company, a California land developer. They identified specific market segments & built homes to fill the perceived needs of each segment, thus illustrating how changing needs & economic forces present constant, evolving marketing challenges.

Marketing Decisions: The Road to Success
* 91149 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color _

This case study examines the methods of Mitsubishi Motor Sales of America in establishing itself in the volatile US market. It examines the decision to compete, the political & legal obstacles in adapting a product to a new market & its adjustment to foreign economic conditions.

Markets and Prices (Economics USA Series)
* 91946 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 28 00:30 , Color 1992

Developer William J. Levitt's low-cost housing & Reggie Jackson's contract help explain the powerful forces of supply & demand. *TMA

Marnie
* 91482 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:10 , Color 1964

Hitchcock's psychological thriller stars Tippi Hedren as the troubled title character, a compulsive thief & liar caught in the act.

Marnie
* 92648 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:10:00, Color 1964

(Copy #2) See Marnie #91482 for description.

Marquez: Tales of Solitude
* 92394 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:59 , Color 1993

Profile of a Writer. In this interview, Nobel Prize-winner Gabriel Garcia Marquez speaks about his best-selling novels, his role in the Latin American cinema, & his recent foray into melodramatic soap opera.

Marriage: Just a Piece of Paper?
* 92916 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:41:00, Color 2002

This documentary, narrated by Cokie Roberts, takes us into the lives of real people & the complexities of their loves, hopes, disappointments, & heartbreaks. It asks questions like: "Why did marriage evolve in the first place?" & "Has this ancient bond simply dwindled to a private, casual agreement?"

The Marriage of Maria Braun
* 93112 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:00:00, Color 1979

In post-WWII Germany, a young woman uses guile & sexuality to survive as the nation rebuilds itself into an industrial power. German with English subtitles.

Martha Rogers (The Nurse Theorists: Portraits of Excellence Series)
* 95518 XAN101 VHS Part 12 of 16 00:30:30, Color 1988

This program profiles the nurse theorist Martha Rogers. A brief biography is followed by a discussion of her theory, the Science of Unitary Human Beings. An in-depth explanation of her theory is presented at the end of the program.

Martin Luther King
* 90113 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:25 , B/W _

Martin Luther King talks to George Priestland.

Marx & the Hermeneutics of Suspicion (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92367 XAN101 VHS Part 24 of 32 00:30 , Color 1997

Part 24: Marx & the Hermeneutics of Suspicion. Marx proposes a materialistic version of the Hegelian dialectic. He interprets cultural phenomena (including religion) in terms of the hidden interests they serve. *TMA

Mary of Scotland
* 95749 XAN 101 DVD Part 1 of 1 02:03 , BW 1936

Mary Stuart returns to Scotland to rule as queen, to the chagrin of Elizabeth I of England who finds her a dangerous rival.

Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley: Frankenstein, The Making of the Monster
This Great Books program considers the Frankenstein story. Its theme—that we do not know the monsters our minds can create—is valid today. Includes clips from the Boris Karloff film. Authors Ann Rice & Ann Mellor add their insights.

The Maskmaker

These pantomimes were created & performed by Marcel Marceau, who also introduces each one. *TMA

Campbell provides insights into the concepts of God, religion & eternity, as revealed in Christian teachings & the beliefs of Buddhists, Navajo Indians, Schopenhauer, Jung & others.

This video examines the relationships among mass, force, strain, torque, & pressure. It shows how to use strain train gauges, load cells, manometers, diaphragm & low-cost pressure transducers, & ionization gauges.

Creative work must be judged by the quality of the idea in outdoor advertising as in other media. Other concepts unique in this medium are discussed, including quick communication, attention-grabbing & product identification.

A look at three different communities demonstrates how Africans cope in varied & often hostile environments. Viewers observe successful cattle-herders in Kenya & prosperous farmers in Sukur & Mali.

A dancer & high-class prostitute, Mata Hari spies for the Germans, using her sensuous sex appeal to lure classified information away from her spellbound admirers. Among them is the young Russian lieutenant who, devoted & unsuspecting to the tragic end, succeeds in capturing Mata Hari's love. Starring Greta Garbo.
Matter of Heart
* 91356 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:47 , Color 1985
    Home use.
    This is a sympathetic portrait of the life, career & work of Carl
    Gustav Jung using home movies, interviews & archival footage.

Matthias Grunewald: The Sanctity of Suffering
* 95551 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 00:34:00, Color 1999
    (See IMC# 95550 for description.)

Matthias Grunewald: The Sanctity of Suffering
* 95550 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:34:00, Color 1999
    Who exactly was Matthias Grünewald, admired today as one of the
    geniuses of the Northern Renaissance? This program profiles Grünewald &
    his intensely expressive approach to subject matter as demonstrated by
    the Isenheim Altarpiece, designed for use in a hospital for patients
    being treated for St. Anthony's fire.

Maturing and Aging (Discovering Psychology Series)
* 92798 XAN101 VHS Part 18 of 26 00:30:00, Color 2001
    What really happens, physically & psychologically, as we age? This
    program looks at how society reacts to the last stages of life. With
    Dr. Laura Carstensen of Stanford University & Dr. Sherry Willis of Penn
    State University. Updated.

Maurice
* 95467 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:20:00, Color 1987
    Two male English school chums find themselves falling in love at
    Cambridge. To regain his place in society, Clive gives up his forbidden
    love, Maurice & marries. While staying with Clive & his shallow wife,
    Anne, Maurice finally discovers romance in the arms of Alec, the
    gamekeeper.

Mauritius: Island of Economic Ingenuity (Three Dynamic Economies Series)
* 92154 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 3 00:30 , Color 1998
    A tiny island off the coast of Africa, Mauritius has made enormous
    economic strides, & has become a player on the international economic
    scene. This program discusses how Mauritius did it, & how its new
    status has improved life for the people of this formerly poverty-ridden
    nation.

May Fools
* 95840 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:47 , Color 1990
Against the background of the 1968 student unrest, Milou's children, grandchildren, in-laws, and assorted others gather at his vineyard for his mother's funeral.

Maya Lin: A Strong Clear Vision
* 95383  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:23:00, Color  1994

This program tells the story behind the Vietnam Memorial & explores Maya Lin's work, including the Civil Rights Memorial, the Yale Women's Table, & the Juniata Peace Chapel, revealing her ability to address major issues of our times through the healing power of art.

McCabe & Mrs. Miller
* 95681  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  02:00:00, Color  1971

Set in winter in the Old West. Charismatic but dumb John McCabe arrives in a young Pacific Northwest town to set up a whorehouse/tavern. Soon the mining deposits in the town attract the attention of a major corporation, which wants to buy out McCabe along with the rest. He refuses & his decision has major repercussion.

McCabe and Mrs. Miller
* 92967  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:01:00, Color  1971

John Q. McCabe and Constance Miller move into Presbyterian Church, a small mining town in the turn-of-the-century Pacific Northwest. He's a gambler; she's a madam. Stars Warren Beatty, Julie Christie. Directed by Robert Altman.

McLibel: Two Worlds Collide
* 92914  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:53:00, Color  1998

In 1989 two activists handed out leaflets outside McDonald's restaurants in London entitled "What's Wrong with McDonald's." McDonald's sued them, resulting in the longest & one of the most visible trials in British legal history. This is the story of the trial.

Mean Streets
* 91613  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:52, Color  1973

This film marks the formal debut of director Martin Scorsese. It is the semi-autobiographical story of the life styles of the first-generation sons & daughters of New York's Little Italy. Stars Harvey Keitel, Robert De Niro, Amy Robinson.

Meaningful Communications with Older Adults
* 94817  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:42:00, Color  1988

Former EMD acquisition.
Describes how to communicate effectively with geriatric patients.
Measure for Measure
* 91696  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:25  , Color  1979

One of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films, this is one of Shakespeare's most controversial comedies. When the virginal Isabella's brother is condemned to die, she is torn between her vows to God & her desire to save him. Stars Kate Nelligan, Kenneth Colley.

Measuring Dynamic Variables
* 92988  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:35:00, Color  1995

This video teaches how to measure time-dependent processes. It explains equilibrium criteria, frequency response, bandwidth, response time, resonance, first & second order systems, vibration problems, lags, & compensation methods such as filtering, averaging, and damping.

Mechanical Properties and Their Measurement
* 92480  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:53:00, Color  1987

This film discusses the stress-strain curve, tensile, hardness, & impact tests, & how to interpret test results.

Mechanical Testing of Materials
* 92937  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:26:00, Color  2001

This program illustrates how mechanical testing helps quantify such characteristics as electrical conductivity & tensile strength, & how it is used by engineers in materials selection, research & development, & quality control. It also outlines the procedures & standards of materials testing & data collection.

Medea
* 92932  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:47:00, B&W  1959

Euripides' master work is vividly brought to life in this 1959 production. Stars Judith Anderson, Colleen Dewhurst. Directed by Jose Quintero.

Medieval Christian Theology (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92357  XAN101  VHS  Part 14 of 32  00:30  , Color  1997

Part 14: Medieval Christian Theology - Nature & Grace. The universe of classical theism is inherently good. In the Christian version human nature, which God created good, has been corrupted by the Fall & needs to be restored by grace. *TMA

Medieval Manuscripts
* 91133  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30  , Color

Classroom use ONLY.
This film discusses how medieval manuscripts came into being, which titles were selected & what materials were used. It also explains why the artisans of the monasteries played so crucial a part in the survival of Western culture.

The Medieval Monastery
* 91775  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:23  , Color  1974
---

Medieval illustrations & music are combined with narration in this program which focuses on seven medieval monasteries: St. Michel, Canigou, Senanque, Thoronet, Silvacana, Vezelay & St. Benoit.

Meet Joe Black
* 95586  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  03:00:00, Colo  1991
---

Wealthy media tycoon William Parrish leads a charmed existence until Death comes calling with an extraordinary proposition—he'll delay Bill's imminent demise in exchange for a tour of life. Starring Brad Pitt, Anthony Hopkins, Claire Forlani.

Meet Joe Black
* 95587  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  03:00:00, Color  1991
---

See IMC# 95586 for description.

Meet John Doe
* 92711  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:03:00, B&W  1941
---

This is Frank Capra's social commentary about a down-and-out man chosen to be the face of a political goodwill campaign, who realizes that he is being used to further the careers of corrupt politicians. Stars Gary Cooper, Barbara Stanwyck.

Meet Marcel Marceau
* 92064  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:52  , B/W  1965
---

This is a TV kinescope performed before a live audience. It is a one-man show in 9 parts by the most famous contemporary pantomimist. Marceau himself does voice-over introductions of his skits. Note: video quality lacks definition in places.

Meet Me In St. Louis
* 95793  XAN 101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:53  , Color  1943
---

In the year before the 1904 St Louis World's Fair, the four Smith daughters learn lessons of life and love, even as they prepare for a reluctant move to New York.

Meet Me In St. Louis
* 95806  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:53  , Color  1944
"In the year before the 1904 St Louis World's Fair, the four Smith daughters learn lessons of life and love, even as they prepare for a reluctant move to New York"

Meetings, Bloody Meetings - Making Meetings More Productive
* 91432 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:35, Color 1976
    Probably the most widely-seen management training video of all time, this film stars John Cleese as a manager who is inefficient at chairing meetings. In a dream Cleese is found guilty in court of the negligent conduct of meetings & the judge points out what should have been done. *TMA

Megatrends Asia
* 92053 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:00, Color 1985
    John Naisbitt analyzes & predicts Asia's economic trends & political scene. (Four segments of 30 minutes each.)

The Meiji Revolution (The Pacific Century Series)
* 92730 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 10 01:00:00, Color 1992
    Japan became the first industrially & technically underdeveloped nation to modernize itself & become a great power. In contrast, China was unable to change quickly & declined in power & influence.

The Men
* 95468 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:25:00, B&W 1950
    A war veteran paralyzed in combat returns home to face the torturous ordeal of rehabilitation. Embittered by his condition, he refuses to see his fiancee & sinks into a solitary world. Fighting the wishes of her parents, it is she who must force him to confront the reality of his situation. Starring Marlon Brando.

Men With Guns
* 92592 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:08:00, Color 1998
    Dr. Fuentes is a man in search of his legacy - seven medical students he trained to work in impoverished native villages. But with every step he is confronted by bloody realities he had long ignored. Written & directed by John Sayles. Spanish w/ English subtitles.

The Mental Status Exam: Demonstration (Emotional Life Series)
* 94477 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 5 01:12:00, Color 1996
    Former EMD acquisition.
    This program presents an actual interview using the Mental Status Exam. Discusses how & why to conduct the interview in particular way.
Mephisto
* 92856  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:12:00, Color  1981
An egomaniacal actor sides with the Nazis to further his career, with disastrous results. Stars Klaus Maria Brandauer, Krystyna Janda. Overdubbed in English.

The Merchant of Venice
* 91621  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:37 , Color  1981
One of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films. Moneylender Shylock wants his pound of flesh (literally) when a young nobleman cannot pay his debt. Is this justice or revenge? Stars Warren Mitchell, Gemma Jones, John Franklyn-Robbins.

Mesopotamia (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91789  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 52  00:30 , Color  1989
Part 3: Settlements in the Fertile Crescent gave rise to the great river civilizations of the Middle East. *TMA

The Message of the Myth (Joseph Campbell & The Power of Myth Series)
* 92177  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 6  01:00 , Color  1988
Campbell compares the creation story in Genesis with creation stories around the world. Because the world changes, religion has to be transformed & new mythologies created. People today are stuck with old metaphors & myths that don't fit their needs. With Bill Moyers.

The Messanger (Islam: Empire of Faith Series)
* 95416  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 3  01:00:00, Color  2000
This program introduces the rise of Islam with the life of the prophet Muhammad & his simple, but revolutionary message. The episode covers the revelation & early writing of the Koran, the creation of the first mosque, & the battles fought by Muhammad & his followers to establish the new religion. *TMA

Metalcutting: Basic Holemaking
* 93091  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:24:00, Color  1995
To better understand holemaking & its various applications, this videotape examines: the basic components of the drill, holemaking operations & process variables, machines & drill types commonly used to perform holemaking, & operations that finish & add features to holes. This tape concludes with a material review.

Metalcutting: Basics of Grinding
* 93090  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:25:00, Color  1995
To provide a broad understanding of grinding & its fundamental components, this videotape examines: the four primary grinding processes, abrasives & grinding wheels, balancing, thueing & dressing grinding wheels, grinding safety, & workpiece surface finish. This tape concludes with a review of the material.

Metalcutting: Milling and Machining Center Basics
* 93089 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:24:00, Color 1995

Milling has more variations in machine design, tooling & workplace movement than any other machining process. This videotape explores these variables & concludes with a review to reinforce the material it outlines.

Metropolis
* 90139 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 2 00:42 , B/W 1926

With Fritz Lang. This classic science fiction thriller makes strong statements about future social, moral & technological issues.

Metropolis
* 90140 XAN101 16mm Part 2 of 2 00:42 , B/W 1926

See Metropolis #90139 for description.

Metropolis
* 92055 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30 , B/W 1927

This fantasy, written & directed by Fritz Lang & set in the 21st century, is considered a classic meditation on futuristic society & mass mentality. Original version, silent w/ orchestral score.

Mexico (500 Nations Series)
* 92774 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 8 00:49:00, Color 1994

This program follows the rise and fall of the Aztec Empire, including the arrival of Hernando Cortez in 1519. CC

MI: Intelligence, Understanding, & the Mind
* 92760 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:50:00, Color 1996

Howard Gardner presents MI theory & reveals what is at stake. This video is divided into seven parts: The Cognitive Revolution, Intelligence, The Eight Intelligences, MI Myths & Applications, Understanding, The Unschooled Mind Across the Disciplines, Teaching for Understanding. *TMA

Micro-Evolution (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93055 XAN101 VHS Part 10 of 26 00:30:00, Color 1996
This program presents the theories of natural selection that further defined the origin of the species.

This film focuses on the life of Southern Missouri farmer Gene Poirot & his success in building a diverse balanced ecology for farming & wildlife.

Bill Gates, Paul Ballmer, & other top Microsoft executives square off against opponents including Netscape's CEO Jim Barksdale & Assistant Attorney General Joel Klein. Microsoft has allegedly made predatory use of its monopoly power to stifle competition in various ways.

Ages 40-60. Some people in the middle of life have attained their goals, others have experienced losses which prompt a change in their life direction. The psychological clock now has greater importance than the biological & social clocks.

Part 19: Amid invasion & civil disorder, a military aristocracy dominated the kingdoms of Europe. *TMA

The Middle East is one of the most misunderstood regions to the Western mind. Why are the cultures that share this region in such conflict? This program examines this issue in a cultural, historical, & political over-view.

After months of unemployment, recent college graduate Somnath enters business as a middleman, but he finds out when success means finding a client's weak spot, the price is more than mere rupees.
This is a sensitive war drama set in the Ardennes Forest, near the French-German border, in December 1944. Contrasts the message of peace with the stupidity of war. Stars Peter Berg, Kevin Dillon, Arye Gross, Ethan Hawke, Gary Sinise.

Midnight Cowboy
* 95877 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:53, BW 1969

A naive male prostitute and his sickly friend struggle to survive on the streets of New York City.

Midrange Mixed Families (Family Assessment Series)
* 92555 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 3 00:54:00, Color 1992

Midrange Mixed & Centripetal Families, Borderline Centripetal Family. This program demonstrates the functioning of families in the middle of the competence continuum, & further deals with issues of family "style." *TMA

A Midsummer Night's Dream
* 92189 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:52, Color 1982

One of the BBC Shakespeare Plays. This is a tale of devilish fairies, bewitched lovers & stolid workingmen-cum-actors. Stars Helen Mirren, Peter McEnery, Nigel Davenport.

Mightier Than the Sword (Testament Series)
* 91239 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 7 00:52, Color 1991

The period in which the Old Testament achieved its final shape is one of intense national crisis & religious ferment as the people of Judea tried to repel the advances of Rome. This is the context into which Jesus was born & the New Testament was written.

Mighty Aphrodite
* 92599 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:35:00, Color 1995

Woody Allen's 31st film deals with neurotic Lenny, who is trapped in an unhappy marriage & is talked into adopting a son. He finds & tries to reform his son's biological mother. Stars Allen, Mira Sorvino, Helena Bonham Carter.

Migration and Conquest (The Power of Place Series)
* 91986 XAN101 VHS Part 14 of 26 00:30, Color 1996

Middle America: Collision of Cultures: (14) Case studies include migration patterns within & outside Mexico, & the "cycles of conquest" borne by Maya peoples in Guatemala.
Milagro en Roma (Miracle in Rome)
* 92391 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:16 , Color 1988

Margarito Duarte finds his dead daughter's body unchanged after 12 years of internment, & he fights to have her declared a saint. Based on a story by Gabriel Garcia Marquez. In Spanish w/ English subtitles.

Mildred Pierce
* 92227 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:53 , B/W 1945

This melodrama features Joan Crawford as a hard-working divorcee rivaling her daughter for a man's love. Crawford won the Academy Award for Best Actress. Also stars Ann Blyth, Jack Carson.

Millennium Series
* _ XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ _ 00:30:00 , Color 1992

In-room, ltd ITFS, CCTV
A 10-part series examining relevant issues in scenes from contemporary tribes & Western culture: The Shock of the Other..Strange Relations..Mistaken Identity..An Ecology of Mind..The Art of Living..Touching the Timeless..A Poor Man Shames Us All..Inventing Reality..The Tightrope of Power..At the Threshold. *TMA

Milton Resnick (A World of Art: Works in Progress Series)
* 95372 XAN101 VHS Part 7 of 10 00:30:00, Color 1997

This program follows the progression of the painting U+Me from its early stage to its final completion & examines the life & work of its creator, Milton Resnick.

The Mind Awake and Asleep (Discovering Psychology Series)
* 92793 XAN101 VHS Part 13 of 26 00:30:00, Color 2001

The nature of sleeping, dreaming, & altered states of consciousness are explored in this program. With Dr. Ernest Hartman, formerly of Tufts University, & Dr. Robert McCarley of Harvard Medical School.

The Mind Hidden and Divided (Discovering Psychology Series)
* 92794 XAN101 VHS Part 14 of 26 00:30:00, Color 2001

This program shows how experiences that take place below the level of consciousness alter our moods, bias our actions, & affect our health. With Dr. Jonathan Schooler of the University of Pittsburgh & Dr. Michael Gazzaniga of Dartmouth College. Updated.

Mind Over Machine
* 91463 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color 1988

Hubert Dreyfus, Ph.D. discusses his belief that human intuition &
perception are basic & essential phenomena of consciousness & will never be replicated by computers.

The Mind of a Serial Killer
* 91336  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00  , Color  1992

This film goes behind the scenes to give the real story behind the FBI unit popularized in "The Silence of the Lambs." The unit helped the Rochester, NY police department catch a notorious serial killer who targeted prostitutes.

The Minds of Men
* 91407  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:52  , Color  1988

This program details the lives & teachings of Socrates & Plato, the world of Herodotus, the first Greek historian, & Thucydides, the first to write a fair account of his own times.

Mindwalk: A Film for Passionate Thinkers
* 91922  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:50  , Color  1991

In this film set on the island-abbey of Mont St. Michel, Sam Waterston, Liv Ullmann & John Heard portray very dissimilar vacationers caught up in the spontaneous & life-affirming sweep of self-expression & new ideas.

Mine Eyes Have Seen the Glory
* 92583  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 3  00:55:00, Color  1992

America's Folk Religion. In all of religious history, there has never been anything like American Evangelicalism. Hosted by Randall Balmer, this program examines Evangelicalism at the grass roots level, uncovering its joys & concerns, its strengths & struggles, its basic motivations & vision of life. *TMA

Mine Eyes Have Seen the Glory
* 92584  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 3  00:55:00, Color  1992

The Making of a Sub-Culture. See Mine Eyes Have Seen the Glory #92583 for description. *TMA

Mine Eyes Have Seen the Glory
* 92585  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 3  00:55:00, Color  1992

Coming of Age. See Mine Eyes Have Seen the Glory #92583 for description. *TMA

Minerals: Problems of Conservation
* 90040  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:16  , Color  1969
This film introduces a variety of mineral resources vital to our economy & way of life. It describes the non-renewable feature of mineral resources & shows current efforts directed toward conserving our resources.

Miniature Miracle: The Computer Chip
* 91318  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00 , Color  1985
  Home use.
  This program describes the computer chip - a tiny, highly processed sliver of silicon with thousands of transistors crowded onto its surface. Coupled with human ingenuity, the chip is the key to many amazing inventions.

Mrs. Miniver
* 95470  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:15:00, B&W  1942
  A moving drama about a middle-class English family learning to cope with war, told in a series of vignettes. The family, headed by the lovely & gracious matriarch, endures the departure of the father for the beaches at Dunkirk, the discovery of a wounded Nazi pilot, the death of the daughter-in-law in an air raid.

A Minute's Wait
* 90129  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:25 , B/W  
  Based on a comedy by Martin McHugh, this film depicts events on a rural Irish railway during a prolonged stopover. Introduced by Tyrone Power, directed by John Ford. Related title: "A Rising of the Moon".

The Miracle of Morgan's Creek
* 92228  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:28 , B/W  1944
  This Preston Sturges comedy details the misadventures of a wartime floozy who gets drunk, thinks she marries a soldier on leave, gets pregnant (with sextuplets), forgets the whole thing, & then tries to evade scandal by getting a local schnook to marry her again. Starts Betty Hutton, Eddie Bracken, William Demarest.

Miracles Are Not Enough (Americas Series)
* 91274  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 10  01:00 , Color  1993
  This program travels to Brazil & Nicaragua to observe the theological debate, social activism & spiritual revival that is changing a region where religion has long played an important role in society & politics.

Miracles by Design
* 91896  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:58 , Color  1991
  This program explores modern materials design, including car design, medical technology, & "smart materials" that react differently under different conditions.
The program focuses on Mirele Ukeles who has devoted her career to thinking about garbage, recycling, ecology, & the endless invisible labor involved in keeping things clean. Her work at the Staten Island landfill, Fresh Kills, was designed to transform & recapture the landfill as healed public space after it closed.

This program explores shifting ethnic & racial definitions. It looks at Bolivia with its rich Indian tradition, & Hispaniola, an island divided between two nations - Haiti & the Dominican Republic - with different cultural heritages & attitudes toward their African roots.

This is the Royal Shakespeare Company's version of the August Strindberg play about the turbulent relationship between an imperious young noblewoman & an ambitious servant.

This powerful epic about a man of the sword & a man of the cloth who unite to shield a South American Indian tribe from brutal subjugation triumphs on two levels: intellectually as a clash between faith & greed, & emotionally as an action-filled clash of wills & cultures. Stars Robert De Niro, Jeremy Irons.

This film stars Denzel Washington as Demetrius, a Southern businessman who falls in love with an Indian immigrant, played by Sarita Choudhury. It is a funny, fascinating glimpse into two tightly-knit communities.

This Emmy-winning documentary shows some of the events leading up to the summer of 1964 when there were marches & demonstrations leading to the civil rights movement. It includes documentary footage & interviews with some of the participants.
Where does individual identity begin & end? Western societies strive to answer this through a biological view - conception through death; tribal cultures define identity by the myths & rituals of their society, by the people who rear them & by an organic continuum to which they belong. *TMA

Mixed Anxiety and Depression: A Cognitive-Behavioral Approach

An assessment & treatment of depression & panic. This film is a re-creation of an actual course of therapy using Cognizant Behavior Therapy.

Mo' Better Blues

Spike Lee's film on music & love. Trumpeter Bleek Gilliam is obsessed by his music & indecisive about his girlfriends. When he is forced to help his manager & childhood friend, he finds his world more fragile than he had imagined. Stars Lee, Denzel Washington, Joie Lee, Cynda Williams.

Models for Growth (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)

This film discusses linear growth, least squares, exponential growth, & straightening an exponential growth curve by logic.

Modern American Drama - O'Neill: Long Day's Journey...(History of Drama Series)

This ninth film of the series (A Long Day's Journey Into Night) demonstrates O'Neill's method of building a towering structure out of a simple story, in ordinary language & without much action.

Modern British Drama (The Teaching Company)

Since Shakespeare's time, no period has produced more brilliant and varied theatre in Britian than the last hundred years. In modern London, plays have mattered. They are part of the cultural dialogue of the nation. They are important for Britian's idea of itself and for its self-presentation to the world.

Modern British Drama (The Teaching Company)
London, plays have mattered. They are part of the cultural dialogue of the nation. They are important for Britain's idea of itself and for its self-presentation to the world.

The Modern Era Begins (Modern Presidential Campaigns Series)
* 91128 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 5 00:53 , Color 1990
Classroom use ONLY.
This first film of the series includes James Cox & his VP candidate - Franklin Roosevelt, early sound film of Calvin Coolidge accepting the nomination, the wit & rhetoric of Franklin Roosevelt, & the rousing campaign of Wendell Willkie. (1924-1944)

Modern Machine Shop Series
* _ XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ _ Color 1986
_A 4-part series: CNC Fundamentals: Where to Begin; Coordinate Axis: The Key to Understanding CNC; Operating the CNC Machine: Getting Off to a Good Start; CNC Programming: Instructions for Successful Machining.

The Modern Philosophers (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91822 XAN101 VHS Part 36 of 52 00:30 , Color 1989
Part 36: Freedom of thought & expression opened new vistas explored by French, English, & American thinkers. *TMA

Modern Presidential Campaigns Series
* _ XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ _ Color 1990
Classroom use ONLY.
This 5-part series depicts the conventions, inaugurals, etc. of the presidential campaigns since 1920: The Modern Era Begins (1924-44) ..From Train to Television (1948-60) ..Turbulence, Populism & Power Politics (1964-76) ..Packaging the Candidates: Images & Sound Bites (1980-92) ..The Beginning of a New Century (1996).

Modern Times
* 95735 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 01:27:00, B&W 1936
The Tramp struggles to live in modern industrial society with the help of a young homeless woman.

Modern Times
* 92649 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:27:00, B&W 1936
(Copy #2) See Modern Times #91614 for description.

Modern Times
* 91614 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:27 , B/W 1936
This is Charlie Chaplin's satire on industrial life. It is the first film in which he employed sound effects & marks the last appearance of
the "Little Tramp". In this madcap comedy, Chaplin plays a factory worker who cracks under the strain of his job & runs amok.

Moll Flanders
* 92515 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 2 03:40:00, Color 1996
- Rousing, sexually charged retelling of Daniel Defoe's 1722 novel. Moll is a woman struggling to make her way in a rough era. Her story involves five husbands, numerous lovers, shocking family secrets, & travels to London & Virginia. Stars Alex Kingson, Daniel Craig, Diana Rigg.

Moll Flanders
* 92516 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 2 _ , Color 1996
- See Moll Flanders #92515 for description.

Mon Oncle
* 95881 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:57 , Color 1995
- Monsieur Hulot visits the technology-driven world of his sister, brother-in-law, and nephew, but he can't quite fit into the surroundings.

Monetary Policy (Economics USA Series)
* 91957 XAN101 VHS Part 13 of 28 00:30 , Color 1992
- The different reigns of three Federal Reserve Chairmen - Arthur Burns, William Miller, & Paul Volcker - are examined. *TMA

Money on the Land (The America Series)
* 90111 XAN101 16mm Part 4A of 4 00:25 , Color 1973
- This film begins with the history of Chicago. Discussions of: the Great Plains, Midwest farmlands, the California gold rush, mass production & industrialization, the transformation of a farm society to an industrial society, the discovery of petroleum & tycoons & their fortunes.

Money on the Land (The America Series)
* 90112 XAN101 16mm Part 4B of 4 00:25 , Color 1973
- See Money on the Land #90111 for description.

The Money Lenders: The World Bank and International Monetary Fund
* 91752 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:25 , Color 1996
- This film focuses on the major criticisms of the World Bank & IMF, two of the most powerful financial institutions in the world. Five country case studies are presented: Bolivia, Ghana, Brazil, Thailand, & the
Philippines. Responses to the criticisms are also presented.

Money Never Sleeps: Global Financial Markets
* 95558  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:53:00, Color  1999

- Money circulates through a multiplicity of financial markets at a dizzying speed & on a global scale. To make sense of the complicated world of high finance, this lively program profiles some of the people who keep the money moving.<DRA>

Monopoly (Economics USA Series)
* 91963  XAN101  VHS  Part 19 of 28  00:30 , Color  1992

- The stories of Standard Oil, AT&T, & Kodak demonstrate the power & importance of monopolies. *TMA

Monsieur Verdoux
* 92650  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:02:00, B&W  1947

- Written, directed & produced by Charlie Chaplin, this film marked a new direction for the comic genius. Now talking in his films, & having given up the "Little Tramp" character, he plays a dapper ex-bank teller who marries, then murders wealthy women to support his own wife & child.

Monty Python and the Holy Grail
* 92723  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, Color  1974

- Britain's famed comedy band assaults the Arthurian legend in a cult classic complete with a Trojan rabbit and an utterly dismembered, but inevitably pugnacious, knight.

Mood Disorders (The World of Abnormal Psychology Series)
* 91207  XAN101  VHS  Part 8 of 13  01:00 , Color  1992

- Depression is one of the most common psychological problems. In this program psychologists & biologists examine the causes & treatment of depression & bipolar disorder.

More Engineering Disasters
* 92667  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:50:00, Color  1999

- Showing how a gigantic calamity can grow from an apparently insignificant decision or error, this film revisits noteworthy disasters & searches for probable causes.

More For Less (Race to Save the Planet Series)
* 91054  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 10  01:00 , Color  1990

- This film suggests moderation for the future, weaning ourselves from a
fossil fuel diet. It examines ways to harness energy resources & use them more efficiently while continuing to provide needed economic & environmental benefits to society.

More Than Words
* 95623  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:00:00, Color  2000  
Based on More than Words- The Hanen Program for Parents of Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder, this video demonstrates how parents apply the strategies they learn in the More than Words Program, creating structured, predictable environments in which their children learn to interact. *TMA

The Mosquito Coast
* 92651  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:59:00, Color  1986  
A brilliant inventor leads his trusting wife & four children into the remote Central American jungle to carve out a new society. Stars Harrison Ford, Helen Mirren, River Phoenix.

Most Hallowed Ground (The Civil War Series)
* 91065  XAN101  VHS  Part 7 of 9  01:12 , Color  1990  
With Grant & Sherman stalled at Atlanta & Petersburg, opinion in the North turned strongly against Lincoln & the war. But Union victories at Mobile Bay, Atlanta & Shenandoah tilted the election to Lincoln & the Confederacy's last hope for independence died. *TMA

Mother Tongue (The Story of English Series)
* 91303  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 9  00:58 , Color  1986  
Home use.  
This program surveys the growth of English from its Anglo-Saxon origins, through the Norman conquest, to the poetry of Geoffrey Chaucer.

Motivating Students from Day One to Graduation
* 95602  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00:00, Color  2006  
Digital/Taping Rights  
This program takes a detailed look at how to maximize the first impression, inspire students to succeed, develop self-management & success skills, & create the relationships with fellow classmates & faculty that are key to retention. <DRA>

Motivation and Emotion (Discovering Psychology Series)
* 92792  XAN101  VHS  Part 12 of 26  00:30:00, Color  2001  
This program reviews what researchers are discovering about why we act & feel as we do, from the exhilaration of love to the agony of failure. With Dr. Norman Adler of Yeshiva University & Dr. Martin Seligman of the University of Pennsylvania.
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec frequently visits the Moulin Rouge. One night, a young woman, Marie, asks him for help. He falls in love with her, & the two become involved in a tumultuous relationship. It becomes increasingly difficult for him to balance his personal feelings, his artistic abilities & his family name.

Mountains of Gold (The Decade of Destruction Series)

* 91441  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 4  00:53  , Color  1990

This program tells of the 250,000 illegal gold prospectors who swarmed over private gold reserves in the rainforest. Mining's long-range impact on the rainforest is likely to be the center of controversy in the Amazon of the '90s. *TMA

Mounted Pictures: 1900-1910

* 90704  XAN101  Pictures Part 1 of 7  , B/W

Pictures of a Decade 1900-10

Mounted Pictures: 1910-1920

* 90705  XAN101  Pictures Part 2 of 7  , B/W

Pictures of a Decade 1910-20.

Mounted Pictures: 1920-1930

* 90706  XAN101  Pictures Part 3 of 7  , B/W

Pictures of a Decade 1920-30.

Mounted Pictures: 1930-1940

* 90707  XAN101  Pictures Part 4 of 7  , B/W

Pictures of a Decade 1930-40.

Mounted Pictures: 1940-1950

* 90708  XAN101  Pictures Part 5 of 7  , B/W

Pictures of a Decade 1940-50.

Mounted Pictures: 1950-1960

* 90709  XAN101  Pictures Part 6 of 7  , B/W

Pictures of a Decade 1950-60.
Mounted Pictures: 1960-1970
* 90710  XAN101  Pictures  Part 7 of 7  _  , B/W  _  
  Pictures of a Decade 1960-70.

Mounted Pictures: Movies 1900-1930
* 90701  XAN101  Pictures  Part 1 of 3  _  , B/W  _  
  These pictures have been carefully selected & researched to represent the heritage of the American way of life.

Mounted Pictures: Movies 1930-1950
* 90702  XAN101  Pictures  Part 2 of 3  _  , B/W  _  
  See Mounted Pictures: Movies #90701 for description.

Mounted Pictures: Movies 1950-1970
* 90703  XAN101  Pictures  Part 3 of 3  _  , B/W  _  
  See Mounted Pictures: Movies #90701 for description.

The Mouse That Laid the Golden Egg (The Secret of Life Series)
* 91536  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 8  01:00  , Color  1993  
  This sixth program of the series examines the promises & dangers of industrial genetic manipulation.

Movement for Period Plays
* 92945  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:25:00, Color  1985  
  Designed for actors & dancers performing period pieces, this program demonstrates bows, curtsies, & basic dance steps of the medieval, Tudor, Elizabethan, Jacobean, Restoration, 18th-century, Romantic, Victorian, & Edwardian periods. *TMA

The Movies Today (Life Goes to the Movies Series)
* 91020  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 5  00:37  , Color  1977  
  Marilyn Monroe summed up in her own life all the hopes & fears of every budding starlet. This episode takes an extended look at her life & career, since she was so integral a part of her time.

Mozart and His Music
* 90063  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:14  , B/W  1954  
  Synthesizing the scenes of Mozart's life with his compositions, this film presents selections from his music against backgrounds of such cities as Salzburg & Vienna.
Mr. Deeds Goes to Town
* 92652 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:55:00, B&W 1936

Gary Cooper & Jean Arthur star in this poignant comedy about a small-town poet who inherits $20 million & is promptly declared insane by petty moochers, relatives, conniving lawyers & big executives who all want a piece of the pie. Directed by Frank Capra.

Mr. and Mrs. Smith
* 95588 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:35:00, B&W 1941

An underrated, endearing farce about a bickering but happy modern couple who discover their marriage isn't legitimate & go through the courtship all over again. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Starring Carole Lombard, Robert Montgomery.

Mr. Holland's Opus
* 95834 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:23 , Color 1995

A frustrated composer finds fulfillment as a high school music teacher.

Mr. Smith Goes to Washington
* 92653 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:05:00, B&W 1939

James Stewart, Jean Arthur & Claude Rains star in this classic film about an idealistic, small-town senator who heads to Washington & suddenly finds himself singlehandedly battling ruthless politicians out to destroy him. Directed by Frank Capra.

Mrs. Doubtfire
* 95820 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:05 , Color 1993

After a bitter divorce, an actor disguises himself as a female housekeeper to spend time with his children held in custody by his former wife.

Much Ado About Nothing
* 91695 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:28 , Color 1983

One of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films, & one of Shakespeare's great romantic comedies, this is the story of confirmed bachelor Benedick & haughty lady Beatrice. Stars Robert Lindsay, Cherie Lunghi.

Muhammad: Legacy of a Prophet
* 93035 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:56:00, Color 2002

This film tells the story of the seventh century prophet who changed world history in 23 years, & continues to shape the lives of more than 1.2 billion people. The film takes viewers now only to ancient Middle
Eastern sites where Muhammad's story unfolds but into the homes, mosques & workplaces of American Muslim's.

Muhammad: The Voice of God
* 95441  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:43:00, Color  1999

'There is among you the messenger of God, the future prophet whom the gospel has announced as the successor of Jesus.' This program narrates the biography of Muhammad, a merchant from Mecca, reportedly called by Allah to be his prophet & spread the Muslim faith.

Multicultural Understanding
* 93011  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:27:00, Color  2001

To be tolerant & to truly accept that we are all different but equal must be America's goal for the 21st Century. The message conveyed by this video is that we should not fear those who are different from us. Rather, we should seize the opportunity to learn from other people & to enjoy what they can share.

Multicultural Counseling: Issues of Ethnic Diversity
* 92112  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:28 , Color  1992

The purpose of this film is to create a stimulus for counselors to increase their understanding of multicultural issues in counseling. It is a training tool that can be used at any level of counselor training. It addresses some ethnic & racial issues found in counseling interactions. *TMA

Multicultural Counseling: Issues of Diversity
* 92113  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:44 , Color  1992

This second program broadens the definition of multicultural counseling by addressing such issues as gender identity, religious identity, language & culture, & disabilities. *TMA

Multidimensional Data Analysis (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
* 91650  XAN101  VHS  Part 10 of 26  00:30 , Color  1989

This program recaps the data analysis by showing computing technology at Bell Communications Research.

Multimodal Therapy (APA Psychotherapy Series)
* 91700  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 12  01:00 , Color  1995

The multimodal approach assumes that unless seven interactive modalities are assessed, treatment may overlook significant concerns. This session is conducted by Arnold A. Lazarus, Ph.D. *TMA

Multinational Corporations (Inside the Global Economy Series)
This program examines multinational corporations as vehicles for the movement of capital & the transfer of technology.

The Mummy

This is the classic horror tale of an Egyptian priest who was buried alive 4000 years earlier & comes back to life in 1921 to search for his lost love. Today this brooding, dream-like film remains a horror masterpiece. Stars Boris Karloff, Zita Johann.

Murray Bowen (Founders Series)

This is a videotape of a live interview which explores the founders' development as system thinkers, the development of their models, & their current thinking.

A Muse of Fire (The Story of English Series)

This program describes the 16th & 17th century when English flowered in the works of William Shakespeare & the King James Bible.

Music of the Spheres (Ascent of Man Series)

The film traces the evolution of mathematics & explores the relationship of numbers to musical harmony, early astronomy & perspective in painting. It follows the spread of Greek ideas through the courts & bazaars of the Islamic empire to Moorish Spain & Renaissance Europe.

Music of Stillness: The World of Sara Teasdale

This film was produced & directed by Saint Louis University professor James F. Scott, Ph.D. It profiles the life of poet Sara Teasdale, who was born in St. Louis, & was one of the pioneering women writers of the early twentieth century. <DRA>

Musique et Radio

This French film covers broadcasting techniques.

Mutiny (The Great War Series)
By 1917 men, armies & nations were reaching a breaking point. For individual soldiers it emerged as "shell shock." For armies it was rebellion. The greatest mutiny of all was the Russian Revolution.

Mutiny on the Bounty
* 95471 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:13:00, B&W 1935

English conscripts sailing for Tahiti buckle under the chastisements of cruel Captain William Bligh. Bligh's grotesque abuses of power finally inspire a mutiny on the return voyage. Bligh & a few cronies are set onto a dinghy after the successful mutiny, at which point the real adventure begins. Starring Clark Gable.

The Muvver Tongue (The Story of English Series)
* 91308 XAN101 VHS Part 7 of 9 00:58, Color 1986

Home use.
This program explains the spread of the English language throughout the British Empire during the 19th century.

My Best Friend's Wedding
* 95913 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:45, Color 1997

When a woman's long-time friend says he's engaged, she realizes she loves him herself... and sets out to get him, with only days before the wedding.

My Darling Clementine
* 95730 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 01:37:00, B&W 1946

A Western retelling the tale of the Shoot-out at the OK Corral.

My Dinner With Andre
* 95841 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:50, Color 1981

Wallace Shawn and Andre Gregory, apparently playing themselves, share their lives over the course of an evening meal at a restaurant.

My Life as a Dog
* 92437 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:41, Color 1985

A troublesome boy is separated from his brother & sent to live with relatives in the country when his mother is taken ill. Swedish w/ English subtitles.

Myra Levine (The Nurse Theorists: Portraits of Excellence Series)
* 95511 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 16 00:32:00, Color 1988

This program profiles the nurse theorist Myra Levine. A brief biography is followed by an interview focusing on her theory, the Four
Conservation Principles of Nursing. An in-depth explanation of her theory is presented at the end of the program.

Mysteries of the Holy Land
* 92124  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:15 , Color  1994

Archaeology host John Rhys-Davies discusses some of the secrets of The Holy Land: How much of what we read in the Old Testament can be proven by scientists & historians? Was there a solitary male God, Yahweh? What really happened to Sodom & Gomorrah?

Mystery of the Senses Series
* 95974  XAN101  VHS  Part _ of _  , Color  1995

A 5-part PBS series: Smell... Taste... Hearing... Touch... Vision.

The Mystic Masseur
* 95974  XAN101  VHS  Part _ of _  , Color  2001

In 1950s Trinidad, a frustrated writer supports himself as a masseur--and soon becomes a revered mystic and politico.

Myth, History, and Drama
* 91248  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:26 , Color  1989

This program visits the remains of some ancient theatres in Greece: one built on a high acropolis, an amphi theatre, the theatre of ancient Psophis, & the smallest theatre that is preserved.

N is a Number: A Portrait of Paul Erdos
* 91565  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:57 , Color  1993

This is a documentary film following the life of the mathematician Paul Erdos as he visits fellow mathematicians & friends all over the world, & presents certain mathematical "problems" for others to attempt solving.

N. Scott Momaday
* 92082  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:50 , Color  1995

In this program, part of the Native American Novelists set, Momaday discusses what it means to a Native American to be an American citizen, & reveals the artist, thinker, & imaginative creator. He has combined his study of Western literature with the themes & structures of his Kiowa Indian heritage.

N!ai, the Story of a !Kung Woman
* 95390  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:59:00, Color  1980

This film provides a broad overview of !Kung life, both past & present,
& an intimate portrait of N!ai, a !Kung woman who in 1978 was in her mid-thirties. N!ai tells her own story, & in so doing, the story of changes in !Kung life over a thirty year period.

Nanook of the North
* 90074  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 2  00:25  , B/W  1921
_  Contemporary Films. Robert Flaherty's classic documentary of Eskimo life in the Hudson Bay area.

Nanook of the North
* 90075  XAN101  16mm  Part 2 of 2  00:25  , B/W  1921
_  See Nanook of the North #90074 for description.

Nanoscale Tribology and Mechanics of MEMS/NEMS
* 95444  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, Color  2002
_  This video explores the definition & history of tribology, the industrial significance of tribology, solid surface characterization, & friction. Other topics covered are interface temperatures, wear & friction of materials, fluid film lubrication, boundary lubrication, & lubricants.

Napoleon: Soldier, Emperor, Lover, Statesman
* 92740  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  02:00:00, Color  2000
_  This PBS film depicts how the very characteristics that helped the French leader achieve the pinnacle of power - determination, self-confidence, & a sense of his own destiny - contributed to his ultimate downfall.

Napoleon: Soldier, Emperor, Lover, Statesman
* 92741  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  02:00:00, Color  2000
_  See Napoleon #92740 for description.

Narrative Therapy (Family Therapy with the Experts Series)
* 92471  XAN101  VHS  Part 8 of 13  01:50  , Color  1999
_  Dr. Steve Madigan.  1) Intro of the theory w/ Steve Madigan, Jon Carlson, & Diane Kjos - 20 min.  2) Initial session w/ Madigan & a family - 46 min.  3) Discussion of the session w/ Madigan, Carlson, Kjos, & a panel of human service professionals & graduate students - 44 min.  *TMA

Nation of Immigrants
* 92263  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:52  , Color  1992
_  This Destination America film discusses the descendants of the
immigrants of the great immigration from Europe which ended in the 1920's. As they try to rediscover their heritage, how do they now view the Old World & America's future?

National Geographic Video: Egypt: Quest for Eternity  
* 95943   XAN 101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  01:00  , Color  1982  
Documentary about ancient Egypt. Also shown are the Nile river, the Luxor and Karnak temples, the Sphynx, the Great Pyramids of Giza, the river path to the Land of the Dead, the pharaohs and queens' tombs, as well as egyptologists' interpretation of Ancient Egypt mysteries.

The National Monarchies (The Western Tradition Series)  
* 91810   XAN101  VHS  Part 24  of 52  00:30  , Color  1989  
Part 24: A new urban middle class emerged, while dynastic marriages established centralized monarchies. *TMA

Native Son  
* 92091   XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  00:52  , Color  1995  
In this Great Books program African-American writers John Edgar Wideman & Bebe Moore Campbell discuss author Richard Wright as a chronicler of the racism of his time, & as a literary genius who forced blacks & whites to face the damage racism & inequality have caused to the black psyche & American society.

The Natural  
* 91260   XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  02:14  , Color  1984  
Robert Redford stars as Roy Hobbs, whose dream of baseball superstardom is seemingly shattered. Years later Hobbs reappears & has his chance to lead the New York Knights to the pennant, finally fulfilling his boyhood dream.

The Nature of a Continent (The Africans Series)  
* 91632   XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 9  01:00  , Color  1986  
This film explores the roles that water, desert, & equatorial climate have played in developing African culture & civilization.

Nature, Giver of Blessings: Haiku Poetry  
* 92270   XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  00:30  , Color  1993  
This program shows the stunning beauty of Japan & introduces Haiku poetry. The harmony with nature & the goal to become one with it are visually illustrated.

The Nature of Stress (The World of Abnormal Psychology Series)  
* 91201   XAN101  VHS  Part 2  of 13  01:00  , Color  1992
Stress affects many people. This program explores the long-term effects of stress & what is known about how to reduce them.

The Nazi Strike (Why We Fight Series)
* 91026 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 7 00:41 , B/W 1943
   Classroom use ONLY.
   Hitler's war machine sweeps into Austria, Czechoslovakia & Poland.
   Frank Capra is at his best in this disturbing look at the relentless enslavement of a continent by the forces of Fascism.

Near-Net Shape: Casting
* 92478 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:26:00, Color 1999
   This program discusses several casting processes: Expendable Mold/Reusable Pattern, Expendable Mold/Expendable Pattern, Permanent Mold/No Pattern. Pattern & core production methods are demonstrated.

Near-Net Shape: Forging
* 93086 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:20:00, Color 1999
   This program covers the major forging processes, including open-die forging, impression-die forging, seamless ring rolling, hot-die forging, & isothermal forging. This program also features a segment on forging automation, & a review.

Near-Net Shape: Casting
* 93087 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:26:00, Color 1999
   This program covers an array of casting processes, arranging them into 3 major categories: Expendable Mold/Reusable Pattern processes, Expendable Mold/Expendable Pattern processes, & Permanent Mold/No Pattern processes. Pattern and core production methods are also demonstrated.

Near Net Shape: Powder Metallurgy
* 95396 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:23:00, Color 1997
   This video examines the many advantages of working with metal powders - from design flexibility to the ability to produce net or near-net shaped parts.

Nearing the End of the Campaign Trail (Lincoln-Douglas Debates of 1858 Series)
* 91491 XAN101 VHS Part 6 of 7 06:00 , Color 1994
   This re-enactment takes place at the original site - Quincy's Washington Park. The actual debate starts in the third hour. (Program not complete.)

Neighbors
This film employs McLaren's "pixillation" technique in which the principles normally used to put drawings or puppets into motion are used to animate live actors. The story is a simple parable about two people. The film has neither dialogue nor narration.

Neo-orthodoxy (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)

Part 27: Neo-orthodoxy - The Subject & Object of Faith. Neo-orthodoxy, a Protestant movement initiated by Swiss theologian Karl Barth after WWI, reacted against the liberal Protestant attempt to base theology on religious experience. *TMA

This program reports live from the Jet Propulsion Lab as the Voyager II space probe flies by Neptune. It explains how computer simulations are achieved & images sent, visits the Deep Space Network, & the Hale 200" Telescope at Palomar.

Network

Includes: Remote Procedure Call (RPC); File transfer & access; Remote terminal access; Directory services; Electronic mail; Remote database access; Network management. *TMA

Networking: Applications

Includes: Internet Architecture (TCP/IP); Xerox Network Systems (XNS); Open Systems Interconnection (OSI); Digital Network Architecture (DNA); Systems Network Architecture (SNA). *TMA

Networking: Architectures

Includes: The fundamental problem - moving bits; Organizing the bits - protocols; Organizing the protocols - architectures; Agreeing on architectures & protocols - standards; Making connections; What is being connected; Ways to connect: topologies & media. *TMA
The Neural Connection (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93066  XAN101  VHS  Part 21 of 26  00:30:00, Color  1996

This program features examples of a polo player in action & a novice at a firing range to demonstrate how reflex actions & chemical responses are triggered directly by sensory stimuli.

Neurological Assessment: Nurse's Station
* 95431  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:23:00, Color  2002

This program illustrates techniques for assessing a patient's neurological system, considering the collection of both subjective & objective data. Focusing on health maintenance & promotion, it highlights assessment of the aging population.

The New Business of Paradigms
* 95656  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  00:44:00, Color  2001

Joel Barker's training video demonstrates how thinking differently is necessary for us to grow as organizations & as individuals. Includes The Classic Edition (26 min.), a remake of the original, & The 21st Century Edition (18 min), which contains all new stories to illustrate recent paradigm shifts. *TMA

New Conflicts (The Africans Series)
* 91636  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 9  01:00 , Color  1986

Some problems of Africa's post-colonial period are examined, such as urbanization, warrior traditions, European-created national boundaries, the Islamic jihad tradition, & nationalist movements.

The New Digital Imaging
* 91418  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:20 , Color  1994

This program examines computer manipulation of digital images, digital still cameras, scanners that turn negatives into digital information, new printing systems, disc-based storage of photographic images, transmission of photos via satellite & phone lines, & ethical questions.

The New England Transcendentalists
* 92262  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:27 , Color  1997

Interviews, dramatic re-creations at Walden Pond, & readings from major works are used to explore the evolution of the American Transcendentalist Movement in the early 19th century.

The New Found Land (The America Series)
* 90105  XAN101  16mm  Part 1A of 4  00:25 , Color  1973
"Who discovered America?" Topics include: the American Indian, Columbus, Spanish invaders, trappers, the French influence & the British settlers.

The New Found Land (The America Series)
* 90106    XAN101    16mm    Part 1B of 4    00:25    Color    1973

See The New Found Land #90105 for description.

New Gods (The Africans Series)
* 91634    XAN101    VHS    Part 3 of 9    01:00    Color    1986

The roles of Christian missionaries, Western secularism, Muslim sects, Egyptian pharaohs, & native religions are discussed.

The New IDEA: What Are Your Responsibilities?
* 92141    XAN101    VHS    Part 1 of 2    00:30    Color    1997

Overview. In this 2-volume set, Melinda Maloney takes the mystery out of the IDEA Reauthorization & explains the new legal requirements. Most of the act's changes are effective by the beginning of the 1997-98 school year.

The New IDEA: What Are Your Responsibilities?
* 92142    XAN101    VHS    Part 2 of 2    00:19    Color    1997

Discipline. See The New IDEA #92141 for description.

The New IDEA: What Regular Educators Need to Know
* 92143    XAN101    VHS    Part 1 of 1    00:32    Color    1997

The 1997 IDEA Amendments have drastically changed the role of regular education teachers & administrators. In this program Melinda Maloney guides you through the maze of special education law & explains your new legal responsibilities. *TMA

A New Public (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91831    XAN101    VHS    Part 45 of 52    00:30    Color    1989

Part 45: Public education & mass communications created a new political life & leisure time. *TMA

A New Saint, A New Art
* 95555    XAN101    DVD    Part 1 of 1    00:49:00, Color    2004

(See IMC# 95554 for description.)
This poignant program investigates how St. Francis’s infusion of emotion & nature into the Christian mainstream inspired artists of the period to produce naturalistic depictions of him that were full of action & feeling. <DRA>

New Standards for the New Student?
This program looks at two questions about the next generation of college students. How do the unique characteristics of these "new students" affect the ways we deliver instruction? How to maintain high standards for success in this new teaching & learning environment that is transforming so quickly around us? <DRA>

The New Testament (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)

New Ways To Praise (How To Talk So Kids Will Listen Series)
The goals of this session are to examine the relationship between praise & self-esteem, understand the difference between helpful & unhelpful praise, learn & practice skills that enable children to praise themselves. *TMA

The New World
A drama about explorer John Smith and the clash between Native Americans and English settlers in the 17th century.

New Year
Soo, a Chinese-American, uses coloring book characters to explain her childhood ambivalence towards her heritage, & clips from TV & movies to confront the images which foster the kind of prejudice she knew as a child.

New York, New York
Liza Minnelli & Robert De Niro team up as Francine Evans & Jimmy Doyle in this flashy musical celebrating the glorious days of The Big Band
Era in New York.

New York, New York
* 91617 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 2 , Color 1977
   See New York, New York #91616 for description.

New York Series
* _ XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ , Color 1999
   A 9-part series: The Country & the City... Order & Disorder... Sunshine & Shadow... The Power & the People... Cosmopolis...City of Tomorrow...The City and the World...The Center of the World Pt. 1...The Center of the World Pt. 2 Directed by Ric Burns.

Next Year's Words: A Look into the Future (The Story of English Series)
* 91310 XAN101 VHS Part 9 of 9 00:58 , Color 1986
   Home use.
   This final program of the series explores what the future holds for today's most influential global language.

Nick and Sheila and the World
* 95528 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:17:00, Color 1995
   A young woman named Sheila addresses the viewer, telling the story of her live-in boyfriend, Nick. Sheila recounts her experiences with hospital protocol, & the viewer is led to see the world of health care delivery from a point of view radically different from that view shared by most health care workers. *TMA

Nietzsche (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92369 XAN101 VHS Part 26 of 32 00:30 , Color 1997
   Part 26: Nietzsche - Critic of Christian Morality. Nietzsche is one of the few critics of Christianity bold enough to criticize its morality, which he finds sick & life-denying. He says healthy values mean a willingness to suffer & give pain without concern for blame. *TMA

Night Mail
* 91903 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:25 , B/W 1936
   This is a view of the operation of the L.M.S. Railway & Royal Mail System prior to WWII in England.

The NIght of Truth
* 95734 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 01:40:00, Color 2004
   After ten years of civil war between the government army of the Nayak, led by 'Le président', and the Bonande rebels led by Colonel Theo, there is some sign of peace negotiations. The night of truth starts with
a festive dinner, but the village idiot Tomoto always seems capable of ruining the attempts for peace.

The 1900 House
* 92679  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  02:00  , Color  2000
   The Bowler family turned back the calendar to the spring of 1900 and experienced the Victorian lifestyle for three months right down to corsets, chamber pots & cutthroat razors. Their story is a uniquely thoughtful & witty portrait of the grueling demands of a bygone era & the relentless power of modern ways.

The 1900 House
* 92680  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  02:00:00, Color  2000
   See The 1900 House #92679 for description.

Ninotchka
* 92857  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:48:00, B&W  1939
   Greta Garbo is a cold Russian agent sent to Paris, where she falls in love with a playboy. Satirical, energetic, & witty. Also stars Melvyn Douglas. Directed by Ernst Lubitsch.

Ninotchka
* 95723  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:50:00, B&W  1939
   A stern Russian woman sent to Paris on official business finds herself attracted to a man who represents everything she is supposed to detest.

Nixon
* 91426  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 3  00:56  , Color  1990
   The Triumph. See Nixon #91425 for description.

Nixon
* 91427  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 3  01:00  , Color  1990
   The Fall. See Nixon #91425 for description.

Nixon
* 91425  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 3  00:58  , Color  1990
   This is a 3-part program – The Quest, The Triumph, The Fall – that explores the fateful combination of strengths & weaknesses that propelled Richard Nixon to the presidency & then brought him down. It is the story of power – how it was gained, used, abused & lost.

No Habra Mas Penas Ni Olvido (Funny Dirty Little War)
This is a savage black comedy about the eruption of a civil war in a quiet Argentine village when a local Peronist politician claims a municipal clerk is a Communist. In Spanish w/ English subtitles.

No Place Like Home

This film explores eight months in the life of a broken family in Seattle & depicts the cycles that keep families tied to poverty & violence from one generation to the next. It focuses on Barbara, a 10-year-old girl who lives with her mother, brother & sister in homeless shelters & cheap motels.

No Regrets For Our Youth

The daughter of a politically disgraced university professor struggles to find a place for herself in love and life, in the uncertain world of Japan leading into WWII.

Noah's Dilemma (Integrity in Scientific Research Series)

This program explores the competitive pressures of scientists to get the data "right" & published, mentoring responsibilities, loyalty to & honesty with one's collaborators, & the selection & reporting of data & record keeping. *TMA

Nobody's Fool

Sully is a rascally ne'er-do-well approaching retirement age. While he is pressing a worker's compensation suit for a bad knee, he secretly works for his nemesis, Carl, and flirts with Carl's young wife Toby. Sully's long- forgotten son and family have moved back to town, so Sully faces unfamiliar family responsibility.

Nonviolent Crisis Intervention

The Preventative Techniques: Through dramatic re-enactments, this film shows proven techniques for de-escalating a situation before it becomes assaultive. *TMA

Nonviolent Crisis Intervention

Therapeutic Physical Intervention: This film demonstrates simple & effective personal safety techniques as well as therapeutic restraint &
transport skills. *TMA

Norma Rae
* 95954   XAN 101 VHS   Part 1 of 1   01:50 , Color   1979
_ 
A young single mother and textile worker agrees to help unionize her mill despite the problems and dangers involved.

Normal Calculations (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
* 91645   XAN101 VHS   Part 5 of 26   00:30 , Color   1989
_ 
Emission standards & cholesterol studies give examples of normal calculations at work.

Normal Distributions (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
* 91644   XAN101 VHS   Part 4 of 26   00:30 , Color   1989
_ 
This film shows the progression from histogram to a single normal curve for standard measurement.

The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
* 91906   XAN101 VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:26 , Color   1995
_ 
This is an overview of NAFTA, including an explanation of the purposes & goals of the agreement. *TMA

North by Northwest
* 91381   XAN101 VHS   Part 1 of 1   02:17 , Color   1959
_ 
Considered by many to be one of Hitchcock's greatest films, this is the story of a Madison Avenue ad executive who inadvertently gets involved with international spies & is framed for murder. Stars Cary Grant, Eva Marie Saint, James Mason.

Northwest Passage
* 93119   XAN101 VHS   Part 1 of 1   02:07:00, Color   1940
_ 
The lavish first half of a projected two-film package based on Kenneth Roberts' popular novel, depicting the troop of Rogers' Rangers fighting the wilderness & hostile Indians. Beautifully produced; the second half was never made and the passage itself is never seen. Starring Spencer Tracy.

Notes on Nuclear War ("War" Series)
* 91316   XAN101 VHS   Part 6 of 7   01:00 , Color   1985
_ 
This program examines the nuclear arms race from the bombing of Hiroshima through the Cuban missile crisis to today's stalemate.
Notre Dame: Cathedral of Amiens
* 92314  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  00:13  , Color  1997

Part 1  Reflections: Live Walk-Through. This visual essay on Amiens Cathedral tours the cathedral as it is today. The Steadicam footage provides a detailed view of the knave, transepts, vaults, radiating chapels, flying buttresses, & sculptural details all set to music without narration.

Notre Dame: Cathedral of Amiens
* 92315  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  00:12  , Color  1997

Part 2  Revelation: Computer & Architectural Animation. Using sophisticated computer animation, Professor Stephen Murray & his team tell the original story of how this great French cathedral is encoded as an image of Heaven, the way it was built, & why it nearly collapsed.

Notting Hill
* 95830  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:04  , Color  1999

The life of a simple bookshop owner changes when he meets the most famous film star in the world.

The Novel, What It Is, What It's About and Does
* 90142  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:32  , Color  1962

Clifton Fadiman explains motivation, characterization, style & the establishment of mood through description. He is aided in his analysis by actors from the old Vic Company.

Now or Never (Race to Save the Planet Series)
* 91058  XAN101  VHS  Part 10 of 10  01:00  , Color  1990

This film presents individuals who are engaged in efforts to bring about critical environmental change at all levels. It encourages everyone, whether ordinary citizen or world leader, to play a part in global environmental action.

Number Our Days
* 92913  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:29:00, Color  1976

This is a sensitive & compassionate portrait of a community of elderly Eastern European Jews in Venice, CA. The film portrays a group of disadvantaged but resilient individuals sustaining their vivid cultural heritage amid poverty & loneliness in modern America.

Nurse Betty
* 95940  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:50  , Color  2000
Comedy about a widow's post-traumatic obsession with a soap star.

The NYPD Homicide Unit
* 95434  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:54:00, Color  2002
  By its nature the work is grisly, but a successful homicide investigation can at least give survivors the consolation of justice. In an ongoing case & in a notorious one that was closed, this program shows how killers are caught by NYPD homicide experts.

The NYPD Narcotics Unit
* 95433  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:54:00, Color  2002
  Since New York City enacted its zero-tolerance drug policy in the early 1990s, arrests for narcotics violations have increased over 40 percent. This program goes on the streets where the policy is enforced, taking a gritty look at narcotics stake-outs & arrest procedures.

Obedience
* 91158  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:45  , B/W  1969
  This documents Stanley Milgram's classic research on obedience to authority, filmed at Yale University. Subjects were told to administer increasingly severe electric shocks to others. Both obedient & defiant reactions are shown & subjects explain their actions after participating.

Object Relations Therapy (Family Therapy with the Experts Series)
* 92472  XAN101  VHS  Part 9 of 13  01:57  , Color  1998
  Drs. Jill & David Scharff. 1) Intro of the theory w/ Jill & David Scharff, Jon Carlson, & Diane Kjos - 28 min. 2) Initial session w/ the Scharffs & a family - 51 min. 3) Discussion of the session w/ the Scharffs, Carlson, Kjos, & a panel of human service professionals & graduate students - 38 min. *TMA

An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge
* 90080  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:27  , B/W  1962
  Academy Award winner Robert Enrico visually retells the Ambrose Bierce short story in a memorable, tight style that captures the eloquence & power of man's imagination & the awesome force of his will to survive. The tale is told with an extremely skillful use of photographic imagery, sound effects & song.

An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge
* 91094  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:29  , B/W  1962
  See An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge #90080 for description.

Of Mice & Mendoza: Sharing in Science (Integrity in Scientific Research Series)
This program focuses on issues related to industrial support for the sharing of data & resources, the role of technology transfer, the effects of merging public & private funds, & the stresses of scientists in the face of conflicting professional values, legal obligations, & loyalty to colleagues. *TMA

Office Space
* 95635  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:29:00, Color  1999

Unable to endure another mind-numbing day at Initech Corporation, white-collar peon Peter Gibbons has had enough. Armed with a new attitude & a new girlfriend, he neglects his job with a vengence--& is quickly promoted to upper management. Starring Ron Livingston & Jennifer Aniston.

The Official Story
* 95826  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:50 , Color  1985

After the end of the Dirty War, a high school teacher sets out to find out who the mother of her adopted daughter is.

Oklahoma!
* 95922  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:25 , Color  1955

A budding romance between a ballet master and a tapdancer becomes complicated when rumours surface that they're already married.

Oligopolies (Economics U$A Series)
* 91964  XAN101  VHS  Part 20 of 28  00:30 , Color  1992

This look at the rise of oligopolies & the growth of government regulations includes a debate of the effects of airline deregulation. *TMA

Olivier, Olivier
* 91861  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:50 , Color  1992

Nine-year-old Olivier disappears from his home near Provence. Six years later a young street hustler is found & thought to be Olivier. Is he? In French with subtitles.

Omega
* 90041  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:13 , Color  1970

This is Donald Fox's dazzling portrayal of man's unlocking of the secrets of the universe. A fantastic visual experience produced by special optical effects pioneered by Fox.
Omega
* 90046 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:13 , Color _
-
See Omega #90041 for description.

On the Home Front: The Influence of the Family
* 91358 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00 , Color 1991
-
This film explores the effects of complex family interactions on child development. It includes discussions of bidirectional influences, the "complex model" of parenting, birth order & age span.

On the Line 1924
* 92321 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00 , Color 1997
-
This film follows the acceleration of mass production, from the days of master craftsmen to the pressures & benefits of assembly line work to the growing strength of "people power" as labor and management struggle to divide the fruits of increased productivity.

On The Waterfront
* 95909 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:48 , BW 1954
-
An ex-prize fighter turned longshoreman struggles to stand up to his corrupt union bosses.

One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
* 95717 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:13:00, Color 1975
-
McMurphy thinks he can get out of doing work while in prison by pretending to be mad. His plan backfires when he is sent to a mental asylum. He tries to liven the place up a bit by playing card games and basketball with his fellow inmates, but the head nurse is after him at every turn.

One Woman, One Vote
* 91747 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:46 , Color 1995
-
This film documents the seventy-year battle for women's suffrage, which finally ended in the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment to the Constitution. To the end, crusaders faced entrenched opposition from men & women who feared that the women's vote would ignite a social revolution. Narrated by Susan Sarandon *TMA

One Wonderful Sunday
* 95809 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:48 , BW 1947
-
Yuzo and his fiancée Masako spend their Sunday afternoon together, trying to have a good time on just thirty-five yen. They manage to have
many small adventures, especially because Masako's optimism and belief in dreams is able to lift Yuzo from his realistic despair.

Online Services for Online Success
* 95662  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00:00, Color  2007
Digital/Taping Rights
This teleconference will help higher education institutions develop effective online approaches to delivering student support services. Needs of online & distance learners will be explored, as well as tips for effective design. <DRA>

Only Angels Have Wings
* 92438  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:01  B/W  1939
Melodramatic adventure about a broken-down Peruvian air mail service. Stars Cary Grant, Thomas Mitchell, Jean Arthur. Directed by Howard Hawks.

Only a Bridge (Integrity in Scientific Research Series)
* 92877  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 5  00:07:30, Color  2002
This program highlights issues related to intellectual property, disclosure of privileged information, sharing information in science, crediting the work of others, & the responsibilities of collaborators who encounter questionable conduct by a colleague. *TMA

The Only Home We Have: Man and the Environment
* 91724  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:21  Color  1995
This program looks at the problems created by air, water, soil & other types of pollution. Technological, economic & social causes are considered, as well as how new technologies, along with private & government action, are working to preserve our environment.

Only One Atmosphere (Race to Save the Planet Series)
* 91050  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 10  01:00  Color  1990
This film warns of potential crises in the next century - storms, heat waves, coastal flooding, disruptions in food supplies, tides of ecological refugees - if steps are not taken now to slow down greenhouse warming.

Open City
* 91164  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:42  B/W  1945
Directed by Roberto Rossellini. A leader in the Italian underground resists Nazi control of the city. Based on a true story, this film made Rossellini's realistic style famous. Italian w/ English subtitles.

Open City
Open Range
* 95722 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:19:00, Color 2003
— A former gunslinger is forced to take up arms again when he and his cattle crew are threatened by a corrupt lawman.

Order and Disorder (New York Series)
* 92587 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 9 02:00:00, Color 1999
— 1825-1865. This second episode chronicles the rise of New York from merchant city to industrial metropolis as the commercial revolution triggered by the Erie Canal transforms every aspect of life in the city. The program comes to a stunning climax during the Civil War.

Organic Mental Disorders (The World of Abnormal Psychology Series)
* 91209 XAN101 VHS Part 10 of 13 01:00 , Color 1992
— This program visits a teenager after a head injury, a man who lost his short-term memory after years of alcohol abuse, & a man suffering from Alzheimer's disease.

Organic Molecules in Action
* 91581 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:24 , Color 1995
— By looking at two organic molecules - one used in agriculture, the other in health care - this film illustrates the importance of understanding how & why organic molecules are used.

Organizational Communication
* 91112 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color 1982
— This program analyzes the importance of communication in bringing about purposeful action toward an organization's desired objectives. Leaders from different companies discuss the problems a manager encounters when varying communication & decision-making styles must be accommodated.
Islam has always been a force to contend with in the West. It caused the Crusades, influenced the cultures of Spain, Sicily & southern France, produced the concept of chivalry, & took primarily the Western style of military architecture.

Vulgar jests became comedies, hymns became powerful tragedies, & magnificent theaters were built, as Greek drama emerged from ancient religious festivals.

Reproductions of medieval paintings & quoted liturgical text from the period are used to trace the development of liturgical drama from the 10th century through to the mystery cycles of the 14th & 15th centuries.

Between 1854 & 1929 the Children's Aid Society & other charities sent more than 150,000 children to farming communities to begin new lives with foster families. Using interviews with elderly survivors & old letters, this film explores the successes & failures of this resettlement movement.

Two sisters are separated & raised in opposite worlds - one by thieves, the other by aristocrats. Silent. Stars Lillian Gish, Dorothy Gish, Monte Blue. Directed by D.W. Griffith.

Jean Cocteau's modern version of the Orpheus & Eurydice legend depicts the love of the poet Orpheus for the Princess of Death, who travels...
constantly between this world & the next. Stars Jean Marais.

Orthodox Christianity: The Rumanian Solution (The Long Search Series)
* 91284  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 13  00:52 , Color  1987
Public Performance.
This program concentrates on the Orthodox church in Rumania, where people see the church as their ethnic identity.

Orthodox and Roman Catholic Christianity
* 93033  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:50:00, Color  1998
From the public ministry of Jesus to the Crusades, this video examines the interwoven history of Orthodox & Roman Catholic Christianity. It explains the doctrinal differences between the two branches & addresses surrounding cultural influences on the religious practices of Christians in the East & West.

* 95864  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:49 , Color  1992
The most noteworthy events concerning the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences' Award shows from 1971 to 1991.

Oskar Fischinger: Ten Films
* 95676  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  00:50:00, Color  2006
Films include Spirals, Study Nr. 6, Study Nr. 7, Kreise (Circles), Allegretto, Radio Dynamics, Motion Painting no. 1; plus three of Fischinger's very first films: Wax Experiments, Spiritual Constructions, & Walking from Munich to Berlin. Bonus features include Home Movies from Fischinger's Berlin Studio.

Othello
* 92056  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:47 , Color  1965
This version of Shakespeare's tragedy stars Laurence Olivier, Maggie Smith, Frank Finlay, Derek Jacobi. It was staged by the National Theatre of Great Britain in 1964.

Othello
* 91624  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2 __  , Color  1982
See Othello #91623 for description.

Othello
* 91623  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  03:28 , Color  1982
One of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films, this is probably Shakespeare's greatest example of the tragic hero. Evil Iago plants the seed of doubt about Desdemona's fidelity in Othello's mind, which
leads to tragedy. Stars Anthony Hopkins, Bob Hoskins, Penelope Wilton.

The Other Side of the News Series
*  
XAN101  VHS  Part _ of _  , Color  1990

This 6-part series is moderated by Fred Friendly: Anonymous Sources... Television & Terrorism: Who Calls the Shots... Athletics & Academics: An Uneasy Alliance... Tawana Brawley & the Press... The Boston Hoax: The Police, the Press & the Public... Entertainment News or Entertainment?

The Other Space Explorers: Ariane and Hermes
*  
91927  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:23  , Color  1995

Americans & Russians are not the only contenders in the space race. Europe already has the Ariane rocket & various satellite-building facilities. European engineers are even designing a space shuttle: the Hermes space plane. This program outlines the progress Europe has made in its endeavors.

The Ottomans (Islam: Empire of Faith Series)
*  
95418  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 3  01:00:00, Color  2000

This program reveals the dramatic transformation of Islam resulting from the Mongol invasion. Nomads enlisted by Muslims to fight the Mongols stake their own claims & become known as Ottomans. The Ottomans transform the Islamic world, creating a new empire that expands westward into Christian territories. *TMA

An Ounce of Prevention (The World of Abnormal Psychology Series)
*  
91212  XAN101  VHS  Part 13 of 13  01:00  , Color  1992

This final episode visits several programs that are attempting to eliminate known risk factors - social isolation, old age, etc. - that often lead to serious disorders.

Our Families, Our Future
*  
91559  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:58  , Color  1995

This program highlights successful programs across the country that help address the multiple stresses of family life. It discusses how supporting & strengthening families is crucial to solving many of the nation's most serious social problems.

Our Town
*  
91508  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:00  , Color  1977

This television version of Thornton Wilder's play about everyday life in Grovers Corners stars Hal Holbrook, Barbara Bel Geddes, John Houseman.
Out of the Past
* 92441 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:37 B/W 1947

A private detective gets caught in a complex web of love, murder, & money in this film noir classic. Stars Robert Mitchum (in his first starring role), Jane Greer, Kirk Douglas.

Out West (Do You Speak American DVD Series)
* 95543 XAN101 DVD Part 3 of 3 00:57:00 Color 2005

(See IMC# 95540 for description.)

Out West (Do You Speak American Series)
* 95540 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 3 00:57:00 Color 2005

In this program, Robert MacNeil heads to California to take part in meaningful dialogues on Spanglish, Chicano, Ebonics, & "Surfer Dude" before going to Seattle to consider the implications of voice-activation technology. <DRA>

Outland
* 93123 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:51:00 Color 1981

On a volcanic moon of Jupiter, miners begin suffering from spells of insanity. A single federal marshal begins an investigation that threatens the colony's survival. Starring Sean Connery & Peter Boyle.

Outpatients Part I (Understanding Group Psychotherapy Series)
* 91587 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 5 00:50 Color 1995

This film illustrates how a group serves as a social microcosm. Dr. Yalom illustrates how interactions within the group mirror the important issues group members struggle with in their everyday lives. *TMA

Outpatients Part II (Understanding Group Psychotherapy Series)
* 91588 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 5 00:50 Color 1995

See Outpatients Part I #91587 for description. *TMA

An Overview of Investigative Interviewing (Investigative Interviewing Series)
* 95435 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 3 01:02:00 Color 1998

What is the right way to interrogate victims, witnesses, & suspects? And, of equal instructive value, what is the wrong way? This program investigates both, as trained British actors apply the principles of cognitive interviewing & conversation management, in a series of unscripted Q & A sessions.
Overview of Assessment (Family Assessment Series)

* 92554  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 3  00:56:00, Color  1992

Overview of Assessment, Healthy & Adequate Families. This film introduces family assessment & demonstrates the functioning of families on the high end of the competence continuum. In the procedure developed by W. Robert Beavers, the therapist suggests a subject for the family to discuss, which is then videotaped.*TMA

The Ox-Bow Incident

* 91561  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:15 , B/W  1943

Henry Fonda is a drifter who comes to the defense of alleged killers about to be lynched by the people of Ox-Bow. Directed by William Wellman. Costars Dana Andrews, Mary Beth Hughes, Anthony Quinn.

The Pacific Century Series

* _ XAN101  VHS  Part _ of _  , Color  1992

10-part series: The Two Coasts of China... The Meiji Revolution... From the Barrel of a Gun... Writers & Revolutionaries... Reinventing Japan... Inside Japan, Inc... Big Business & the Ghost of Confucius... The Fight for Democracy... Sentimental Imperialists... The Pacific Century: The Future of the Pacific Basin.

Packaging the Candidates (Modern Presidential Campaigns Series)

* 91131  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 5  01:27 , Color  1990

Classroom use ONLY.
This fourth film of the series includes the successful media campaigns of Ronald Reagan, the return to prominence of conventions & debates, Geraldine Ferraro, & the negative commercials of Bush & Dukakis. (1980-1992)

Padre Padrone

* 95945  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:54 , Color  1977

The true story of the life of Gavino Ledda, the son of a Sardinian shepherd, and how he managed to escape his harsh, almost barbaric existence by slowly educating himself, despite violent opposition from his brutal father.

The Paperback Computer (The Machine That Changed the World Series)

* 91197  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 5  00:58 , Color  1992

Historically first used for numbers, computers today are all-purpose machines. This film shows how room-sized computers evolved into desktop models, covers the development of microprocessors & the trailblazing of Steve Jobs, Steve Wozniak & Michael Markkula.

Paradise Lost (Testament Series)
This film follows the progress of the Bible from the Reformation to the present day: unquestioning faith in the Book is almost destroyed, but scientists have added discoveries that provide historical dimensions to the text. It concludes that the Bible is more than a record of factual events & its influence is unabated.

Paradise Now
* 95687 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 01:30:00, Color 2005

Two close friends, Palestinians Said & Khaled, recruited by an extremist group to perpetrate a terrorist attack in Tel-Aviv, blowing up themselves. Things go wrong and both friends must separate in the border. One of them, maintaining in his purpose of carry the attack to the end, & the other will have his doubts.

The Parallax View
* 92442 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:42 , Color 1974

A reporter tries to disprove a report that a presidential candidate's assassination was not a conspiracy, but he uncovers more than he bargained for & becomes a pawn in the conspirators' further plans. Stars Warren Beatty, Hume Cronyn, William Daniels.

Pas De Deux
* 90061 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:14 , B/W 1969

This film presents every aspect of the pas de deux in a unique & artistic way. The romantic mood of the dance is set by the graceful movements of the ballerina. The romantic theme reflects the admiration & tenderness a man has for a woman.

The Passion for Discovery (Reporters and Reporting Series)
* 91541 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 4 00:52 , Color 1993

See The Force of Evidence # 91539 for description.

The Passion of Joan of Arc
* 90145 XAN101 16mm Part 2 of 2 00:30 , B/W 1928

See The Passion of Joan of Arc #90144 for description.

The Passion of Joan of Arc
* 90144 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 2 00:30 , B/W 1928

The events of the last five months of Joan's life are compressed into a drama apparently taking place in one day. The dramatic effect is further heightened by the camera's close observation of facial expressions, a technique perhaps no other film has ever used so successfully.
Passover: Traditions of Freedom
* 92122 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:57, Color 1994

This film discusses how Passover, one of the oldest continuously celebrated religious festivals known to mankind, is observed similarly throughout the world, but with family & regional differences. Winner of the CHRIS award & shot on location in Israel & the U.S.

Past, Present, and Promise (Discovering Psychology Series)
* 92781 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 26 00:30:00, Color 2001

This introduction presents psychology as a science at the crossroads of many fields of knowledge. With Dr. Mahzarin Banaji of Yale University & Dr. Emanuel Donchin of the University of Illinois. Updated.

Pather Panchali
* 92715 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:53:00, B&W 1954

(Song of the Little Road) This film, the first Indian film to become a hit in the West, is the story of a rural family cursed with bad luck. It is the debut film of the distinguished director Satyajit Ray. Bengali w/ English subtitles.

Paths of Glory
* 92499 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:27:00, B&W 1957


Patterns
* 95640 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 01:23:00, B&W 1956

A tale of office politics & its effects on two individuals, told through the story of a young businessman who is initiated into the rigors of the corporate world. Written by Rod Serling.

Patterns in Development
* 92481 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:21:00, Color 1983

This program discusses methods used to study the development of pattern specification. *TMA

Patterns of Inheritance (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93052 XAN101 VHS Part 7 of 26 00:30:00, Color 1996

This program begins with theories of inheritance developed by Gregor Mendel in the mid-1800s & goes on to discuss how modern-day plant
geneticists improve the productivity of commercially grown crops.

Paulo Freire at Highlander
* 92576  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:42:00, Color  1987

This is a filming of the appearance of Paulo Freire & Myles Horton at Highlander School in Tennessee on December 5, 1987. Horton & Freire shared their experiences with students in adult education from the U. of Tennessee - Knoxville. *TMA

The Pawnbroker
* 95472  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:00:00, B&W  1965

A grim, dark tale of a Holocaust survivor who runs a pawnshop in Harlem. The film traces his deterioration as modern times force old memories to painfully flood back to him. Starring Rod Steiger.

Paying the Freight (Learning In America - Series)
* 91081  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 6  00:58  , Color  1990

There is little agreement on the solution to educational reform: do we need to spend more money, or simply to spend it more effectively? A discussion of educational goals includes comments by President George Bush.

Pedagogy 101 for Distance Learning
* 95489  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, Color  2005

Digital/Taping Rights
This seminar offers a substantial body of research so that faculty can benefit from good distance learning pedagogy. Topics include: Differences between online & classroom instruction; What to do before the course begins; What to do early on in the course; Course delivery & management; Tests & assessments. <DRA>

Pedagogy 201 for Distance Learning: Enhancing Productivity
* 95576  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, Color  2005

Digital/Taping Rights
Pedagogy for distance learning continues this fall & delves deeper into the pedagogical influences behind enhancing interaction in online courses with colleagues. Learn strategies to guide students & shape their ideas & discussions into a positive online climate. <DRA>

Pedagogy 202 for Distance Learning: Measuring What Matters
* 95599  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, Color  2005

Digital/Taping Rights
As online & distance learning courses flourish, the validation for student assessment is in great demand. How do we know students are truly learning in the virtual classroom? Obtain strategies based in pedagogical theory & practice, as well as the use of multiple traditional & alternative testing methods. <DRA>
Pedagogy 102 for Distance Learning

* 95493  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, Color  2005
  Digital/Taping Rights
  This program examines ways to utilize faculty time better by giving
them good pedagogical resources & eliminating trial & error. Relevant
strategies & approaches for new distance paradigms & verified
techniques, activities & approaches to employ in specific teaching
situations are also discussed.  <DRA>

Peggy Papp: The Elephant and the Mouse

* 91380  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:05 , Color  1989
  Master Series contract.
  A couple is facing upheaval in their traditional sex role patterns.
  Structured Fantasy & Symbolic Imagery challenge their perceptions &
  initiate change in their behaviors & interactions.

Pelle the Conqueror

* 92858  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:18:00, Color  1988
  This is a compassionate tale of a boy & his widower father who serve
  landowners in late 19th-century Denmark.  Stars Max von Sydow, Pelle
  Hvenegaard.  In Swedish w/ English subtitles.

Pelle the Conqueror

* 92923  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:18:00, Color  1988
  This is the story of a Swedish farmer & his son Pelle who travel to
  Denmark in search of a new life.  Pelle is inspired by the dreams of
  those around him & sets out to conquer the world.  Stars Max von Sydow,
  Pelle Hvenegaard.

The Pencil of Nature

* 91375  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:26 , Color  1992
  This program follows the technical & esthetic strides made by the
  early, often amateur photographers.  The Victorians viewed photography
  as a new art form & a new way of looking at the world.

The People of the Book

* 91685  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:28 , Color  1994
  Filmed in northern Ontario, Canada, this film provides insight into the
  ancient pattern of ceremony & belief practised in the synagogue, &
  shows the efforts of Jewish communities to perpetuate their culture &
  traditions.

Peppermint Soda

* 91735  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:37 , Color  1977
  -
This film centers on the misadventures of two spirited teen-aged sisters living in Paris in 1963. French, with subtitles.

The Perfect Beat (Rock & Roll Series)
* 92168  XAN101  VHS  Part 10  of 10  01:00  , Color  1995

This program begins at a time when megastars like Bruce Springsteen, U2 & Metallica filled arenas & moves on to chronicle the rise of rap in the 80's & early 90's.

Perfect Competition and Inelastic Demand (Economics U$A Series)
* 91961  XAN101  VHS  Part 17  of 28  00:30  , Color  1992

This is the inside story of American farming's crises from the 1920's to the present.  *TMA

A Perfectly Normal Day
* 90124  XAN101  16mm  Part 1  of 1  00:27  , Color  197?

This is a lesson in interruption & crisis management from the Alan Lakein Time Management series. Stars Tom Bosley.

Performing Shakespeare
* 92946  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  02:00:00, Color  1990

Techniques to Personalize & Energize the Scene w/ Kathleen F. Conlin. This film presents a highly physical series of exercises designed for the American actor, moving from an exploration of specific words & movement through development of a complete scene from Hamlet.  *TMA

Persecution (From Christ to Constantine Series)
* 91602  XAN101  VHS  Part 4  of 6  00:30  , Color  1990

The mightiest empire in history unleashed repeated waves of persecution against the early believers. Why was the unarmed church such a threat to Rome?  *TMA

Persistent Vegetative State
* 95644  XAN101  DVD  Part 1  of 1  00:30:00, Color  2006

Provides an in-depth look at complicated clinical, ethical, & legal issues involved in the highly publicized Terri Schiavo case. Expert physicians debate whether Terri was or was not in a persistent vegetative state, prominent ethicists debate whether feeding & hydration therapies should continue.

A Personal History of Physical Therapy: Memories with Ruby Decker.
* 95032  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  00:41:00, Color  1988

Former EMD acquisition.
Ruby Decker reminiscences about the beginning of physical therapy.
Personality Disorders (The World of Abnormal Psychology Series)
* 91204 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 13 01:00 , Color 1992
- This program discusses individuals with narcissistic, antisocial, borderline, & obsessive-compulsive personality disorders, & the challenges involved in diagnosis & treatment.

The Persuaders
* 95535 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30:00, Color 2004
- This program takes an in-depth look at the "persuasion industries" of advertising & public relations. To cut through mass-media clutter & to overcome consumers' growing resistance to their pitches, marketers have developed new ways of integrating their message into our lives. The culture of marketing is explored.

Peru: Road to Recovery (Three Dynamic Economies Series)
* 92155 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 3 00:30 , Color 1998
- Despite political problems, terrorism, & hyper-inflation, Peru is managing to turn itself around economically. This program discusses Peru's new economic & social stability, & the challenges that remain.

Pesticides: For Export Only
* 91753 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:57 , Color 1981
- This film documents shocking information about U.S. & Western European corporations that export products prohibited or severely restricted in the countries where they are made. When first aired on PBS the film created a sensation, & an international monitoring system was developed.

Peter the Great
* 91909 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 3 06:20 , Color 1986
- This TV mini-series follows the life of Russia's ruler at the dawn of the 18th century. Stars Maximilian Schell, Laurence Olivier, Vanessa Redgrave, Omar Sharif. (3-tape set)

Peter the Great
* 91910 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 3 , Color 1986
- See Peter the Great #91909 for description.

Peter the Great
* 91911 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 3 , Color 1986
- See Peter the Great #91909 for description.
Strange things have been happening at the Paris Opera. Far beneath the reach of daylight lives a misshapen creature whose genius strikes terror in the hearts of all who meet him, including the one he loves.

See The Phantom of the Opera #90152 for description.

VHS version. Silent. A deranged, disfigured music lover haunts the sewers of a Parisian opera house & kills to further the career of an unsuspecting young soprano. Stars Lon Chaney in his most famous role, Norman Kerry, Mary Philbin.

Part 1: The Phenomenon of Terrorism.

A woman's plans to remarry go awry when her dashing ex-husband arrives, & a reporter - assigned to spy on the nuptials - falls in love with the blushing bride. Stars Katharine Hepburn, Cary Grant, James Stewart. Stewart won the Best Actor Academy Award.

Many countries are learning that their goal of economic development must be weighed against the potential for environmental damage. In this program, the government of the Philippines learns how hard it is to control Shell Oil, whose industrial emissions threaten Philippine air & water.

This 32-part lecture series by Professor Phillip Carey offers a vivid introduction to the rich & complex history that is shared by the West's central religious & philosophical traditions. It covers a millennia of profound reflection & debate concerning the nature of God, the human
Photographic Design
*92006 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30, Color 1991
These three half-hours are fast-paced & informative. Includes Camera Choice, Lens Choice, Framing, Selective Focus, Design, Design Principles, Light Direction, Light Quality, Controlling Light & Color, Psychology of Color. *TMA

Photographic Light
*92005 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30, Color 1991
These three half-hour chapters will help you better control & manipulate light in your photography. Includes Direction/Form, Contrast, Color, Measuring Light, Tonal Control, Film Latitude, Natural Light, Available Light, Electronic Flash, Artificial Light. *TMA

Picasso and His Time
*91934 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:34, Color 1995
This beautifully photographed documentary covers the long & extraordinary life of Pablo Picasso, following his development through the pink & blue periods, surrealism, cubism, sculpture, & ceramics.

Picnic
*92656 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:53:00, Color 1955
William Holden, Kim Novak, Rosalind Russell & Susan Strasberg star in this drama about the impact of an egotistical drifter on the lives of five women in a small midwestern town.

Picnic at Hanging Rock
*95931 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:55, Color 1975
A story about the disappearance of several Appleyard College students, and a teacher, from Hanging Rock.

The Picture Exchange Communication System
*92697 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:26:00, Color 1999
This film gives an overview of the potential benefits of using PECS. It portrays examples of each training phase within PECS in school, home, & community settings with a variety of communicative partners, but is not intended as a training tool.

Picturing Distributions (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
*91642 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 26 00:30, Color 1989
This program discusses stemplots & histograms, & the importance of
pattern deviation.

The Pilgrim Must Embark: Living in Community
* 91431  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:25  , Color  1994

This film documents life at Bonaventure House in Chicago - a residential facility for persons living with AIDS.

The Pink Panther
* 93124  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:58:00, Color  1964

In this film a bumbling, disaster prone inspector invades a Swiss ski resort & becomes obsessed with capturing a jewel thief hoping to lift the legendary 'Pink Panther' diamond. Said thief is also the inspector's wife's lover, though the inspector doesn't know it. Starring Peter Sellers.

Pioneers of Flight
* 95393  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30:00, Color  2000

This video tells the story of the new Wright Brothers, Paul MacCready & his team at AeroViroment. They are known for their revolutionary inventions, including the first human-powered plane & a number of exceptional unmanned airplanes. The program examines how they designed their unique planes & set records.

Pioneers of Hospice: Changing the Face of Dying
* 95634  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:49:20, Color  2005

Meet Dame Cicely Saunders, Florence Wald, Elisabeth Kubler-Ross & Balfour Mount. Their work inspired a movement felt around the world which has dramatically transformed end-of-life care over the past five decades. The makers of this film travelled to three countries to interview these remarkable pioneers.

"Pioneers! O Pioneers!" (The Story of English Series)
* 91307  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 9  00:58  , Color  1986

Home use.
This program traces the evolution of American English from the Revolutionary War through the 1920s.

A Place in the Sun
* 92859  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:00:00, B&W  1951

An ambitious laborer's aspirations to the high life with a debutante are threatened by his lower-class lover's pregnancy. Stars Montgomery Clift, Elizabeth Taylor, Shelley Winters. Directed by George Stevens.

Plant Reproduction (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93060  XAN101  VHS  Part 15 of 26  00:30:00, Color  1996
This program demonstrates how plants have evolved other remarkable mechanisms to maximize reproduction opportunities.

Plant Structure (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93059  XAN101  VHS  Part 14 of 26  00:30:00, Color  1996

This program outlines the characteristics of plant tissues, the nature of plant growth, & the methods of water transport employed by various plants.

Plastics: Plastic Injection Molding
* 93092  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:25:00, Color  2001

Injection molding is the most common method of producing parts out of plastic material. It is an extremely versatile process that is capable of producing parts with a wide range of attributes. This video provides shop floor footage & animated sequences to better illustrate the various elements of this process.

Plastics Finishing
* 93094  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:23:00, Color  2001

The various plastic finishing processes featured in this videotape include: Degating, Deflashing, Cleaning, & Decorating. The decorating segment examines several processes, including: Painting, Electroless Plating, Electrolytic Plating, Vacuum Metallizing, Pad Printing, Hot Stamping, Silk Screening, Fill & Wipe.

Plastics: Plastic Blow Molding
* 93093  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:20:00, Color  2001

Plastic blow molding processes are the most popular methods used to produce hollow products out of thermoplastic materials. Blow molding processes utilize a wide range of plastic resins, using a variety of production methods. In this tape, the different methods for blow molding are discussed.

Plate Tectonics: Secrets of the Deep
* 92488  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00:00, Color  1996

The oceans hold a record of the history of relative motion between the continents, movement which is rapid by geological standards. As a description of what is happening in the oceans, plate tectonics is so simple, powerful, & accurate that it has dominated our view of the earth's behavior for the last 25 years.

Platonist Philosophy (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92350  XAN101  VHS  Part 7 of 32  00:30 , Color  1997

Part 7: Platonist Philosophy & Scriptural Religion. Referring to the
three levels of Plotinus's view of the divine, this lecture compares Platonist spirituality with Biblical portraits of God & his people. 

*TMA

Platoon
* 92832  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:59:00, Color  1986

This powerful & harrowing Oliver Stone film regards combat during the Vietnam War from the infantryman's point of view. Winner of 4 Academy Awards. Stars Charlie Sheen, Tom Berenger, Willem Dafoe.

Plato's Inquiries (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92345  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 32  00:30, Color  1997

Part 2: Plato's Inquiries - The Gods & the Good. Plato suggests what kinds of things might supply an answer to the question: "What is piety?" His thinking will play an enormous role in Western religion. *TMA

Plato's Spirituality (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92346  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 32  00:30, Color  1997

Part 3: Plato's Spirituality - The Immortal Soul & the Other World. This film explores Plato's themes of the soul's ascent & intellectual vision, recollection & transmigration of souls, the Fall of the soul, & the original version of Platonic love. *TMA

Play It Again, Sam
* 91717  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:25, Color  1972

This comedy was Woody Allen's first film with Diane Keaton. Allen plays Allen, a movie fanatic who hallucinates that Humphrey Bogart offers him tips on how to make it with the ladies. Also stars Tony Roberts, Jerry Lacy, Susan Anspach.

Playing Period Part 1: Medieval and Elizabethan
* 92951  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 5  00:30:00, Color  1995

Roger Held, of the University of Louisiana & the Paper Moon Summer Rep, presents detailed instructions for playing roles in a period style. Each program contains lavish costumes & props to help teach movement, manners & the use of period properties.

Playing Period Part 2: French Neoclassic
* 92952  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 5  00:30:00, Color  1995

See Playing Period Part 1 #92951 for description.

Playing Period Part 3: Victorian
* 92953  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 5  00:30:00, Color  1995
See Playing Period Part 1 #92951 for description.

Playing Period Part 4: Melodrama
* 92954  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 5  00:30:00, Color  1995

See Playing Period Part 1 #92951 for description.

Playing Period Part 5: Early 20th Century
* 92955  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 5  00:30:00, Color  1995

See Playing Period Part 1 #92951 for description.

Playing Shakespeare Series
* _  XAN101  VHS  Part _ of _ , Color _

IMC owns 4 programs from this 11-part series: Language & Character... Set Speeches & Soliloquies... Speaking Shakespearean Verse... Using the Verse.

Plotinus (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92348  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 32  00:30 , Color  1997

Part 5: Plotinus - Neoplatonism & the Ultimate Unity of All. Plotinus's spirituality is based on the desire for ultimate unity, & the conviction that the soul is already, at its highest point, united with the One. *TMA

The Plow That Broke the Plains
* 91902  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:25 , B/W  1934

This classic documentary deals with the New Deal efforts to improve the lot of Oklahoma "Dust Bowl" farmers. Written & directed by Pare Lorentz.

Poetry in Motion
* 92993  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, Color  1982

Director Ron Mann (Comic Book Confidential, Grass) filmed over 75 poets & writers for what the American Film called "the Woodstock of Poetry". Ginsberg, Burroughs, Baraka, & Di Prima are just a few of the poets associated with the 'Beat Generation'.

Points (Band of Brothers Series)
* 92983  XAN101  VHS  Part 10 of 11  01:00:00, Color  2001

Easy Co. enters the Bavarian town of Berchtesgaden & captures "Eagle's Nest," Hitler's mountaintop fortress. They face deployment to the Pacific, but Japan surrenders & the war ends. We discover what happened to the men of Easy Co. after they returned home.
Poisons That Paralyze
* 91580 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:24 , Color 1995

This program illustrates the effects of drugs on the muscle & nervous systems.

Police on Trial: Crossing the Thin Blue Line
* 92032 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:48 , Color 1995

This panel discussion probes possible reasons for the increasing number of crimes committed by law enforcement professionals. Specific examples are taken from the Fuhrman audiotapes & the murder case of Michael Chapel, a police officer charged with killing his grandmother for money.

Politics, Privacy, and the Press (Ethics in America Series)
* 91786 XAN101 VHS Part 10 of 10 01:00 , Color 1989

Washington Post editor Katharine Graham, Peter Jennings, Mike Wallace, & Geraldine Ferraro debate what conduct on the part of a public official is relevant to "the public's right to know?" *TMA

Pollock
* 92883 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 02:02:00, Color 2001

A beautifully crafted drama about Jackson Pollock, the first internationally-famous modern painter in America. Stars Ed Harris (who also directed), Marcia Gay Harden, Amy Madigan, Val Kilmer, Jennifer Connelly.

Pollution (Economics USA Series)
* 91965 XAN101 VHS Part 21 of 28 00:30 , Color 1992

The private & social costs of pollution including the sources & international response to global warming are explored. *TMA

Poltergeist
* 92230 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:54 , Color 1982

A young family's home becomes a house of horrors when they are terrorized by menacing spirits who abduct their five-year-old daughter through the TV screen. Written & produced by Steven Spielberg. Stars Jobeth Williams, Craig T. Nelson, Beatrice Straight.

Ponette
* 95870 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:37 , Color 1996

An extremely captivating movie on how a little girl copes with her mother's death. She withdraws from all the people around her, waiting
for her mother to come back. She tries waiting, and when her mother
doesn't appear, tries magic chants, praying to God, and then becoming a
child of God, to have some power over Him.

A Poor Man Shames Us All (Millennium Series)
* 91298 XAN101 VHS Part 7 of 10 01:00 , Color 1992
In-room, ltd ITFS, CCTV
This program discusses why the Western view of wealth has created a
society of strangers while tribal cultures like the Weyewa of Indonesia
& the Gabra of Kenya create economies of dependency & measure wealth
through people, not possessions. *TMA

Pope John Paul II Visits America 1987
* 91915 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00 , Color 1987
On September 10, 1987 Pope John Paul II arrived in the U.S. for a
nine-day journey. He spoke to more than 2 million people. This film
features specially selected ABC News footage of this historic visit.

The Pope and Modern Times
* 92097 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:27 , Color 1995
This program examines the tenure & possible legacy of Pope John Paul
II. Experts featured include Helen Alvare of the U.S.C.C., & Fr.
Richard McBrien of the University of Notre Dame.

Population, Food Supply, and Energy Development (The Power of Place Series)
* 91990 XAN101 VHS Part 18 of 26 00:30 , Color 1996
North Africa/Southwest Asia: The Challenge of Islam: (18) Case studies
include the rapid population growth & agriculture in Egypt, & oil
revenue, Muslim life, & new industries in Oman.

Populations and Communities (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93069 XAN101 VHS Part 24 of 26 00:30:00, Color 1996
This program explores various examples of species interaction,
including predation, commensalism, mutualism, & competitive exclusion.

Portrait de Moliere
* 92045 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:02 , Color 1972
Weaving together scenes from Moliere's plays with commentary by
Jean-Louis Barrault, Madeleine Renaud, & Jean Desailly, this film
evokes the life & character of the great French playwright. Includes
scenes from Le Tartuffe, Le Misanthrope, Le Malade Imaginaire, L'Avare,
& others. French with English subtitles.

Portrait of Jennie
* 92860 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:26:00, B&W 1948
In this haunting fable, a struggling artist is inspired by and smitten with a strange and beautiful girl who he also suspects may be the spirit of a dead woman. Stars Jennifer Jones, Joseph Cotton.

Positioning and Handling the High Risk Infant
* 95446 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:15:00, Color 1989

Positioning and handling techniques to be used with the premature infant are demonstrated in this program. Background information describes three major categories of risk that may contribute to an infant's movement outcome: biological risk, risks secondary to biological factors, and environmental or social risks.

The Post-War Era (Life Goes to the Movies Series)
* 91018 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 5 00:20 , Color 1977

Hollywood turned to mature themes, treating them with curiosity, respect, and depth.

Potemkin
* 91167 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:13 , B/W 1925

See Potemkin #90148 for description. Silent film with music score; correct projection speed.

Potemkin
* 90149 XAN101 16mm Part 2 of 2 00:33 , B/W 1925

See Potemkin #90148 for description. (Silent)

Potemkin
* 90148 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 2 00:33 , B/W 1925

Eisenstein was told by the Soviet government to do a film on the 1905 Revolution. He was to include all the important incidents, but when he went to Odessa, he was so impressed with the steps leading to the waterfront he decided to focus attention on the revolt aboard the Potemkin. (This version is silent.)

Potemkin
* 90154 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 2 00:33 , B/W 1925

See Potemkin #90148 for description. (This version has music.)

Potemkin
* 90155 XAN101 16mm Part 2 of 2 00:33 , B/W 1925

See Potemkin #90148 for description. (w/music)
Potential Energy
* 91895 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color 1985

This film discusses potential energy as opposed to kinetic energy, including the concept of equilibrium.

Poverty, Politics, and Religion: The Plight of India's Poor
* 92714 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:32:00, Color 1999

This film investigates the political agendas behind the violence against Christians in India, as the tribal poor, many of whom have benefited socioeconomically from embracing Christianity, are coercively reclaimed by a Hinduism of which they were never a part.

Poverty, Welfare and America's Families: A Hard Look
* 91459 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:00, Color 1994 ITFS, CCTV

This tape includes four 30-minute programs: The Economic Squeeze on Families With Children; Welfare & Beyond; Alternatives to Welfare: Children's Tax Credits; Alternatives to Welfare: Ensuring Child Support.

Powaqqatsi: Life in Motion
* 92995 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 01:37:00, Color 1988

Bold, haunting & epic in scale, this extraordinary film calls into question everything we think we know about contemporary society. By juxtaposing images of ancient cultures with those of modern life, this film masterfully portrays the human cost of progress.

Power and Corruption/Macbeth
* 90079 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:28 , Color 1973

This specially edited version of Roman Polanski's Macbeth, introduced & narrated by Orson Welles, focuses on the dramatic chain of events precipitated by Macbeth's killing of Duncan, his king.

The Power and the Glory (Testament Series)
* 91242 XAN101 VHS Part 6 of 7 00:52 , Color 1991

During the Dark Ages in the West, the Bible was virtually the sole source of learning. This program shows some of the most beautifully illuminated Bibles & the Chartres Cathedral. It ends in the year 1453, when Constantinople fell & Gutenberg printed his first Bible.

The Power of Investigation (Reporters and Reporting Series)
* 91542 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 4 00:52 , Color 1993

See The Force of Evidence #91539 for description.
The Power of Metabolism (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93049  XAN101  VHS   Part 4 of 26   00:30:00, Color   1996

This program follows the story of former Olympic gymnast Cathy Rigby, who struggled with bulimia while competing as a teenager.

The Power and the People (New York Series)
* 92589  XAN101  VHS   Part 4 of 9   02:00:00, Color   1999

1898-1918. In this episode the forces of capitalism & democracy come to a crescendo, as the city's tremendous industrial engine draws in people from around the world – tripling New York's population in less than a lifetime.

The Power of Place Series
* _  XAN101  VHS   Part _ of _   , Color   1996

The Power of Place: World Regional Geography – A 26-part series that explores the eleven major geographic realms of the world & how they are interconnected, combining perspectives from physical, political, historical, economic, & cultural geography.

The Power of the Situation (Discovering Psychology Series)
* 92799  XAN101  VHS   Part 19 of 26   00:30:00, Color   2001

This program examines how our beliefs & behavior can be influenced & manipulated by other people & subtle situational forces. With Dr. Ellen Langer of Harvard University & Dr. Philip Zimbardo of Stanford University.

The Power of Speech
* 92692  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:30:00, Color   1998

(The English File: Using the Power of Language) Maya Angelou & other writers & orators examine the oratory of John Ball, Sojourner Truth, & Martin Luther King, Jr. Each speaker's technique is examined within the context of why the speech is being delivered, & to whom.

Practical Psychotherapy with Adolescents
* 92768  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:40:00, Color   1996

This program presents a variety of therapeutic strategies (client-centered, cognitive-behavioral, psychodynamic, problem-solving & systems interventions) that therapists can use with teenagers. *TMA

Prayer and the Jewish People
* 91575  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   00:15, Color   1983

This tape explores the role of prayer in the lives of the Jewish
people. The individual titles are: Priesthood to People: Transfer of Prayer; Amidah: An Encounter With God; The Shema: An Affirmation of Belief, Love & Trust; Morning Prayers: A Celebration of the Gift of Life.

Prelude to War (Why We Fight Series)
* 91025 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 7 00:52 , B/W 1942
Classroom use ONLY.
The events leading to the outbreak of WWII are examined, including the Japanese attacks on Manchuria, the rise of Fascism in Europe & the lack of military readiness in the U.S.

Premie Development: An Overview
* 95445 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:14:00, Color 1989
In this program the process of premie development is divided into three overlapping & interacting stages: the early premie, the developing premie, & the older premie. Preterm infants in each stage are discussed in terms of their behavioral state, physiologic responses, motor responses & attentional reactions.

The Premie and the NICU Environment
* 95448 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:16:00, Color 1989
This program describes & illustrates the major stress reactions & self-comforting behaviors that can be observed in preterm infants. In addition, two major sources of overstimulation for the infant in the NICU (noise and light levels) are described. Effective strategies for reducing stimulation are illustrated.

The Presbyterian Church
* 95712 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 00:27:00, Color 2007
This program covers such topics as the influence of John Calvin on Presbyterianism, the nonhierarchical nature of the church, core Presbyterian beliefs, the view of the Holy Spirit as the "present tense of God," and the test used in Western Christian traditions to select which gospels rightfully belong in the Bible.

Prescriptive Eclectic Therapy (APA Psychotherapy Series)
* 91710 XAN101 VHS Part 11 of 12 01:00 , Color 1995
In this approach the clinician attempts to customize psychological treatments & therapeutic relationships to the specific needs of individual patients. This session is conducted by John C. Norcross, Ph.D. *TMA

Presentation Skills for Non-Media Events
* 91558 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:50 , Color 1989
Tom Mira, president of Mira Communications, teaches some skills on how
to present ideas more clearly.

Presenting Mr. Frederick Douglass: "The Lesson of the Hour"
* 92083  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00 , Color  1994

Fred Morsell recreates Douglass's famous speech on slavery & human rights. Filmed at the Metropolitan A.M.E. Church in Washington, DC, where Douglass delivered his celebrated last speech over a century ago.

President Carter (We the People Series)
* 91258  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 4  01:00 , Color  1991

Jimmy Carter tried to make human rights a centerpiece of his administration. He discusses the nature of Presidential leadership, relations with Congress & the media & the role of the Vice President.

President Ford (We the People Series)
* 91257  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 4  01:00 , Color  1991

Gerald Ford discusses Congressional limitations on Presidential power, personal qualities required of a President, the threat of assassination, the difficulties that confront the legislative branch & Presidential decision-making.

President Nixon (We the People Series)
* 91256  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 4  01:00 , Color  1991

Richard Nixon discusses the handicaps of divided government, secret diplomacy, covert operations, Presidential campaigning, media relations, the War Powers Resolution & such constitutional proposals as the balanced budget amendment.

President Reagan (We the People Series)
* 91259  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 4  01:00 , Color  1991

Ronald Reagan discusses Congress & the budget process, the Executive Branch's role in the management of the economy, the appointment of Justices of the Supreme Court & Presidential initiatives in foreign affairs.

Pride and Principle/Bridge on the River Kwai
* 90060  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:17 , Color  1972

This film segment highlights the conflict in principle between Colonel Nicholson, senior prisoner officer, & Colonel Sato, the Japanese prison camp commander.

Primary Colors
* 95955  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:23 , Color  1998
A man joins the political campaign of a smooth-operator candidate for president of the USA.

The Principles and Practice of Zen
* 92186 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:00, Color 1988

This program explains the process leading to satori. Following in the path of a student priest, it shows the physical & mental disciplines demanded.

Privacy and Security
* 95438 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:57:00, Color 1997

In this program, panelists such as U.S. Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer; Nadine Strossen, president of the ACLU; Jamie Gorelick, of the U.S. Department of Justice & others examine the fine balance between the power of the government & the rights of the individual in a fictional community named Unity.

The Private Life of Henry VIII
* 92231 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:37, B/W 1933

This is a lavish historical spectacle portraying the life & loves of King Henry VIII. Charles Laughton won the Best Actor Academy Award. Also stars Binnie Barnes, Elsa Lanchester, Robert Donat, Merle Oberon. Directed by Alexander Korda.

Prizzi's Honor
* 92444 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:10, Color 1985

Highly stylized black comedy about an aging mobster who breaks with family loyalties when he falls for a tax consultant who's also a hired killer. Stars Jack Nicholson, Kathleen Turner, Anjelica Huston (Best Supporting Actress Oscar). Directed by John Huston.

Process Experiential Psychotherapy (APA Psychotherapy Series)
* 91708 XAN101 VHS Part 9 of 12 01:00, Color 1995

This approach relies on an empathic relationship & on the therapist being highly attuned & responsive to the client's moment-by-moment feelings & experience. This session is conducted by Leslie S. Greenberg, Ph.D. *TMA
Process Philosophy: God in Time (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92372 XAN101 VHS Part 29 of 32 00:30 , Color 1997  
  Part 29: Process Philosophy - God in Time. As initially formulated by A.N. Whitehead, process philosophy is based on an ontology of events - where "what happens" is more basic to reality than "what is". *TMA

Product Development-Manufacturing & Marketing: Teledine Water Pic Case
* 91156 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:21 , Color 1987  
  This film explains the development, manufacturing & marketing of the Shower Massage. It covers target markets, product positioning, distribution, design, a plant tour & job descriptions. *TMA

Product Introductions: Making Your Next Roll-Out a Success
* 92306 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:56 , Color 1994  
  Take an in-depth look at Black & Decker's award-winning program that introduced a new line of tools nationwide.

Product Liability and Ethical Dynamics
* 92149 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color 1993  
  This program discusses three scenarios dealing with the Engineers Code of Ethics concerning the health, safety & welfare of the public. Covered are ethical decisions concerning dumping products on international markets, production processes damaging to workers, & balancing safety with production cost.

Product Strategy: All the Right Moves
* 91146 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color 1985  
  This case study shows how Carushka, a manufacturer of dance & exercise wear, manages product adoption & life cycle. The concept of product expands beyond the material from which it is made, & life cycle is extended by increasing product use, customers & by modifying basic products to broaden their appeal.

Productivity (Economics U$A Series)
* 91955 XAN101 VHS Part 11 of 28 00:30 , Color 1992  
  The cause of America's great productivity slide is examined, along with possible solutions. *TMA

The Profession of Arms ("War" Series)
* 91313 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 7 01:00 , Color 1985  
  This program looks at career officers in every country who devote their lives to maintaining military organizations.
Profits and Interest (Economics USA Series)
* 91967 XAN101 VHS Part 23 of 28 00:30 , Color 1992

This program examines how banks, big business, & little entrepreneurs act to maximize profit. *TMA

Project Craft: Culturally Responsive and Family Focused Training
* 92313 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00 , Color 1997

This program is an introduction to working together with culturally diverse families. It promotes understanding of stereotypes & the media, culturally diversity, family values, relationship building, communication styles, & language acquisition. *TMA

Promise and Perils of Biotechnology: Genetic Testing
* 92298 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:25 , Color 1996

Winding Your Way Through DNA. This film gives a basic understanding of genetics & genetic testing, shows the difference between inheriting a genetic disorder & inheriting a predisposition to a disorder, & conveys some of the ethical & societal issues that result from the use of biotechnology. *TMA

The Promised Land (American Visions Series)
* 92814 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 8 01:00:00, Color 1996

Before there is an America, disparate bands of settlers strive to carve out an identity in a new land. Early portraits of these settlers ask us to consider the emergence of this new person, this American.

Prosthetic Management of Velopharyngeal Insufficiency
* 91220 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:15 , Color 1986

This tape is divided into three parts that take the viewer through the philosophy of prosthetic management, objective testing of velopharyngeal insufficiency, prosthetic appliance construction & fitting, & variations in clinical management. *TMA

Protecting Earth's Atmosphere
* 95629 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 00:19:00, Color 2004

(See IMC# 95628 for description)

Protecting Earth's Atmosphere
* 95628 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:19:00, Color 2004

This program explains the importance of the gas layers surrounding our planet & the consequences of changing them. Detailing how the atmosphere & the Sun's radiation create the greenhouse effect, the
video outlines ways that human activities have increased carbon dioxide levels & effected the ozone layer. <DRA>

Protectionism (Inside the Global Economy Series)
* 91494 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 13 01:00 , Color 1994

This program examines impediments to trade, covering both tariff & nontariff barriers.

Proteins: Building Blocks of Life (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93054 XAN101 VHS Part 9 of 26 00:30:00, Color 1996

This program explains the structure of proteins, along with a unique property of DNA & proteins to replicate the genetic code over thousands of years.

Protest and Communication (Civilisation Series)
* 90171 XAN101 16mm Part 6 of 13 00:50 , Color 1970

The world was troubled during the rise of Protestantism & the division of Christianity; printing was invented; vicious religious wars & the humane spirits of Erasmus & Sir Thomas More emerged. The art of Holbein & Durer, the Skepticism of Montaigne, & the heroic pessimism of Shakespeare arose. *TMA

Protest and Communication (Civilisation Series)
* 91229 XAN101 VHS Part 6 of 13 00:50 , Color 1970

See Protest & Communication #90171 for description. *TMA

Protestant Spirit USA (The Long Search Series)
* 91279 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 13 00:52 , Color 1987

Public Performance.

This program details the multiplicity of Protestant beliefs in the city of Indianapolis & emphasizes that freedom of religion & free enterprise often overlap.

Protestantism: Problems of Grace (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92359 XAN101 VHS Part 16 of 32 00:30 , Color 1997

Part 16: Protestantism - Problems of Grace. Protestantism inherits the Augustinian conception of grace, & wrestles with two problems that result from it - legalism & predestination. *TMA

The Pruitt-Igoe Myth
* 95792 XAN 101 DVD Part 1 of 1 01:19 , Color 2011

Destroyed in a dramatic and highly-publicized implosion, the Pruitt-Igoe public housing complex has become a widespread symbol of failure amongst architects, politicians and policy makers.
Describes traits of an effective group leader and illustrates the functions which the leader must fulfill such as setting rules, structuring sessions and handling disruption. Presents models and strategies for dealing with patients who have problems such as being delusional, manipulative, isolated or regressed.

Alfred Hitchcock broke all the rules in this story of murder, transvestism, & insanity. Shot on a limited budget in little more than a month, this film changed the Hollywood horror film forever.

This film shows how to determine the well-being of the fetus, how the fetus reacts to sound between the fifth & sixth months, & how, in different cultures, mothers-to-be deal with pregnancy & prepare themselves for childbirth.

This program examines the relationship between emotions & health to explore how psychological treatment can improve well-being.

Schizophrenia, phobias, & affective disorders are described, along with the major biological & psychological factors that affect them. With Dr. Irving Gottesman of the University of Virginia & Dr. E. Fuller Torrey of the National Institute of Mental Health. Updated.

In this film viewers observe five different kinds of psychotherapy: psychodynamic, Gestalt, group, cognitive-behavioral, & couples.

This program surveys the relationships among theory, research, & practice, & how treatment of psychological disorders has been
influenced by historical, cultural, & social forces. With Dr. Hans Strupp of Vanderbilt University & the late Dr. Rollo May.

Public Goods and Responsibilities (Economics U$A Series)
* 91970 XAN101 VHS Part 26 of 28 00:30 , Color 1992

- The TVA, & national health care, demonstrate the role of government in our lives. *TMA

The Public Mind Series
* XAN101 VHS Part of , Color 1994

- A 4-part series with Bill Moyers: Consuming Images... Leading Questions... Illusions of News...The Truth About Lies.

Public Relations and Marketing: What's the Difference?
* 92307 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00 , Color 1991

- Drawing from the experiences at corporations like Chevrolet, Jeep, Chrysler, & Coca-Cola, understand the similarities & differences between the strategies & tactics of public relations & those of marketing.

Public Trust, Private Interests (Ethics in America Series)
* 91779 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 10 01:00 , Color 1989

- Jeane Kirkpatrick, Joseph A. Califano Jr., Senator Alan Simpson, Peter Jennings, & others discuss the problems of trust - within government, between one public official & another, & between government & the public. *TMA

Pull Marketing Techniques (Internet Marketing & Advertising Strategies Series)
* 92744 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 4 00:18:00, Color 2000

- This program presents the benefits of opt-in e-mail; niche communities built around Web portals, newsletters, & ad networks; & Webcasts. <DRA>

Punk (Rock & Roll Series)
* 92167 XAN101 VHS Part 9 of 10 01:00 , Color 1995

- This program explores two late 70's innovations - punk & reggae. In New York, members of Blondie, Talking Heads, Television & the Ramones tell how they created the cynical, urban, stripped-down sound that became punk rock. Members of the Wailers & the Clash recall how Jamaican reggae crossed international boundaries.

The Purple Rose of Cairo
* 91607 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:22 , Color 1985

- This is Woody Allen's film-within-a-film. Cecilia (Mia Farrow) is a
disillusioned waitress who escapes into a film playing at the local movie house. The blond film hero (Jeff Daniels) Tom, tired of the monotony of his role, steps from the film to join the real world.

The Pursuit of Happiness (Civilisation Series)
* 90174 XAN101 16mm Part 9 of 13 00:50 , Color 1970

The Rococo was an age of music, carefree life, great art; the music of Bach, Mozart, & Handel; the painting of Fragonard & Watteau; the spectacular architecture of Balthasar Neumann & the brothers Zimmerman; a period of intimacy & flirtation; a fleeting moment between Baroque grandeur & the Age of Reason. *TMA

The Pursuit of Happiness (Civilisation Series)
* 91232 XAN101 VHS Part 9 of 13 00:50 , Color 1970

See The Pursuit of Happiness #90174 for description. *TMA

Push Marketing Techniques (Internet Marketing & Advertising Strategies Series)
* 92745 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 4 00:22:00, Color 2000

This program explores online push marketing options, including search engine optimization, banner ads, interstitials, promotions, affiliations, & sponsorships. <DRA>

Put It In Writing Series
* 91047 XAN101 S/T Part of _ _ _ _ _ _ , Color _ _ _ _ _ _

A 6-part series: Clarity: Your First Objective... Measuring Your Clarity... Changing Some Old Attitudes... Practical Tips on Organizing... How to Outsmart the Deadline... Finishing Touches of the Pros. *TMA

Put Together Quickly-The 747-400
* 91047 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:07 , Color 1989

Classroom use ONLY. Time-lapse photography is used to creatively illustrate the efficient & highly-automated construction of a contemporary jumbo jet.

Pygmalion
* 91562 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30 , B/W 1938

This adaptation of George Bernard Shaw's play is considered by many to be superior to its musical counterpart, My Fair Lady. Leslie Howard is Professor Higgins & Wendy Hiller is Eliza.

Quakerism
* 95711 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 00:27:00, Color 2007

This DVD examines Quakerism and traces its history. It discusses George
Fox and the founding of Quakerism, William Penn and his "Holy Experiment," worship among different denominations of Friends, the message of Quakerism, and Quaker values.

The Quarrel
* 92752  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, Color  1990

Two Holocaust survivors who have lost everything promise to spend a day together to try to resolve that which separates them. One has remained a deeply religious Jew; the other has turned his back on God. This film explores the age-old debate between the religious & secular worlds.

Queen Christina
* 95589  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:40:00, B&W  1934

Screen biography of Queen Christina of Sweden, who reigned during the 17th Century. Raised as a boy is preparation for her ascension to the throne, she abdicated her position years later after an affair with a Spanish official leads to her downfall. Starring Greta Garbo, John Gilbert.

The Question of Causation (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
* 91651  XAN101  VHS  Part 11 of 26  00:30, Color  1989

The relationship between smoking & lung cancer is examined, & a study of admissions data illustrates Simpson's paradox.

A Question of Color
* 91746  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:57, Color  1993

This is the first documentary to confront the disturbing feelings many African Americans have about themselves & their appearance. This sensitive film can help viewers examine the complex interplay between racial identity, culture & self-image in society & within themselves.

Quiet Rage: The Stanford Prison Experiment
* 92333  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:50, Color  1992

This classic research on the psychology of imprisonment had to be called off after only six days because the situation proved more powerful than anyone had imagined. Original archival footage & new film capture the transformation of human nature & the unexpected power of social situations. *TMA

Quiz Show
* 95899  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:13, Color  1994

Dick Goodwin discovers game shows are fixed: Charles Van Doren is fed answers so he beats Herbie Stempel.
R12 Update-File Interface Commands (AutoCAD Basics Series)
* 92025  XAN101  VHS  Part 7 of 7  02:00  , Color  1992

Includes: Introduction; File Basics; New; Open; Saveas; Qsave; Savetime; Reinit; Sql Extension; Plot Options; Soft Locks; Postscript Fonts; Psin; Psout; Psfill; Raster Support; Save & Replay Image.  *TMA

R12 Update-Work Space Commands (AutoCAD Basics Series)
* 92024  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 7  02:00  , Color  1992

Includes: Introduction; User Interface Basics; Gui; Help; Entity Selection; Ddselect; Grips; Filters; Locked Layers; Ddmodify; Digitizer Scaling; Bpoly; Bhatch; Psitscale; Cal-Math Functions; Cal-Geometry; Cal-Routines.  *TMA

Rabbi Akiba: Interpretation of the Torah
* 92119  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:25  , Color  1993

This film tells the story of Rabbi Akiba & helps students understand the essence of Halacha (Jewish law) & Torah study. It also examines Rabbi Akiba's role in the Bar-Kochba Revolt.

Rabbi Yochanan Ben Zakai: Jerusalem - Yavne
* 92120  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:25  , Color  1995

This program tells the story of Yochanan Ben Zakai & his prediction that Titus, commander of the Roman legions, would be emperor. When Titus offered to grant him a wish, Yochanan asked that Yavne & its scholars be spared.

Rabbinic Judaism (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92352  XAN101  VHS  Part 9 of 32  00:30  , Color  1997

Part 9: Rabbinic Judaism - Israel & the Torah. The religion we now know as Judaism arose after the Romans destroyed the temple in Jerusalem. Under the rabbis, the focus of worship changed from temple to Torah.  *TMA

Race, the Floating Signifier - classroom edition
* 92009  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00  , Color  1997

Lecturer Stuart Hall discusses how in order to understand how racism works, we must understand how race is represented by the stories our society weaves about visible racial differences. Because the meaning of race is never fixed but is dependent upon cultural context, it can be described as a "floating signifier."

Race, the Floating Signifier - reference edition
* 92010  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:25  , Color  1997
See Race, the Floating Signifier #92009 for description. This reference edition features the unedited lecture Stuart Hall gave at Goldsmiths College in London (65 minutes) & the question & answer session that followed (20 minutes).

Race To Save The Planet Series
* XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ , Color 1990

A 10-part series on environmental issues: The Environmental Revolution... Only One Atmosphere... Do We Really Want To Live This Way?... In The Name Of Progress... Remnants Of Eden... More For Less... Save The Earth - Feed The World... Waste Not, Want Not... It Needs Political Decisions... Now Or Never.

Rachel Carson's Silent Spring
* 92676 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00:00, Color 1992

(The American Experience) When Silent Spring was published in 1963 - a book on the chemical poisoning of the environment - Rachel Carson was viciously attacked, but the smear campaign backfired. This is the story of how one scientist's courage changed the way we think about our world. *TMA

Rachel and Her Daddy
* 95527 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:19:00, Color 1995

In this dramatic enactment, Rachel, whose father suffers from Alzheimer's disease, finds her father being fed through a gastrostomy tube. She flares out at nursing home practices & concludes by questioning the reason for the insertion of the feeding tube. *TMA

Racial Profiling and Law Enforcement: America in Black and White
* 95442 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:44:00, Color 1998

In part 1 of this program, ABC News anchor Ted Koppel & correspondent Michel McQueen investigate the issue from the victims’ points of view. In part 2, Koppel & McQueen look at profiling through the eyes of the police, with special commentary by law professor & former OJ Simpson prosecutor Christopher Darden.

Raging Bull
* 91606 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:10 , B/W 1980

In what is still considered the performance of his career, Robert De Niro won the Best Actor Oscar for his searing portrayal of real-life boxer Jake LaMotta. Directed by Martin Scorsese. Also starring Cathy Moriarty & Joe Pesci.

Rain Man
* 95827 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:13 , Color 1988
Selfish yuppie Charlie Babbitt's father left a fortune to his savant brother Raymond and a pittance to Charlie; they travel cross-country.

A Raisin in the Sun
* 92657 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:08:00, B&W 1961

A large insurance check would allow the Younger family to escape their frustrating life in a crowded Chicago apartment. But escape means different things to each family member. Stars Sidney Poitier, Claudia McNeal, Ruby Dee.

Raising a Child with Spina Bifida: An Introduction
* 95363 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:13:37, Color 1994

This program focuses on resources available for parents of children with Spina Bifida. Prenatal diagnostic techniques, birth defects

Ran
* 92232 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:40, Color 1985

Loosely adapting Shakespeare's "King Lear", with plot elements from "Macbeth", director Akira Kurosawa has fashioned an epic, heartbreaking statement about honor, ambition, & the futility of war. Stars Tatsuya Nakadai, Akira Terao, Jinpachi Nesu. Academy Award for Best Costume Design.

Random Harvest
* 95590 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:07:00, B&W 1942

A veteran of World War I marries & settles happily into a tidy, humble life until an accident brings back memories of a former life of wealth & privilege while blocking all recollection of his existence since the war. Thus one man disappears, & another man long missing turns up & claims his vast inheritance.

Random Variables (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
* 91656 XAN101 VHS Part 16 of 26 00:30, Color 1989

Topics covered include independence, the multiplication rule for independent events, & discrete & continuous random variables.

Rape: An Act of Hate
* 91176 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30, Color 1989

Hosted by actress Veronica Hamel, this film seeks to determine why people rape & to help potential victims protect themselves. It contains interviews with experts in the fields of media, law enforcement, & sociology. *TMA
Rarified Gas Dynamics
* 91890  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:33  , B/W  1969

This program illustrates the evolution of flow fields as density is varied from continuum levels to the rarified levels of free-molecule flow.

Rashomon
* 95845  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:28  , BW  1950

A heinous crime and its aftermath are recalled from differing points of view.

Rate It X
* 92921  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:33:00, Color  1986

This documentary provides an unflinching look at sexism in America, showing how sexism becomes rationalized through commerce, religion & social values. It illuminates issues of censorship, advertising, pornography & violence against women.

The Raven (Le Corbeau)
* 95473  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, B&W  1943

This suspense thriller concerns a small French village whose everyday existence is badly shaken by a series of mysterious poison pen letters. The author of the letters, who signs himself "The Raven," has enough defamatory information to provoke tension and suicide. French with English subtitles.

Reading Effectiveness
* 93075  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:24:00, Color  2002

Dr. Bradley explains the two principles that will enable students to double their reading speed & improve comprehension. A practical video demonstration & student participation will convince students of the effectiveness of these concepts.

Reading People: The Unwritten Language of the Body
* 95426  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:23:00, Color  1998

This video illustrates how paralanguage, eye movement, cultural differences, touch, space, & time affect communication & understanding. It shows that reading facial expressions is harder than many people realize, explains how touching varies by culture, & discusses what the volume, speed, & inflection of one's voice reveal.

The Reading/Writing Connection (Teaching Reading: Strategies Series)
* 91106  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 6  _  , Color  1991
Reading skills at the second grade level are shown in a class in Harlem, N.Y. 

Realities of Recycling
* 90143  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:38  , Color

The film explores the problems & potentials of recycling.

The Reality Therapy Approach
* 90119  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:29  , Color  1974

This is a film on discipline in today's schools & one method to achieve it.

Realms of Light: The Baroque (Art of the Western World Series)
* 91036  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 9  01:00  , Color  1989

The direct emotional appeal & theatrical power of the Baroque style, stimulated by the Catholic Counter-Reformation, is epitomized in Bernini's sculpture "The Ecstasy of Saint Theresa." The exuberant forms & colors of the Baroque touch the work of artists in Austria, Spain & the Netherlands.

Rear Window
* 92709  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:55:00, Color  1954

Alfred Hitchcock's suspense stars James Stewart as a wheelchair-bound photographer who suspects his neighbor has murdered his wife. Also stars Grace Kelly, Raymond Burr. CC

Rear Window
* 95726  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:52:00, Color  1954

A wheelchair bound photographer spies on his neighbours from his apartment window and becomes convinced one of them has committed murder.

The Reasonably-Priced World of Marketing
* 92708  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:45:00, Color  1998

This program discusses distribution channels, mission statements, pricing strategies, targeting, the four Ps of marketing & more. It discusses the management process, where developing & delivering goods & services combine to satisfy customer wants & needs.

Rebecca
* 92445  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:12 , B/W  1940

This film is based on Daphne du Maurier's novel about a young serving
woman who marries a wealthy & moody widower haunted by the memory of his first wife. Alfred Hitchcock's first American film; it won two Academy Awards, including Best Picture. Stars Laurence Olivier, Joan Fontaine, Judith Anderson.

Rebel Without a Cause
* 95893  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  01:51  , Color  1955

A rebellious young man with a troubled past comes to a new town, finding friends and enemies.

The Red Balloon
* 91742  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  00:34  , Color  1956

This is a fantasy of a lonely French boy & the amazingly loyal balloon that follows him everywhere. This allegory on the magic powers of friendship won an Oscar for Best Screenplay.

The Red Shoes
* 92446  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  02:16  , Color  1948

This British classic about a ballerina torn between love & success was inspired by the Hans Christian Anderson fairy tale. Noted for its lavish use of Technicolor. Winner of two Academy Awards. Stars Moira Shearer, Anton Walbrook, Marius Goring.

Reducing Poverty (Economics U$A Series)
* 91968  XAN101  VHS  Part 24  of 28  00:30  , Color  1992

The causes of income inequality & the role of social welfare policy are examined. *TMA

Reflections on The Long Search (The Long Search Series)
* 91291  XAN101  VHS  Part 13  of 13  00:52  , Color  1987

Public Performance. Without being judgmental, this program presents the author's model of personal stocktaking that determines an individual's path in the seemingly endless long search.

The Reformation (Christianity: The Second Thousand Years Series)
* 95404  XAN101  VHS  Part 3  of 4  00:50:00  , Color  2001

This program brings this tumultuous era to life through period accounts & the analysis of scholars. The struggle was at once universal & personal, as illustrated by the fate of the 20,000 Huguenots slaughtered at the whim of a Catholic queen in the St. Bartholomew Day massacre, & the trial of Galileo for heresy.

The Reformation (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91813  XAN101  VHS  Part 27  of 52  00:30  , Color  1989
Part 27: Voiced by Martin Luther, Protestantism shattered the unity of the Catholic Church. *TMA

Reformed Epistemology (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92374 XAN101 VHS Part 31 of 32 00:30 , Color 1997

Part 31: Reformed Epistemology & the Rationality of Belief. "Reformed" epistemology is a recent philosophical movement that defends the rationality of religious beliefs. *TMA

Regions and Economies (The Power of Place Series)
* 91983 XAN101 VHS Part 11 of 26 00:30 , Color 1996

North America: The Post-Industrial Transformation: (11) Case studies include competition for water resources in eastern Oregon, & the incorporation of Japanese production techniques in the midwest U.S. automotive industry.

Regulation of Industry (Effective Government in Developing World Series)
* 92157 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 3 00:29 , Color 1997

This program looks at what the state can do to promote & regulate industry, focusing on Korea, Chile, Tanzania, Uganda, & India.

Regulation of Industry (Effective Gov. in the Developing World Series)
* 92539 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 3 00:29:00, Color 1998

This program examines what the state can do to promote & regulate industry, focusing on examples in Korea, Chile, Tanzania, Uganda & India.

Reinventing Japan (The Pacific Century Series)
* 92733 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 10 01:00:00, Color 1992

This program examines the utter transformation of the Pacific Basin region in the wake of WWII. The expanding, & often contentious, American & Japanese relationship included the ambiguous roles of conqueror & conquered.

Religion in Indonesia: The Way of the Ancestors (The Long Search Series)
* 91286 XAN101 VHS Part 8 of 13 00:52 , Color 1987

Public Performance.

Tribal religions are local, exclusive & animist, believing that inanimate objects & natural phenomena possess a soul. This program explores primal religion in one tribe in Indonesia.

The Religious Right
* 91550 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00 , Color 1994
This program with Bill Moyers focuses on the conservative evangelical movement in the U.S. Members of the movement featured include Rev. Don Wildmon, Oliver North, Pat Buchanan, & Phyllis Schlafly.

Remembering and Forgetting (Discovering Psychology Series)

* 92789  XAN101  VHS  Part 9 of 26  00:30:00, Color  2001

This program looks at memory - how images, ideas, language, & even physical actions, sounds, & smells are translated into codes, represented in the memory & retrieved when needed. With Dr. Richard Thompson of the University of Southern California & Dr. Diana Woodruff-Pak of Temple University. Updated.

Remnants of Eden (Race to Save the Planet Series)

* 91053  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 10  01:00  , Color  1990

It's possible that this generation may preside over the extinction of half the species on earth today. This film addresses the delicate balance of protecting life's diversity while managing the needs of growing human populations.

Removal (500 Nations Series)

* 92778  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 8  00:49:00, Color  1994

They were called "civilized tribes" because they embraced American ways - the Chickasaws, Choctaws, Cherokee, Creeks, Seminole. But that did not alter the U.S. policy of removal that uprooted them from their homes & resulted in the sorrowful Trail of Tears. CC

The Renaissance and the Age of Discovery (The Western Tradition Series)

* 91811  XAN101  VHS  Part 25 of 52  00:30  , Color  1989

Part 25: Renaissance humanists made man "the measure of all things." Europe was possessed by a new passion for knowledge. *TMA

The Renaissance and the New World (The Western Tradition Series)

* 91812  XAN101  VHS  Part 26 of 52  00:30  , Color  1989

Part 26: The discovery of America challenged Europe. *TMA

The Renaissance Stage

* 91748  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30  , Color  1995

This program traces the earliest Renaissance attempts to stage classical drama through the application of medieval concepts of production, including the varying uses of perspective in scene painting & the development of moveable scenery. <DRA>

Renegades (Rock & Roll Series)

* 92159  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 10  01:00  , Color  1995
This program interviews Little Richard, Bo Diddley, Chuck Berry, Jerry Lee Lewis, pioneer disk jockey Hoss Allen & producers Dave Bartholomew, Sam Phillips & Phil & Marshall Chess to reveal how they borrowed from rhythm & blues, country, gospel, & jazz to create a whole new sound - rock & roll.

Replacements (Band of Brothers Series)
* 92977    XAN101    VHS    Part 4 of 11    01:00:00, Color    2001

Due to heavy casualties, a group of fresh paratrooper replacements joins Easy Co. in time for a massive drop into German-occupied Holland. But the Allied plan to enter Germany through Holland fails.

Reporters and Reporting Series
* _    XAN101    VHS    Part _ of _    00:55 , Color    1993

This 4-part series probes the moral questions that plague journalists: The Force of Evidence... The Risk of Inquiry... The Passion for Discovery... The Power of Investigation.

Representation and the Media
* 92008    XAN101    VHS    Part 1 of 1    00:55 , Color    1997

In this lecture, Stuart Hall examines one of the key concepts in cultural studies: that reality is not experienced directly, but through the lens of culture. Using concrete examples, Hall shows how the media - especially the visual media - have become key players in the process of modern story telling.

The Republic of Virtue (American Visions Series)
* 92813    XAN101    VHS    Part 1 of 8    01:00:00, Color    1996

Some of the first images made in America resemble ancient ones. From heroic statues of George Washington to the architecture of Washington, D.C., the new republic adopted & transformed the classical style to serve a new, democratic ideal.

Resources and Scarcity (Economics U$A Series)
* 91945    XAN101    VHS    Part 1 of 28    00:30 , Color    1992

Wilderness preservation & WWII productivity demonstrate how society allocates & transforms resources. *TMA

Respect (Rock & Roll Series)
* 92162    XAN101    VHS    Part 4 of 10    01:00 , Color    1995

This program discusses the transformation of black gospel music into a defining sound for all Americans, & soul music's role in the simultaneous quest for African American equality in the 60's. Interviews include Berry Gordy Jr., Ray Charles, Martha Reeves, Mary
This program offers an overview of the human respiratory system through the experiences of an athlete training for a triathlon competition.

This video details the purpose, components, & techniques used to complete a health history & physical examination of a respiratory patient. It explains how the collection of both subjective & objective data enables the nurse & the patient to identify healthcare problems & resources.

This program discusses how the brain controls behavior & how behavior & environment influence the brain's structure & functioning. With Dr. Michael Meaney of McGill University & Dr. Russell Fernald of Stanford University. Updated.

This program defines the concept of retailing by examining a wide variety of retailers at a large shopping mall. It shows how different retailers provide different levels of customer service, require different amounts of customer efforts, use specific product-line strategies & operate under varied ownership.

In this medieval tale, a dissolute village husband disappears soon after his marriage & reappears years later. But is the man who returns an imposter? Stars Gerard Depardieu, Nathalie Baye. French, w/ English subtitles.

This program profiles the nurse theorist Reva Rubin. A brief biography is followed by a discussion of her Theory of Maternal Identity. An in-depth explanation of her theory is presented at the end of the program.
This film reviews the ten steps of composition writing & explains the importance of precise & concise writing.

The Revolution (The Greeks: Crucible of Civilization Series)
* 95608   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 3   01:00:00, Color 1999

Seen through the eyes of the nobleman Cleisthenes, the Athenians struggle against a series of tyrants & their greatest rival, Sparta, to create a new "society of equals." The program closes on the eve of the new society's first great test: invasion by the mighty empire of Persia.

Revolution and Romantics (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91829   XAN101   VHS   Part 43 of 52   00:30, Color 1989

Part 43: Leaders in the arts, literature, & political theory argued for social justice & national liberation. *TMA

Rhapsody in August
* 95828   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   01:38, Color 1991

An elderly woman living in Nagasaki Japan takes care of her four grandchildren for their summer vacation. They learn about the atomic bomb that fell in 1945, and how it killed their Grandfather. Richard Gere guest stars as an American nephew of the elderly woman.

Rhinoceros
* 92999   XAN101   DVD   Part 1 of 1   01:44:00, Color 1974

Originally an absurdist play by Eugene Ionesco, Rhinoceros tells the story of a French town plagued by rhinoceroses. These are not ordinary rhinoceroses, but people who have been victims of "rhinoceritis." Or is it something else entirely? Starring Zero Mostel, Gene Wilder, & Karen Black.

Richard III
* 95474   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   02:19:00, Color 1955

Amid the Wars of the Roses in England, ruling monarch Edward IV's lame, misshapen brother Richard schemes to ascend the throne. His machinations accelerate & murder piles atop murder as Richard succeeds in taking the throne--& desperately tries to hold it. Starring Laurence Olivier.

Richard II
* 91626   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   02:37, Color 1979

One of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films. In the 14th century, when Richard defies tradition by disinheriting his successor, his
actions lead to war. Stars Derek Jacobi, Jon Finch, John Gielgud, Wendy Hiller.

Richard III
* 91697 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 2 03:48 , Color 1982

In this film, one of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films, Richard of Gloucester usurps the crown & becomes Richard III, which leads to military coups & political marriages. Stars Ron Cook, Brian Protheroe.

Richard III
* 91698 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 2 _ , Color 1982

See Richard III #91697 for description.

Richard Wright: Black Boy
* 92258 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:26 , Color 1994

This is the first film on the life & legacy of Wright, whose earliest major works - Native Son, & Black Boy - were the first works by an African American writer to confront a broad reading public with the pain & anger of the black experience.

Riddle of the Dome: Florence Cathedral and Filippo Brunelleschi
* 95557 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 00:30:00, Color 1999

(See IMC# 95556 for description.)

Riddle of the Dome: Florence Cathedral and Filippo Brunelleschi
* 95556 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30:00, Color 1999

What do herringbones & flowers have to do with the dome of the Florence Cathedral, a structure that has seemed to defy both gravity & the principles of engineering for centuries? This program reveals the techniques likely used by Filippo Brunelleschi to create the largest vaulted brick structure in the world. <DRA>

Rights in the Workplace
* 91723 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:26 , Color 1994

Hosted by Mike Villani, this film discusses such topics as Unemployment Compensation, Worker's Compensation, Social Security Disability Benefits, & Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Rigoberta Menchu: Broken Silence
* 91554 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:25 , Color 1993

This program profiles one of the most articulate advocates of native rights, who was awarded a Nobel Peace Prize in 1992 for her work for social justice & ethno-cultural reconciliation.
Ring of Bright Water
* 91470  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:47  Color  1969

Beautiful Scottish Highlands photography adds to this tale of a civil servant who buys an otter from a pet store & moves to the country. Stars Bill Travers & Virginia McKenna of "Born Free."

The Rise of the Church (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91798  XAN101  VHS  Part 12 of 52  00:30  Color  1989

Part 12: The old heresy became the Roman empire's official religion under the Emperor Constantine. *TMA

The Rise of Greek Civilization (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91791  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 52  00:30  Color  1989

Part 5: Democracy & philosophy arose from Greek cities at the edge of the civilized world. *TMA

The Rise of Greek Tragedy- Sophocles: Oedipus the King (History of Drama
* 91117  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 10  00:45  Color  1988

Classroom use ONLY.
This first film of the series explains Tragedy as a form. This production emphasizes the modernity & eternity of "Oedipus the King", as well as its lasting emotional impact.

The Rise of the Middle Class (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91814  XAN101  VHS  Part 28 of 52  00:30  Color  1989

Part 28: As the cities grew, new middle-class mores had an impact on religious life. *TMA

The Rise of Nationalism (Africa Series)
* 92040  XAN101  VHS  Part 7 of 8  00:57  Color  1984

The major struggles for African independence - in Ghana, the Gold Coast, Kenya, Algeria, the Belgian Congo - are all charted. Davidson then focuses on events in Mozambique & Guinea Bissau, & finally on South Africa.

The Rise of Rome (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91795  XAN101  VHS  Part 9 of 52  00:30  Color  1989

Part 9: Through its army, Rome built an empire that shaped the West. *TMA

The Rise of the Trading Cities (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91816  XAN101  VHS  Part 30 of 52  00:30  Color  1989
Part 30: Amid religious wars, a few cities learned that tolerance increased their prosperity. *TMA

A Rising of the Moon
* 90130  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:29 , B/W

This John Ford film was inspired by Lady Gregory's play "A Rising of the Moon". A morality play set in 1921 at the time of the Black & Tan War, it illustrates the imprisonment & escape of an Irish Re

The Risk of Inquiry (Reporters and Reporting Series)
* 91540  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 4  00:52 , Color  1993

See The Force of Evidence # 91539 for description.

Risky Business: Biotechnology and Agriculture
* 91918  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:24 , Color  1996

Thousands of plants & animals are being genetically engineered - what are the effects on farmers, our food supply, public health & the environment? This film presents scientists, industry proponents, environmental & consumer activists from the U.S., Europe, & developing countries who discuss the risks & benefits.

Ritual
* 90014  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:04 , B/W

This film is a visual exploration of the ritual procedures & elaborate materials involved in the application of eye make-up.

The River
* 91904  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:32 , B/W  1937

This is a documentary about the exploitation & misuse of the Mississippi River covering the period from the Civil War to the floods of the 1930's. Written & directed by Pare Lorentz.

The River
* 91605  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:39 , Color  1951

Directed by Jean Renoir, this film is based on Rumer Godden's novel about an English family living in Bengal. Renoir's first Technicolor film (the first color film made in India) is the coming-of-age story of Harriet, an adolescent who falls in love with a wounded American war hero.

Rivers and Tides: Working with Time
* 95569  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:00:00, Color  2004
This film depicts the magical relationship between art & nature while painting a visually intoxicating portrait of famed artist Andy Goldsworthy. Gorgeously shot & masterfully edited, the film follows the bohemian free spirit Goldsworthy all over the world as he demonstrates & opens up about his unique creative process.

The Road to Total War ("War" Series)
* 91311 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 7 01:00 , Color 1985

In this first program of the series host Gwynne Dyer notes major social & technological developments in the past 2000 years of military history which have brought the world to the brink of annihilation.

Roads Across the Plains (500 Nations Series)
* 92779 XAN101 VHS Part 7 of 8 00:49:00, Color 1994

Spanish missions establish control of the California coast. Settlers & prospectors come from the East. Caught between are the Cheyenne, Kiowa, Sioux & other nations who depend on buffalo herds for food & clothing. CC

Robert Mondavi
* 91526 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:52 , Color 1993

This is one film in the Tycoons series. Robert Mondavi is an acknowledged master of marketing & promotion. In 1966 he built the first new winery in California since Prohibition. He began his company with a $200,000 investment & turned it into a $150 million a year business.

Robotics Fundamentals
* 92670 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:25:00, Color 1997

This film discusses the basics of robotics technology & shows examples of the industrial capabilities of robots.

Robots
* 91897 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:28 , Color 1989

This program examines the impact of robots on productivity & considers their present & future industrial applications. Included is a 10-minute segment for teachers that provides tips on how to use the study of robots to develop students' critical thinking skills.

Rock & Roll Series
* XAN101 VHS Part of , Color 1995

A 10-part series: Renegades... In the Groove... Shakespeares in the Alley... Respect... Crossroads... Blues in Technicolor... The Wild Side... Make it Funky... Punk... The Perfect Beat.
Roger & Me
* 92483 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:31:00, Color 1989

This hilarious, controversial, atypical semi-documentary details Michael Moore's efforts to meet General Motors president Roger Smith & confront him with the poverty & despair afflicting Flint, Michigan, after GM closed its plants there.

The Role of Theatre in Ancient Greece
* 91246 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:26 , Color 1989

This program looks at the design of the ancient theatre, the synthesis of art forms in Greek drama, the origins of tragedy, the audience in classical times, the roles of writer/director & actors, & the use of the surrounding landscape. <DRA>

Roman City
* 92049 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00 , Color 1994

In this Emmy Award-winning production, host David Macaulay examines how the Roman Empire linked Western Europe, the Middle East, & North Africa. In live-action, he visits historical sites throughout the Roman Empire & reveals how the structures were built & used.

The Roman Empire (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91796 XAN101 VHS Part 10 of 52 00:30 , Color 1989

Part 10: Rome's civil engineering contributed as much to the empire as did its weapons. *TMA

Roman Holiday
* 92968 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:58:00, B&W 1953

A romantic comedy nominated for ten Academy Awards. Audrey Hepburn (Oscar winner) plays a princess who rebels against her royal obligations and explores Rome on her own, falling in love with Gregory Peck as an American newspaperman. Also stars Eddie Albert. Directed by William Wyler.

Romance and Reality (Civilisation Series)
* 90168 XAN101 16mm Part 3 of 13 00:50 , Color 1970

The High Gothic world spawned chivalry & courtly love & the adoration of the Virgin. The worldliness of the courts with their brilliant art & pageantry contrasted with the joyous asceticism of St. Francis. The period saw the creation of Dante's great epic & great art in the Gothic spirit. *TMA
Part of, * Color 13

00:50 , Color 1970

See Romance & Reality #90168 for description. *TMA

Romantic Comedy (American Cinema Series)

* 91671 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 13 01:00 , Color 1994

This program looks back on screwball comedies like It Happened One Night, & analyzes recent interpretations of the genre by directors, including James Brooks & Nora Ephron, that reveal the underlying social & psychological messages.

Rome and Pompeii

* 92050 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00 , Color 1995

A Great Cities of the Ancient World presentation. Rome & Pompeii are reconstructed as they were 2,000 years ago. See the Colosseum, the Roman Forum, the Circus Maximus, baths, theatres, temples, palaces, shopping markets, & Mt. Vesuvius.

Romeo and Juliet

* 91451 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:18 , Color 1968

Italian director Franco Zeffirelli cast two young unknowns – Olivia Hussey & Leonard Whiting – to portray the star-crossed lovers in this version of Shakespeare's classic romance.

Romero

* 92340 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:45 , Color 1989

This is a compelling look at the life of Archbishop Oscar Romero of El Salvador, who made the ultimate sacrifice in a passionate stand against social injustice & oppression in his country. Stars Raul Julia, Richard Jordan, Ana Alicia.

Roots of Addiction: Drug and Behavioral Compulsions

* 92330 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:32 , Color 1999

This film discusses why people become addicted to psychoactive drugs such as alcohol, cocaine, marijuana, or to behaviors such as gambling, overeating, sexual activity, & how heredity, environment, & drugs or behaviors can change the addictive brain chemistry.

Roots of Resistance: A Story of the Underground Railroad

* 91187 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:58 , Color 1989

This program tells the little-known story of black America's secret railroad to freedom through narratives of escaped slaves. It includes interviews with descendants of slaves & slaveholders.
Rope
* 91484 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:21 , Color 1948

This Hitchcock film stars Farley Granger & John Dall as two friends who strangle a classmate & stuff his body into a trunk they use for a buffet table at a dinner party. James Stewart is the former teacher who suspects foul play.

The Rose Tattoo
* 95475 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:54:00, B&W 1955

A grieving Italian-American widow has withdrawn from life & expects her teenage daughter to do the same. But just as Serafina's devotion to her late husband's memory is shattered by the discovery of his infidelity, the attentions of an understanding truck driver promise to awaken her heart. Starring Burt Lancaster.

Rosemarie Parse (The Nurse Theorists: Portraits of Excellence Series)
* 95515 XAN101 VHS Part 9 of 16 00:40:00, Color 1988

This program profiles the nurse theorist Rosemarie Parse. A brief biography is followed by an interview focusing on her Theory of Human Becoming (formerly known as the Theory of Man-Living-Health). An in-depth explanation of her theory is presented at the end of the program.

Rosemary's Baby
* 92658 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:14:00, Color 1968

This is the story of a New York City couple who are expecting their first child. The husband makes a pact with the devil that promises to boost his career. Stars Mia Farrow, John Cassavetes, Ruth Gordon. Directed by Roman Polanski.

Rouch in Reverse
* 91944 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:51 , Color 1995

This film introduces viewers to a cross-section of the work of one of the century's truly original filmmakers - Jean Rouch. Director Manthia Diawara pioneers what he calls "reverse anthropology" - where the former subjects of investigation study their former investigators. French & English with English subtitles.

Run
* 90025 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:05 , Color

This film presents a runner's understanding of the experience of running as seen through his own eyes.

Running Fence
A portrait of two artists' persistence, Running Fence documents the effort of Christo & Jeanne-Claude to build a 24 1/2 mile-long, 18 foot-high fence of white fabric across the hills of California. Both dramatic & poetic, this engrossing documentary tracks the artists' struggle with locals & state bureaucrats.

Russia: Facing the Future

Produced by the Carnegie Corporation of New York, this is a documentary & scholarly report on Russian society today. It paints a vivid portrait of Russia's economic, political, military & social upheaval - & Russian anxieties about national security, fueled by the West's sometimes warm, sometimes cold welcome. *TMA

The Russia House

A middle-aged, boozy publisher is enlisted as a spy by British Intelligence after he receives a manuscript, authored by a leading Russian physicist, purporting to lay out the true details about Soviet nuclear capabilities. Starring Sean Connery & Michelle Pfeiffer.

Russian Archive audiotapes

20 programs on 12 audiotapes. This is part of an audio archive of Soviet & Russian history, consisting of recordings dating back to the earliest years of the Soviet state. Some of the material is in Russian; some in English. Contact IMC for a listing of the contents of each tape.

Rx for the ER: Prescriptions for Effective Retention

This Perkins funded collaborative is a partnership among four Texas Community Colleges, with a goal to create & allow statewide access to web-based modules that focus on effective retention strategies. <DRA>

Questions of chance, choice, & predestination weave their way through the several related village anecdotes of this African film. Binding them together is a murder mystery. The film exhibits a satire of bureaucracy, tales of village life, & incredible landscapes. Directed by Nissi Joanny Troare. English subtitles.

Questions of chance, choice, & predestination weave their way through the several related village anecdotes of this African film. Binding them together is a murder mystery. The film exhibits a satire of bureaucracy, tales of village life, & incredible landscapes. Directed by Nissi Joanny Troare. English subtitles.

Sabrina
Two wealthy brothers, one an aging businessman, the other a dissolute playboy, vie for the attention of their chauffeur's daughter, who has just returned from a French cooking school. Stars Humphrey Bogart, William Holden, Audrey Hepburn. Directed by Billy Wilder.

This film is an account of the murder trial of anarchists Sacco & Vanzetti.

This film is an account of the murder trial of anarchists Sacco & Vanzetti.

See Sacco & Vanzetti #90156 for description.

See Sacco & Vanzetti #90156 for description.

North Africa/Southwest Asia: The Challenge of Islam: (17) Case studies include mapping the spatial variation in religious practice in Jerusalem, & the gaps between rich & poor, & secular & fundamentalist Turks in Istanbul.

Campbell discusses the role of sacrifice in myth, & the significance of sacrifice, & stresses the need for each person to find his sacred place in today's fast-paced, technological world.

Shown are two brilliant sequences from the classic Leni Riefenstahl documentary, Olympia I & II, from the 1936 Olympics held in Germany. See The Marathon Race #90031 for additional footage.

This is a film of a Renaissance Christmas festival presented by the St. Louis University Madrigal Singers under the direction of Joseph Beck.

Sales Promotion: Off and Running
* 91145 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color 1985

- This program considers how & why a firm uses sales promotion to stimulate sales. The Santa Anita Race Track is used as an example of developing a promotion strategy, implementing it & measuring its effectiveness. Viewers also learn about coordinating promotions with copy strategy & media selection.

Salman Rushdie with W.L. Webb
* 92079 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:40 , Color 1989

- Part of the Writers Talk set, Rushdie discusses the background to "The Satanic Verses", themes of divided selves, the irony of an Indian being viewed as representative of English culture, & more.

Salt of the Earth
* 91421 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:34 , B/W 1954

- This is the true story of the struggle of a mining community in New Mexico to achieve better working & living conditions. When the film was originally released almost every theatre in the nation boycotted it because it was made by a blacklisted Hollywood group.

Salvador Minuchin (Founders Series)
* 91215 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 5 02:00 , Color 1990

- See Murray Bowen #91213 for description.

Salvador Minuchin: The Misbehaving Daughter
* 91871 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:33 , Color 1986

- This tape is an excellent example of classical Structural Family Therapy intervention. Both parents are professionals & the 16-year-old daughter is the identified patient.

Sammy and Rosie Get Laid
* 91719 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:37 , Color 1987

- This film is a social satire about a sexually liberated couple living in London whose lives are thrown into turmoil by the arrival of the man's father. Stars Claire Bloom, Roland Gift, Sashi Kapoor.

The Sample Mean and Control Charts (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
* 91658 XAN101 VHS Part 18 of 26 00:30 , Color 1989

- Roulette & business demonstrate the use of the central limit theorem, control chart monitoring of random variation, creation of x-bar charts,
& definitions of control limits.

Samples and Surveys (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
* 91654 XAN101 VHS Part 14 of 26 00:30 , Color 1989
  - Stratified random sampling is explained. A 1936 Gallup election poll yields information about undercoverage.

Sanjuro
* 95857 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:36 , BW 1962
  - A crafty samurai helps a young man and his fellow clansmen save his uncle, who has been framed and imprisoned by a corrupt superintendent.

Sanshiro Sugata
* 95835 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:19 , BW 1943
  - Sugata, a young man, struggles to learn the nuance and meaning of judo, and in doing so comes to learn something of the meaning of life.

Satellites: Modern Marvels
* 92135 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:47 , Color 1997
  - This program examines the development of satellites from the crude early models to the precise & durable ones used today. It discusses the many uses of satellites from the monitoring of weapons systems & troop movements to the relaying of thousands of phone calls at a time.

Satir Therapy (Family Therapy with the Experts Series)
* 92473 XAN101 VHS Part 10 of 13 01:43 , Color 1999
  - Jean McLendon. 1) Intro of the theory w/ Jean McLendon, Jon Carlson, & Diane Kjos - 24 min. 2) Initial session w/ McLendon & a mother & son - 35 min. 3) Discussion of the session w/ McLendon, Carlson, Kjos, and a panel of human service professionals & graduate students. - 44 min.
  *TMA

Satori
* 92622 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30:00, Color 1985
  - An intimate look at Japanese spirituality & its impact on daily life. Satori is a sudden flash of intuitive enlightenment - the spiritual goal of Zen Buddhism.

Saturday Night Fever
* 92611 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:52:00, Color 1977
  - A Brooklyn teenager, bored by his daytime job, becomes the nighttime king of the local disco. The disco dance sequences & the Bee Gees music make this film an accurate & absorbing barometer for the

Save The Earth—Feed The World (Race to Save the Planet Series)
* 91055  XAN101  VHS  Part 7 of 10  01:00  , Color  1990
   This film raises concerns that fertile farmland around the world is left barren by intensive agricultural practices. It observes how farmers are rediscovering traditional farming practices - using science & technology to work with nature, not against it.

Saving Dollars and Making Sense: Scalability in Developing Distance Courseware
* 95484  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, Color  2004
   Digital/Taping Rights
   Topics covered in this professional development seminar include: Designing & implementing distance learning courses; The impact of scalability on teaching & learning; Ways to eliminate costly & unnecessary duplication of faculty efforts in creating courses. <DRA>

Saving Dollars and Making Sense: Un-Bundling Faculty Duties in Distance Course
* 95482  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, Color  2004
   Digital/Taping Rights
   Research into the costs of distance courses reveals that a key strategy for improving both "the bottom line" & teaching effectiveness is "un-bundling" faculty duties: using teaching assistants, graders, discussion leaders, IT personnel etc. This program will show how this practice works for distance course. <DRA>

Saving Private Ryan
* 92501  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  02:49:00, Color  1998
   Steven Spielberg's WWII epic finds eight soldiers forced to go behind enemy lines to rescue downed paratrooper James Ryan. Faced with impossible odds, the men question their orders. Stars Tom Hanks, Matt Damon, Edward Burns, Tom Sizemore.

Saving Private Ryan
* 92502  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  , Color  1998
   See Saving Private Ryan #92501 for description.

Scent of a Woman
* 91452  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:37  , Color  1992
   Al Pacino won an Academy Award for his portrayal of a blind, bitter, semi-alcoholic retired colonel who spends a wild weekend in New York City while under the care of a prep school student, played by Chris O'Donnell.

Schindler's List
* 92947  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  03:17:00, B&W  1993
This film presents the true story of Oskar Schindler, Nazi party member, womanizer, & war profiteer, who saved the lives of more than 1100 Jews during the Holocaust. Stars Liam Neeson, Ben Kingsley, Ralph Fiennes. Directed by Steven Spielberg. Winner of seven Academy Awards, including Best Picture & Best Director.

Schindler's List
* 92948 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 2 _ , B&W 1993
See Schindler's List #92947 for description.

The Schizophrenias (The World of Abnormal Psychology Series)
* 91208 XAN101 VHS Part 9 of 13 01:00 , Color 1992
This program visits people who suffer from the hallucinations, paranoia, & psychological disarray of these disabling illnesses.

Schleiermacher (Philosophy & Religion in the West Series)
* 92365 XAN101 VHS Part 22 of 32 00:30 , Color
Part 22: Schleiermacher - Feeling as the Basis of Religion. Schleiermacher, the founder of liberal theology, based religion on the feeling of utter dependence, which for him is the basis of God-consciousness. *TMA

School of the Americas: At War With Democracy?
* 91721 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:28 , Color 1994
During the Cold War the U.S. set up an elite school to train the military & police forces of Latin America. Should American taxpayers continue to pay for this training?

School Daze
* 92606 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:54:00 , Color 1988
This is Spike Lee's music-filled comedy about black college life in which he challenges viewpoints about self-identity & self-esteem. Stars Lee, Larry Fishburne, Giancarlo Esposito, Tisha Campbell.

Schools That Work (Learning In America - Series)
* 91082 XAN101 VHS Part 6 of 6 00:58 , Color 1990
This program explores the problems plaguing elementary education by focusing on four exemplary schools where staff, parents & students have created effective partnerships to enhance learning.

Science, Society, and the Human Genome Project
* 92559 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:46:00 , Color 1995
In this program Dr. James D. Watson explains the goals of the massive 15-year project to map & sequence the entire human genome. Dr. Walter Gilbert explains the science behind the process. Drs. Louis Sullivan & Bernadine Healy discuss how the results will revolutionize biomedicine.

Scientific Spin Doctors (Environment:Politics & Industry Intersect DVD Series)
* 95627  XAN101  DVD  Part 2 of 2  00:30:00, Color  2000

(See IMC# 95625 for description)

Scientific Spin Doctors (Environment: Politics & Industry Intersect Series)
* 95625  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  00:30:00, Color  2000

For centuries, people have counted on science to provide them with objective answers to questions about the world. But on pressing environmental issues, some special interest groups are striving to bend science to their agendas. This program considers the consequences of exploiting science to shape public policy. <DRA>

Screenplay
* 90045  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:13 , Color  1972

This is a film for the student filmmaker on the subject of screenwriting. It deals with the form, style & language of screenplays.

Seance on a Wet Afternoon
* 92969  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:51:00, B&W  1964

This is a suspense thriller that delves into the shadowy world of Myra Savage, a deranged medium who is desperate to achieve recognition - at any cost. Stars Kim Stanley, Richard Attenborough.

The Searchers
* 95798  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:59 , 1956

A Civil War veteran embarks on a journey to rescue his niece from an Indian tribe.

Seasons of Life Series
* _  XAN101  VHS  Part _ of _  , Color  1990

A 5-part series detailing human psychological development from infancy through old age: Infancy & Early Childhood (Conception to Age 6)... Childhood & Adolescence (Ages 6-20)... Early Adulthood (Ages 20-40)... Middle Adulthood (Ages 40-60)... Late Adulthood (Ages 60+).

Sebastine
* 93097  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:26:00, Color  1976

An audacious film version of the legend of St. Sebastian, packed with
homoerotic imagery. Honest, faithful rendering of the saint's life & refusal to obey Roman authorities.

The Second American Revolution
* 95612  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:55:00, Color  1983

In this edition of 'A Walk Through the Century with Bill Moyers' the gifted American actors, Ossie Davis & Ruby Dee relate stories of black America's heroes & heroines, from the turn of the century to modern times. From Booker T. Washington to Rosa Parks, William DuBois to Martin Luther King.

Second & Fifth Grade Computer Skills (Video Library of Teaching Episodes
* 91138  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 6  00:24 , Color  1990

This is episode 24 of the 30-part series. The lesson objective is to use computers to write an autobiographical poem of at least four stanzas. *TMA

The Second World War (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91834  XAN101  VHS  Part 48 of 52  00:30 , Color  1989

Part 48: WWII was a war of new tactics & strategies. Civilian populations became targets as the Nazi holocaust exterminated millions of people. *TMA

The Secret Agent
* 91716  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:26 , B/W  1936

Based on W. Somerset Maugham stories, this Hitchcock film stars John Gielgud as a British novelist who is drawn into the world of espionage during WWI. Also stars Madeleine Carroll, Peter Lorre, Robert Young.

The Secret of Life Series
* 93048  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 26  00:30:00, Color  1996

This program explains what a cell is & why it is crucial to the understanding of all life processes.
After her adoptive parents die, a young black woman finds out that her natural birth mother is white. When she meets the rest of the family, a series of secrets & lies are revealed at last.

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
* 92702 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:27:00, Color 2000

An Overview. This film reviews the legal implications created by Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act & its regulations.

Seeking Solutions Series
* _ XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ , Color 1999

A 3-part series: Teen Violence... Street Crime... Hate Crime.

The Self (Discovering Psychology Series)
* 92795 XAN101 VHS Part 15 of 26 00:30:00, Color 2001

This program explores the methods of discovery of psychologists who study the origins of self-identity & self-esteem, the social determinants of self-conceptions, & the emotional consequences of beliefs about oneself. With Dr. Hazel Markus of Stanford University & Dr. Teresa Amabile of Harvard University. Updated.

Self-Help in Coping With International Terrorism (Terrorism Series)
* 92382 XAN101 VHS Part 7 of 15 00:30 , Color 1999

Part 7: Self-Help in Coping With International Terrorism.

The Sellin' of Jamie Thomas Part 1
* 91323 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 2 00:24 , Color 1988

When the slaves on his plantation are sold, Jamie & his mother & father are purchased by different masters. The family manages to reunite & begin its flight to the North.

The Sellin' of Jamie Thomas Part 2
* 91324 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 2 00:24 , Color 1988

The story continues as Jamie's family adjusts to living in a Quaker town after having escaped slavery. When the family's happiness is threatened by a bounty hunter, they can be saved only by purchasing their freedom.

Selling the Future (Visions of Heaven and Hell Series)
* 91763 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 3 00:52 , Color 1995

This program looks at the electronic, technological, & conceptual world growing around us. While this new virtual community can provide support & information, not everyone is enamored of cyberspace & its
development.

Sensation and Perception (Discovering Psychology Series)
* 92787  XAN101  VHS  Part 7 of 26  00:30:00, Color  2001
- This program demonstrates how visual information is gathered & processed, & how our culture, previous experiences, & interests influence our perceptions. With Dr. David Hubel of Harvard University & Dr. Misha Pavel of the Oregon Graduate Institute of Science & Technology.

A Sense of Justice: Catholic Education, the Law and You Part 1
* 92046  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 3  00:17 , Color  1994
- Introduction: The purpose of this series is to make Catholic education board/commission/council members aware of legal basics which can help them avoid legal entanglements. Mary Angela Shaughnessy, SCN, Catholic educator, writer & lawyer, acts as anchor. *TMA

A Sense of Justice: Catholic Education, the Law and You Part 2
* 92047  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 3  00:27 , Color  1994
- Schools: See A Sense of Justice #92046 for description. *TMA

A Sense of Justice: Catholic Education, the Law and You Part 3
* 92048  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 3  00:23 , Color  1994
- Religious Education Programs: See A Sense of Justice #92046 for description. *TMA

Sentimental Imperialists: America in Asia (The Pacific Century Series)
* 92737  XAN101  VHS  Part 9 of 10  01:00:00, Color  1992
- Using the case studies of American involvement with China & the Philippines, this program examines American attitudes toward Asia from 1776 to the present.

Sergeant Rutledge
* 95752  XAN 101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:51 , Color  1960
- Lieutenant Tom Cantrell is sent to defend Sergeant Braxton Rutledge, a black cavalry soldier, on a charge of rape and murder. The story begins in a courtroom and it is told through flashbacks. This is a story of how a black soldier in the face of danger from the Indians can be so easily mistaken as a criminal.

Sergeant York
* 95747  XAN 101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  02:14 , Color  1941
- A hillbilly sharpshooter becomes one of the most celebrated American
heroes of WWI when he single-handedly attacks and captures a German position using the same strategy as in turkey shoot.

Serpico
* 95862  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  02:10  , Color  1973

The true story about an honest New York cop who blew the whistle on rampant corruption in the force only to have his comrades turn against him.

Service-Learning: Why and How
* 95487  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  01:30:00, Color  2005

Digital/Taping Rights
Service-learning combines service & learning in very intentional ways that enhances not only the learning experience but also the student's community. This teleconference will demonstrate the importance of service learning to students & their community. Report from the Commissioner of Higher Ed of Texas included. <DRA>

Service Strategy: Testing the Waters
* 91147  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  00:30  , Color  1985

The services of Western Cruise Lines are the focus of this program, with a marketing mix developed for selected target customers. The marketing manager explains how he made decisions regarding what services to offer, what prices to charge & how to promote each service.

Set Speeches and Soliloquies (Playing Shakespeare Series)
* 91116  XAN101  VHS  Part 2  of 4  00:51  , Color  1990

Classroom use ONLY.
This film explains the rules governing the soliloquy: It must arise from a situation, it must have a story, it must be spontaneous. It explores the difficulties & purpose of set speeches & soliloquies.

Sets and Locations for Videotape
* 90903  XAN101  3/4"U  Part 3  of 3  00:34  , Color  1975

Richard Colla explains what is involved in the production of a video.

Seven Days in May
* 92659  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  01:58:00, B&W  1964

When is a traitor not a traitor? This is the frightening story of an attempt to overthrow the U.S. government by military coup. Stars Kirk Douglas, Fredric March, Burt Lancaster.

The Seven Deadly Sins: Common Mistakes that Lead to Due Process Hearings
* 92140  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  00:20  , Color  1997

There are ways to avoid potential due process hearings; the key is to
know what legal pitfalls to avoid. Learn what these mistakes are & how to avoid them in your school district. *TMA

The Seven Samurai
* 92447  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  03:17  , B/W  1954


The Seven Samurai
* 92448  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  :  , B/W  1954

See The Seven Samurai #92447 for description.

Seventh Grade Language Arts (Video Library of Teaching Episodes Series)
* 91140  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 6  00:28  , Color  1990

This is episode 27 of the 30-part series. The lesson objective is to pronounce, define & correctly use words appearing in Chapter 5 of "Stone Fox". *TMA

Seventh Heaven
* 92066  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:59  , B/W  1927

This silent film won Academy Awards for Best Screenplay, Best Director & Best Actress - Janet Gaynor. It is the love story of Chico, a Parisian sewer worker, & Diane, the beautiful but mistreated waif he rescues from the street.

The Seventh Seal
* 91153  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:36  , B/W  1956

Home use.

This is Ingmar Bergman's meditation on good & evil, faith & doubt, & the meaning of life & death. In the 14th century a knight returned from the Crusades plays chess with Death to save an innocent family. In Swedish with English subtitles.

Sex and Gender (Discovering Psychology Series)
* 92797  XAN101  VHS  Part 17 of 26  00:30:00, Color  2001

This program explores the ways in which males & females are similar & different, & how gender roles reflect social values & psychological knowledge. Dr. Michael Meaney of McGill University & Dr. Eleanor Maccoby of Stanford University.

sex, lies, and videotape
* 92609  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:39:00, Color  1990
Steven Soderbergh's independent film about the relationships among a childless married couple, the wife's adulterous sister, & the husband's mysterious college friend. Stars James Spader, Andie McDowell, Peter Gallagher, Laura San Giacomo.

Sex, Power and the Workplace
* 92706 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00:00, Color 1992

Though prohibited by Federal Law since 1964, sexual harassment is too often tolerated & rarely corrected. This PBS program is an effective tool for victims & employers who want to eliminate sexual harassment in their companies. Narrated by Joanna Cassidy. CC

Sex, Teens and Public Schools
* 91862 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00 , Color 1995

This program deals with the question: What should the role of schools be in preventing teen pregnancy? Hosted by Jane Pauley.

Sex Therapy
* 92909 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:43:00, Color 2001

Family Therapy w/ the Experts. In this film, Dr. Domeena Renshaw works with a young woman who describes a multi-problem marriage which included sexual avoidance. This area known as hypoactive sexual desire is seldom considered in traditional couples therapy.

Sexism in Language
* 91408 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:26 , Color 1993

This program presents examples that show how sexism & anti-sexism may be contained in song lyrics, conversation, newspaper reports & satire.

Sexism in Language
* 91931 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:26 , Color 1993

(Copy #2) See Sexism in Language #91408 for description.

Sexual Disorders (The World of Abnormal Psychology Series)
* 91206 XAN101 VHS Part 7 of 13 01:00 , Color 1992

This film discusses how the assessment & treatment of sexual disorders has advanced in the past 25 years.

Sexual Harassment and Pornography
* 92707 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:50:00, Color 1994

(20th Century w/ Mike Wallace) The issues of sexual harassment on the job & pornography are examined in the context of the Women's Movement. Women turned their anger over Anita Hill's treatment in the Clarence
Thomas hearings in 1991 into a political movement.

Sexual Harassment from 9 to 5
* 91343 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:26 , Color 1992

This program looks at the legal & human sides of sexual harassment in the workplace. It shows the rights of women, & the responsibilities of male workers & the companies which employ them.

Shadowlands
* 92927 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:13:00, Color 1993

Based on a true story, C.S. Lewis (Anthony Hopkins) is a world-renowned writer & professor who falls in love with Joy Gresham (Debra Winger), a feisty divorcee. Lewis is forced to realize that a heart awakened to great love is also opened to great pain. Directed by Richard Attenborough.

The Shakers: Hands to Work, Hearts to God
* 92591 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:58:00, Color 1989

For more than 200 years the Shakers insisted that their followers should strive for simplicity & perfection in everything they did, & created an exquisite legacy of fine furniture, glorious architecture, & beautiful music. Produced by Ken Burns.

Shakespeare and His Stage- Approaches to Hamlet (History of Drama Series)
* 91120 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 10 00:45 , Color 1988

Classroom use ONLY.

In this fourth film of the series Hamlet is portrayed by the four greatest Shakespearean actors of the last sixty years: John Barrymore, Laurence Olivier, John Gielgud & Nicol Williamson.

Shakespeare: The Word and The Action: Part 1 (The Teaching Company)
* 95978 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 2 03:00 , Color 1995

Using works from throughout Shakespeare's career, this course seeks to make Shakespeare more accessible to the present-day reader and playgoer. Shakespeare can be difficult because his rich rendition of the human condition is embodied in plays written according to verbal and dramatic conventions no longer in use.

Shakespeare: The Word and The Action: Part 1 (The Teaching Company)
* 95979 XAN 101 VHS Part 2 of 2 03:00 , Color 1995

Using works from throughout Shakespeare's career, this course seeks to make Shakespeare more accessible to the present-day reader and playgoer. Shakespeare can be difficult because his rich rendition of the human condition is embodied in plays written according to verbal and dramatic conventions no longer in use.
Using works from throughout Shakespeare's career, this course seeks to make Shakespeare more accessible to the present-day reader and playgoer. Shakespeare can be difficult because his rich rendition of the human condition is embodied in plays written according to verbal and dramatic conventions no longer in use.

Using works from throughout Shakespeare's career, this course seeks to make Shakespeare more accessible to the present-day reader and playgoer. Shakespeare can be difficult because his rich rendition of the human condition is embodied in plays written according to verbal and dramatic conventions no longer in use.

This program looks at the influences of Bob Dylan & the Beatles on rock & roll & at the brief but influential flowering of "folk rock" inspired by the Dylan/Beatles axis in the mid 60's.

A budding romance between a ballet master and a tapdancer becomes complicated when rumours surface that they're already married.

A successful but unhappy Japanese accountant finds the missing passion in his life when he begins to secretly take ballroom dance lessons.

A weary gunfighter attempts to settle down with a homestead family, but a smoldering settler/rancher conflict forces him to act.

3-part series: Beginnings...Transformation...Transitions. This series explains the development of a spirituality that gives identity & direction to Jesuit schools. It shows how that spirituality guided the
first companions & how it can still inspire & guide those who teach &
work in Jesuit schools today.

The Shattered Mirror
* 91461  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:58  Color  1992
  Marina Goldovskaya uses her own camera to present an intimate view of
  her fellow citizens & country.  This is a look at the new opportunities
  & challenges the Russian people face.  Russian w/ English narration &
  subtitles.

Sheila's Story: A Song Outta Tune
* 95524  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:18:36, Color  2004
  In this dramatic enactment, Sheila is HIV positive & lacks insurance.
  She discusses her outlooks on life & death & her perception of the
  healthcare system.

She's Gotta Have It
* 91875  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:24  B/W  1986
  Spike Lee wrote, directed, edited, produced & starred in this romantic
  comedy about an independent black girl in Brooklyn & the three men &
  one woman who compete for her attention.

Shiites, Followers of Ali
* 95698  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  00:27:00, Color  1984
  This program examines the break between the two major groups of
  Muslims:  vjg"UjkÍkvgu"cpf"vjg"Uwpkku.  It probes the reason behind
  UjkÍkvq"grrgukvkgp"vq"vjg"cvvjgtkv"qh"vjg"Uwpk"Ecnkrju, looks at how
  the sects split, and traces the development of the individual practices
  of each Islamic sect.

Shining Bright: Head Start Inclusion
* 92312  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:23  Color  1996
  This program depicts the collaborative efforts of a Head Start & a
  local education agency to include children with severe disabilities in
  a Head Start program.  Administrators, teachers, & parents who were
  involved in the process share personal accounts.  *TMA

Shoah
* 92503  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 4  02:29  Color  1985
  Documentary that details the devastation of the Holocaust exclusively
  through interviews.  Directed by Claude Lanzmann.  In English, French,
  Polish, German, Hebrew, Yiddish & Italian w/ English subtitles.
* 92504  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 4  02:05:00, Color  1985
   See Shoah #92503 for description.

Shoah
* 92505  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 4  02:29:00, Color  1985
   See Shoah #92503 for description.

Shoah
* 92506  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 4  02:23:00, Color  1985
   See Shoah #92503 for description.

The Shock of the Other (Millennium Series)
* 91292  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 10  01:00 , Color  1992
   In-room, ltd ITFS, CCTV
   This program begins the series with a visit to the Mascho-Piro tribe in
central Brazil. Discover why so much is at stake when modern
industrialism meets the tribal world. *TMA

Shoot the Piano Player
* 92462  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:24 , B/W  1960
   This is Francois Truffaut's second feature. A former concert pianist,
haunted by his past, changes his name & lives quietly until he is drawn
into a web of betrayal & murder. Lots of atmosphere, character
development, humor, & romance. French w/ English subtitles.

Shooting Stars
* 91860  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:57 , Color  1994
   This is a documentary about living with AIDS. It is an intimate
portrait of eight men in group therapy.

The Shop Around the Corner
* 92970  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:40:00, B&W  1940
   James Stewart & Margaret Sullavan star in this classic romantic comedy
directed by Ernst Lubitsch. When Sullavan starts work in a small gift
shop with Stewart, they immediately dislike each other, not realizing
they've been secretly falling in love as pen pals. Also stars Frank
Morgan.

Short-Term Dynamic Therapy (APA Psychotherapy Series)
* 91711  XAN101  VHS  Part 12 of 12  01:00 , Color  1995
   This approach uses the same principles as psychoanalytic psychotherapy,
but with differing methods of practice & somewhat different goals.
This session is conducted by Donald K. Freedheim, Ph.D. *TMA
A Shot in the Dark
* 92660 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:43:00, Color 1964

In this second Pink Panther film, Jacques Clouseau sets out to prove that the femme fatale maid did not murder her Latin lover. Stars Peter Sellers, Elke Sommer, Herbert Lom.

Sick Economies: The IMF Prescription
* 92493 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:12:00, Color 1996

This program examines the solutions that the International Monetary Fund would advocate to correct the economic crisis in fictional "Ruritania." It provides a clear introduction to the IMF's policies & procedures.

Sigmund Freud: His Offices and Home, Vienna, 1938
* 91357 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:17 , Color 1979

This film is based on the historic pictures taken by Edmund Engelman before Freud fled to England to escape Nazi harassment. Narrated by Eli Wallach.

Significance Tests (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)
* 91660 XAN101 VHS Part 20 of 26 00:30 , Color 1989

A hiring discrimination case illustrates the basic reasoning behind tests of significance.

The Silence
* 93102 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:35:00, B&W 1963

A brutal, enigmatic allegory about two sisters, one a nymphomaniac, the other a violently frustrated lesbian, traveling to the former's young son to an unnamed country beset by war. The third film in Ingmar Bergman's Silence-of-God trilogy. Swedish with English subtitles.

The Silent Scream
* 92893 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:28:00, Color 1977

Real-time ultrasound reveals the actual responses of a 12-week-old fetus to being aborted. The procedure is explained by Dr. Bernard N. Nathanson, who is now ardently pro-life, but who earlier in his career ran the world's largest abortion clinic.

Silkwood
* 91457 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:12 , Color 1983

This is the story of Karen Silkwood, who died suspiciously in 1974 while investigating shoddy practices at the nuclear plant where she
worked. Produced & directed by Mike Nichols.

Simple Justice
* 91424 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:13 , Color 1993

Based on Richard Kluger's book, this drama recounts the legal strategy & social struggle that resulted in the U.S. Supreme Court's ruling that struck down segregated schools on the basis of race. *TMA

Simply Murder (The Civil War Series)
* 91062 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 9 01:02 , Color 1990

A series of Union defeats are depicted: Fredericksburg; Chancellorsville where Lee won his most brilliant victory but lost Stonewall Jackson; Vicksburg, where Grant's attempt to take the city was crushed. This program also shows the Northern opposition to Lincoln's proclamation. *TMA

Simulation Technology in the Classroom: Advancing Medical Education
* 95651 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30:00, Color 2006

Digital/Taping Rights
In this cross-disciplinary program for all health sciences, we visit two award-winning simulation centers for demonstrations of cutting-edge simulation devices where realistic clinical experiences can be simulated for a broad range of health care professionals. <DRA>

Sing Faster: The Stagehands' Ring Cycle
* 95824 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00 , Color 1999

With its four operas, seventeen-hour running time and months of rehearsal, Wagner's "Ring Cycle" is a daunting undertaking for any opera company. Jon Else goes backstage to show this rare event entirely from the point of view of union stagehands at the San Francisco Opera

Singapore: The Price of Prosperity
* 92095 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color 1997

Singapore today is a major financial center largely due to the dynamic leadership of Lee Kwan Yew. This program examines the price of progress. Yew explains how he molded a homogeneous & efficient society by controlling behavior & banning ownership of everyday items such as satellite dishes & chewing gum.

The Singer's Voice: Breath
* 91443 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:22 , Color 1991

In this film the lungs, diaphragm, ribs, intercostals, & the four abdominal muscles are presented individually & shown how they are important for understanding breathing for singing.

The Singer's Voice: A Fiberoptic View of the Vocal Folds
The Singer's Voice: Resonance
* 91447  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:42  , Color  1995

- This tape explores some basic concepts relating to the acoustics of the vocal tract, such as "focused", "free" & "resonant" sounds.

The Singer's Voice: Vocal Folds
* 91444  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:27  , Color  1992

- This program uses animation & tapes of real vocal folds videotaped with a fiber-optic endoscope to show how the vocal folds work, & discusses pitch, volume & registration.

The Singer's Voice: The Vocal Tract
* 91446  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:23  , Color  1993

- This tape focuses on each of the parts that shape the air column - the movable parts like the tongue, jaw, cheeks & larynx, & the non-movable parts like the bony structures & hard palate.

Singin' in the Rain
* 95817  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:43  , Color  1952

- A silent film production company and cast make a difficult transition to sound.

Sirene
* 90009  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:10  , Color  1969

- This is a whimsical, serious story of a mermaid who is destroyed when she attempts to flee with a young man. It is a satirical look at the bureaucratic institutions of modern society.

Sirene
* 91087  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:10  , Color  1970

- Classroom use ONLY.
  See Sirene #90009 for description.

Sisters
* 92661  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, Color  1972

- A horror film from Brian De Palma. Two sisters, born as Siamese twins, are separated in adolescence. One commits murder. Then the horror starts. Stars Margot Kidder, Jennifer Salt, Charles Durning.
Six Characters in Search of an Author
* 95562  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:36:00, B&W  1992
  (See IMC# 95561 for description.)

Six Characters in Search of an Author
* 95561  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:36:00, B&W  1992
  A director & a group of actors shooting a film are interrupted by the
  arrival of six people- fictional characters in search of the writer who
  has abandoned them, unused & incomplete. They demand that their story
  be finished, & to persuade the audience, recount their dark, strange
  histories. <DRA>

Skin Deep
* 91745  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:53 , Color  1995
  Academy Award nominated filmmaker Frances Reid follows students from
  the U. of Massachusetts, Texas A&M, Chico State, & U.C. Berkeley to a
  challenging racial awareness workshop where they confront each other's
  innermost feelings about race & ethnicity.

Skinheads USA
* 92753  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:54:00, Color  1993
  The Pathology of Hate. This HBO production provides an inside look at
  an actual neo-Nazi Skinhead organization, its operations, & its
  personalities, & captures the distorted idealism & openly racist
  objectives of the group. (This film contains profanity & footage of
  violence & brutality against minorities.) <DRA>

B. F. Skinner at Saint Louis University
* 91014  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:27 , B/W  1977
  Permission for on-campus use.
  This speech was videotaped live at St. Louis University in Xavier Hall

Sky
* 90007  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:10 , Color  197?
  This is a technique piece in which slow motion, time lapse photography,
  special lenses & many other effects are used to present a day in the
  life of the sky where the prairies meet the Rocky Mountains

Sky Capers
* 90035  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:15 , Color  1970
  This film creates its own reality - a world of free-falling bodies
  swimming, somersaulting, twisting & joining in groups before finally
splitting & opening their chutes.

Slaughter (The Great War Series)
* 92547  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 8  01:00:00, Color  1996

This episode reveals some of the most appalling battles in human history. One million men died at Verdun in nine months; one million died at The Somme; a half million died at Passchendaele. This program chronicles the carnage, & highlights the ingenious ways men kept their sanity behind the lines.

Slaughterhouse Five
* 92422  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:44 , Color  1972

A suburban optometrist becomes "unstuck" in time & flits randomly through the experiences of his life. Based on the Kurt Vonnegut novel.

Slaying the Dragon
* 91184  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00 , Color  1988

This film chronicles Hollywood's recycling of inaccurate, one-dimensional images of Asian American women through film clips & interviews with media critics & Asian American actresses. It shows the social & psychological impact these stereotypes have on Asian American women.

Sleeper
* 91718  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:28 , Color  1973

Woody Allen plays Miles Monroe, who awakens in the year 2173 after having been cryogenically frozen ever since a 1973 hospital mishap. Also stars Diane Keaton.

Sleuth
* 92449  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:19 , Color  1972

A mystery writer & his wife's lover face off in ever shifting, elaborate, & diabolical plots against each other. Stars Laurence Olivier, Michael Caine. Directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Based on the play by Anthony Shaffer.

Slim Hopes: Advertising and the Obsession with Thinness
* 91940  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30 , Color  1995

Using examples of over 120 magazine & TV ads, this film offers a new way to think about demoralizing & life-threatening eating disorders such as anorexia & bulimia.

Small Change
* 92862  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:45:00, Color  1976
This is a realistically & tenderly portrayed testament to director Francois Truffaut's belief in childhood as a "state of grace." In French w/ English subtitles.

Smell (Mystery of the Senses Series)
* 91754  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 5  01:00 , Color  1995

In this first program of the NOVA series, host Diane Ackerman visits the world's largest creator of perfumes, where a master "nose" is mixing a new scent from hundreds of bottles in her lab.

The Smile of Reason (Civilisation Series)
* 90175  XAN101  16mm  Part 10 of 13  00:50 , Color  1970

The Age of Reason was an age of Voltaire & his passion for justice, of the creation of encyclopedias, of the salon with its brilliant conversation; an age in which the pursuit of reason led to revolution; an age of the sculpture of Houdon & the painting of Jacques Louis David; the birth of the United States. *TMA

The Smile of Reason (Civilisation Series)
* 91233  XAN101  VHS  Part 10 of 13  00:50 , Color  1970

See The Smile of Reason #90175 for description. *TMA

Smiles (Triumph Over Terror Series)
* 92758  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 6  00:30:00, Color  1998

The Hypocrisy of Thai Politics. The struggle for greater democracy & free speech is taking place in Thailand.

Smiles of a Summer Night
* 95801  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:50 , BW  1955

In the late 19th-century, a slightly-aging and totally amoral actress invites to her country-house party two married men---a lawyer and a count---who have both been her lovers in the past. She also asks them to bring along their wives. She has plans on taking one of them away from his present wife.

Social Cognition
* 92973  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30:00, Color  2001

This film discusses social cognition, social influence, person perception, attribution theory, & considers social norms & attributional biases.

The Social Responsibilities of Professionals
* 92018  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:28 , Color  1993
Includes Integrating personal & professional responsibilities in society; defining the concept of responsibility; special & general duties of professionals; professionals & corporate social responsibility; professionals & the social contract.

Social Work Practice: An Interactional Approach Program I
* 91365 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 2 00:45 , Color 1993
  Classroom use ONLY.
  In the first part of this program Professor Lawrence Shulman provides a general overview & introduces the four major elements of the model - persons, interaction, context & time.

Social Work Practice: An Interactional Approach Program I
* 91366 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 2 00:50 , Color 1993
  Classroom use ONLY.
  In this second part of the program "skills to help clients manage their feelings" are described & illustrated, including acknowledging feelings, articulating feelings, reaching inside of silences, & sharing the worker's feelings.

Social Work Practice: An Interactional Approach Program II
* 91367 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 2 00:49 , Color 1993
  Classroom use ONLY.
  In this first part of the second program Professor Shulman adds the client's person-related elements to the interaction model discussed in the first program. Factors such as the amount of stress experienced by clients & their motivation are examined.

Social Work Practice: An Interactional Approach Program II
* 91368 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 2 00:46 , Color 1993
  The second part of this program focuses on the impact of context on the social worker & his practice.

The Soft Skin
* 92662 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:58:00, B&W 1964
  This film is Francois Truffaut's dramatic study of a man's first fling with infidelity. Stars Jean Desailly, Nelly Benedetti, Francoise Dorleac. French w/ English subtitles.

Soil: Problems of Conservation
* 90038 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:14 , B/W 1969
  This film explains the importance of soil resources to an expanding modern society. It portrays some of the ways in which man abuses soil resources & demonstrates possible methods of reclaiming them.

Solo
The filmmaker presents three facets of mountain climbing seldom appreciated by the non-climber: the rhythm of persistent physical effort, the scenes of private beauty & the kind of joy that comes with the successful solution of each difficult situation.

Solution-Oriented Therapy (Family Therapy with the Experts Series)

Bill O'Hanlon. 1) Intro of the theory w/ Bill O'Hanlon, Jon Carlson, & Diane Kjos - 25 min. 2) Initial session w/ O'Hanlon & a family - 47 min. 3) Discussion of the session w/ O'Hanlon, Carlson, Kjos, & a panel of human service professionals & graduate students - 47 min.

A Son of Africa

The Slave Narrative of Olaudah Equiano. Equiano's narrative was the first widely read slave autobiography. It caused a sensation when published in 1789, fueling a growing anti-slavery movement in the U.S. & Europe. This BBC production uses dramatic reconstruction, archival material & interviews with scholars.

A Song to Remember

Cornel Wilde plays Frederic Chopin in this biography of the Polish composer. Merle Oberon plays George Sand. Pianist Jose Iturbi performs many Chopin classics.

Sophocles: Oedipus the King-The Rise of Greek Tragedy

This film helps to explain Tragedy as a form. It is filmed in the theatre of Amphiparion with the Athens Classical Theatre Company. English soundtrack with James Mason, Claire Bloom & Ian Richardson. Narrated by Anthony Quayle.

Soul Food

Matriarch Mama Joe has held her family together for 40 years around a Sunday dinner of soul food. When diabetes hospitalizes her, the dinners stop and tensions among her three daughters start to break the family apart.

The Sound of Music

...
A woman leaves an Austrian convent to become a governess to the children of a Naval officer widower.

The Sound of Music
* 95959 XAN 101 VHS Part 2 of 2 02:54 , Color 1965

A woman leaves an Austrian convent to become a governess to the children of a Naval officer widower.

Space Basics
* 92938 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:28:00, Color 1999

Featuring the crew of the space shuttle STS-41, this film introduces the science of orbitry. It explains how & why objects orbit a planet, demonstrates how the shuttle is propelled into space, orbits & returns, & describes the major components of the shuttle. It also traces the development of American rocketry.

The Space Shuttle
* 91928 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:23 , Color 1995

This program explains how the space shuttle launches a satellite into orbit & returns safely to Earth. It also illustrates why space is the ideal environment to carry out a variety of scientific experiments.

The Spanish Earth
* 95391 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00:00, B&W 1937

This documentary shows the struggle of the Spanish Republican government against a rebellion by ultra-right-wing forces led by Gen. Francisco Franco & backed by Nazi Germany & Fascist Italy.

Sparkling: Clean, Gems, Water (The Best of Broadcast Commercials Series)
* 91545 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 6 00:58 , Color 1992

Ads featured in this program include those for diamonds, designer water, toothpaste, & yogurt, ending with two Michael Jackson spots for Pepsi.

Speaking Shakespearean Verse (Playing Shakespeare Series)
* 91114 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 4 00:50 , Color 1990

Classroom use ONLY.
In this film members of the Royal Shakespeare Co. give a workshop on styles of speaking verse, discuss the problem of speaking verse in drama & demonstrate how the RSC works on a text in rehearsal.

Special Education Law for Regular Education
* 95532 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:31:00, Color 1996

Certain aspects of special education law are as germane to regular
educators as to special educational professionals. This video highlights those aspects, discussing inclusion, section 504/ADA, discipline, & liability. It uses cases & anecdotes to trace the developing complexity of special education law.

Special Effects Makeup
* 93020 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:15:00, Color 1997

Makeup artistry is a highly-developed skill requiring knowledge that is acquired through hands-on experiences of 'trial & error.' Learn what steps you should take if you are headed down this career path.

The Spider's Stratagem
* 92404 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:37, Color 1970

Thirty years after his father's murder by the fascists, a young man returns to a small Italian town to learn why his father was killed. The locals resist his efforts, & he is trapped in a mysterious web. Based on a short story by Jorge Luis Borges. Directed by Bernardo Bertolucci. In Italian w/ English subtitles.

The Spire of Life
* 91004 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:11, Color 1985

This is a documentary about the renovation & restoration of the Chapel of Christ the Crucified King at St. Louis University Hospital.

The Spirit of Crazy Horse
* 92672 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00:00, Color 1990

This is the story of the Sioux Indians & their struggle in the past century to reclaim their ancestral homeland - the Black Hills of South Dakota.

The Spirit of the Beehive
* 95939 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:35, Color 1973

A sensitive seven-year-old girl living a small village in 1940 rural Spain is traumatized after viewing James Whale's "Frankenstein" and drifts into her own fantasy world.

Spirit of Trees: Conservation of Rare Trees
* 91516 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:25, Color 1992

This program examines the threatened survival of rare trees, the importance of preserving them & techniques to do so, & the activities of botanists in several species recovery programs.

Spirits of Defiance: The Mangbetu People of Zaire
* 95788 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 _,_,_,_, 1989
The film depicts the life of the Mangbetu people in areas such as hunting, smelting, growing crops, and making tools, and touches upon the rituals which surround these tasks. Interactions among members of the community during momentous occasions in their lives are also illustrated.

Spontaneous Healing
* 92570  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:16:00, Color  1996

Best selling author/physician Andrew Weil, M.D. shares his vision of the human body's innate healing abilities, & counsels us to cultivate the resilience & balance which are the essence of health.

Spread (From Christ to Constantine Series)
* 91600  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 6  00:30 , Color  1990

This film discusses how the early believers got their message out to the whole Roman Empire even though theirs was an illegal faith. *TMA

The Spy Who Came in from the Cold
* 95476  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:50:00, B&W  1965

Stars Richard Burton as Alec Leamas, a burnt-out spy soon to retire from British Intelligence. For his final assignment, Alec must pose as a drunk who wants to defect to East Germany, where the chief of operations for the Communists, has captured several British spies.

Stabilization Policy (Economics USA Series)
* 91958  XAN101  VHS  Part 14 of 28  00:30 , Color  1992

The debate between monetarists & Keynesians, supply-side economics, & the 1985 Bonn Economic Summit is covered. *TMA

Stage Door
* 95591  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:32;00, B&W  1937

This film offers an inside look at the lives, loves, hopes & dreams of aspiring young Broadway actresses living at a New York resident hotel, while waiting for the - "Big Break". Starring Katharine Hepburn, Ginger Rogers, Lucille Ball.

Stagecoach
* 95691  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  02:10:00, B&W  1939

A simple stagecoach trip is complicated by the fact that Geronimo is on the warpath in the area. The passengers on the coach include a drunken doctor, two women, a bank manager who has taken off with his client's money, and the famous Ringo Kid, among others.
Demand-pull & cost-push inflation are introduced, looking at economic crises of the 1970's. *TMA

How did modern weaponry bring about a deadly stalemate? This episode explains that from the beginning this war was out of hand, & new styles of warfare were producing new kinds of horror & unprecedented levels of suffering & death. It explores life in the trenches & ends with the Christmas Eve truce.

Joseph Vilsmaier's epic uses photos, films, war documentation, & eyewitness accounts to tell the story of the defeated German 6th Army in the winter of 1942 from the viewpoint of the common foot soldier. Dubbed in English.

Hollywood realized early that recognizable talent could minimize the financial risks of film production. Critics, film scholars, & studio publicists view the stars as marketing tools, cultural icons, & products of the industry. Joan Crawford serves as a case study.


Here is the story of man's early attempts to map the forces which move the planets. Bronowski traces the origins of the scientific revolution through the conflict between fact & religious dogma, culminating in the trial of Galileo.
This film discusses career opportunities in social work & child welfare & is designed as a recruitment tool to help the child welfare community enlist & prepare a future work force that is well trained & highly skilled. *TMA

State of Denial
* 95377 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:23:00, Color 2003

By the year 2000, an estimated 4.2 million people in South Africa were infected with HIV; if present trends continue, by 2010 7 million will have died of the disease. This program puts a human face behind the numbers by introducing us to a cross-section of South Africans involved with the AIDS epidemic.

State and Regional Planning Issues
* 91466 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30 , Color 1990

This program considers the innovations & implications of the trend toward the adoption of state & regional planning initiatives. *TMA

Statistics in Quality, Productivity, and Problem Solving
* 93095 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:50:00, Color 1985

Gathering, Analysis, & Interpretation of Data. Data is gathered to reveal, verify, analyze, & prevent problems. This video explores how to use statistical models to examine data for abnormalities, location, dispersion, & shape.

Steamboat 'Round the Bend
* 95758 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 01:21 , BW 1935

Dr. John Pearly is an affable turn-of-the-century con man who sells a patent medicine that is mostly whiskey. He resurrects a broken down steamboat with a makeshift crew and challenges the respectable but arrogant Captain Eli to a winner-take-all river race.

Steel Magnolias
* 95898 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:57 , Color 1989

Revolving around Truvy's Beauty Parlor in a small parish in modern-day Louisiana, Steel Magnolias is the story of a close-knit circle of friends whose lives come together there.

Stella Adler: Awake and Dream!
* 92935 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:57:00, Color 1989

An American Masters presentation. Stella Adler is considered one of the most charismatic & influential acting teachers of the century. Includes sequences of Adler at work with actors, personal interviews, archival footage, & recollections of colleagues & students. Narrated by Frank Langella.
Stella Dallas
* 92234  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:46  , B/W  1937

An uneducated woman lets go of the daughter she loves when she realizes her ex-husband can give the girl more advantages. Stars Barbara Stanwyck, Anne Shirley, John Boles.

Stem Cell Research
* 95646  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  00:30:00, Color  2006

Stem cell research is helping scientists unlock the mystery of human life & develop life-saving therapies. While much hope has been generated by this research, this program discusses the moral & ethical concerns raised by the use of embryonic stem cells.

Still/Here
* 95678  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:00:00, B&W  2000

This essay articulates disturbed relationships between people and landscapes through imagery and editing. Filmmaker Christopher Harris suffuses the blighted north side of Saint Louis with a powerful melancholy, lingering on rubble-strewn lots, decrepit buildings, and empty streets.

Still Killing Us Softly
* 91172  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30, Color  1992
School only.

Jean Kilbourne analyzes the $120 billion a year advertising industry's continuing assault on the self-images of women, men & children. She examines images in advertising with wit & irony, & explores the relationship of media images to actual problems in society.

A Still Small Voice
* 91046  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:56, Color  1988

This award-winning documentary searches for the mystical experience in modern society. It examines the split between mystical & dogmatic theology & includes interviews with people around the world.

The Sting
* 92235  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:09, Color  1973

Set in the 1930's, this intricate comedy caper deals with a small-time crook (Robert Redford) & a veteran con-man (Paul Newman) who seek revenge on a vicious crime lord (Robert Shaw). How they put "the sting" on their enemy makes for the greatest double cross in movie history. Winner of seven Academy Awards.

The Stone Boy
A 12-year-old farmboy inadvertently kills his older brother & the family closes ranks around the tragedy, leaving the boy to his guilt. This is an intensely realistic story about one family's inability to communicate, that ultimately becomes a promise of hope. Stars Jason Presson, Robert Duvall, Glenn Close. CC

Stop the World, We Want to Get On
* 92835  XAN101  VHS    Part 1 of 1  00:26:00, Color  1992

Disabled Peoples International is a civil rights organization which began in Winnipeg, Canada. Dr. Henry Enns, one of the founders of DPI, travels to Zimbabwe & South Africa where he visits cooperatives & workshops run by & for people with disabilities.

The Store
* 92824  XAN101  VHS    Part 1 of 1  02:00:00, Color  1983

A documentary by Frederick Wiseman. This film is about the main Nieman-Marcus store & corporate headquarters in Dallas, Texas. Includes sales & marketing, & the internal management & organizational aspects.

Stories From the Scientists
* 92299  XAN101  VHS    Part 1 of 1  00:27 , Color  1994

Winding Your Way Through DNA. This film was made after the DNA symposium. It provides a personal approach to biotechnology, focusing on the reminiscences & anecdotes of the scientists involved in DNA & biotechnology. *TMA

The Story of English Series
* _  XAN101  VHS    Part _ of _  _ , Color  1986

Home use.
A 9-part series: An English Speaking World... Mother Tongue... A Muse of Fire... The Guid Scots Tongue... Black on White... "Pioneers! O Pioneers!"... The Muvver Tongue...The Loaded Weapon... Next Year's Words: A Look into the Future.

The Story We Tell (Race: The Power of an Illusion Series)
* 95379  XAN101  VHS    Part 2 of 3  00:57:00, Color  2003

This program uncovers the roots of the race concept in North America, the 19th century science that legitimated it, & how it came to be held so fiercely in the western imagination. This episode is an eye-opening tale of how race served to rationalize, even justify, American social inequalities as 'natural.'

The Storybook Journey: Into the Wind
* 95617  XAN101  VHS    Part 1 of 1  00:24:00, Color  2004
An award-winning video that follows four master teachers who lead their preschool through a six-week literacy & science-based exploration of "Gilberto and the Wind."

The Storybook Journey: The Stories We Live
* 95618  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:36:00, Color  2004
  
  This program follows two preschools as they integrate home/school experiences, help children connect with each other, & even venture into life's greatest fears & deepest mysteries.

The Straight Story
* 95813  XAN 101  VHS  Part T1 of 1  01:52 , Color  1999
  
  An old man makes a long journey by tractor to mend his relationship with an ill brother.

Strange Relations (Millennium Series)
* 91293  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 10  01:00 , Color  1992
  In-room, ltd ITFS, CCTV
  This program explores how marriages in tribal societies challenge Western ideas yet are moral in the tribal world, & then explores the uncertainties that characterize marriages in Western societies. *TMA

The Stranger
* 95871  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:37 , Color  1991
  
  An well-off Indian family is paid an unexpected, rather unwanted, visit by a man claiming to be the woman's long lost uncle. The initial suspicion when they greet the man slowly dissolves as he regales them with stories of his travels, tales that are at odds with their conventional middle class perspective on the world

Strangers on a Train
* 92236  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:41 , B/W  1951
  
  Alfred Hitchcock film about two passengers who plan to "trade" murders. The concluding "carousel" scene is a masterpiece. Stars Farley Granger, Robert Walker.

Strategic Therapy (Family Therapy with the Experts Series)
* 92475  XAN101  VHS  Part 12 of 13  01:55 , Color  1998
  Dr. James Coyne.  1) Intro of the theory w/ James Coyne, Jon Carlson, & Diane Kjos - 25 min.  2) Initial session w/ Coyne & a same sex male couple - 46 min.  3) Discussion of the session w/ Coyne, Carlson, Kjos, & a panel of human service professionals & graduate students - 44 min.  *TMA
Strategies for Teaching Math Online
* 95660  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00:00, Color  2006
  Digital/Taping Rights
  In this program the world of online tools to learn math & improve math
  education is explored.  <DRA>

Straw Dogs
* 92451  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:53 , Color  1971
  In order to escape the violence in America, a mathematician moves with
  his wife to a Cornish village.  She is raped, & he is forced to defend
  his home in one of the most horrific sequences of prolonged violence
  ever filmed.  Stars Dustin Hoffman, Susan George.  Directed by Sam
  Peckinpah.

Streamlines and Breadlines (American Visions Series)
* 92818  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 8  01:00:00, Color  1996
  The mythic images of the 1920s & 30s are as urban as the skyscrapers
  rising in New York & as rural as the heartland.  Which is the real
  modern America - the isolation painted by Edward Hopper or the jazzy
  vitality captured by Stuart Davis?

Street Crime (Seeking Solutions Series)
* 92572  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 3  00:57:00, Color  1999
  In part 1 Hedrick Smith explores how the uptown area of Chicago has
  lowered the rate of violent crime despite ethnic diversity.  In part 2
  Smith profiles the Blue Hills area of Kansas City, MO, where ordinary
  residents organized themselves to drive out drug dealers & rehabilitate
  abandoned properties.

A Streetcar Named Desire
* 91262  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:02 , B/W  1951
  This film classic was the first to receive three of the Academy's four
  acting awards, & was a breakthrough for its intimate treatment of
  sexual situations.  The most lasting impression was left by 27-year-old
  Marlon Brando as Stanley Kowalski.

A Streetcar Named Desire (director's cut)
* 91920  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:11 , B/W  1951
  This director's version of the classic film contains 3 minutes of
  previously excised footage.  See #91262 for description.

Structural Therapy (Family Therapy with the Experts Series)
* 92476  XAN101  VHS  Part 13 of 13  01:55 , Color  1998
Dr. Harry J. Aponte. 1) Intro of the theory w/ Harry J. Aponte, Jon Carlson, & Diane Kjos - 26 min. 2) Initial session w/ Aponte & a family - 44 min. 3) Discussion of the session w/ Aponte, Carlson, Kjos, & a panel of human service professionals & graduate students - 45 min. *TMA

Structures
* 92669 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:23:00, Color 1999
* This film focuses on tension, compression, shear, torsion, cantilever, & bending in structures.

The Struggle is One: Voices and Visions of Liberation
* 92577 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:27:00, Color 1995
* This is a companion film to the book by Mev Puleo which paints a portrait of the Church in Brazil. It discusses what it means to be a Christian in a world where there is a great disparity between rich & poor.

Student Discipline and Section 504 Compliance
* 92498 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:18:00, Color 1998
* Striking the Balance. This film gives a concise overview of discipline under Section 504 & explains the law's impact on specific discipline procedures for students with disabilities.

Student Services (Developmental Education Series)
* 95661 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 4 01:00:00, Color 2007
Digital/Taping Rights
This program focuses on student services with a specific look into the areas of advising, mentoring, life-mapping, & the first year experience. <DRA>

Student Services: Assessment, Advising, and Transfer
* 95483 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30:00, Color 2004
Digital/Taping Rights
The services a college provides its students & prospective students are obviously very important to enrollment & retention. Using the states of Texas & Minnesota as models, this teleconference show some successful ways to approach assessment, counseling/advising, & transfer services. <DRA>

Student Speeches for Analysis
* 92304 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:24 , Color 1999
* This program contains more than twenty student speeches accompanied by critical questions that stimulate discussion. It is divided into three sections: Speech Introductions, Informative Speeches, Persuasive Speeches.
The Studio System (American Cinema Series)
* 91668  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 13  01:00  , Color  1994

This program surveys Hollywood's industrial past during the era of contract players & directors, & looks at the filmmaking environment today with studio heads Michael Eisner, Howard Koch, & others. Paramount Pictures serves as a case study.

A Study in Paper
* 90018  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:05  , B/W  1966

This unusual study in technique will delight & challenge the creative minds of both artists & cinema artists. The film demonstrates that even simple design can be used to express & develop a theme without the use of words.

Study Strategies for Maximizing Your Effectiveness
* 93074  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:18:00, Color  2002

This video discuss the crucial things that you must do inside & outside of class to maximize your in-class learning, which is the key to making As. Many students have described the -study smarter, not harder- methods as the most revolutionary section for them.

The Stunt Man
* 92747  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:11:00, Color  1979

When a mysterious accident nearly destroys the entire production of an anti-war movie, the director replaces the leading man with a look-alike running from the law. Stars Peter O'Toole, Steve Railsback Barbara Hershey.

Substance Abuse Disorders (The World of Abnormal Psychology Series)
* 91205  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 13  01:00  , Color  1992

This program examines how treatment matching is used to help individuals overcome addictions to such things as alcohol, cigarettes, & cocaine.

Success Strategies for Adjunct Faculty: Connecting Students with Your Teaching
* 95486  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, Color  2004

Designed especially for part-time faculty members & those who support their teaching, this program will equip you to: Formulate a strategy that increases success for your students, your college & yourself; Expand your use of teaching methods that foster deeper student learning; Improve your own personal rewards. <DRA>

Suddenly, Last Summer
A rich New Orleans matron wants a brain surgeon to perform a lobotomy on her niece, who is supposedly suffering from a mental breakdown. Based on the Tennessee Williams play. Stars Elizabeth Taylor, Katharine Hepburn, Montgomery Clift.

Suicidal Terrorism for Political Ends (Terrorism Series)

Suicide; Violence and Aggression (Psychiatric Emergencies Series)

Former EMD acquisition.

This program discusses suicide assessment & intervention, violence & aggression, & ways to intervene with angry & violent individuals.

Sumer, Babylon, Assyria: The Wolves

Vjku"rtgitco"nqgmucv"vjg"Dtkvkuj"Owugwoifu"gzvtcqtfkpc("eqnngevkqp"gh Near Eastern antiquities from Sumer, Babylon, & Assyria, from 5000 BC to the 7th century AD. The Assyrian friezes, reliefs, & statuary provide a stark portrait of a brutal, efficient war machine on which depended the land of Nineveh & Nimrud.  <DRA>

This is a comedy about a young woman who sets out to have a happy vacation by herself. Stars Maie Riviere, Carita. Directed by Eric Rohmer. In French w/ English subtitles.

Katharine Hepburn stars as a witty but lonely secretary who vacations in Venice & falls in love with the handsome but married Rossano Brazzi.

A hack screenwriter writes a screenplay for a former silent-film star who has faded into Hollywood obscurity.
The Sunshine Boys
* 95911  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:51  , Color  1975

A vaudeville duo agree to reunite for a TV special, but it turns out that they can't stand each other.

Sunshine and Shadow (New York Series)
* 92588  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 9  02:00:00, Color  1999

1865-1898. During the period following the Civil War, New York grew at a staggering rate - demographically, geographically, & financially - building on its position as the commercial & cultural capital of America to become the headquarters of an entirely new corporate economy.

Sun-tzu: The Art of War
* 92086  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:50  , Color  1994

A Great Books program. This writing of a fourth century BC Chinese general & military philosopher has been the textbook of Eastern & Western leaders for centuries.

Super Chief: The Life and Legacy of Earl Warren
* 91171  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:28  , Color  1990
Public Performance.

Supreme Court Chief Justice Earl Warren is presented in archival footage & is remembered by colleagues, friends & family members. This film also explores the dynamic relationship between our most basic principles & our system of law.

Supply and Demand (Economics USA Series)
* 91960  XAN101  VHS  Part 16 of 28  00:30  , Color  1992

The California drought, the Arab oil embargo, & the Jordache designer jeans craze reveal the forces of supply & demand. *TMA

Supranationalism and Devolution (The Power of Place Series)
* 91975  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 26  00:30  , Color  1996

Europe: Confronting New Challenges: (3) Case studies include the coexistence of French & German culture in Strasbourg, & the recent birth of Slovakia & Czech Republic.

Surface Treatments
* 92477  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:48:00, Color  1991

This film discusses work hardening treatments such as shot peening, coining, burnishing; phase-change hardening treatments such as induction, flame, electron-beam or laser hardening; build-up
treatments such as braze or weld build-up & plating; & various alloy diffusion treatments.

Surviving the Dust Bowl
* 92675 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00:00, Color 1998


Susan Sontag
* 91433 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:58 , Color 1994

In this film Susan Sontag tells of the difficulties of being a woman, a writer, & a sentient human being in this place & at this time.

Susceptible to Kindness: Miss Evers' Boys and the Tuskegee Syphilis Study
* 91567 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:45 , Color 1994

This film examines the ethical issues raised by the Tuskegee Study of Untreated Syphilis in the Negro Male. Issues are presented through scenes from David Feldshuh's play "Miss Evers' Boys" & comments by nurses; government officials; James Jones, author of "Bad Blood: The Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment"; & others. *TMA

Suspicion
* 95477 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30:00, B&W 1941

Johnny Aysgarth is a handsome playboy who lives by borrowing money from his friends. He meets & marries Lina Mclaidlaw, but after their honeymoon, the girl finds out Johnny's true character as becomes suspicious of his behavior. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Starring Cary Grant & Joan Fantaine.

Sustainable Design
* 92931 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:21:00, Color 2001

This program uses three case studies to explain how to implement sustainable elements into a design. The Smart Car maximizes economy of space & performance. Freeplay Power examines a wind-up mechanism that provides a sustainable alternative to batteries. The Remarkable Pencil explores using recycled materials.

Sweet Smell of Success
* 95776 XAN 101 DVD Part _ of 01:36 , BW 1957

J.J. Hunsecker, the most powerful newspaper columnist in New York, is determined to prevent his sister from marrying Steve Dallas, a jazz musician. He therefore covertly employs Sidney Falco, a sleazy and
unsavory press agent, to break up the affair by any means possible.

Sweet Smell of Success
* 95636  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:36:00, B&W  1957

A powerful film about a ruthless journalist & an unscrupulous press agent who'll do anything to achieve success, this gutsy expose of big-city corruption is a timeless classic that cuts deep & sends a chilling message. Starring Burt Lancaster & Tony Curtis.

Sweet Smell of Success
* 91579  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:24 , Color  1995

This film describes the spectroscopic techniques used by organic chemists for molecular identification.

Syrinx
* 90024  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:06 , B/W  

This is the classic Greek fable of Syrinx, the nymph who found refuge in the river after running from the goat-god, Pan. The tale is told in simple, classic-style charcoal drawings on white paper.

Tactics of Innovation
* 95667  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  00:22:00, Color  1998

In this program, Joel Barker goes on location to share stories about why people say "no" to new ideas. More importantly, he introduces a ten-step strategy on how to remove barriers between new ideas & people who naturally resist change. These tactics will dramatically increase acceptance of any kind of idea. *TMA

Tactics for Thinking
* 91134  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:39 , Color  1990

This is the preview tape of the Tactics for Thinking Series, a series which provides educators with new insights on how to teach thinking. IMC does not own the series. *TMA

Tadashi Suzuki's One Step on a Journey
* 92929  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00:00, Color  1993

This film examines the methodology of Japanese director Tadashi Suzuki, whose work blends classical narrative with traditional Japanese theater forms.

Taiwan: A Force to Be Reckoned With
* 92094  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30 , Color  1994

This program examines Taiwan's commitment to education that has made it
one of the world's most successful industrialized economies, & exposes the high environmental price it has paid.

Takings and Damages
* 91467    XAN101    VHS     Part 1 of 1     02:00     , Color     1990

This program discusses how the federal & state courts have been deciding takings cases, & where a taking is found, how much will the government pay?  *TMA

The Tale of Genji
* 91399    XAN101    VHS     Part 1 of 1     01:00     , Color     1993

The Tale of Genji is one of world literature's earliest novels. This program traces the romantic relationships of the hero, Genji, through a series of illustrated handscrolls dating from the early 12th century, explaining the paintings, decorated paper & calligraphy.

A Tale of "O"
* 92761    XAN101    VHS     Part 1 of 1     00:27:00, Color     1979

Hailed as a classic, & proven in thousands of organizations, "O" is an entertaining parable about what happens to any new or different kind of person in a group & how the situation can be managed. This video contains the 27-minute full length version & the 18-minute training version.  *TMA

Talk to Her
* 95732    XAN101    DVD     Part 1 of 1     01:52:00, Color     2002

Two men share an odd friendship while they care for their girlfriends who are both in deep comas.

Talk Radio
* 91251    XAN101    VHS     Part 1 of 1     01:50     , Color     1988

Home use.
This is Oliver Stone's fast-paced suspense thriller about a Dallas talk radio host who finds that he has a chance for national syndication. He subjects his wife & co-workers to a darkly comic bout of compulsive risk-taking with his unstable radio audience.

Talking History
* 91183    XAN101    VHS     Part 1 of 1     00:30     , Color     1984

This is a collection of oral histories & historical footage of Japanese, Chinese, Korean, Filipino & Laotian women featuring their journeys to America & their unique immigrant stories.

Talmudic Thought
* 95699    XAN101    DVD     Part 1 of 1     01:33:00, Color     2006
Rabbi Saul Zucker examines Talmudic thought and explains the Talmud's significance to Judaism. Showing how the Talmud corresponds to the Torah and explaining why it is necessary, Rabbi Zucker emphasizes that contemplating the relationship between Jewish written and oral law is essential to understanding Judaism.

The Taming of the Shrew
* 91625 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:07 , Color 1980

One of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films, this is a comic confrontation between the sexes, rich in characterization, fine language, & sparkling wit as Petruchio tries to tame the fiery Kate. Stars John Cleese, Sarah Badel.

Taoism
* 91864 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:25 , Color 1981

This program discusses the central tenets of this philosophy & examines how it calls for a return to primitive social forms & an abandonment of conventional value systems.

Taoism: A Question of Balance - China (The Long Search Series)
* 91289 XAN101 VHS Part 11 of 13 00:52 , Color 1987

Public Performance.
This program takes place in Taiwan, where religious life includes a respect for ancestors, the Tao & its oracles, local gods who dispense justice & favors, & the ghosts of the dead who must be placated.

Targeted Mutagenesis in Mice
* 92297 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:10 , Color 1993

Embryonic stem cells are important vehicles for transfer of genes into mice. This film demonstrates the following for making mutant mice: Starting ES cell lines...Making fibroblast feeder layers...Growing established ES cell lines...Targeting ES cell lines...Making chimeras with ES cells...Making a mouse.

Tarzan, the Ape Man
* 95592 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:39:00, B&W 1932

James Parker & Harry Holt are on an expedition in Africa in search of the elephant burial grounds that will provide enough ivory to make them rich. Parker's daughter Jane arrives to join them & is subsequently adduced by Tarzan & his Ape freinds. Starring Johnny Weissmuller, Maureen O'Sullivan.

Taste (Mystery of the Senses Series)
* 91755 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 5 01:00 , Color 1995

In this second program Diane Ackerman travels the world to explore the
variety of taste sensations that humans have concocted to enhance our
daily calorie count. Every morsel we ingest contains one or more of
just four tastes - sweet, sour, salty & bitter.

Tawana Brawley and the Press (The Other Side of the News Series)
* 91571   XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 6  00:58 , Color  1990

This fourth program addresses the controversial coverage of the Brawley
case in New York by the local & national print & television media.

Taxi Driver
* 91876   XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:54 , Color  1976

This is Martin Scorsese's film of a psychotic New York City taxi driver
who tries to save a child prostitute, & becomes infatuated with a
political campaigner. He turns violent when his dreams don't work out.
Stars Robert De Niro, Jodie Foster, Harvey Keitel, Cybill Shepherd.

Tea and Sympathy
* 92452   XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:03 , Color  1956

A young prep school student, confused about his sexuality, has an
affair with an older woman - his teacher's wife. Stars Deborah Kerr,
John Kerr, Leif Erickson. Directed by Vincente Minnelli.

Tea With Mussolini
* 95904   XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:57 , Color  1999

Semi-autobiographical tale from the early life of director Franco
Zeffirelli. An illegitimate child is raised by an Englishwoman in
pre-WWII Fascist Italy, part of an English community in Florence
presided over by a diplomat's widow. Elsa Morganthal Strauss-Armistan
is a wealthy American collector of modern art.

Teach Your Children (Learning In America - Series)
* 91079   XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 6  00:58 , Color  1990

Textbook reform & the role of technology in the classroom is examined
in this program. This raises other concerns as well about the teaching
of the humanities & ethical values.

Teaching Adults: A Practical Guide for Educators
* 95600   XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, Color  2005
Digital/Taping Rights
This program addresses the needs of the adult learner. Theaories,
principles & applications of adult learning will be covered. <DRA>

Teaching Critical Thinking Skills Across the Curriculum
* 95481   XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, Color  2004
Digital/Taping Rights
Award winning educator & author Dr. Diane F. Halpern presents this teleconference built upon a definition of critical thinking that 'works' when considering what our students need to know for the 21st century. Research proven methods that promote long-term retention & transfer across domains are demonstrated. <DRA>

Teaching at a Distance: A Workshop With Tom Cyrs
* 92195 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30 , Color 1998

Presented by Tom Cyrs, an award-winning distance educator, this seminar teaches faculty how to become effective distance educators. The program demonstrates how to teach the higher levels of problem solving & critical thinking through interaction between student & teacher. *TMA

Teaching Reading Comprehension (Teaching Reading: Strategies Series)
* 91110 XAN101 VHS Part 6 of 6 00:34 , Color 1991

A racially mixed third-grade class in Honolulu, Hawaii illustrates reading comprehension instruction. *TMA

Teaching Reading: Strategies Series
* 91110 XAN101 VHS Part 6 of 6 00:34 , Color 1991

A 6-part series of case studies of successful classrooms with "at risk" students: Emergent Literacy... The Reading/Writing Connection... Teaching Word Identification... Literacy in Content Area Instruction... Fostering a Literate Culture... Teaching Reading Comprehension: Experience & Text.

Teaching and Serving Authentically: The Teacher at the Heart of College
* 95488 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00:00, Color 2005

Digital/Taping Rights
Through audience engagement, this seminar explores the changing college culture & addresses ways of dealing with the dilemma we all face-getting so involved with our craft that we lose our 'true self'. <DRA>

Teaching Strategies: Promising Practices (Developmental Education Series)
* 95664 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 4 01:00:00, Color 2007

Digital/Taping Rights
Teaching strategies that show promise for improving developmental student learning will be featured. These include: Peer-led Team Learning, Accelerated Learning Groups, Brain Compatible Learning, Structured Learning Assistance, & others. <DRA>

Teaching Strategies: Successful Best Practices (Developmental Education Series)
* 95663 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 4 01:00:00, Color 2007

Digital/Taping Rights
This program highlights several instructional programs whose longitudinal research has shown them to be very successful: Supplemental Instruction, Bridge Partnerships, & P-16 Collaboratives.
Also included will be some teaching tips from Hunter Boylan, Director of the National Center for Developmental Education. <DRA>

Teaching Word Identification (Teaching Reading: Strategies Series)
* 91107  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 6  , Color  1991
__
A class of second & third graders in a private school in Media, PA learn word identification. *TMA

Team of Two
* 90122  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:30  , Color  197?
__
This film teaches managers & secretaries how to work as a productive team. It encourages better use of individual talent & time management.

Techniques of the Masters-Annie Leibovitz
* 91068  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:00  , Color  1991
__
This is a Kodak videoconference featuring the work of photographer Annie Leibovitz as she is honored in a ceremony at the Rochester Institute of Technology. The conference includes her lecture, live clips of working sessions & audience questions.

Techniques of the Masters-Newman and Heumann
* 91043  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:00  , Color  1990
__
This is a Kodak photography videoconference featuring the work of Arnold Newman & Andreas Heumann. It includes a portrait session with Newman & a location shoot in Great Britain with Heumann.

Techniques of the Masters-Parks and McIntosh
* 91044  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:00  , Color  1990
__
This is a Kodak videoconference featuring the work of photographers Gordon Parks & William McIntosh. In addition to interview sessions, McIntosh does a portrait of Parks live during the videoconference.

Techniques of the Masters-Reggie, Ziser, Muller, Schaefer
* 91152  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:00  , Color  1992
__
This is a Kodak videoconference featuring the work of photographers Denis Reggie, David Ziser & Rudy Muller. Reggie & Ziser specialize in weddings; Muller specializes in food. Frank Schaefer is a freelance photographers' assistant, who is shown on a location shoot.

Techniques of the Masters-Rentmeester, Sleet, Atwood
* 91151  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:00  , Color  1992
__
This is a Kodak videoconference featuring the work of photographers Co Rentmeester, Moneta Sleet & Jane Evelyn Atwood. The theme is
cross-cultural experiences; these photographers were born in one
culture, but work in another.

Techniques of Play Therapy: A Clinical Demonstration
* 91435 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:50 , Color 1994
   In this program, Nancy Boyd Webb, a noted authority on play therapy,
   describes & demonstrates effective play therapy techniques. *TMA

The Technological Revolution (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91837 XAN101 VHS Part 51 of 52 00:30 , Color 1989
   Part 51: Keeping up with the ever-increasing pace of change became the
   standard of the day. *TMA

Technology: At Your Service
* 92941 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:19:00, Color 2000
   This program explores how the equipment we take for granted has become
   an integral part of our lives, as technology has become one of our most
   valuable resources. *TMA

Technology-Driven Planning: Principles to Practice in Higher Education
* 92833 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:00:00, Color 2001
   Much dialogue & debate focus on accountability in higher education &
   how technology can help to transform existing systems. This live,
   interactive program was taped 3/15/01 & features a panel discussion &
   video profiles of institutions that are planning for & addressing
   change. *TMA

Teen Violence (Seeking Solutions Series)
* 92571 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 3 00:57:00, Color 1999
   In part 1 Hedrick Smith reports on how the Alliance of Concerned Men
   stopped a youth gang war in Benning Terrace, in the nation's capital.
   Part two shows how the Los Hermanos youth crime prevention program of
   the Oregon State Penitentiary keeps troubled teenagers from sliding
   back into crime.

Television & Terrorism: Who Calls the Shots? (The Other Side of the News
* 91569 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 6 00:58 , Color 1990
   This second film of the series examines the relationship between live
   TV, law enforcement, & the community during a hostage crisis. Is there
   an inherent conflict between vigorous reporting & effective police
   work?

The Tempest
* 91692 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:04 , Color 1980
One of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films, this is one of Shakespeare's most dramatic & emotional romances. An exiled Duke & two young lovers are surrounded by magic - finding good & evil all around them. Stars Michael Hordern, Pippa Guard, Christopher Guard.

Ten Canoes
* 95773 XAN 101 DVD Part _ of 01:30 , Color 2006

A story within a story. In Australia's Northern Territory, a man tells us one of the stories of his people and his land. It's a story of an older man, Minyngululu, who has three wives and realizes that his younger brother Dayindi may try to steal away the youngest wife.

Terms of Endearment
* 95868 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:12 , Color 1983

Aurora and Emma are mother and daughter who march to different drummers. Beginning with Emma's marriage, Aurora shows how difficult and loving she can be. The movie covers several years of their lives as each finds different reasons to go on living and find joy.

Terror & Counter-Terror (Terrorism: Aims & Objectives Series)
* 92896 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 3 00:52:00, Color 1995

Terror & Counter-Terror: Can Democracy Survive? This program uses Peru as an example to discuss the economic, political, & military pressures on a government menaced by terrorism.

Terrorism Series
* _ XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ , Color 1999

The proliferation of terrorism as a political tool has led to increasing concerns & questions. This 15-part series includes in-depth
interviews with former terrorists in Ireland, Germany, & Jordan, &
features frank exchanges among an international group of former
militants, victims of terrorist acts, & others.

Testament
* 92994  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30:00, Color  1983

This film is the dramatic story of the aftermath of a nuclear attack.
Starring Jane Alexander, William Devane, Ross Harris, & Roxana Zal.

The Testament of Dr. Mabuse
* 95478  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:00:00, B&W  1933

Dr. Mabuse resides in an asylum. His days are spent in creating
elaborate ways of throwing the world into 'an abyss of terror.' No one
takes the doctor seriously until a crime wave begins using techniques
very similar to his plans. German with English subtitles.

Testament Series
* 91603  XAN101  VHS  Part _ of _  00:30 , Color  1991

This 7-part series traces the history of the Bible & the history of
beliefs about it: As It Was in the Beginning... Chronicles & Kings...
Mightier Than the Sword... Gospel Truth... Thine is the Kingdom... The
Power & the Glory... Paradise Lost.

Testimony (From Christ to Constantine Series)
* 92796  XAN101  VHS  Part 16 of 26  00:30:00, Color  2001

This program examines the field of psychological assessment - the
efforts of psychologists to assign values to different abilities,
behaviors, & personalities. With Dr. Claude Steele of Stanford
University & Dr. Robert Sternberg of Yale University. Updated.

Testing Our Schools
* 92874  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00:00, Color  2002

A Frontline program. This film examines how states decide what's
important for students to know, what standardized tests really measure,
& how the quest for higher scores is changing teaching & learning in
America.

Texas Demographics & Their Effects Upon Public & Higher Education: 2005 Report
Top educators in Texas join together to discuss what effect population changes are having & will continue to have on public school & higher education. They will also look at what Texas colleges, universities, & public schools must do to insure the success of the "Closing the Gaps" plan. <DRA>

That's Black Entertainment

In this program Clive Barker, Fiona Shaw & Cicely Berry demonstrate the value of theater games as a method of improving physical engagement with Shakespeare's works. Examples include renderings of Sonnet 57 & scenes from A Midsummer Night's Dream, Hamlet, Macbeth, & King Lear.

Theatre of the Absurd- Pirandello: Six Characters...(History of Drama Series)

This eighth film of the series dramatizes the struggle to define reality. Pirandello, in his "Six Characters in Search of an Author", presents the view that man assumes reality in accordance with the role he plays; thus life is an endless comedy of illusion.

Theatre of Social Problems- Ibsen: Hedda Gabler (History of Drama Series)

This seventh film of the series presents the play "Hedda Gabler", which focuses on the role of women in a male-dominated society. This version is careful to present the protagonist as a complex & ambiguous character, not just as a woman troubled by her womanhood.

Theatrical Devices in Classical Theatre

This film covers the purpose, design & uses of the ekkyklema, the deux
ex machina, the Charoian steps & other means of entrance & exit. It explains the reasons for New Comedy, its audience & physical requirements.

Them!
* 92971 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:33:00, B&W 1954
_ This is a landmark film that spawned a generation of films about radioactive creatures. In it, man's atomic testing has given rise to rampaging hordes of giant, radiation-mutated ants. Stars James Arness, James Whitmore, Joan Weldon, Edmund Glenn.

Them!
* 93125 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:33:00, B&W 1954
_ A group of mutated giant ants wreak havoc on a southwestern town. The first of the big-bug movies, & far surpassing the rest, this is a classic fin flick. Starring James Whitmore.

There's Coal in Them Thar Hills
* 90066 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:20 , Color _
_ In this story, first aired on "60 Minutes", Morley Safer takes us to the state of Montana where a conflict between ranchers, conservationists, & coal & utility companies is taking place.

They Died With Their Boots On
* 91003 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:20 , B/W 1942
_ Classroom use ONLY. Errol Flynn plays the eccentric yet heroic George Armstrong Custer, who is seen from his early West Point days through his infamous "Last Stand" in the Dakota territory. The film also features Olivia de Havilland & Anthony Quinn.

They Drew Fire
* 92992 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:57:00, Color 1999
_ Through the eyes of seven World War II artists, this film shows an intimate & often startling look at combat, & the task of transforming the horrors of war into stark, revealing, & enduring works of art.

The Thief of Bagdad
* 92238 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:40 , Color 1940
_ A young thief enlists the aid of a genie to outwit the Grand Vizier of Bagdad. Lush photography, special effects, striking score. Winner of three Academy Awards. Stars Sabu, Conrad Veidt, Rex Ingram.

The Thief in Silk
* 90164 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 2 00:38 , Color _
An inspector steals an emerald necklace, only to get hired to recover it within the same evening.

The Thief in Silk
* 90165  XAN101  16mm  Part 2 of 2  00:25 , Color

See The Thief in Silk #90164 for description.

A Thin Line: Recognizing Cultural Differences..Chemically Dependent Black
* 92110  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:31 , Color 1989

The consistent denial of cultural differences, especially by white counselors, frustrates & blunts the effectiveness of social services to African-Americans & other people of color. This program focuses on laying a framework for understanding cultural differences & applying this understanding in treatment settings.

The Thin Red Line
* 95783  XAN 101  DVD  Part _ of 02:50 , Color 1998

Director Terrence Malick's adaptation of James Jones' autobiographical 1962 novel, focusing on the conflict at Guadalcanal during the second World War.

Thine is the Kingdom (Testament Series)
* 91241  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 7  00:52 , Color 1991

This program takes the story of Christianity from the transformation of the Roman Empire into a Christian Empire by Emperor Constantine in the 4th century. It shows the first great age of Christian architecture in Europe & shows how Bible stories came to be used as moral parables & artistic inspiration.

Think Fresh!
* 95498  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00:00, Color 2003

Effective collaboration can increase awareness & individual investment in vegetable & fruit consumption in community programs such as Community Gardens, Farm to School Program & Community Supported Agriculture. Low cost, innovative programs & initiatives can be designed to improve the distribution & preparation.

Thinking Globally, Acting Locally
* 91917  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:00 , Color 1997

This videoconference takes an in-depth look at the "global solutions" movement. It describes how successful approaches used in Africa, Asia, & Latin America are being employed to address difficult health & social problems in urban America.
The Thinking Machine (The Machine That Changed the World Series)
* 91198 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 5 00:58 , Color 1992

This program deals with artificial intelligence & what computer scientists, psychologists & philosophers have learned about human intelligence while trying to teach computers to "think".

Third Grade Reading and Writing (Video Library of Teaching Episodes Series)
* 91139 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 6 00:29 , Color 1990

This is episode 25 of the 30-part series. The lesson objective is to prepare rough drafts for stories about favorite relatives. *TMA

The 39 Steps
* 91481 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:26 , B/W 1935

Robert Donat stars in Alfred Hitchcock's film as an ordinary man whose life is reduced to a murderous nightmare of chase & pursuit.

This Magnificent African Cake (Africa Series)
* 92039 XAN101 VHS Part 6 of 8 00:57 , Color 1984

From the 1880's until less than 30 years later, all but two African countries came under colonial rule. This "scramble for Africa" was to change forever the face of the continent.

This Sporting Life
* 92450 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:14 , B/W 1963

This is a gritty portrait of a former coal miner who breaks into the violent world of professional rugby, & who is unable to handle social differences. One of the best of Britain's "angry young man" melodramas. Stars Richard Harris, Rachel Roberts.

Thomas Hart Benton
* 92681 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:26:00, Color 1988

A film by Ken Burns. A fierce defender of the aesthetics of realism, Benton railed against abstraction. He failed to stem the tide of modernism, but his influence can be seen in the works of his student, Jackson Pollock.

Thoreau's Walden
* 91401 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:27 , Color 1989

This is a recreation of the two years Thoreau lived alone at Walden Pond, using Thoreau's own words.
Those Fantastic Ford Tri-Motors
* 92276 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:45 , B/W 1993

This film contains recent & archival footage of the plane known as "the Tin Goose." Included is a brief history of the craft, its construction & early flights. Find out how Charles Lindbergh convinced the public that the aircraft was safe.

Three Approaches to Psychotherapy #1-Carl Rogers, Ph.D.
* 91083 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 3 00:48 , Color 1965

Classroom use ONLY.
The Rogerian system of client-centered psychotherapy is illustrated by his patient Gloria who faces a conflict between her beliefs, feelings & actions.

Three Approaches to Psychotherapy #2-Frederick Perls, M.D.
* 91084 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 3 00:32 , Color 1965

Classroom use ONLY.
Dr. Perls uses Gestalt therapy to frustrate his patient, Gloria, into standing on her own two feet & abandoning her roles & games.

Three Approaches to Psychotherapy #3-Albert Ellis, Ph.D.
* 91085 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 3 00:36 , Color 1965

Classroom use ONLY.
Dr. Ellis illustrates Rational-Emotive therapy with his patient Gloria. Her "catastrophizing" makes her feel unhappy with herself, but she learns that she can reverse her negative feelings & behaviors.

Three Cubans: The Exile
* 90081 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 2 00:28 , Color

Three Cubans tell how they feel about Cuba, the Revolution & Fidel Castro - an exile, a revolutionary & a worker. Each gives a unique & distinctive point of view.

Three Cubans: The Revolutionary and the Worker
* 90082 XAN101 16mm Part 2 of 2 00:28 , Color

See Three Cubans: The Exile #90081 for description.

Three Dynamic Economies Series

A 3-part series: China: From Poverty to Prosperity... Mauritius: Island of Economic Ingenuity... Peru: Road to Recovery.

Three Faiths, One God: Judaism, Christianity, Islam
* 95616 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:57:00, Color 2005
This program compares similarities & differences in religious beliefs & practices that Islam has with Christianity & Judaism. It also examines how people of goodwill in the abrahamic faith communities are coming to terms with historical conflicts that impact their lives today. *TMA

Three Sisters
* 93081  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  02:42:00, Color  1974

Intoxicated by yesterday's triumphs & heedless of tomorrow's disasters, the Three Sisters are left to sift through the debris of their shattered dreams. Based on the play by Anton Chekhov. Starring Alan Bates & Laurence Olivier.

The Three Sisters
* 92825  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  02:47:00, B&W  1965

Filmed version of the Actors Studio production of Anton Chekhov's play about three sisters in Russia whose romances & careers have turned out disastrously, who live in the country with their witless brother & his shrewish wife. Stars Sandy Dennis, Geraldine Page, Kim Stanley, Shelley Winters, Luther Adler.

The Three Sisters
* 92826  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  _  , Color  1965

See The Three Sisters #92825 for description.

The Threepenny Opera
* 92512  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:53:00, B&W  1931

A musical about the exploits of gangster Mack the Knife in the seedy underworld of 1890's London. Adapted from Bertolt Brecht's play and John Gay's "The Beggar's Opera." Stars Rudolph Forster, Carola Neher, Lotte Lenya. German w/ English subtitles.

Throne of Blood
* 95740  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:50:00, B&W  1957

A ruthlessly ambitious lord, egged on by his wife, works to fulfill a prophecy that he would become Emperor.

Throne of Blood (Kumonosu-Jo)
* 93096  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:50:00, B&W  1957

Kurosawa's masterful adaptation of "Macbeth" transports the story to medieval Japan & the world of the samurai. So steeped in Japanese style that it bears little resemblance to the Shakespearean original, this film is an incredibly detailed vision in its own right. Japanese with English subtitles.
Through a Glass Darkly
* 93100   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   01:30:00, B&W   1961

Oppressive interactions within a family sharing a holiday on a secluded island: a woman recovering from schizophrenia, her husband, younger brother, & her psychologist father. The first part of Ingmar Bergman's Silence-of-God trilogy. Swedish with English subtitles.

Thunder in the Skies (Connections Series)
* 90095   XAN101   16mm   Part 6A of 10   00:30 , Color   1979

The film discusses energy use & conservation, meteorology, mining, production of mined ores, engine development, technology used to increase food production & supplies & the finding of new resources by exploration.

Thunder in the Skies (Connections Series)
* 90096   XAN101   16mm   Part 6B of 10   00:25 , Color   1979

See Thunder in the Skies #90095 for description.

Tiger Bay
* 92453   XAN101   VHS   Part 1 of 1   01:47 , B/W   1959

A little girl is the only eyewitness to a brutal murder, & she shields the killer she thinks is her friend by engaging in a battle of wits with the investigating policeman. Stars Horst Buchholz, John Mills, Hayley Mills (her screen debut).

The Tightrope of Power (Millennium Series)
* 91300   XAN101   VHS   Part 9 of 10   01:00 , Color   1992
In-room, ltd ITFS, CCTV
This program invites viewers to contrast the Western forms of state to the tribal practice of democracy through consensus. By understanding other visions of the world we can refine our definitions of democracy, pluralism, & consensus. *TMA

Till Death Us Do Part (Triumph Over Terror Series)
* 92756   XAN101   VHS   Part 3 of 6   00:27:00, Color   1998

Widows blamed for their husbands' deaths in Nigeria are denied inheritance & property rights.

Time is Money
* 90128   XAN101   16mm   Part 1 of 1   00:30 , Color   197?

Stars Burgess Meredith & Ron Masak. Learn to solve sales people's problems by teaching them the Al method.
Statistics identify patterns over time, answering questions about stability & change, as seen in the stock market.

This film outlines six simple but powerful ideas - keys to making the most effective use of your time.

A German child in the 1920s wills himself to stop growing in response to the increasing Nazi presence in Germany. He communicates his anger & fear by pounding on a tin drum. Stars David Bennent. German w/ English subtitles. Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film.

One of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films, this play is set in Roman times. Titus Andronicus is a flawed hero, who shows more concern for the reputation of nobility than for its substance. Stars Eileen Atkins, Trevor Peacock, Anna Calder-Marshall.

Through a blend of fantasy & reality, this animated film offers a bold perspective on the nature of personal identity, & provokes serious reflection on human identity & moral issues of our times.

A classic black comedy set in wartime Poland which deals with the members of an acting troupe who inadvertently become involved in the war effort. Starring Carole Lombard, Jack Benny.

In this second program ethical dilemmas of our criminal justice system are discussed by U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, defense attorney Jack Litman, & philosopher John Smith of Yale. *TMA
To Engineer Is Human
* 91898  XAN101  VHS    Part 1 of 1    00:50 , Color  1990
- Showing how engineering science is subject to human limitations, this program demonstrates how structures can fail, using graphic footage of some of the world's major engineering failures.

To Kill a Mockingbird
* 92239  XAN101  VHS    Part 1 of 1    02:11 , B/W  1962
- Adaptation of the Harper Lee novel — a portrayal of childhood innocence & a denunciation of bigotry. Gregory Peck won an Academy Award for his performance as the southern lawyer who defends a black man accused of rape. Robert Duvall debuted as Boo Radley.

To Protect Mother Earth (Broken Treaty II)
* 91091  XAN101  VHS    Part 1 of 1    00:59 , Color  1989
- Classroom use ONLY.
Carrie & Mary Dann are two Western Shoshone Indians fighting to keep the government from seizing their ancestral land to conduct nuclear tests there. This sequel to "Broken Treaty at Battle Mountain" recounts the continuing battle between Native Americans & the U.S. government.

To Prove and Conjecture: Excerpts From Three Lectures by Paul Erdos
* 91566  XAN101  VHS    Part 1 of 1    00:53 , Color  1991
- This is a film of excerpts from three lectures given by Paul Erdos at three separate conferences: San Francisco State University, 7/26/89; Poznań, Poland, 8/7/89; Cambridge University, 6/12/91.

Tom Jones
* 92062  XAN101  VHS    Part 1 of 1    02:01 , Color  1963

Tombstone
* 95743  XAN101  DVD    Part 1 of 1    02:10:00, Color  1993
- A successful lawman's plans to retire anonymously in Tombstone, Arizona, are disrupted by the kind of outlaws he was famous for eliminating.

Tommy
* 92455  XAN101  VHS    Part 1 of 1    01:48 , Color  1975
- This is Pete Townshend's rock opera about the deaf, dumb, & blind boy

Toni Morrison
* 92080 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:52 , Color 1987

In this Profile of a Writer program, the Nobel Prize laureate discusses slavery & its legacy, the true tale which inspired "Beloved", & the challenge of writing about ordinary people whose experiences seem larger than life.

Toni Morrison: In Black and White
* 92252 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:25 , Color 1992

This film introduces one of the most widely acclaimed contemporary American writers. Morrison explains that "American literature is incoherent without the contribution of African Americans."

Tonio Kroger
* 91163 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:32 , B/W 1965

Based on the 1903 novel by Thomas Mann, this is the story of a young writer torn between contradictory desires & emotions. In German with English subtitles. Note: The first two minutes of this film contain no audio; this is not a defect.

Tools of Exploitation (The Africans Series)
* 91635 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 9 01:00 , Color 1986

This program traces the colonial economic legacy, the development of slavery, & European control of Africa’s natural resources.

Tootsie
* 92863 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:56:00, Color 1982

A stubborn, unemployed actor disguises himself as a woman to secure a part in a soap opera. As his tv popularity mounts, his love life becomes increasingly soap operatic. Stars Dustin Hoffman, Jessica Lange, Teri Garr, Charles Durning.

Top Hat
* 95919 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:41 , BW 1935

An American dancer comes to Britain and falls for a model whom he initially annoyed, but she mistakes him for his goofy producer.

Topographic Maps
* 92907 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30:00, Color 1985
Topographic maps provide much information about the earth's surface. This program shows how they are useful to those planning pipelines, airports, highways, & other types of construction projects.

Topsy-Turvy
* 95948 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:40 , Color 1999

_ After Gilbert and Sullivan's latest play is critically panned, the frustrated team threatens to disband until it is inspired to write the masterpiece "The Mikado."

Total War (The Great War Series)
* 92546 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 8 01:00:00, Color 1996

_ This episode shows that by 1915 the conflict had become a global war, & chronicles the lives of some very different people. It ends with the telling of the first genocide of the 20th century - Armenian civilians - which planted seeds in the mind of a young German soldier - Adolph Hitler.

Touch (Mystery of the Senses Series)
* 91757 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 5 01:00 , Color 1995

_ This fourth program examines what can be gained-& missed-in comfort, assurance, excitement & physical development from this most sensory of the senses.

Touching the Timeless (Millennium Series)
* 91297 XAN101 VHS Part 6 of 10 01:00 , Color 1992

_ In-room, ltd ITFS, CCTV
This program explores the different ways that Western societies & tribal cultures seek to elevate their lives from the ordinary to the extraordinary. It also considers why modernization can be viewed as secularization. *TMA

Touring England
* 91839 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:05 , Color 1989

_ Journey from the lush countryside to the historic cities of Great Britain. Included are Buckingham Palace, the Tower of London, Windsor Castle, the Parliament Houses, Westminster Abbey, Stonehenge.

Touring Ireland
* 91840 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:05 , Color 1991

_ Shrines, castles, abbeys, jigs, reels, festivals, farms, fishing villages & quaint shopfronts are included in this tour of Ireland.

Touring Scotland
* 91841 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:05 , Color 1990
Included in this tour of Scotland are Loch Ness, Edinburgh, the islands of the North Sea, the Highland Games, & St. Andrews golf course.

Toward the Future (The Western Tradition Series)
* 91838 XAN101 VHS Part 52 of 52 00:30 , Color 1989

Part 52: Modern medicine, atomic energy, computers, & new concepts of time, energy, & matter have an important effect on life in the 20th century. *TMA

Towards a Market Economy
* 92494 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:26:00, Color 1995

In 1992 the Ukraine committed itself to reform. With the aid of the IMF, it developed a reform plan that put the principles of free market economics into practice: budget reform, new tax laws, & the legal recognition & protection of private property. <DRA>

Trade - An Introduction (Inside the Global Economy Series)
* 91493 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 13 01:00 , Color 1994

This first program of the series discusses the forces transforming the global economy, addressing such issues as: Who gains or loses from trade?

Trade Liberalization and Regional Trade Blocs (Inside the Global Economy
* 91496 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 13 01:00 , Color 1994

This program compares the progress made on multilateral trade liberalization after World War II with parallel attempts to form preferential trading arrangements.

Trade Policy (Inside the Global Economy Series)
* 91495 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 13 01:00 , Color 1994

This program discusses the ways countries try to change their competitive advantage in trade through subsidies & industrial & regulatory policies.

Trade Secrets: A Moyers Report
* 92762 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:00:00, Color 2001

Innovations in chemistry in the past 50 years have produced thousands of man-made chemicals. Bill Moyers draws on industry documents & interviews with historians, scientists, & public health professionals who explore the effects of chemicals on the public's health & safety.

The Tramp/A Woman
* 92936 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:57:00, B&W 1915

Transformation (Shared Vision: Jesuit Spirit in Education Series)
* 92192  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 3  00:24  , Color  1996

Part 2 begins with Francis Xavier leaving Ignatius in Rome & heading to Asia where he began a process of dialogue with new peoples. Eventually the early Jesuits learned the full dimensions implied in "Finding God in All Things." Out of this experience, Jesuit schools developed a distinctive, humanistic approach.

The Transforming Industrial Coreland (The Power of Place Series)
* 91977  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 26  00:30  , Color  1996

Europe: Confronting New Challenges: (5) Case studies include an analysis of Liverpool's once-thriving industrial economy, fallen to its marginal, present-day role, & a focus on Randstad-Holland as an integral part of the current European core.

Transition (From Christ to Constantine Series)
* 91604  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 6  00:30  , Color  1990

When the Emperor Constantine came to power, the church was granted legal standing & given favor & preference. This program also summarizes why the early church succeeded.  *TMA

Transitions (Shared Vision: Jesuit Spirit in Education Series)
* 92193  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 3  00:24  , Color  1998

Part 3 looks at the transitions the Ignatian vision encountered as it became part of the American culture & the modern era.

Travel Back in Time (Lincoln-Douglas Debates of 1858 Series)
* 91488  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 7  06:00  , Color  1994

The third debate took place at the Union County Fairgrounds in Jonesboro - today part of Lincoln Park. Union County is south of the Mason-Dixon line & the subject of this debate split families into Confederate & Union factions. The actual debate starts in the third hour. (Program not complete.)

The Treasure of Sierra Madre
* 95889  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:06  , BW  1948

Fred Dobbs and Bob Curtin, two Americans searching for work in Mexico, convince an old prospector to help them mine for gold in the Sierra Madre.
Madre Mountains.

The Treasures of Tutankhamun
* 91021  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:27  , Color  1977

This video shows the treasures of Tutankhamun's tomb & how they were discovered in 1922. It includes an explanation of Egypt, the Nile River & the Valley of the Kings where the tomb was found.

The Tree of Wooden Clogs
* 95852  XAN 101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  03:06  , Color  1978

The life inside a farm in Italy at the beginning of the century. Many poor country families live there, and the owner pays them by their productivity. One of the families has a very clever child. They decide to send him to school instead of make him help them, although this represents a great sacrifice.

Tres Madres: Structural Therapy With an Anglo/Hispanic Family
* 91420  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00  , Color  1994

Family therapist Harry Aponte interviews members of this four generational Anglo/Hispanic family. He helps us see the relationship between the daughter's unexplained crying & sleepwalking & the way this family system is organized. *TMA

The Trial
* 95915  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:59  , BW  1962

An unassuming office worker is arrested and stands trial, but he is never made aware of his charges.

Tricia's Story: I'm Not Earth Anymore
* 95525  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:17:31, Color  2004

In this dramatic enactment, Tricia Carson, a breast cancer patient & mother of three, raises difficult moral & spiritual issues as she faces a terminal illness.

The Trigger Effect (Connections Series)
* 90085  XAN101  16mm  Part 1A of 10  00:30  , Color  1979
This film describes the effects of a blackout on the population & discusses the tendency to take technology for granted - until it fails. Ancient agricultural technology & the agricultural revolution in the Nile Valley which made possible cities & new technologies are discussed.

The Trigger Effect (Connections Series)
* 90086 XAN101 16mm Part 1B of 10 00:25 , Color 1979

See The Trigger Effect #90085 for description.

Trio for Three Angles
* 90019 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:07 , Color 1968

This animated film uses free-swinging angles & music to help make the geometry student aware of the relationships of the triangle's different components. The three sections of the film cover the equilateral, isosceles & scalene triangles.

Triumph Over Terror Series

A 6-part series: Where Truth Lies... Going Home... Til Death Us Do Part... In the Name of Safety... Smiles: The Hypocrisy of Thai Politics... Discipline With Dignity.

Triumph of the Will
* 92922 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 02:00:00, B&W 1935

DVD version of Leni Riefenstahl's classic filmed during the 1934 Nazi Party Rally in Nuremberg, Germany. German w/ removable English subtitles. Includes Riefenstahl's short film, "Day of Freedom," & audio commentary by historian Dr. Anthony R. Santoro.

Triumph of the Will
* 91352 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:50 , B/W 1934

This official record of the 6th Nazi Party Congress held at Nuremberg in 1934 was created by Leni Riefenstahl on the orders of Hitler. Judged as propaganda, it was doubtless successful with its original audience; now it is equally absorbing as a psychological study of Germany & its leaders.

True West
* 91530 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:50 , Color 1983

This is a filmed performance of the Sam Shepard play about the confrontation between two mismatched brothers in the contemporary West. Stars John Malkovich & Gary Sinise.
The Truth About Lies (The Public Mind Series)
* 91762 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 4 01:00 , Color 1994

This last program of the series examines how deception has influenced some of the major events of our recent past & how self-deception shapes our personal lives & the public mind. <DRA>

Truth on Trial (Ethics in America Series)
* 91784 XAN101 VHS Part 8 of 10 01:00 , Color 1989

Is an attorney's first obligation to the court, the client, the public? Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, Judge Robert Merhige, attorneys Floyd Abrams & Stanley Chesley, philosopher John Smith, & others debate civil litigation's ethical dilemmas. *TMA

Truth, War and Consequences
* 95407 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30:00, Color 2003

In this program, Frontline traces the roots of the Iraqi war back to the days immediately following September 11, when Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld ordered the creation of a special intelligence operation to quietly begin looking for evidence that would justify the war & the struggle that resulted

Turbulence, Populism and Power Politics (Modern Presidential Campaigns Series)
* 91130 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 5 01:20 , Color 1990

This film includes the ideological confrontation between Lyndon Johnson & Barry Goldwater, the political return & election of Richard Nixon, party precedents established by George McGovern & the return of party populism via Jimmy Carter. (1964-1976)

Turbulent Shear Flows
* 93077 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:48:00, Color 1985

This video explains Reynolds stress; the closure problem; "turbulent viscosity"; length & velocity scales of turbulence; mixing-length formulation; boundary layer structure; velocity distributions; Spaulding's law of the wall; & Coles' law of the wake. It also discusses equilibrium profiles.

The Turbulent '60s
* 92693 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:37:00, Color 2001

This program includes a fiery speech by Malcolm X, Nelson Rockefeller's condemnation of 1968 presidential candidate Barry Goldwater, Goldwater's rebuttal of the charges, Ronald Reagan's stump speech supporting Goldwater, & Robert Kennedy's moving eulogy for Martin Luther King, Jr.
Twelfth Grade History (Video Library of Teaching Episodes Series)
* 91136  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 6  00:20  , Color  1990

This is episode 10 of the 30-part series. It presents a student debate of a Malthus essay. *TMA

Twelfth Night
* 91693  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:08  , Color  1980

One of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films, this is the most subtle of Shakespeare's comedies. An aristocratic country house & its inhabitants set the stage for a portrayal of the varieties of love. Stars Alec McCowen, Trevor Peacock.

12 Angry Men
* 92836  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:33:00, B&W  1957

Henry Fonda heads an excellent cast in this suspenseful drama of 12 jurors trying to reach a verdict in a murder trial. Eleven agree the defendant is guilty, but Fonda believes the man is innocent & sets out to prove he's right. Also stars Lee J. Cobb, Ed Begley, E.G. Marshall, Jack Warden, Jack Klugman.

The Twenties
* 92677  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00:00, Color  1984

(A Walk Through the 20th Century w/ Bill Moyers) The '20s represented the transition of America into a modern urban society. Nineteen Americans who lived through this decade recall those times. *TMA

Twentieth Century
* 95594  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:31:00, B&W  1934

Broadway director Oscar Jaffe is a bigger ham than most actors, but through sheer drive & talent he is able to build a successful career. When one of his discoveries, Lily Garland, rises to stardom & heeds the call of Hollywood, Oscar begins a career slide. Starring John Barrymore, Carole Lombard.

20th Century Reform Movements (Christianity: The Second Thousand Years Series)
* 95405  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 4  00:50:00, Color  2001

This program focuses on the reforms of the 20th century. See how the long process of reconciliation & acceptance among the sects was furthered by the bold changes of Vatican II. Taken out of the church & into the streets by clerics like Martin Luther King & Mother Teresa, Christianity became a more active social force.

21st Century Jet: The Building of the 777
This series follows the development of the Boeing Co.'s most technically advanced aircraft. More than 10,000 people were involved in its creation. Part 1 To Design a Plane. This first program covers the pioneering computer design methods used, & follows the group that designs & tests the passenger doors.

Part 2 The Sum of Its Parts. This program follows the construction of the plane, as late design changes threaten the delivery of major components. By the end of the program the four million components are beginning to come together.

Part 3 A Plane Takes Shape. This program follows representatives from engine manufacturing company Pratt & Whitney as they race to meet deadlines to test & produce engines for the first flight of the 777. The program ends with the high speed taxi test, the last stage in plane-making.

Part 4 Taking Flight. The significant first flight of the 777 is the start of a year of flight tests. The tests begin slowly, & culminate in "The Big One," where Boeing has to show that the plane can use maximum braking with its heaviest weight, without the 3,000 degree heat of the brakes setting the plane on fire.

Part 5 Countdown to Delivery. At the beginning of 1995 a whole 777 is tested to destruction. One of United Airlines' pilots "test drives" the plane, & it is flown on a mock airline schedule. The program concludes with the inaugural flight.

This film discusses the problems arising in Madison, Wisconsin as a result of rapid growth. Serious planning is needed before the area becomes unlivable.

The Twilight of the Golds
When Suzanne Stein has a genetic analysis done on her unborn child, she discovers that although she has a healthy baby, the child will most likely be born gay, like her brother, David. She must decide whether to keep the child, or to have an abortion. Her family enters a crisis about love and acceptance as she makes th

Twilight
* 95819 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:34 , Color 1998

A retired ex-cop and private detective who lives with a rich actor who is dying from cancer and his actress wife gets mixed up in murder when he is asked to deliver blackmail money. He walks into a 20 year old case involving the mysterious disappearance of the actress's former husband.

The Two Coasts of China (The Pacific Century Series)
* 92729 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 10 01:00:00, Color 1992

Asia & the Challenge of the West. This introductory program discusses the collision of East & West in the early 19th century. Aggressive Western traders & colonizers sought to "open" Asia, challenging the viability of ancient Asian-Pacific regimes.

Two Daughters: Teen Kanya
* 95872 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:54 , BW 1961

The first story is about Nanda, a young man who leaves Calcutta to work as a postmaster in an isolated malaria-infested village. The second story is about a student, Amulya, who returns to his village after finishing his exams. His widowed mother is very anxious for him to marry, and has already picked out a girl.

Two English Girls
* 92456 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:10 , Color 1972

This is Francois Truffaut's poignant, turn of the century tale of two sisters in love with the same man. Stars Jean-Pierre Leaud (who debuted in "The 400 Blows"), Kika Markham, Stacey Tendeter. French w/ English subtitles.

Two Tars
* 90034 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:30 , B/W 1961

Comedy with Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy & Edgar Kennedy. The film combines two guys on shore leave, a rented Model-T, two girls, a traffic jam & a mile-long strip of vintage cars. One of their funniest & most famous comedies. Silent.

Two Women
* 92240 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:39 , B/W 1961
A mother & her 13-year-old daughter travel Italy during WWII & survive lack of food, crazed monks, & brutal soldiers. Sophia Loren won an Academy Award. Italian w/ English subtitles.

Two Women
* 95719  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:36:00, Color  1998

Two Women charts the lives of two promising architecture students over the course of the first turbulent years of the Islamic Republic.

Types of Maps & Map Projections
* 92903  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:18:00, Color  1991

This film discusses the many types of maps which have been developed by cartographers & the uses of each.

Ubu Roi
* 91595  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00 , Color  1978

This is a condensed version of the BBC production of Alfred Jarry's political parody. It is an early example of modern, expressionistic drama & employs many non-realistic theatrical conventions.

Udju Azul di Yonta (The Blue Eyes of Yonta)
* 92003  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:33 , Color  1991

This film tells the story of three people - Vicente, Yonta, & Ze - each of whom is so much in love with their dreams that they miss the real opportunities which life offers. In Criolo with English subtitles.

Ulema and Philosophers: Faith vs. Reason in Islamic Arabia
* 93023  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:26:00, Color  1995

This program studies the codification of Islamic law & assimilation of non-Arab texts- and the ensuing competition between the ulema, or doctors of the law, & the philosophers, who saw reason as an equal to divine enlightenment.

Un Chien Andalou (The Andalusian Dog)
* 91089  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:20 , B/W  1928

Classroom use ONLY.
Silent. Directed by Salvadore Dali & Luis Bunuel. Probably the most famous "avant-garde" film of all time, it was originally made to satirize the pretensions of the avant-garde films of the twenties.

Un Coeur En Hiver
* 95823  XAN 101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:45 , Color  1992


Beautiful violin virtuoso Camille has two obsessions: the music of Ravel, and a friend of her husband's who crafts violins. But his heart seems to be as cold as her playing is passionate.

The U.N. and Global Problems (The United Nations Series)
* 91373  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 5  00:26  , Color  1989

This last program of the series discusses the U.N.'s role in arms control, economic development, environmental issues, & the control of drugs. *TMA

U.N. Peacekeeping Role (The United Nations Series)
* 91371  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 5  00:30  , Color  1989

In this program the successes, failures & limitations of U.N. peacekeeping efforts are examined. *TMA

Una Sombra Ya Pronto Seras (A Shadow You Soon Will Be)
* 92401  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:45  , Color  1994

This film is an allegory of Argentine society. After his train breaks down, a computer programmer wanders aimlessly & meets a succession of equally lost souls. In Spanish w/ English subtitles.

Unbalancing A Couple
* 92116  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30  , Color  1998

Presented by Jay Haley. This film presents the idea that couples follow rules of relationships which organize the ways they act with each other. Whatever they do will be in terms of that rule, which must be influenced by therapy.

The Uncle Sam Movie Collection Series
* 95574  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 6  02:00:00, B&W  

The Uncle Sam Movie Collection is a continuing anthology of uncut & uncensored short subjects & documentaries, produced by the Hollywood studios & the U.S. Government. Each volume includes seven original motion pictures, offering viewers a unique glimpse into American history & popular culture during WWII.

Uncle Sam Vol. 5 (The Uncle Sam Movie Collection Series)
* 95574  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 6  02:00:00, B&W  

This tape contains the following programs from WWII: Freedom Comes High (19:50 min), So's Your Old Man (5:40 min), Ring of Steel (8:40 min), Wings Up (21:22 min), Army/Navy Screen Magazine (12:55 min), The Infantry Blues (4:06 min), Baptism of Fire (35:53 min)
This tape contains the following programs from WWII: United News of 1944 (8:15 min), Private SNAFU- Spies (3:31 min), Japanese Americans (6:50 min), Wings for this Man (9:37 min), Who Died? (5:00 min), V-1! (7:33 min), Combat America (62:00 min)

Uncle Sam Vol. 1 (The Uncle Sam Movie Collection Series)

This tape contains the following programs from WWII: To the Shores of Iwo Jima (19:05 min), Divide & Conquer (14:27 min), Private SNAFU- The Home Front (4:22 min), You, John Jones! (10:18 min), The House I Live In (10:13 min), Rookie Revue (7:38 min), Thunderbolt (40:11 min)

Uncle Sam Vol. 6 (The Uncle Sam Movie Collection Series)

This program contains the following programs from WWII: It's Everybody's War (15:05 min), Last Will & Testament of Tom Smith (10:35 min), The Truth About Taxes (10:46 min), Hell-Bent for Election (13:02 min), Tomorrow Television (12:16 min), Olympics of 1936 (7:05 min), Hollywood Victory Caravan (19:30 min)

Uncle Sam Vol. 3 (The Uncle Sam Movie Collection Series)

This tape contains the following programs from WWII: With the Marines at Tarawa (20:09 min), Hollywood Canteen (5:23 min), Jap Zero (17:12 min), Japanese Relocation (9:03 min), Private SNAFU in the Aleutians (4:29 min), Report from the Aleutians (46:33 min), Newsparade of 1945 (9:19 min)

Uncle Sam Vol. 2 (The Uncle Sam Movie Collection Series)

The tape contains the following programs from WWII: The Battle of Midway (18:07 min), Women in Defense (12:45 min), Private SNAFU- Fighting Tools (4:36 min), The White Cliffs of Dover (2:43), Diary of a Sergeant (26:00), Autobiography of a Jeep (9:29 min), This is Korea (49:18 min)

Uncle Vanya

This adaptation of the Anton Chekhov play, regarded as one of the finest in theater history, was originally done at the Chichester Drama Festival. Starring Laurence Olivier (who directed on stage), Joan Plowright, Rosemary Harris, Michael Redgrave.

Unconventional Terrorism (Terrorism Series)
Part 10: Unconventional Terrorism.

Under Orders, Under Fire Part 1 (Ethics in America Series)
* 91782  XAN101  VHS  Part 6 of 10  01:00  , Color  1989
  Generals William Westmoreland, David Jones, & Brent Scowcroft,
correspondents Peter Jennings & Mike Wallace, & others question the
duty to follow orders & a commander's obligation to protect soldiers.
*TMA

Under Orders, Under Fire Part 2 (Ethics in America Series)
* 91783  XAN101  VHS  Part 7 of 10  01:00  , Color  1989
  Generals debate the clash between military tribunals & the right of
confidentiality with Chaplain Timothy Tatum of the U.S. Army War
College, the Rev. J. Bryan Hehir of the U.S. Catholic Conference, &
others.  *TMA

Understanding the Defiant Child
* 92766  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:34:00, Color  1997
  Dr. Russell A. Barkley provides a vivid picture of what is known about
ODD (Oppositional Defiant Disorder) & presents real-life scenes of
family interactions & commentary from parents.   *TMA

Understanding Group Psychotherapy Series
* 92409  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00  , Color  1991
  A 5-tape set featuring Irvin D. Yalom, M.D., Professor of Psychiatry at
the Stanford University School of Medicine: Outpatients Parts I & II;
Inpatients Parts I & II; Yalom: An Interview.   *TMA

Understanding Islam
* 92385  XAN101  VHS  Part 10 of 15  00:30  , Color  1999

Understanding Jewish Customs Series
* 92782  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 26  00:30:00, Color  2001
  This 5-part series explains Jewish beliefs, customs & traditions for
Christians: How to Witness to Jewish People... Holy Garments, Holy
Books... Holy Days... Holy Foods... Holy Ceremonies.   *TMA

Understanding Research (Discovering Psychology Series)
This program examines the scientific method & the ways in which data are collected & analyzed. With Dr. Christina Maslach of the University of California, Berkeley, & Dr. Daryl Bern of Cornell University. Updated.

Understanding Sickness, Overcoming Prejudice (The Power of Place Series)
* 91992  XAN101  VHS  Part 20 of 26  00:30  , Color  1996
Sub-Saharan Africa: Realm of Reversals: (20)  Case studies include a spatial look at health & disease in Kenya, & new land-reform policies in post-apartheid South Africa.

Unfaithfully Yours
* 95595  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:45:00, B&W  1948
Sir Alfred De Carter suspects his wife of infidelity. While conducting a symphony orchestra, he imagines three different ways of dealing with the situation. When the concert ends, he tries acting out his fantasies, but things do not go as well in reality as they did in his imagination. Starring Rex Harrison.

Unforgiven
* 95724  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:11:00, Color  1992
Retired Old West gunslinger William Munny reluctantly takes on one last job, with the help of his old partner and a young man.

The United Nations Series
*  _  XAN101  VHS  Part  _  of  _  , Color  1989
A 5-part series: US/UN Relations: Changing Over Time... US/UN Relations: Structural & Political Problems... UN Peacekeeping Roles: Expectations & Accomplishments... USSR/US in the UN: Cooperation & Competition... The UN & Global Problems: Questions of National Sovereignty, The North/South Dialogue. *TMA

Unity and Diversity of Life (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93046  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 26  00:30:00, Color  1996
This program provides an overview of biology, with discussion of the diversity of as well as similarities between living organisms.

The Universe of Battle (The Civil War Series)
* 91063  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 9  01:35  , Color  1990
Opening with an account of the Battle of Gettysburg, this extended program chronicles the fall of Vicksburg, the New York draft riots & the first use of black troops. It closes with the dedication of a new Union cemetery at Gettysburg. *TMA

Unlocking the Heart of Adoption
This film chronicles diverse personal stories of adoptees, birthparents & adoptive parents in both same race & transracial adoptions. They strikingly reveal the enormous complexity in the lives of normal people when impacted by adoption with fascinating historical background. *TMA

Unlocking Language

In this fascinating program, a diverse group of experts—an evolutionary linguist, a neurologist, a geneticist, a neuropsychologist, a developmental cognitive neuroscientist, & an Oxford professor of communication—discuss the birth, development, & transmission of the mysterious phenomenon called language.

Unstrung Heroes

Steven Lidz, unhappy with his home life since his mother got sick, goes and lives with his two crazy Uncles. There he changes and gets closer to his Uncles, but his parents want him home even though he is finally happy and popular.

Up North (Do You Speak American DVD Series)

(See IMC# 95538 for description.)

Up North (Do You Speak American Series)

In this program, Robert MacNeil canvasses the North to learn first-hand about linguistic dialect zones, the tension between prescriptivism & descriptivism, the impact of dialect on grapholect, the northern cities vowel shift, the roots of African-American English, minority dialects & linguistic profiling. <DRA>

Up the River

Two prisoners, Saint Louis and Dannemora Dan, escape during a theatrical production in order to go to the aid of Steve, a former prisoner whose past is about to be exposed by the man who framed Judy unless Steve agrees to help him commit another crime.

Upstairs/Downstairs (Learning In America – Series)

Critics argue that the U.S. has a two-tiered educational system:
well-funded public & private schools, & poorly funded urban & rural schools. This program examines why some children are falling through cracks in the system & looks at some efforts that make a difference.

Uptown: A Portrait of South Bronx
* 90076 XAN101 16mm Part 1 of 1 00:27 , B/W

This is a totally unstaged documentary about the people of a disadvantaged community within the city of New York.

Urban and Rural Contrasts (The Power of Place Series)
* 91993 XAN101 VHS Part 21 of 26 00:30 , Color 1996

South Asia: Aspiring India: (21) Case studies include a geographer studying Delhi as a multicultural, rapidly growing city, & local farmers relying on irrigation in Dikhatpura, southwestern India.

U.S. Economic Growth (Economics U$A Series)
* 91947 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 28 00:30 , Color 1992

This episode documents the GNP's greatest achievements & failures since its introduction in the 1930's. *TMA

U.S./U.N. Relations: Changing Over Time (The United Nations Series)
* 91369 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 5 00:30 , Color 1989

This first program discusses the origins of the operations & structure of the United Nations, including the League of Nations, & also provides insight into how the U.N. & its operations have changed over time. *TMA

U.S./U.N. Relations: Structural & Political Problems (The United Nations
* 91370 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 5 00:31 , Color 1989

This program discusses the problems that the U.S. faces at the U.N. such as regional voting blocs, uncertain instructions from Washington, & the high expectations that other states have for U.S. conduct. *TMA

Using Electronic Portfolios in Workforce Education
* 95485 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:30:00, Color 2004

Digital/Taping Rights
College & University leaders discuss & demonstrate how electronic portfolios can be of help to students, faculty, & also in the business. <DRA>

Using Maps & Globes
* 92905 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:28:00, Color 1991

This guide to maps & globes explains how to find any place on the earth.
Using the Verse (Playing Shakespeare Series)
* 91113  XAN101  VHS  Part 4  of  4  00:50 , Color  1990
      Classroom use ONLY.
      Actors of the Royal Shakespeare Co. examine Shakespeare's works with
      examples from "Henry V", "The Winter's Tale" & others. This film
      explores why blank verse is better for drama than other verse forms, &
      how Shakespeare uses antithesis, short lines, end-stopped lines &
      pauses in the middle of a line.

* 91372  XAN101  VHS  Part 4  of  5  00:25 , Color  1989
      This program discusses Mikhail Gorbachev's changes in the U.S.S.R., &
      provides examples of U.S./Soviet cooperation & conflict at the United
      Nations. *TMA

Uta Hagen's Acting Class
* 92884  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of  2  01:30:00, Color  2002
      In these films the actress explains & personally demonstrates her
      approach to acting. Examples have been selected from almost two
      hundred hours of recorded classes. Scenes as well as all ten of her
      famous "Object Exercises" are performed by her students, critiqued &
      then reworked.

Uta Hagen's Acting Class
* 92885  XAN101  VHS  Part 2  of  2  01:30:00, Color  2002
      See Uta Hagen's Acting Class #92884 for description.

Valley of the Shadow of Death (The Civil War Series)
* 91064  XAN101  VHS  Part 6  of  9  01:10 , Color  1990
      The program tours the ghastly hospitals of the North & South & follows
      Sherman's Atlanta campaign. As the casualty lists increased, Lincoln's
      chances for re-election & the likelihood of Union victory began to dim.
      *TMA

Values-Sensitive Therapy
* 92910  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of  1  02:00:00, Color  2000
      Family Therapy w/ the Experts. In this film Dr. Bill Doherty
      demonstrates the idea that the therapist must be someone who
      consciously promotes moral responsibility. He helps families make
      choices that are not only good for the individuals but for the family &
      society as a whole.

Vampyr
* 92241  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of  1  01:15 , B/W  1931
Carl Theodor Dreyer's horror classic tells the nightmarish story of a man who unwittingly becomes involved with two sisters & their father, all victims of a vampire. German w/ English subtitles.

The Vanishing Line
* 92908 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:52:00, Color 1998

When does life become a fate worse than death? This film chronicles one physician's exploration of how to try to meet the needs of the dying & their families, & looks at the choices involved in treating what has no cure with the right balance of technology, compassion & care.

Vanya on 42nd Street
* 95839 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:59 , Color 1994

New York actors rehearse Chekhov's "Uncle Vanya" in a rundown theater.

The Vatican: Fortress of Christianity
* 91552 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:29 , Color 1994

This documentary traces the historical development of Catholicism in Europe & the world, & the establishment of the Vatican as the spiritual center of Christianity.

Vertigo
* 95767 XAN 101 DVD Part _ of 02:08 , Color 1958

A San Francisco detective suffering from acrophobia investigates the strange activities of an old friend's wife, all the while becoming dangerously obsessed with her.

A Very Bloody Affair (The Civil War Series)
* 91060 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 9 01:09 , Color 1990

Beginning with the political infighting that almost swamped Lincoln's administration, the program follows Union General George McClellan's ill-fated campaign on the Virginia Peninsula, where his army met Robert E. Lee. It ends with rumors of Europe's readiness to recognize the Confederacy. *TMA

Vespers of the Blessed Virgin
* 91921 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:51 , Color 1989

St. Mark's Basilica in Rome is the setting for this performance of Claudio Monteverdi's most famous work - Vespro della Beata Vergine. Conducted by John Eliot Gardiner. *TMA

Victim
A successful married English barrister with a hidden history of homosexuality is threatened by blackmail after the death of his ex-lover. He decides to prosecute the blackmailers himself even though it means revealing his past. One of the first films to deal straightforwardly with homosexuality. Stars Dirk Bogarde.

Victim of Two Cultures: Richard Rodriguez

Rodriguez, the son of Mexican immigrants, calls himself "a comic victim of two cultures." In this program with Bill Moyers, he explains his opposition to bilingual education, talks about his experience growing up in America, & discusses the differences between Mexican & American cultures.

The Video Guide to Basic 35mm Photography

This film is a starting point for those wishing to learn photography. Contains three half-hour chapters for easy viewing. Includes How the Camera Works, "F" Stops/Shutter Speeds, Meter, Lenses, Film, Available Light, Flash Photography, Steady Shooting, Finding Pictures, Portraits. *TMA

Video Library of Teaching Episodes Series

Each tape in this 30-part series (IMC has 6) has a 15-20 minute lesson, instructional techniques & background information. 12th Grade History... 1st Grade Reading... 2nd & 5th Grade Computer Skills... 3rd Grade Reading & Writing... 7th Grade Language Arts... 8th Grade Language Arts. *TMA

The Video McLuhan

1958-1964 This is a collection of archival footage of the Canadian cultural historian and mass-communications theorist Marshall McLuhan. Written & narrated by Tom Wolfe.

1965-1970 See The Video McLuhan #92308 for description.

1972-1979 See The Video McLuhan #92308 for description.
View, Block and Plot Commands (AutoCAD Basics Series)
* 92023  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 7  01:30  , Color  1992

Includes: Introduction; Workspace Basics; Model Space; Paper Space; Ucs; Ucsicon; Vpoint; View; Viewports; Block; Wblock; Insert; Minsert; Xref; Editing; Plot; Prplot.  *TMA

Vikings and Normans (Europe in the Middle Ages Series)
* 91101  XAN101  VHS  Part 7 of 7  00:38  , Color  1989

Classroom use ONLY.
This last film of the series covers Viking influences in England & Scotland, explorations, trade with the Far East & the discovery of America. It includes the Norman conquest of England in 1066, the Magna Carta & the final barbarian invasions of Europe by the Magyars. <DRA>

Village of the Damned
* 95479  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:17:00, B&W  1960

In the small English village of Midwich everybody & everything falls into a deep, mysterious sleep for several hours in the middle of the day. Some months later every woman capable of child-bearing is pregnant & the children that are born out seem to grow very fast & they all have the same penetrating eyes.

The Virgin Spring
* 95596  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:28:00, B&W  1960

Powerful fable of peasant parents whose daughter is brutally raped & murdered. By a bizarre twist of fate, the murderers ask for food & shelter from the dead girl's parents, who discovering the truth about their erstwhile lodgers, exact a chilling revenge. Swedish with English subtitles.

Virginia Henderson (The Nurse Theorists: Portraits of Excellence Series)
* 95507  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 16  00:43:00, Color  1988

This program profiles the nurse theorist Virginia Henderson. A brief biography is followed by an interview covering her Definition of Nursing. An in-depth explanation of her theory is presented at the end of the program.

Virginia Woolf: A Room of One's Own
* 92081  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:53  , Color  1996

Actress Eileen Atkins recreates her one-woman stage show based on the talk Woolf gave in 1929 when she discussed the problems of writers & women in general, in the original lecture hall at Cambridge where Woolf spoke.

The Virtual Wasteland (Visions of Heaven and Hell Series)
Is technology creating a divided world of the information rich & poor? This program explores a future where technological advances have produced a divided & disconnected society.

Viruses, Bacteria, and Protistans (Cycles of Life Series)
* 93057  XAN101  VHS  Part 12 of 26  00:30:00, Color  1996
   This program chronicles the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in an effort to define a virus, its construction, & its behavior.

Vision (Mystery of the Senses Series)
* 91758  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 5  01:00 , Color  1995
   This fifth program of the series looks at our most magical sense & how both art & science reveal the elusive truth about sight.

The Vision of Modern Medicine
* 92302  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:29 , Color  1994
   This film examines the operational principles of various imaging technologies, including MRI, holographic imaging, ultrasound, mammography, CT scan, & x-rays.

Visions of Heaven and Hell Series
* _  XAN101  VHS  Part _ of _ , Color  1995
   Visions of Heaven & Hell: Information Technology & the Future - A 3-part series: Selling the Future... Welcome to the Jungle... The Virtual Wasteland.

Visions of Prophecy, Voices of Power
* 92892  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:24:00, Color  2000
   A "Mystic Women of the Middle Ages" program, this film examines the options available to women living in the 12th through 15th centuries & how some subverted traditional roles in order to discover & express their own freedom, dignity, & power.

Voices of Power: African-American Women
* 92891  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:29:00, Color  1999
   An "I Am Woman" program, this film examines the emergence of African-American women as popular & powerful voices of social conscience.

Voyage to the Milky Way
* 92411  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:00 , Color  1999
Stacy Keach narrates this film about the visionaries propelling today's dramatic space race between space agencies & entrepreneurs. Features extraordinary animation & breathtaking footage of deep space.

Wag The Dog
* 95910 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:37 , Coloé 1997

Before elections, a spin-doctor and a Hollywood producer join efforts to "fabricate" a war in order to cover-up a presidential sex scandal.

The Wages of Fear
* 91734 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:28 , B/W 1952

Four drifters accept a suicidal mission to drive two truckloads of nitroglycerin over 300 miles of treacherous roads. Praised for its editing & cinematography, this action classic inspired The Wild Bunch. Includes 43 minutes of restored footage. French, with subtitles.

Waiting for Godot Act I (Beckett Directs Beckett Series)
* 91770 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 4 01:17 , Color 1990

This production of Samuel Beckett's most famous play, in which two tramps wait for a man who never arrives, won the 1990 Blue Ribbon Prize at the Annual American Film & Video Festival. Includes reminiscences by cast member Alan Mandell who performed in the play in 1957 in San Quentin prison.

Waiting for Godot Act II (Beckett Directs Beckett Series)
* 91771 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 4 01:00 , Color 1990

See Waiting for Godot Act I #91770 for description.

Wall Street
* 92595 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:06:00, Color 1987

In Oliver Stone's behind-the-scenes look at big business in the 1980's, an ambitious young broker is lured into the illegal, lucrative world of corporate espionage. Stars Charlie Sheen, Michael Douglas, Daryl Hannah, Martin Sheen.

Wanted: A Million Teachers (Learning In America - Series)
* 91080 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 6 00:58 , Color 1990

The number of those entering the teaching profession has declined in recent years, just as the need for more & better teachers has increased. Attracting talented individuals & "burn-out" are major problems. This program looks at this crisis in teaching today.

War and Christianization (Christianity: The Second Thousand Years Series)
* 95402 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 4 00:50:00, Color 2001
This program recounts how 2 centuries of Holy Wars were launched by a single speech, & details its extraordinary, unforeseen consequences— including the creation of a sect of warrior monks so powerful they would eventually have to be destroyed by the church.

War Comes to America (Why We Fight Series)
* 91031 XAN101 VHS Part 7 of 7 01:07 , B/W 1945
   Classroom use ONLY.
   The final film in this series presents a review of American history, emphasizing the values of democracy & liberty that led America to join the world in its struggle.

War Is All Hell (The Civil War Series)
* 91066 XAN101 VHS Part 8 of 9 01:09 , Color 1990
   Sherman's March to the Sea spelled the end of the Confederacy. Following Lincoln's second inauguration, Grant took Petersburg & shortly thereafter, Richmond. The program ends with the dramatic & moving surrender at Appomattox. *TMA

War & Peace
* 92807 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 6 01:58:00, Color 1972
   This is a BBC production of Leo Tolstoy's epic tale of two Russian families, the Rostovs & the Bolkonskys, set against the Napoleonic Wars. Stars Anthony Hopkins.
   Part 1. Moscow, 1805.

War & Peace
* 92808 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 6 01:57:00, Color 1972

War & Peace
* 92809 XAN101 VHS Part 3 of 6 01:56:00, Color 1972

War & Peace
* 92810 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 6 01:57:00, Color 1972
War & Peace
* 92811 XAN101 VHS Part 5 of 6 01:58:00, Color 1972

Part 5. Borodino, 1812. See War & Peace #92807 for description.

War & Peace
* 92812 XAN101 VHS Part 6 of 6 02:45:00, Color 1972


The War Poets
* 92524 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:00:00, Color 1996

This program traces the development of the art of war poetry from Anglo-Saxon times to the 20th century, using extensive film footage & contemporary images. Also features criticism & analysis from Jon Stallworthy of Oxford University, one of the world's foremost authorities on war poetry.

"War" Series
* _ XAN101 VHS Part _ of _ , Color 1985

A 7-part series: The Road to Total War... Anybody's Son Will Do... The Profession of Arms... The Deadly Game of Nations... Keeping the Old Game Alive... Notes on Nuclear War... Goodbye War.

War Without End (The Great War Series)
* 92551 XAN101 VHS Part 8 of 8 01:00:00, Color 1996

This final episode explores the aftermath of the war & the failed peace. The question that haunted civilians throughout Europe was why did so many men have to die?

The War Years (Life Goes to the Movies Series)
* 91017 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 5 00:35 , Color 1977

During World War II moviemakers strove to bolster morale, record the exploits of our heroes & justify our involvement overseas.

The Warren Court: Fair or Foul?
* 91170 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:28 , Color 1990

Public Performance.
Nina Totenberg moderates a symposium on the impact of the Warren Court. Robert Bork, Jesse Choper, Lino Graglia & Anthony Lewis debate the court's effect on such issues as school desegregation, racial
discrimination & free speech.

**Warriors of the Amazon**
* 95789  XAN 101  DVD  Part 1  of 1  01:00 , Color  2000

For hundreds of years, the Yanomami people have led an isolated existence deep in the Amazonian rain forest. Seldom, if ever, did they encounter anyone from the modern world. This unspoiled way of life changed abruptly in the last 40 or 50 years as outside influences enroached on their culture. Nova travels to Venezuela.

**The Wars of Religion (The Western Tradition Series)**
* 91815  XAN101  VHS  Part 29  of 52  00:30 , Color  1989

Part 29: For more than a century the quarrels of Protestants & Catholics tore Europe apart. *TMA

**The Warsaw Ghetto Uprising: Diary of the Last Heroes**
* 92099  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  00:49 , Color  1993

In April 1943, a few hundred young Jews took up arms against the Nazis. In this program, five of the survivors provide an eyewitness account of the uprising. Includes archival footage.

**Waste Not, Want Not (Race to Save the Planet Series)**
* 91056  XAN101  VHS  Part 8  of 10  01:00 , Color  1990

This program offers chilling accounts of garbage barges, toxic dumps, overflowing landfills & sewage polluting coastal waters. It explodes many common myths & explores constructive solutions like source reduction & recycling.

**The Wasting of a Wetland**
* 91513  XAN101  VHS  Part 1  of 1  00:23 , Color  1991

This film documents the abuse of the Everglades, which is being threatened by pollution, agriculture & development. In the Everglades, not only is a unique legacy of wildlife being lost, but with it the sole source of fresh water for Southern Florida.

**A Watery Grave (Brunel Experience Series)**
* 91885  XAN101  VHS  Part 2  of 5  00:21 , Color  1988

This program discusses the engineering of boats, including paddlewheel & propeller-driven boats.

**A Wave from the Atlantic (American Visions Series)**
* 92817  XAN101  VHS  Part 5  of 8  01:00:00, Color  1996

This program discusses 20th century artists, photographers & architects.
such as Jacob Riis, Joseph Stella, Paul Strand, Alfred Steiglitz, Georgie O'Keeffe, & Frank Lloyd Wright.

The Way Home
* 92574  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:32:00, Color  1998  
Over the course of eight months, sixty-four women, representing a cross-section of cultures in America, came together to share their experiences of oppression through the lens of race.  *TMA

The Way Home
* 92869  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:32:00, Color  1998  
Over the course of 8 months, 64 women, representing a cross-section of American cultures, shared their experiences of oppression through the lens of race.  They were separated into eight ethnic councils: Indigenous, African-American, Arab, Asian, European-American, Jewish, Latina & Multi-Racial.  *TMA

The Way We Were
* 95952  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:58  , Color  1973  
Two desperate people have a wonderful romance, but their political views and convictions drive them apart.

We Know Where You Live
* 91144  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:58  , Color  1990  
The focus of today's advertising is now changing from mass marketing to direct mail.  NOVA looks at this growing phenomenon, delving into the methods companies use to collect consumer data & build mailing lists, & exploring major criticisms the industry is facing.  *TMA

We the People Series
* 92984  XAN101  VHS  Part 11 of 11  01:00:00, Color  2001  
We Stand Alone Together: The Men of Easy Company.  Features recent interviews with the real-life company members whose deeds are dramatized in "Band of Brothers," archival photographs & film footage.  Each veteran recalls that his reliance on his brothers-in-arms is the reason any of them made it back alive.

Weather Systems
This is a very basic discussion of weather, part of the Understanding Science series. Narrated by "Dr. Science"; illustrated with simple science experiments.

W.E.B. Du Bois: A Biography in Four Voices

In this film, four prominent African American writers - Wesley Brown, Thulani Davis, Toni Cade Bambara, Amiri Baraka - each narrate a period in the life of Du Bois, a scholar-activist who dominated African American history for nearly a century.

W.E.B. Du Bois of Great Barrington

This film chronicles the life & accomplishments of William Edward Burghardt Du Bois. He was a pioneer in American sociology, a founder of the NAACP, & is widely considered one of the nation's foremost intellectuals.

Welcome to the Jungle (Visions of Heaven and Hell Series)

This program explores how new technologies will transform drastically the way we live & work. Who will be the winners & losers in the coming cyberworld & what will be the role of the Internet?

Welfare Reform: Social Impact

This program traces the history of welfare from the Depression to the present, then examines the issues involved in reforming it. Those interviewed include Wisconsin governor Tommy Thompson, who oversaw the implementation of the first welfare reform program in the nation.

Wend Kuuni

(God's Gift) Director Gaston Kabore used this fable of a mute, abandoned child in Burkina Faso to demonstrate how traditional Mossi values can heal & unify a modern African state beset by dislocation, refugees & social conflict. In More w/ English subtitles.

West Side Story

Musical about two youngsters from rival NYC gangs who fall in love.
The Western (American Cinema Series)
* 91670  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 13  01:00  , Color  1994

With clips & critical commentary on westerns from John Ford's Stagecoach through the work of Arthur Penn, Sam Peckinpah, & Clint Eastwood, this program traces the aesthetic evolution of the genre & its sociological importance.

The Western Tradition Series
*  XAN101  VHS  Part _ of _  , Color  1989

This 52-part series surveys more than 2000 years of Western civilization. It covers all major historical periods, is illustrated with over 2700 images from the Metropolitan Museum of Art, & explores connections between politics, literature, economics, industry, agriculture, art, & philosophy. (closed captioned)

Whale Rider
* 95772  XAN 101  DVD.42  Part _ of _  01:41  , Color  2002

On the east coast of New Zealand, the Whangara people believe their presence there dates back 1000s of years or more to a single ancestor, Paikea, who escaped death when his canoe capsized by riding to shore on the back of a whale.

The Whales of August
* 93113  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:31:00, Color  1987

The story of two elderly sisters-one caring, the other cantankerous, blind & possibly senile-who decide during a summer in Maine whether or not they should give up their ancestral house & enter a nursing home. Based on the play by David Berry. Starring Lillian Gish, Bette Davis, & Vincent Price.

What is Aphasia?
* 91458  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:28  , Color  1991

Stroke survivors demonstrate their strategies to compensate for loss of communication. Examples explain aphasia & its effects on speaking, listening, reading & writing.

What is Multimedia?
* 91417  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:20  , Color  1994

Multimedia brings together graphics, animation, audio, video & text to create a new experience. This overview examines the basic ingredients of multimedia - hardware, software, scripting, interactivity, robotics.

What Price Glory
In 1918 France, Captain Flagg commands a disreputable company of Marines; his new top sergeant is his old friendly enemy, Quirt. The two men become rivals for the favors of fair innkeeper's daughter Charmaine, but the rivalry goes into reverse when Charmaine proves to be angling for a husband.

What is Probability? (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)

This program discusses the difference between deterministic phenomena & random phenomena.

What is Statistics? (Against All Odds: Inside Statistics Series)

Discover how the complex discipline of statistics has evolved.

Whatever Happened to Privacy?

A Nightline program originally aired 7/30/01. Ted Koppel & John Donvan survey the increasing intrusion - real or perceived - of technology into Americans' privacy. They are joined by House majority leader Dick Armey & San Diego Police Chief David Bejarano.

The Wheel of Fortune (Connections Series)

This film deals with agriculture, astronomy, physical geography, navigation, clocks, steel making, efficiency & time-motion studies & metal cutting tools & machinery.

The Wheel of Fortune (Connections Series)

See The Wheel of Fortune #90093 for description.

When the Bough Breaks: Our Children, Our Environment

This film covers five major problems confronted by children worldwide: poison, water, flight, debt & population.

When a Child Doesn't Play

It's through involved & invested play that children build a repertoire of critical skills: how to focus & attend & persevere. This film shows
how experienced teachers can draw children into play, sustain their interest & promote productive play interactions. *TMA

When Comedy Was King
* 95925  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:21  , BW  1960

A feature-length documentary devoted to the great clowns of silent comedy.

When Harry Met Sally
* 92608  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:36:00, Color  1989

This Rob Reiner romantic comedy follows the relationship between two adults who try to remain platonic friends - & what happens when they don't. Stars Meg Ryan, Billy Crystal, Carrie Fisher, Bruno Kirby. Written by Nora Ephron. Music by Harry Connick, Jr.

When I Say No I Feel Guilty
* 90123  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:30  , Color  197?

Stars Dr. Manuel J. Smith, June Lockhart & consultant Fred Sherman. This film teaches viewers how to cope with everyday problems & conflicts at work or in life by using special verbal skills of systematic assertive training.

When The Levees Broke: A Requiem in Four Acts
* 95794  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 3  1:26  , Color  2006

As the world watched in horror, Hurricane Katrina hit New Orleans on August 29, 2005. Like many who watched the unfolding drama on television news, director Spike Lee was shocked not only by the scale of the disaster, but by the slow, inept and disorganized response of the emergency and recovery effort.

When The Levees Broke: A Requiem In Four Acts
* 95795  XAN101  DVD  Part 2 of 3  1:26  , Color  2006

See #95794 for description

When The Levees Broke: A Requiem In Four Acts
* 95796  XAN101  DVD  Part 3 of 3  1:26  , Color  2006

See #95794 for description.

When Willie Comes Marching Home
* 95755  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:22  , BW  1950

When Willie leaves home to join the war effort he is all ready to become a hero, but he is only frustrated when his posting ends up to be in his home town, & he is recruited into training, keeping him from the
action. However, when he finds himself accidentally behind enemy lines he unexpectedly becomes a hero after all.

Where Credit is Due (Integrity in Scientific Research Series)
* 92880 XAN101 VHS Part 4 of 5 00:09:00, Color 2002

This program focuses on issues related to authorship practices, the allocation of credit, & the importance of maintaining laboratory notebooks. *TMA

Where There's a Will There's an A
* 91048 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 02:44 , Color 1988

Classroom use ONLY.

Professor Claude Olney presents a comprehensive guide to improving study habits. His highly motivational seminar encourages students to STUDY SMART - not to study hard. (Two tapes in set.) *TMA

Where Truth Lies (Triumph Over Terror Series)
* 92754 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 6 00:30:00, Color 1998

A Case Before the South African Truth & Reconciliation Commission. A student leader & his friend were shot & burned by the Security Police in 1982. Mark Kaplan documented the case for three years.

While You Were Sleeping
* 95916 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:43 , Color 1995

Ticket collecting romantic pretends to be engaged to an unconscious man but can't fool his brother

Whistle Down the Wind
* 95882 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:39 , BW 1961

When an injured wife murderer takes refuge on a remote Lancashire farm, the owners three children mistakenly believe him to be the Second Coming of Christ.

A White Garment of Churches (Art of the Western World Series)
* 91033 XAN101 VHS Part 2 of 9 01:00 , Color 1989

The Romanesque & Gothic periods are portrayed in the exquisitely preserved church of Paray-le-Monia & such structures as Durham, Canterbury, St. Denis & Chartres Cathedrals.

White Mane
* 91743 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:38 , B/W 1952

This film tells the story of a wild horse tamed by the love of a small boy. It was praised for its poignant depiction of man's relationship to nature.
Who Are You? (The Secret of Life Series)
* 91538  XAN101  VHS   Part 8 of 8   01:00 , Color   1993
   
   This last program of the series looks at the results of thousands of interviews with twins.

Who Engages in Acts of Terrorism (Terrorism Series)
* 92378  XAN101  VHS   Part 3 of 15   00:30 , Color   1999
   

Whole Language: A New Zealand Approach
* 91104  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   01:06 , Color   1990
   
   This set of four vignettes represents the teaching of language in all of its forms - speaking, listening, reading & writing - through examples of teachers & students at work in New Zealand.

The Whole Truth (Integrity in Scientific Research Series)
* 92881  XAN101  VHS   Part 5 of 5   00:09:30, Color   2002
   
   This program considers the responsibilities & consequences of reporting suspected research misconduct, institutional responses to misconduct allegations, reporting deviations from research protocol, & the use of animals in research. *TMA

Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
* 95739  XAN101  DVD   Part 1 of 1   02:11:00, B&W   1966
   
   A bitter aging couple with the help of alcohol, use a young couple to fuel anguish and emotional pain towards each other.

Whose Life Is It Anyway?
* 92748  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   01:59:00, Color   1981
   
   A sculptor survives an auto accident but is paralyzed from the neck down. His doctor saved him – but to what purpose? The patient, knowing himself to be completely helpless for the rest of his days, makes a poignant plea to be removed from his life-sustaining equipment. Stars Richard Dreyfuss, John Cassavetes.

Why Man Creates
* 90068  XAN101  16mm   Part 1 of 1   00:25 , Color   1970
   
   This film is a series of explorations, episodes & comments on creativity, posing serious questions about the creative process & how it comes into play for different individuals. It is especially useful for problem-solving sessions.
Why Man Creates
* 91086  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:25 , Color  1968
  Classroom use ONLY.
  See Why Man Creates #90068 for description.

Why We Fight (Band of Brothers Series)
* 92982  XAN101  VHS  Part 9 of 11  01:00:00, Color  2001
  Easy Co. finally enters Germany & has a chance to relax. In a nearby
  forest, a patrol discovers an abandoned Nazi concentration camp, still
  filled with emaciated prisoners. News arrives that Hitler is dead.

Why We Fight Series
* 9  XAN101  VHS  Part _ of _  , B&W
  Frank Capra's 7-part documentary on World War II: Prelude to War... The
  Nazi Strike... Divide & Conquer... The Battle of Britain... The Battle
  of China... The Battle of Russia... War Comes to America.

Wide Sargasso Sea
* 91741  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:40 , Color  1992
  A "prequel" to the story of Jane Eyre. On a plantation in Jamaica, a
  family about to lose their estate promises their daughter to Englishman
  Edward Rochester. The prearranged marriage will endow Edward with
  wealth in exchange for his pure Anglo bloodline. Stars Karina Lombard
  & Nathaniel Parker.

The Wild Child
* 95894  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:23 , BW  1970
  1798. In a forest, some countrymen catch a wild child who can not walk,
  speak, read nor write. Doctor Itard is interested by the child, and
  starts to educate him. Everybody thinks he will fail, but with a lot of
  love and patience, he manages to obtain results and the child continues
  with normal development. This is bas...

The Wild Duck
* 95566  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 3  02:44:00, Color  1988
  Widely considered to be his greatest play, Norwegian dramatist Henrik
  Ibsen probes the dark interior of the human soul. Norwegian with
  English subtitles.

The Wild Duck
* 95567  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 3  , Color  1988
  (See IMC# 95566 for description.)
The Wild Duck
* 95568  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 3  _  , Color  1988

(See IMC# 95566 for description.)

The Wild Side (Rock & Roll Series)
* 92165  XAN101  VHS  Part 7 of 10  01:00  , Color  1995

This program tours through the rock & roll theatrics of the 70's, when bands like the Velvet Underground, the Doors, & David Bowie brought the decadent dramas of life in the underground into the limelight. Interviews w/ Ray Manzarek, Paul Rothchild, Lou Reed, Iggy Pop, David Bowie, Gene Simmons, Paul Stanley.

Wild Strawberries
* 91160  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:30  , B/W  1957

This film by Ingmar Bergman is a drama about an aging doctor's journey through his memories, daydreams & nightmares. In Swedish with English subtitles.

Wilde
* 92509  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:57:00, Color  1997

Poet & playwright Oscar Wilde devours all that life has to offer, but as he delves into a taboo world of unrealized sexual desires, his life becomes a turbulent charade. Stars Stephen Fry, Jude Law, Jennifer Ehle, Vanessa Redgrave.

The Wilderness and the West (American Visions Series)
* 92815  XAN101  VHS  Part 3 of 8  01:00:00, Color  1996

Landscape painting holds deep religious & patriotic connotations. Hughes explores the artists Albert Bierstadt, John James Audubon, Frederic Church, Frederic Remington & Thomas Cole.

Willa Cather's America
* 91320  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00  , Color  1988

Willa Cather is the only first-rate American writer whose work examines the growth of America. This program shows us her interest in places as well as people.

Winding Your Way Through DNA: Discovering the Wonder of DNA
* 92291  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 6  01:12  , Color  1992

Part 1  Introduction...The Riddle of the Helix...Learning the Language of Life. *TMA
Winding Your Way Through DNA: Discovering the Wonder of DNA
* 92292  XAN101  VHS     Part 2 of 6     01:38     , Color     1992

Part 2 From Corned Beef to Cloning...Those Marvelous Molecular Manufacturing Plants...The Double Talking Helix Blues. *TMA

Winding Your Way Through DNA: New Ways to Use DNA
* 92293  XAN101  VHS     Part 3 of 6     01:16     , Color     1992

Part 3 Introduction...New Weapons in the War Against Disease...DNA Technology for the Third World. *TMA

Winding Your Way Through DNA: New Ways to Use DNA
* 92294  XAN101  VHS     Part 4 of 6     01:22     , Color     1992

Part 4 Green Genes...Tales Our Genes Can Tell Us. *TMA

Winding Your Way Through DNA: Asking the Tough Questions About DNA Technology
* 92295  XAN101  VHS     Part 5 of 6     01:20     , Color     1992

Part 5 Introduction...Walking the Ethical Tightrope...Superplant to the Rescue or Monsters in Our Backyards? *TMA

Winding Your Way Through DNA: Asking the Tough Questions About DNA Technology
* 92296  XAN101  VHS     Part 6 of 6     01:47     , Color     1992

Part 6 Should DNA Be Kept at Bay?...DNA on the Witness Stand...Symposium in Perspective: Learning to Live With Technology. *TMA

Windows NT: Administration
* 92338  XAN101  VHS     Part 1 of 1     01:00     , Color     1997

This film provides guidelines for the administration & troubleshooting of NT 4.0 networks & environments. It explains the structure of NT domains, shares, service, & the Resource Kit, & discusses the procedures used to administer networks.

Winds of Change
* 92487  XAN101  VHS     Part 1 of 1     00:50:00, Color     1998

This program discusses plate tectonics, & what happened after a collision seven million years ago. It also explains how any oscillation in the pattern can produce typhoons and crop failures from California to Kenya.

Wings
* 92069  XAN101  VHS     Part 1 of 1     02:19     , B/W     1927
This silent classic is the first film to win the Academy Award for Best Picture. It is the story of two men in the Air Corps during WWI & their rivalry for the girl they left behind. The actual footage of aerial battle sequences still ranks among the best in motion picture history. Stars Clara Bow, Richard Arlen.

**Wings**

* 95761  XAN 101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   02:19   , BW   1927

In 1917, Jack Powell is a young man with passion for cars. His next door neighbor is Mary Preston, who is in deep love for him, but Jack does not notice her. Jack indeed loves Sylvia Lewis, but she is in love with the rich David Armstrong.

**Wings of Desire**

* 93110  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   02:10:00, Color   1988

An ethereal, haunting modern fable about one of many angels observing human life in & above the broken existence of Berlin, & how he begins to long to experience life as humans do. Starring Bruno Ganz & Peter Falk. German with English subtitles.

**Winnebago Man**

* 95775  XAN 101  DVD   Part _ of 1   01:25   , Color   2009

Jack Rebney is the most famous man you've never heard of - after cursing his way through a Winnebago sales video, Rebney's funny outtakes became an underground sensation & made him an internet superstar. Filmmaker Ben Steinbauer journeys to the top of a mountain to find the person who unwittingly became "Winnebago Man".

**Winstanley**

* 92543  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   01:36:00, B&W   1975

In 1649 a Reformation-era religious sect called the Diggers set out to form a commune on "common land", which by law permits grazing, but not settlement. Led by Gerard Winstanley, this was a nonviolent action to reclaim land for the poor. But the local villagers take violent action to burn them out.

**Winter Light**

* 93101  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   01:20:00, B&W   1961

Bleak & disturbing view of a tortured priest who searches for the faith & guidance he is unable to give his congregation. The second film in Ingmar Bergman's Silence-of-God trilogy. Swedish with English subtitles.

**The Winter's Tale**

* 91694  XAN101  VHS   Part 1 of 1   02:53   , Color   1981
One of the BBC & Time-Life Shakespeare films, this romance revolves around reconciliation, & wrongs committed in one generation that are made right in the next. Stars Jeremy Kemp, Anna Calder-Marshall.

Wit
* 95654 XAN101 DVD Part 1 of 1 01:38:00, Color 2001

Based on the Margaret Edson play, Vivian Bearing is a literal, hardnosed English professor who has been diagnosed with terminal ovarian cancer. During the story, she reflects on her reactions to the cycle the cancer takes, the treatments, & significant events in her life.

With Babies and Banners
* 92523 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:45:00, Color 1978

This film presents the story of the women who became the backbone of the Great General Motors Sit-Down Strike of 1937 - the key event in the drive for industrial unionism. Forty years later, nine of these women reunite, & show the relevance of their experience for people today.

Witness
* 91264 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:52 , Color 1985

When an Amish woman & her son get caught up in the murder of an undercover narcotics agent, their savior is hardened detective John Book. Harrison Ford shines as the cop who runs head-on into the non-violent world of a Pennsylvania Amish community.

Witness
* 95902 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:52 , Color 1985

A young Amish boy is sole witness to a murder; policeman John Book goes into hiding in Amish country to protect him until the trial.

Witness for the Prosecution
* 95895 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:56 , BW 1957

Agatha Christie tale of a man on trial for murder: a trial featuring surprise after surprise.

The Wizard of Oz
* 95774 XAN 101 DVD Part _ of _ 01:41 , Color 1939

In this charming film based on the popular L. Frank Baum stories, Dorothy Gale is swept away to a magical land in a tornado and embarks on a quest to see the Wizard who can help her return home.
The embodiment of the Horatio Alger myth is Thomas A. Edison. A farm boy, the last of seven children, he might have faded into a life of obscurity, but he became one of the world's best inventors.

**Woman of the Year**

* 92243  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:54  , B/W  1942

This first classic pairing of Spencer Tracy & Katharine Hepburn concerns the rocky marriage of a renowned political columnist & a lowly sportswriter. (This video includes Tex Avery's animated short "Blitz Wolf").

**A Woman's Place**

* 90125  XAN101  16mm  Part 1 of 1  00:25  , Color  197?

This is a brilliant tribute to noted women of the past. It celebrates the fact that today a woman's place is every place.

**Women At the Top**

* 91410  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:26  , Color  1993

This program asks whether there is room for "feminine" behavior in the business world & if women can live on the fast track & still be women.

**Women of the Georgian Hotel**

* 91348  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:19  , Color  1993

This is a warm & humorous exploration of the secrets of a long life eloquently revealed by four spirited women, ages 83 to 107.

**The Women of Hull House**

* 91173  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:28  , B/W  1992

Created from historical photographs, this film tells the story of Hull House, America's most influential settlement, through the work of Jane Addams, Florence Kelley, Dr. Alice Hamilton & others. *TMA

**Women and Islam**

* 95422  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30:00, Color  1993

This program argues the case for revision of the widely-held views in the Islamic world about the role of women, using examples from history & the role played by women in the contemporary world. It explains the origin of the veil, & discusses the issue of marriage & women's rights within marriage. <DRA>

**The Women of Summer**

* 92525  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:55:00, Color  1986
An Unknown Chapter of American Social History. This film reveals how from 1921 to 1938, 1700 blue-collar women took part in an educational experiment, The Brn Mawr Summer School for Women Workers, & how it changed their lives & public awareness.

Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown
* 92864  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:28:00, Color  1988

This is a surreal, hilarious romp through the lives of film dubber Maura, her ex-lover, his crazed ex-mistress, his new lover, his son, & his son's girlfriend. Stars Carmen Maura, Antonio Banderas, Julieta Serrano. Directed by Pedro Almodovar. In Spanish w/ English subtitles.

Women of the Wall
* 93034  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:31:00, Color  1999

Feminism arrives at the Western Wall in Jerusalem, in the form of a women's prayer group started in 1989. Despite verbal & physical attack, these women continue fighting for the right to pray in this holy space, thereby testing the limits of & expanding the interpretations of Judaism in Israel.

The Women Whisper
* 92566  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:11:00, Color  1998

Seven older women share individual stories & reflections of their lives creating a non-traditional profile of growing older. This production touches on common experiences as it allows these women to speak in their own words.

The Women's Project (Founders Series)
* 91217  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 5  02:00 , Color  1990

See Murray Bowen #91213 for description.

Women's Ordination: The Hidden Tradition
* 91593  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:58 , Color  1992

Women priests are regarded by many Christians as a new or dangerous innovation. This film considers what can really be gleaned from ancient texts, tombs, icons & catacombs & looks at the political reasons why the true role of women in the primitive Church might have been suppressed, & should now be discovered.

The Wonder of Form
* 91474  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30 , Color  1978

This program explains Plato's theory of form, & the principle of harmony - which addresses the formal, harmonious, balanced
interrelationship of line, color, shape & form.

The Wonderful, Horrible Life of Leni Riefenstahl
* 91681  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  01:32  , Color  1993

See The Wonderful, Horrible Life of Leni Riefenstahl #91680 for description.

The Wonderful, Horrible Life of Leni Riefenstahl
* 91680  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  01:36  , Color  1993

In this film, Leni Riefenstahl addresses her past for the first time on camera. Although she never actually joined the Nazi Party, as the creator of the single most effective propaganda film ever made - Triumph of the Will - she has spent much of her life trying to live down her association with the Third Reich.

Workfare, Welfare: What's Fair?
* 91181  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:26  , Color  1991

The current welfare system is believed to be ineffective. Some states are experimenting with workfare programs, which get people off welfare & into jobs. This film focuses on one such program, its costs, prospects & problems.

Working Girl
* 95641  XAN101  DVD  Part 1 of 1  01:56:00, Color  1988

When her classy, but villainess boss breaks a leg skiing, ambitious secretary Tess McGill takes over her office, her apartment, even her wardrobe. She then creates a deal with a handsome investment banker that will either take her straight to the top or finish her off for good. Starring Melanie Griffith & Harrison Ford.

Working With Hostile Teens
* 92567  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30:00, Color  1993

Students are more explosive today than ever before. Therapist Steven Campbell has developed an effective anger management strategy. This program consists of role plays with teens at risk. Campbell leads the role plays, then provides an analysis of each one. *TMA

Working With Resistant Teens
* 92568  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:46:00, Color  1993

See Working With Hostile Teens #92567 for description. *TMA

The World of Abnormal Psychology Series
*  XAN101  VHS  Part _ of _  , Color  1992
This is a 13-part series: Looking at Abnormal Behavior-The Nature of Stress-Anxiety-Psychological Factors & Physical Illness-Personality Disorders-Substance Abuse-Sexual Disorders-Mood Disorders-The Schizophrenias-Organic Mental Disorders-Behavioral Disorders of Childhood-Psychotherapies-An Ounce of Prevention

The World According to Garp
* 92865  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  02:16:00, Color  1982
_  
T.S. Garp is a struggling everyman beset by the destructive forces of modern society, but he remains optimistic even as his life unravels around him. Stars Robin Williams, Glenn Close, Mary Beth Hurt, John Lithgow. Directed by George Roy Hill. Based on the novel by John Irving.

The World Bank: The Great Experiment
* 92491  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 2  01:44:00, Color  1997
_  
This documentary provides a rare glimpse into both the inner workings of the World Bank & its efforts to bring economic stability to Africa. <DRA>

The World Bank: The Great Experiment
* 92492  XAN101  VHS  Part 2 of 2  _  , Color  1997
_  
See The World Bank #92491 for description. <DRA>

A World of Differences: Understanding Cross-Cultural Communication
* 92719  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:30:00, Color  1997
_  
This program shows how successful cross-cultural communication can be when we understand differences in language, values, gestures, rituals, & traditions. It examines 14 key facets of miscommunication. *TMA

A World of Diversity: Developing Your Diversity Skills
* 92111  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:27  , Color  1994
_  
This program consists of segments that teach basic skills for communicating across cultures. The script was reviewed by scholars from many different cultural backgrounds for authenticity of language & content.

A World of Gestures
* 92482  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:28:00, Color  1991
_  
This film presents a humorous look at the gestures of different cultures. It includes information on gestures for beauty, sexual behavior, suicide, aggression, & love. *TMA

A World Inscribed: The Illuminated Manuscript
This program is a concise history of the illuminated manuscript & monastery libraries, & depicts the workings of a scriptorium & the arduous art of copying & illustrating/gilding medieval & Renaissance literature. <DRA>

World of 1968
This film is Charles Braverman’s kinesthetic (flash frame) & filmographic presentation of the events of the year 1968.

The World of Apu
Apu is a jobless ex-student dreaming vaguely of a future as a writer. An old college friend talks him into a visit up-country to a village wedding. This changes his life, for when the bridegroom turns out to be mad, Apu's friend asks him to become the husband! After initial revulsion at the idea, Apu agrees.

The World at 12 Gigahertz
This film explains KU-Band satellites, including the basic technical principles, business & broadcast applications, & the equipment components that make up the system.

World War I: A Documentary on the Role of the USA
Using rare motion picture footage from the National Archives, this video brings to life the events that led the U.S. into World War I & provides a sense of familiarity with the period & people who shaped its events.

World Within World (Ascent of Man Series)
Starting with a visit to an ancient Polish salt mine, Bronowski looks at the world inside the atom. He traces the history of the men & ideas that have made 20th-century physics "the greatest achievement of the human imagination".

The World at Your Fingertips (The Machine That Changed the World Series)
This program looks at the social revolution caused by computers & at what price: loss of privacy, pollution of information & the near-catastrophes that can occur (as in the stock market plunge in
1987).

Worlds of Bright Glass
* 91253  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:00  , Color  1992

This film was produced & directed by Saint Louis University professor James F. Scott, Ph.D. It describes the work of the Ravenna Mosaic Company & presents many examples, including the mosaics in the St. Louis Cathedral. <DRA>

The Worship of Nature (Civilisation Series)
* 90176  XAN101  16mm  Part 11 of 13  00:50  , Color  1970

Romanticism saw the rise of Jean Jacques Rousseau, Goethe, Wordsworth & Coleridge, the rediscovery of the beauty of Nature by John Constable, & the tremendous achievements of Turner, whose work anticipates the generations of painters to come (including the Impressionists). *TMA

The Worship of Nature (Civilisation Series)
* 91234  XAN101  VHS  Part 11 of 13  00:50  , Color  1970

See The Worship of Nature #90176 for description. *TMA

Writers and Revolutionaries (The Pacific Century Series)
* 92732  XAN101  VHS  Part 4 of 10  01:00:00, Color  1992

Chinese writer Lu Xun & Japanese right-wing philosopher Kita Ikki are profiled as intellectuals who sought to resolve the conflict between the national character & international standing of their homelands.

Writing About Literature - Interpreting and Explaining
* 91364  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:27  , Color  1991

This program explains how, when writing about literature, to develop a thesis & then defend it, by explaining how the facts add up & providing a correct interpretation. It then tells how to interpret a piece of literature.

Writing the Argumentative Essay
* 91360  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  00:27  , Color  1991

This program explains how to develop an argumentative essay, emphasizing such points as the need to start with an arguable statement, identify your audience, establish credibility & demonstrate fairness to opposing views.

Writing and Thinking About Film (American Cinema Series)
* 91678  XAN101  VHS  Part 12 of 13  00:30  , Color  1994

This program provides a formal & cultural analysis of a classical film
sequence.

Written on the Wind
* 92866  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:39:00, Color  1956

Douglas Sirk directed this acclaimed story of the very rich whose lack of morality & character leads to ruin & death. Stars Robert Stack, Rock Hudson, Lauren Bacall, Dorothy Malone.

The Wrong Man
* 95480  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:45:00, B&W  1956

Manny Ballestero is an honest hardworking musician. When his wife needs money for dental treatment, Manny goes to the local insurance office to borrow on her policy. He is mistaken for a hold-up man who robbed them the year before & the police are called. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Based on a true story.

Wuthering Heights
* 91392  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:44, B/W  1939

Laurence Olivier, Merle Oberon & David Niven star in this masterpiece based on Emily Bronte's classic story of passion, hatred & revenge. Directed by William Wyler. Academy Award for cinematography.

Wuthering Heights
* 92457  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:44, B/W  1939

(Copy #2) See Wuthering Heights #91392 for description.

Yalom: An Interview (Understanding Group Psychotherapy Series)
* 91591  XAN101  VHS  Part 5 of 5  00:40, Color  1995

Dr. Yalom discusses issues raised in Inpatients & Outpatients, & shares the early influences that helped shape his personal life, as well as his insights into the training of group therapists. *TMA

The Year of Living Dangerously
* 95933  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:55, Color  1982

A young Australian reporter tries to navigate the political turmoil of Indonesia during the rule of President Sukarno with the help of a diminutive photographer.

Yellow Submarine
* 92458  XAN101  VHS  Part 1 of 1  01:27, Color  1968

This is the Beatles' only full-length animated feature. Includes twelve mid-career songs. The Beatles themselves appear in a short scene at the end of the film.
Yellow Tale Blues: Two American Families
* 93006 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:30:00, Color 1990

The producers of 'Who Killed Vincent Chin?' turned the camera on their own families to make this innovative documentary on ethnic stereotypes. Clips from Hollywood movies, from a vintage 1910 silent film to 'Breakfast at Tiffany's', reveal nearly a century of disparaging images of Asians.

Yemen: Land of the Queen of Sheba
* 95443 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:54:00, Color 1998

Is the Queen of Sheba, ruler of Saba, a figure of legend or of history? This program delves deeply into Yemen's past on a journey of discovery, visiting important stops on the caravan route that once carried frankincense to market. Archaeological artifacts offer a tantalizing glimpse of a civilization long gone.

Yesterday, Tomorrow, and You (Connections Series)
* 90103 XAN101 16mm Part AA of 10 00:30 , Color 1979

Is the whole more than the sum of its parts? How has scientific jargon accelerated technological growth & made science a mystery to the layman? How does the failure of one sub-system affect society?

Yesterday, Tomorrow, and You (Connections Series)
* 90104 XAN101 16mm Part AB of 10 00:25 , Color 1979

See Yesterday, Tomorrow, and You #90103 for description.

Yojimbo
* 95838 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 01:50 , BW 1961

A crafty ronin comes to a town divided by two criminal gangs and decides to play them against each other to free the town.

Your Computer, Your Way: Dell and the Direct Sales Model
* 95419 XAN101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:11:00, Color 2002

In this program, Dell Computers' direct sales model & its impact on retailers & manufacturers is investigated. Visionary Michael Dell & top industry executives from Compaq, Gateway, & Circuit City stress the vital importance of improving supply chain management, & providing single-point accountability. <DRA>

Zero De Conduite
* 95886 XAN 101 VHS Part 1 of 1 00:41 , BW 1933

In a repressive boarding school with rigid rules of behavior, four boys
decide to rebel against the direction on a celebration day.